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Abstract 

In this thesis I investigate how students account for their choices of whether or not to 

study further mathematics within an after-school widening participation programme, the 

Further r-.Iathematics Network (PMNetwork). I seek to conceptualise how patterns of 

participation in advanced mathematics arise not only from unequal school provision but in 

the 'logics' of individual students' decision-making. I draw on a qualitative research 

project examining a) fourteen promotional, administrative and evaluati\Te FMNetwork 

documents, and b) observations, interviews and email qucstionnaircs with twcnty four 

studcnts in three sitcs. These sites were chosen to include differences in socio-geographic 

and classroom contexts amid the shared feature that without the FMNetwork these 

students could not study further mathematics. 

I use a thcoretical framework based in Foucauldian ideas that sociocultural discourses 

construct within them practices of the self: the possibilities for being a knowing, active, 

choosing self in that system of knowledge and social practice. In the texts and students' 

accounts I analyse the discourses that shape meaning in further mathematics and look for 

ways they support or conflict with practices of the self in contemporary society. I argue 

that mathematics and (FMNetwork) further mathematics draw on different discourses, and 

that the discourses of further mathematics contain inherent ambiguities that students can 

use productively or struggle to reconcile. Mathcmatics students arc positioned as making 

secure developmental progress to practical maturity and autonomous self-management. 

Further mathematics accelerates and/or distorts this progress. I show the students' 

precarious positioning as self-entreprencurs who choosc risk and face consequenccs, and 

also as children whose self-promotion may be illusory. 

I arguc that students' choice and participation in the FMNetwork are best understood as a 

project of becoming independent. Thus doing further mathematics allows students to 

contest their experience of some school or social exclusions, notably where experiences do 

not fit a dominant model that learning mathematics successfully feels fast, effortless and 

requires the validation of others. Howcvcr, this project of doing further mathematics as 

becoming independent adds to the insecurities they experience about progress and 

responsibility, leaving them exposed to the logic that giving up is the mature response. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

There is a small but prestigious qualification for school-lcavers in England and \X'alcs that 

informs decisions about access to university mathematics. It is called Further :Mathematics 

A-le\Tel, usually shortened to Further Maths (and officially capitalised'). It matters because 

it is centrally placed in overlapping discourses about rigorous mathematics and widening 

participation (Smith 2011). The historical practices of teaching and assessing further 

mathematics inform contemporary policy goals and initiatives to promote mathematics 

and address issues of inequity in its take-up. I have chosen it as the setting for my research 

because it illustrates engagements between tradition and change, policy intentions and local 

circumstances. It provides an opportunity to investigate how policy debates in 

mathematics are reconstructed within institutional practices and within student practices, 

and how far the resulting discourses create possibilities for students to be agentic and for 

patterns to change. In this research I aim to answer the questions: how do students 

account for their choices whether or not to study further mathematics, and how do these 

choices contribute to their negotiations of identity? The theoretical framework that I usc 

is poststructural and socioconstructionist. I analyse discourse as power circulating in social 

practices, a "productive network" (Foucault 1980 p 198) inscribing meanings and 

subjectivities. 'Identities' are also discursive, not fixed but multiple and shifting (Davies 

198512004, Griffiths 1995, Walkerdine 1989). To unpick the notions of choice and 

identity I examine how agency is produced through the key Foucauldian notion of 

practices of the self (Foucault 1979, 1984, 1990) and Rose's exposition of selfhood 

neoliberal governmen tality. 

I start this introduction by describing the educational context of further mathematics and 

A-levels. I then introduce the theoretical perspective by which I see students' subject 

choices as contributing to the circulation of power and knowledge that forms discourses 

of further mathematics, constructing what mathematics and mathematics students arc able 

, In mathematics education research it is usual not to capitalise or shorten mathematics, whilst in schools and 

government documents 'Further r..laths' A-level is almost universal, shortened eVl'n when 'r..lathematics' is 

not. In this thesis I use both Further Maths and further mathematics, the first for a course title, the second 

for the associated practices of learning and teaching. 
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to be. I end the introduction with an 'autobiography' of my research questions, reflecting 

on how they derive from my own story of knowing. 

1.1 Let mathematics take you further 

1.1.1 A-levels and who takes them 

A-levels are the traditional academic qualifications in England and Wales for 16-18 year 

olds, now taken by over 40 per cent of students. Students usually specialise in three or 

four subjects over two years, sitting examinations for their 'AS' (lualification after one year 

and - if they choose to continue that subject - for the full 'A2' (lualification the next. 

Mathematics is one A-level subject and, uniquely, students can add a second - 'further' -

mathematics A-level qualification to be taken alongside it2
• In Further Maths students use 

the concepts learnt in Mathematics A-level, applying them to problems in mechanics or 

statistics and also developing new conceptual abstractions within pure mathematics. These 

students are thus likely not only to know more mathematics than Mathematics-only 

students but to recognise the complexity of connections and technical strategies in using 

that knowledge. For this reason many English universities recommend Further Maths for 

their science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEl\f) applicants, and a few of 

the most prestigious uninrsities require it. Despite this declared utility and gatekeeper 

status, Further Maths remains a minority subject even amongst STI ~M students. In 2008 

some 9000 students from English schools entered the AS examination, and another 9000 

entered the full A2; just under 1 in 7 of the 65000 Mathematics A-level students 

(FMNetwork 20(8)'. From the standpoint of university mathematics departments there is 

little (luestion: it is clearly better to have relevant knowledge than to lack it. So why is the 

actual take-up of Further l\Iaths not greater? One of my original and ongoing motivations 

in undertaking this research was a curiosity to examine the value of further mathematics to 

2111ere arc t\VO A-levels in English, English Language and English Literature, but students would not take 

hoth. Similarly for i\lodern, Early i\lodern and Ancient Ilistof)'. 

3 Examination statistics are complex, as I discllss in Chapter hvo. !-.lore stud<.'nts study AS-level than A-level 

Further l\laths. However, students may enter AS and ;\2 in the same or different years; in addition many 

students do not 'certificate' their AS-level a,vatd or wait until they have taken more modules so that grades 

can be aggregated advantageously. For comparison, in the same year 20()8, 5500 students from English 

schools were mvarded Further ~1aths AS-level, 8500 were awarded the full A~le\'cl, just over in 1 in 7 of the 

57000 A-level Mathematics awards CDCSF 20(9). 
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students themselyes by considering it not simply as a depersonalised, detemporalised 

binary attribute of haying/lacking, but as part of a series of choices about where and how 

one's identity work takes place. 

My second motiyation balances the attention to individual choice by acknowledging the 

pattcrns in who takes further mathematics. These patterns result in differential access to 

higher education and cultural capital, and they raise issues of equity which trouble me. I'-or 

examplc, we know that not all schools teach furthcr mathematics as a time tabled subject, 

and this is for various reasons: they may lack qualified teachcrs, bc unable to fund small 

group sizes, be wary of shIdents over-specialising, or ending up with lowcr grades 

(Matthews and Pepper 2005; Porkess 2006). We also know that students in state schools 

are less likely to study further mathematics than those in independent schools (Vidal 

Rodeiro 2007). These differences arc eyident at a schoolleyel but they relate to the class 

and socioeconomic status of pupils. Not only do independent schools draw largely from 

the more affluent middle-class, but they contribute significantly to social reproduction 

through managing students' aspirational identities (Riddell 2(09). There arc also 

differences that appear at an individuallevc!, when students arc grouped by socioeconomic 

stahIS, class, ethnicit), and/or gender. For example, we know that 1 % of shIdents eligible 

for free school meals in maintained schools shIdy further mathematics compared with 

2.7% of non-eligible students (Hansard 30 March 2010), that Asian and Chinese students 

choose further mathematics more than \Vhite students (Noyes 2009; Vidal Rodeito 2007), 

and that in the same schools male students are more likely to study further mathematics 

than female students (Mendick 2005; Searle 200Ha). My research follows sociologists such 

as Ball (Ball, Maguire and tvlacrae 2000; Ball and Vincent 1998) and Skeggs (1997; 2(04), 

and recent mathematics education theorists such as Mendick (20m; 200S; 2006; 2008; 

2011; Mendick, Moreau and Epstein 20(9), Solomon (2007a; 2007b; 2009b), Black (2002; 

2007) and i\hrtin (2006; 2010) in asking how it comes about that seemingly individual 

choices to study mathcmatics reproduce social patterns. 

1.1.2 How do choices and changes happen? 

One way to start looking at this structure- agency relationship is through (()flJ/raill/.l~ what 

could be stopping a shu.1ent from choosing 'freely' what subjects to take. Thc school the 

student goes to, its resources, and its power to vary the terms of its relationships with 

students and parcnts can all be sccn as constraints external to the shldent. Another way of 

looking at the relationship is through i!!(/lIfllce: how do the cultures of the school, family 
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and community influence students so that they choose in fairly predictable ways amongst a 

range of options. 

Constraints and influences are familiar ways by which we explain how people make 

choices. They permeate our eyeryday discourse and I do not theorise them here (see e.g. 

Davies et al. 2004; Nasir 2002) but I introduce them for two reasons. The first reason is 

that, together, they underpinned a recent government initiative to fund a 'Further 

:Mathematics Network' (rMNetwork) with the aim of widening participation in further 

mathematics. The empirical part of my research consists mainly of interviews with 24 

students who participated in this initiatiye. One way or another, these students would not 

have been able to study further mathematics without the existence of the FMNetwork, and 

so they were well placed to giye accounts of how changes in participation became possible 

and how they were then positioned as choosing, learning and aspiring young adults. 

The F~1Network consisted of a centrally-supported network of staff (based in schools, 

universities or local authority centres) who went into local schools to recruit for Further 

Maths, and organised tuition if schools could not teach it themselves. The pilot project 

was originally commissioned in 2000 by an educational charity (The Gatsby Foundation) 

from an independent curriculum body (Mathematics in Education and Industry). In 2005 

this was extended across England, funded by the UK government. From 2009 a modified 

version became the Further Mathematics Support Programme. The initiative was designed 

to cut through staffing and viability constraints that state schools have traditionally 

respected (QCA 2007; Searle and Barmby 20(6). The FMNetwork challenged these: it 

taught Further Maths as a fifth A-level subject, out of school time, using web resources for 

distance learning, asking students to travel to other sites for lessons and to learn on their 

own. In 2005 these were unusual practices, but in line with the policy move towards 

'personalised learning' inside schools (pollard and James 20(4). The FMNetwork also set 

out to influence students from age 14 upwards to choose further mathematics, by direct 

influence and recruitment on school visits and by organising events that promoted 

mathematics as giving access to a successful life. 'Let Mathematics take you Further' is 

one of the FMNetwork's headline slogans. This combination of tackling constraints and 

influencing students resulted in a doubling of Further Maths A2 students from 2004-9. AS 

numbers trebled in the same time (FMNetwork 2009). Thus it introduced changes that 

opened the possibility of disrupting unequal social patterns in participation. 
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The second reason to consider the notions of constraint and influence is to critique them. 

These everyday explanations do not seem to me to reflect the accounts of A-level 

decision-making that I heard from school students. My participants are not on the whole 

frustrated by constraints that stop them choosing freely; instead they see this as part of 

reality. This is similar to the young people in Ball, Maguire and Macrae's study of London 

school-leavers who reiterate that they do have choices but also that they know "what is not 

possible in a world of possibilities" (2000, p39). Nor do the students feel unduly 

influenced by external sources; rather they recognise their identity as expressed in how 

they manage the expectations of others while making their own choices. Of course, there 

will be post-hoc rationalization operating in all such accounts of choosing. Indeed Ball, 

~Iaguire and Macrae's study shows that students who are choosing amongst A-level 

subjects are much more empowered in the education system than the majority with lower 

clualifications. They arc more aware of the detailed hierarchy of careership choices, more 

likely to use family knowledge to distinguish themselves by those choices, and they tend to 

stay with their initial choices. Nevertheless, the inadecluacy of these familiar explanatory 

concepts for interpreting students' accounts led me to seek a more nuanced theoretical 

approach that would consider how choosing relates to identity and how knowledge can 

appear as simultaneously individual and social. I introduce this theory in the next section, 

and develop it in Chapter 2. 

Before that, I have one more related motivation for studying further mathematics. This 

arose from noting how the FMNetwork positioned itself within policy debates by linking 

further mathematics to neoliberal visions of success and equity. Mathematics has been 

promoted by the government as "the key for building a strong economy and highly skilled 

workforce" (Wright 2009), crucial for personal success and economic growth. Although 

much of this policy is concerned with widening participation, there is also a focus on "our 

very brightest young people" studying mathematics and science A-level subjects who "by 

doing so are ensuring that Britain has a bright future" (ibid). In such comm(~nts, 

policymakers blur the two different arenas of personal life-trajectory and global 

competition. They evoke the certainties of economic discourse to persuade individuals to 

chuose mathematics for their own future goals (Woodrow 2003). There is a relationship 

between the individual and the state, and here it is being governed and shaped through the 

promotion of mathematics. Because I want to understand students not just as classroom 

participants but as classroom participants positioned within modern political and social 
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life, I also need to examine how subjectivity itself is constructed by discourses of 

neoliberalism and how they bring together education and mathematics. 

1.2 What is 'mathematics' and where is 'further'? 

In the previous section I raised three motivations for my research: 

• understanding what students say about reasons for choosing further mathematics. 

• understanding how choices that arc made individually can often - but not 

necessarily - reproduce patterns of social participation. 

• understanding how choosing an educational trajectory - specifically doing Further 

Maths A-level- is related to ways of understanding identity and society. 

Lying behind all these is a policy purpose of my research: to consider whether some 

practices of doing mathematics - either in school or the FMNetwork - have effects that 

induce more students, and more diverse students, to study more mathematics. I also have 

a methodological purpose: I want to test the explanatory power of a theory that takes into 

account the many different levels at which knowledge is produced. In this research I align 

myself with poststructuralist work that "understands knowledge by starting from everyday 

practices of knowing" (Mendick 2003, p21). I have already talked about 'discourses of 

mathematics' and 'discourses of policy' in the general sense of specialist languages 

associated with bodies of knowledge. I now want to go further theoretically and usc 

'discourse' as Foucault docs: as "practices that systematically form the objects of which they 

speak" (l"<oucault 1972, p49, my italics). So the discourses of mathematics arc defined by 

the ways in which mathematics is known and used in lanf.,'1.lage, thoughts, actions, and the 

dispersed positions of students, teachers, mathematics educators and policy makers. 

1.2.1 Theoretical approaches: discourses as regimes of truth 

Poststructuralism resonates well with recent work in mathematics education that 

demonstrates the fallibilist nature of mathematical knowledge (I ~rnest 1991) and 

understands learning in terms of community and participation (Boaler 2000; Solomon 

2007b). Fallibilist, socially-constructed mathematics docs not exist separately from its 

discourses, and there is no pre-existing mathematical truth. This principle is helpful in 

explaining two features of researching further mathematics. First, outside the A-level 

world, 'further mathematics' has as little intrinsic meaning as 'further english' or 'further 

music'. My discursive approach to epistemology locates its meaning precisely in the 
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discourse constructed by its school practices. Second, the capitalised title serves as a 

nominalizing front for a range of practices of teaching, learning and assessing. 'Further 

Maths' is primarily an A-level examination, so knowledge about it does reside partly in its 

curriculum and assessment practices, but students and teachers also contribute to knowing 

how it is learnt and chosen in schools, while universities and society contribute to knowing 

its symbolic role. A poststructuralist approach to research is interested in examining other 

knowledges apart from the official or most widely recognised one, and in examining u"!Y 

some ways of knowing get reproduced as more legitimate than others. 

I have used mathematics and further mathematics as examples to introduce Foucault's 

principle that there are no absolute truths outside discourse. However it is not possible 

for at!y-one to know a!.ry-thing. Knowledge is regulated by the practices which 

simultaneously construct it, and so discourses are "regimes of truth" which authorise 

themselves (Foucault 1991c). One of the ways that this discursive stability happens is that 

discourses position individuals - knowing subjects - in certain ways, which in tum affects 

their power to know any differently - or to be known differently. For example, a student 

with a D grade at GCSE has difficulty in knowing himself or herself as 'good at 

mathematics'. In school mathematics discourses there is no way for his or her knowledge 

to be true: There are a limited number of ways to be 'good at mathematics', and doing 

fairlY well in examinations is not one of them, although failing totally in mental arithmetic 

can be. When calculation is opposed to reasoning, echoing a body-mind dualism, then 

mathematics is aligned with reasoning (Burton 2004). Mendick (2005) describes such 

discourses as providing a range of positions within which individuals can "do" good (or 

bad) at mathematics and traces their intersections with ways of "doing" gender (Butler, 

1990). These are performances recognised within practices of learning mathematics and 

which reproduce the dominant discourses. Individuals can resist the ways they are 

positioned but not ignore them. For example, my fictional student would 'inevitably' and 

'naturally' be asked to improve or explain his D-grade if she or he applied to continue 

studying mathematics. 

I develop this theoretical discussion in the next chapter and introduce an associated 

methodology in Chapter 3. For now I want to return to some implications of the 

poststructural approach for the process of research itself. 
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1.2.2 Writing the further mathematics student differently 

I have committed myself to a way of thinking which examines how knowing produces 

reality rather than vice versa. This means leaving behind some of the certainty that 

modernist paradigms have traditionally accorded to knowledge (\X'alshaw 2004), and so it 

also includes questioning the certainty of my own knowledge. I argue that the loss of this 

ccrtainty is made up for by the new possibilities brought about through the research 

processes. Modernist research risks being confined to critique, engaging with policy in 

altcrnately hcroic and tragic modes (Luke 1995a): 'heroic' when research gloriously 

demonstrates a problem solved, and 'tragic' when it records and laments yet another 

instance of complex, failing educational practices. Poststructuralist research instead gets its 

hands dirty by trying to "to write the competent subject differently" (ibid, p91). My policy 

and theoretical purposes come together through seeing my research as trying to write the 

further mathematics student using different accounts than those favourcd in the dominant 

discourse of cxclusion. That is, as trying to show how the students, teachers, texts, policy 

and practices involved in the FMNetwork make it possible for further mathematics 

students to be written and write thcmselves differently. 

My poststructuralist approach has another implication for rcs(~arch. Choice, trajectory, 

even idcntity are all objects of knowledge and as such they are practices that need to bc 

examined discursively. 1berefore my starting point is not an individual who is free to 

know, choose and act except where he or she is constrained or influenced by external 

discourses. Instead my starting point is discourse: discourse constructs what individuals 

can know, including what individuals can know about themselves, indeed what an 

individual is. Subjectivity itself is discursively produced in what Foucault (1990) calls "the 

practices of the self'. This multiplics the meaningful questions about cxpcrience. As wcll 

as asking '\Vhat knowlcdge do individual students construct about further mathematics 

when they choose to do it or drop it?', it also makes sense to ask '\X'hat knowledge do 

students construct about choice when they do further mathematics?', and 'How do choice 

and further mathematics construct individuals?' As Davies says: 

\,(!ho one is is always an open question with a shifting answer depending on the positions 

made available within one's own and others' discursive practices and within those practices, 

the stories through which we make sense of our own and others' lives. (19891200-1-, p 128) 

Poststructuralist rescarch docs not separate the knower from what is known, and this 

includcs me as a researcher. The validity of poststructuralist research docs not come 

through an objective appeal to truth, but through a critical attention to how the work 
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claims to build knowledge - what forms of reasoning it uses, what evidence or counter

evidence looks like, what are the contexts and audiences for the claims - and how the 

researcher who makes that knowledge claim is constituted (Ramazanoglu and Holland 

2002). The poststructural response to the criterion of validity is reflexivity in the form of 

critical reflection on theory and practice. In the next section I start this process of 

examining and explaining how research knowledge is built, by considering how my 

research questions are rooted in my own experiences of further mathematics. 

1.3 Reflexivity: where am I coming from? 

Mathematics teachers are familiar with Gattegno's maxim 'only awareness is educable'. 

Research involves flrst educating yourself - searching out new information and using 

theory to change how you think. Normative research aims to eliminate effects of context 

and personality (Cohen, Manion and Morrison 2000). Therefore returning to the personal 

when reflecting on educational research is a deliberate, theory-driven assertion that context 

and difference are important for both education and research (Davies 20(5). Miller (1995) 

reminds us that education is largely delivered by women but theorised by men. She 

describes autobiography as a powerful methodological tool to critique discourses that do 

not recognise the centrality of women's positions in education. The tool was developed in 

feminism but can be used to examine and challenge the power relations in other 

discourses. It is particularly useful to me here because I am studying new students, 

structures and pedagogics in the FMNetwork but I bring to this a discourse largely 

constituted by what further mathematics used to be, for me and the interested 

communities. Critical autobiography that combines individual experiences with theory, 

and pays attention to political perspectives, is a basis for moving from false assumptions of 

universal individual experience to the situated abstractions of discursive subjectivity 

(Griffiths 1995). 

In this section I tell two episodes from my own story of learning and teaching 

mathematics. Reflecting on these has helped me analyse how my engagement with further 

mathematics has been structured by knowledge about mathematics and mathematics 

education and how this has enabled me to position myself in my identity W01'k including 

my relations with others. I include the episodes to illustrate where my research comes 

from, so that the reader can judge later how I have built the research findings from my 

prior knowledge and interpretation of the students' accounts. 
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1.3.1 Learning mathematics involves selection and anxiety 

I am a competitive person - I like to do well compared to others, but I do not compete in 

mathematics. In secondary school our mathematics teacher told us all to close our eyes 

and put your hand up if you thought you would be in set 1, then set 2 ... while she read 

out the lists. I put my hand up for set 1, but I wasn't in it. I was in the front row, eyes 

trustingly shut - and this whisper came from behind: "Cathy, Cathy, I saw you ... " \X'hat 

was worse: not making set 1, or daring to put my hand up for it? Or being stupid enough 

to believe in the teacher's secret poll? I worried about how I had got so vulnerable, I felt 

sick at having been noticed, I didn't know how to defend myself. But I wasn't worried 

about the mathematics set; I knew I should be in set 1. 

This is a memory of anxiety that has stayed with me, but for me mathematics was/ is a 

place of safety. I rely on my own judgment in mathematics. Others can be quicker, more 

accurate, just cleverer at mathematics, but there is space for me. Of course I am aware 

that many people's memories of mathematics anxiety function quite differently, with 

mathematics itself being the cause of distress. Competition, selection, rejection and 

uncertainty arc recurrent themes in mathematics education research, and their relationships 

are complex (Nardi and Steward 2003; Popkewitz 2002b; Solomon 2007a, 2007b; Valero 

2004, 2007). One reason that brings me to teach mathematics and ask these questions is 

to explore how mathematics can also be about belonging and acceptance. 

1.3.2 Teaching A -level shows what mathematics really is 

\X'hen I became a teacher, A-level students were important to me. They made up the 

rolling mathematics group that characterised the department socially within the school. 

Their numbers and results affected my status, my coolness and my stress levels. As a 

department, we recruited keenly for Further Maths. We knew that many students would 

drop out but we wanted the academic status, stimulation and timetable slots. In further 

mathematics I enjoyed teaching mathematics close to what I had studied at university, and 

especially having the chance to learn it again properly. 

Being a teacher in the 1980-90s made me feel threatened, caricatured as a purveyor of low 

standards. Teaching Purther Maths was an assurance of intellectual quality, an area of 

personal certainty in the curriculum. Eventually becoming Head of Department gave me 

more power, and I changed the A-level syllabus to a modular scheme. These schemes 

were (and still are) criticised by many mathematics educators but they soon became the 

norm. Current Mathematics/ Further Maths A-Ievcls are still taught and assessed as six 
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modules. I sympathise with mathematicians' feelings that richness, acuity and complexity 

have been lost in dividing the content, but am confident that change was necessary to keep 

mathematics alive in school. 

1.3.3 Reflection and questions 

Reflecting on how I come to be asking my research questions has helped me become 

aware of my discursive formations, prompted me to question them and to sec other 

possibilities. I still want to promote a mathematics of belonging but I am conscious that 

'belonging' can work differently for other people, in other times and settings. I am still 

conscious that students' choice of further mathematics matters to teachers personally so, 

rather than dismiss this as irrelevant in academic research, I have chosen a theoretical 

approach that allows for multiple and diffuse power-relationships between individuals. My 

research questions about the PMNetwork are clearly rooted in a teachedy tension between 

an ideal relationship with mathematics and actual relationships with students. I sec (my) 

teaching as acting out publicly a possible identity in which agency is supported by 

participation in mathematics, but if the students simply are not watching then the act has 

to change. 

Reflection cannot liberate me (even if! wanted to be liberated) from the aspects that make 

this research personal to me, but it can acknowledge positively what is personal and local. 

In telling these stories I aim not to uncover my own essential subjectivity, but to 

remember that knowledge is produced as an interaction with other people, which will 

include myself and my research participants, and that it is produced in social situations 

with rituals of telling, fantasy and emotion (\Valshaw 2010). Writing these 

autobiographical extracts invokes deciding what aspects of me to leave out of the stories 

and isolates the ones I !cave in. These stories are not me, they do not fecllike a part of me 

and they are not particularly a nice part of me. I will remember this when I write others' 

stories for my research. 11iller (1995) calls autobiography a strategy for organisation rather 

than therapy. Indeed by stripping out aspects of myself, the questions become less mine 

and more open, allowing me to think about what work they could do out there in the 

research community. 

As a result of this ongoing process of reflection and theorizing, I have organised my 

research around the following questions: 

1. How do students account for their choices whether or not to study further 

mathematics, and how do the choices contribute to their negotiations of identity? 
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2. What practices of learning mathematics in school and with the FMN etwork do 

students draw on to justify continuing (or not) \vith further mathematics? 

3. What practices of learning mathematics in school and with the FMNetwork do 

students draw on to describe themselves as knowing, agentic selves? 

In Chapter 2 I return to these questions and develop them theoretically. In Chapter 3 I 

consider methodology -what information will count as evidence for my claims - and 

methods - how I have collected, organised and analysed data. Chapter 4 examines official 

discourses of the FMNetwork through analysing a selection of promotional and evaluative 

texts. The remaining chapters relate my findings from student accounts, discussing 

different discursive relationships that were significant to choosing further mathematics: 

time and maturity; work and happiness; individuals and collectives; independence. In 

examining how these themes work together to combine and have effects on students' 

subjectivities and choice, I find students who 'have to' drop further mathematics to 

maintain coherent identities, but I also find students using FMNetwork discourses to argue 

for themselves as mathematicians. 
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Chapter 2 Theorising experiences of choosing and 

learning further mathematics 

In the UK mathematics is compulsory up to age 16. At that age, students choose whether 

or not to stay in full-time education (78% of the age cohort did in 2006), whether to study 

A-levels or a more vocational route (45% of 16-year-olds took A-levels in 2006, and 

another 9% took the equivalent vocational level 3 NVQs) and whether to study 

mathematics among their three or four AS-levels subjects (9% of 16-year-olds did in 2006) 

(all DCSF 2008). After AS-level students can choose whether to continue mathematics to 

A2-level; and then whether to study a STEM subject at university. These post-16 choices 

are the main focus of research on choosing mathematics, and there is a small strand 

concerned with further mathematics. This includes quantitative studies into examination 

entries and attainment (e.g. Kitchen 1999; Newbould 1981; Searle and Barmby 2006), 

research into the value of further mathematics for STEM undergraduates (Boyles, 

Newman and Noss 2001); and research that aims to understand the factors underlying A

level choice (Bills et al. 2006; QCA 2007). My theoretical approach, tracing practices of 

the self within discourses of further mathematics, is original for researching further 

mathematics, but it falls within a body of wider work that examines educational choices as 

ways of understanding and reproducing cultural identities (e.g. Ball 2001; Bowe, Gewirtz 

and Ball 1994; Brooks 2003; Cohen 2006; Jackson 2006a; "l\fendick 2005, 2008; Mendick, 

Moreau and Epstein 2009; Reay 2004; Reay, David and Ball 2005; Sfard and Prusak 2005; 

Warin and Dempster 2007). I use this literature to support my theoretical arguments and 

to help understand the multiple contexts in which students choose. 

In the first section of this chapter J consider how prior research has asked and answered 

questions about who chooses to study mathematics; section 2.2 then introduces literature 

about choice as a social practice; and section 2.3 discusses the significance of choice in a 

neolibcral view of the self. My aim here is to consider how the theoretical bases used 

allow us to conceptualise and address differences in educational participation. 

Mathematics is clearly a sensible starting point for comparison, although J will go on to 

argue that there are differences in the practices of further mathematics. I have found that 

many existing studies do not (or cannot) distinguish between students who take one or 
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two mathematics A-levels so in describing the findings I highlight when a finding 

specifically concerns further mathematics. 

2.1 What do we know about choosing to study mathematics? 

One theoretical approach taken by prior research is to treat choice as an event and look 

for patterns and correlations between the 'input' of student and school variables and the 

'output' of chosen subject options. This body of research provides quantitative data in the 

form of patterns in who chooses mathematics or not. It can also aim to throw light on the 

mechanics of these choices by asking students to explain the factors that might influence 

them - such as interest, enjoyment, utility, success, career aspirations - and then comparing 

explanations with outcomes to see which factors "count" (Davies et al. 2004; Porter 2011). 

Event-based studies, even when they are not explicitly experimentally framed, 

conceptualise free choice and equitable participation between population groups as a null 

hypothesis and seek to explain variation from this imaginable or ideal outcome. The 

constraints and influences they identify can be interpreted in two ways: first, as forces 

acting IIPOIl the student, giving a model of structural, constrained choice, or, second, as 

relevant information available to or 11'ilhin the student, giving a model of an agent making 

rational choices in varying contexts (Payne 2003). Payne finds this oppositional binary 

between structure and agency underpinning the theoretical perspectives of most event

based choice research. The most common stance is the combination he dubs "pragmatic 

rationality" which recognises that both structure and agency matter but often lacks any 

explicit theory. In this chapter I argue for a different theoretical perspective that does 

explain this interaction; nevertheless event-based research and its structure/agency binary 

still forms part of my problematic (Brown and Dowling 1998) because its findings largely 

define research and policy agenda in mathematics education. 

A second body of research treats choice as an outcome of an extended process of 

participating in mathematics. It looks at the attitudes and expectations that students have, 

and the practices that they engage in when they belong to communities oflearning. It 

suggests the implications these practices have for later opting in or out, without necessarily 

theorising choice as a practice in itself (Daskalogianni and Simpson 2001; Grootenboer 

and Jorgensen (Zevenberger) 2009; Holland et al. 1993; Nasir 2002). This research is 

closer to my theoretical perspective because it allows participation to be considered as part 

of the work that students do in forming and maintaining themselves as individuals. It 

recognises that student identities - including the groups and social categories that they 
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belong with - are not independent of choices about participation in mathematics but can 

change those choices and change with them (Cobb and Hodge 2002). Where I take a 

different perspective to this participation-based research is in paying more attention to 

choice itself as a social and individual practice. I theorise choosing and belonging as 

practices that take different forms in the multiplicity of communities in which individuals 

position themselves as 'selves' (Griffiths 1995; Mendick 2003). In addition, I place an 

emphasis on the diversity and specificity of ways of choosing. I want to trace the pOJ"J"ible 

and impoJ"Jible ways to be a further mathematics student, rather than the tlJ"IIa/ways, because 

I want to find whether a non-traditional community such as the HvlNetwork can allow 

some of those unusual ways to flourish. 

In this section I draw on both kinds of research to describe what we know about choosing 

and learning mathematics. In doing so I argue that the way we pose research (luestions 

and the categories that we use contribute not only to our understanding of mathematics 

education but also to how differences are sustained, how they are read as e(-}uitablc or not, 

and what possibilities for change exist. This is evident even for the fundamental policy 

question underpinning my and others' enquiry: what can we do to increase participation in 

mathematics? 

2.1.1 The mathematics problem: declining numbers? 

Most studies of mathematical choice in the UK (mine included) locate 'the problem' as 

insufficient numbers of students with the right level of mathematical knowledge, although 

there is little agreement on what those numbers or levels should be (\'Jatson 2(04). 

Commentators from university mathematics have regularly criticised successive 

mathematics A-level changes as 'dumbing-down' what STEM students know (Anderson 

1999; Kitchen 1999; London Mathematical Society 1995; Smith 2(04). This discussion of 

falling A-level standards within mathematics has been powerful, and I return to it in 

Chapter 4 with a discussion of the discursive binary 'breadth-versus-depth'. The point I 

make here is that the long-standing concern for standards has been overtaken by a newer 

concern that not enough students arc even cboOJif{f!, mathematics. The clear trigger for this 

change was the 'Curriculum 2000' A-level reform4 which demonstrated that a small 

4 Curriculum 2000 was a national reform that introduced AS-level qualifications taken after one year of 

study. New mathematics syllabi specified the content of AS-level modules as roughly half an A-Icvel. 
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increase in syllabus difficul ty could lead to a big change in optional participation . In one 

year, 2002, the numbers sitting A-level mathematics dropped by 10,000 students, i.e. nearly 

20% (DCSF 2009). T his was a striking di continuity in what had been otherwise a steady 

but slow trend of decline in A-level candidates from the 1980s. The lower numbers 

continued until 2004, and there has been a gradual recovery thereafter (see figure 1.1). 

T his trigger had important consequences for further mathematics. Firstly, it prompted 

reactive syllabus changes in 2002 and 2004 which crea ted more A modules at entry-level. 

These were significant in changing access to further mathematics because they allowed 

students to learn bo th mathematics -levels concurrently. It was no longer the case that 

they had to ru h through Mathematics A-level first, or be taught in separate groups (school 

finances permitting). Secondly, it showed the danger in calling for more challenge witlun 

Mathematics A-level, so tl1at concerns to promote TEM re focu ed on safeguarding tl1e 

existence o f further mathematics ( . CME 2010a; P orkess 2006; Smith 2004; Stripp 2004). 

Thirdly, students' perceptions of mathematics and how they negotiated their moments o f 

choice became significant in re earch and curriculum planning. 

Figure 2-1 Candidates for mathematics and further mathematics A levels 1996-2009 
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Number of mathematics A-Ie\.el candidates 
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Source: GeE/Applied GCE AlAS and Equivalent Examination Results in 
England, 2008109 ( DCSF Statistical First Release, Ref. 0212010 Revised) 

We can ask if clUs concern over declining numb r is justified, either by the data or by it 

implicit assumption about the goal of education. There are r al complexities in 

comparing data about -lev 1 participation collected at different times, using different 

However after only one year of familiarization before the examination, tlldcnts found the mathematics 

level content too demanding. Syllabi were revised in 2004. 
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methods, and within different systems (Noyes 2009; Searle 2008b; Wright 2006). My 

survey of the related research and statistical publications suggests that: 

• There is widespread agreement that lvIathematics candidate numbers fell steadily 

from the 1980s to 2003, \vith a sudden drop in 2002; then rose after 2004. Despite 

recent big increases, the numbers still do not match some reported pre-1990 levels 

(DCSr 2009; Joint Council for Qualifications 2009; Matthews and Pepper 2007; 

Porkess 2006; Roberts 2002; \Vright 2006). 

• This pattern is similar for Further Maths A-lenl, which fell from a historically

reported high of 15,000 candidates in the early 1980s to under 6,000 in 2002 

(Porkess 2006). Since 2005 it has grown rapidly to a current level of over 10,000 

(DCS!' 2009; Searle 2008a, 2(10). The timing of this increase corresponds to the 

establishment of the FMNetwork in 2004. This raises a methodological '-luestion 

for the next chapter: in what ways can my findings, in sites chosen for a wider 

participation in further mathematics, be related to the national context? 

• Although more students are taking Mathematics A-level since 2004, there arc also 

more students taking A-levels. The proportion of A-level entries which arc in 

mathematics has actually fallen, from 9.7% in 1996 to 8.0% in 2009 (DCSF 20(9). 

Bell and Emery (2006, p21) illustrate how such data arc used to create grounds for 

"the curious case of the disappearing mathematicians". They counter that there has 

been no fall in the proportion of the "most able" students - taken as those with A 

or A* at GCSE - who pass Mathematics A-level. 

This numerical outline shows how participation in mathematics is observed to have 

changed over time. Choice has emerged as a key issue in the "mathematics problem", 

including concerns about students' choices to continue from GCSE to AS -level and A2 

(Kounine, t-.1arks and Truss 2008; Noyes and Sealey 2009; Wright 2006), which optional 

modules they take (Hoyles, Newman and Noss 2001; Kitchen 1999; Ofsted 2(06), how 

departments choose students (Roberts 2002), and the implications when universities read 

subject choices as indicating individuals' interest and potential (Matthews and Pepper 

2007). 

I want now to rehlrn to "the curious case of the disappearing mathematicians" (Bell and 

Emery 20(6) as an example of how problems arc not neutral or pre-existing starting points 

of research. Instead they can emerge from methodology and practice, constructed from 

the juxtaposition of statistics and assumptions about society - what Popkewitz caUs an 
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"alchemy of inquiry, evidence and exclusion" (2002a, p262). Popular concern over the 

fallingpropol1ioll of A-level mathematics entries rests on a core belief that 'new' entrants to 

further education - womcn, working-class studcnts, studcnts with disabilitics, studcnts 

from undcr-reprcsented ethnic groups - can and should participate equally in advanced 

mathcmatics. Unequal participation is idcntified as a problem to tackle, and this 

formulation is consistent with the New Labour governmcnt's contcmporaneous 'widcning 

participation' policy agenda. There are informative parallels in highcr education. Archer 

(in Archer, Hutchings and Ross 2003) argues that widcr participation is justified by thc 

coalition of two theoretical arguments: sodaljllJ/ice argllments that society benefits from 

educating individuals, and utilitariall tII;gJ/lJ/ents that the economy profits from locating 

untapped potential. However, their research shows that it is almost exclusively the 

utilitarian, profit-boosting argument that appears in the everyday usage of institutional 

texts and in thc rationales offered by working-class students themselves for entering higher 

education. Moreover, when policy research investigates the 'problem' of encouraging new 

entrants, and takes a perspective that simultaneously treats participation as a universal 

virtue (as in the social justice argument, :Macintyre 2007) and as a goal that contributes to 

the common good, then this can lead to a pathologisation of thcse same groups as 

deficient and worthless rather than an inquiry into the conditions aOlI productive effects of 

their participation and non-participation (Archer and Leathwood 2(03). So, for example, 

the NFER Report '1 Tow do YOIIIZg People Make Choices al 1-1 amI to?' describes young people 

without setded career choices as lacking "necessary skills", having 'comfort-s(,eking', 

'defeatist' mindsets, and attending unsupportive schools (nlenkinsop et al. 2006, pvii). 

Returning to A-level mathematics, Bell and Emery's (2006) r('port provocatively hints at 

similar currents in the ways that the problem of recruiting 'mathematicians' has been 

posed: is it only high-achievers that really count as mathematicians? Are the needs of new 

A-level participants necessarily different from those of the "clever core" who traditionally 

take A-level (Matthews and Pepper 200S)? Research that treats social categories as 

atheoretic, contestable only in how to measure them, fails to consider the political 

outcomes of working and thinking with those categories. Instead a research methodology 

needs to acknowledge and challenge the complexities and the productive power of 

statements that equate 'being a mathematician' with 'being a traditional A-level studt'nt' 

and 'performance in mathematics exams'. 
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2.1.2 Patterns of choice: being "good at maths" 

I have started to suggest that research must go further than identifying patterns of 

participation and inferring causation according to familiar distinctions. This docs not 

mean that numerical patterns are unimportant; on the contrary, they provide powerful 

ways of endorsing stories about the world (Sfard 2009). In this section I consider research 

findings in terms of how they constitute sociocultural categories of who does or does not 

choose mathematics and further mathematics. Overall, the differences between particular 

groups clearly do not support a hypothesis of universal, unconstrained, 'free' choice. This 

reproduces the situation that exists in education more generally: apparent freedoms do not 

result in equal outcomes (Atkinson 2007a). In particular I use four large-scale analyses. 

The Qualification and Curriculum l\uthority (QCA) carried out a national evaluation of 

participation in A-level mathematics (Matthews and Pepper 2005, 2007) using pupil data, 

school surveys and case studies. The GMAP project (Noyes 2009; Noyes and Sealey 2009) 

used the National Pupil Database to investigate mathematics participation across the 

Midlands. Cambridge Assessment, the research division of a large examination board, 

surveyed 6500 students about A-level choice, with a focus on shortage subjects such as 

mathematics (Vidal Rodeiro 2007). Finally, Brown, Brown and Bibby (2008) used QCA 

survey data to investigate 16-year-olds intentions about choosing mathematics A-level. 

The first category I look at is how differences in who chooses mathematics have been 

associated with students' prior attainment, and I usc this as a way to develop my 

theoretical argument. First, I consider what kind of theory I would need not just to assert 

that higher-attaining students choose mathematics, but to explain why. I approach this by 

taking two 'common-sense explanations' and asking what assumptions underpin them: this 

leads me to consider the theoretical frameworks that can justify or challenge such 

assumptions and offer more than 'common-sense'. Secondly, I highlight the comparative 

sterility of research that accounts for observed inetluities in participation by categorising 

'able/ less able' students and not examining how ability is constructed in classrooms, 

workplaces and other social contexts and their practices. I examine the epistemological 

questions that trouble me when equity research treats such an aspect of students' identities 

as an independent variable, and neglects to consider how mathematics and education 

contribute to giving it currency. Addressing these questions leads me to adopt the 

poststructural perspective that identities are multiple, social and discursive, not individual 

or essential (Foucault 1979, Butler 1990, Griffuhs 1995, Rose 1996, Walkerdine 1989). I 

develop this perspective to consider how participation is associated with gender, ethnicity, 
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and socioeconomic class, the other significant categories that often constitute student 

categories in research on choosing mathematics. 

Attainment 

The students who are most likely to choose A-level mathematics are those with high prior 

attainment on national tests (Bills et al. 2006; Matthews and Pepper 2005, 2007). For 

example, high GCSE Mathematics grades are the best single predictor for attempting 

Mathematics A-level (Noyes 2009; Noyes and Sealey 2009). This is unusual: the 

proportion of students with .A or .A * grades continuing mathematics exceeds all the other 

subjects except modern languages and sciences (Bell and Emery 2006). It is not surprising 

that teachers and students talk about A-level students predominantly in terms of this 

"clever core" (Matthews and Pepper 2005, 2(07). Other students who choose 

mathematics, usually those with B-grades, are more likely to leave after AS-level, and again 

this drop-out rate is more acute in mathematics. Eventually, the cumulative effect of 

losing the mathematics students who have not achieved so highly is that the final grades of 

remaining students arc high. Thus at every possible stage, mathematicians are obsep;ed to 

be high attainers and/because lower attainers leave mathematics. 

The association of choice and prior attainment in mathematics is thus well-documented. 

It is also not particular to England and Wales, with similar results being found in other 

westernised societies such as Ireland, the Netherlands and Australia (Daly and Ainley 1999; 

van Langen, Rekers-Mombarg and Dekkers 2008). Many schools operate cut-offs for 

mathematics A-level that prevent students with a GCSI ~ grade C (or B) from entry 

(Matthews and Pepper 2007), but prevention is not the only cause of non-participation. 

Attainment also correlates with differences in attitudes to mathematics. \'Vhen Vidal 

Rodeiro (2007) asked students which of their A2 subjects they considered to be most 

important, the (relatively) low attainers put Mathematics in the top four (along with 

English Language), while high attainers put Mathematics first and intrOlluced Further 

Maths as third (compare this with English Literature/Language at Th /9th
). Further 

mathematics is even more strongly associated with attainment, both in numbers 

participating and in attitudes. This extends to first-year mathematics undergraduates using 

'did further mathematics' as a way to explain differences between their own and their 

peers' performances even when their lecturers judge it immaterial (Hoyles, Newman and 

Noss 20(1). 
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Given this observed association, what theoretical interpretations meet my aims of being 

rigorous and accounting for students' choices in the local contexts of FMNetwork 

classrooms? There is a common-sense explanation for why choice depends on attainment 

- that one simply prefers any area in which one has been successful. However this docs 

not explain why medium-attainers continue in English, for instance, but not in 

mathematics and the sciences. Another familiar interpretation might be that mathematics 

is special: that attainment stcms from an innate mathematical ability inevitably associated 

with an inclination to study more in the subject. Again, there arc critical responses: in fact, 

a national survey suggests high attainment correlates with lowcr enjoyment of mathematics 

for 15-year-olds, with presumably less inclination to continue (Sturman and Twist 2004). I 

have introduced these 'common-sense' explanations because they would be recognised in 

school and student talk despite their limitations. Indeed, they are so implicated in how we 

all think of choosing mathematics that any theoretical perspective must take them into 

account. Indeed, both interpretations depend implicitly on theoretical models of how 

individuals make choices. The first posits a natural sequence of success-plcasure-choice, 

while the second imagines a brain with a mathematical inclination. Neither theory 

addresses its critical responses. Thus when research into participation finds patterns in 

who enjoys mathematics, is interested in it, or docs well at it, one should always examine 

the underlying conceptualisations of choice that structure the interpretation. 

Both explanations need a particular account of how or why choosing in mathematics 

might be different from choosing in other contexts. I-Iowever, as I argued in Chapter 1, 

delineating what is special to mathematics risks ignoring how choosing mathematics 

affects (and is affected by) other identity practiccs such as friendship groups, timctabling, 

self-image, future plans. I want to resist the mathematical tendency to simplify and make 

abstractions. \'Vhen it carries over into education research and policy, it constructs a 

distorted representation of students and undermines the intentions of equity reforms: 

If I were asked to draw a "reform student" I would paint a being that looks like an outer

space visitor; with a big head, prohably a little heart and a tiny chunk of body. That being 

would he mainly alone and mostly talking about mathematics learning, and would s('e the 

world through his school mathematics experience. That w()ukl be a "schizo-being" since 

she has a clearly divided self - one that has to do with mathematics and the other that has to 

do with unrelated things.(\'alero 2004, p40) 

We can see this schizo-tend(~ncy in the explanation of natural mathematical ability which 

separates mathematics from other aspects of life rather than connecting it. Mendick, 
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Epstein, and Moreau (2007) have shown how the story of the obsessed, isolated 

mathematician pervades popular culture and student talk. School students themselves 

critique it as a limited stereotype, just one easy way of representing a mathematics student, 

but they know no others to contest it. Burton has interviewed career mathematicians to 

provide other stories: she found a diversity in their histories and motivations that 

contradicts an essentialist explanation, and so concluded that mathematicians are 110/ only 

born; they are often encouraged by teachers (Burton 2004). Clearly, there are multiple and 

even contradictory representations of how people come to be mathematicians, each 

legitimate but also contestable. Mendick, Epstein and Moreau argue that, amongst these, 

the story of natural mathematical ability is not only more pervasive but also more useful to 

individuals in positioning themselves and others. It then tends to exclude other 

representations; that is, it functions as a dominant discourse. An inevitable result of 

aiming to set out the particularities of choosing mathematics will be that I reproduce 

dominant discourses and the exclusions that they (often) make happen. To balance this I 

need to ask what other discourses there are, how they function, and what effects they have 

on people. 

To summarise my argument so far: in order to "organise my theoretical space" (Brown 

and Dowling 1998, p20) in relation to prior research on attainment I need a framework 

that critiques inadequate 'common-sense' models of how people choose, how choice is 

related to attainment (and other factors identified in participation research), and why this 

works differently in mathematics than in other subjects. I need to be alert to reproducing 

the ways in which dominant discourses position students, especially ones such as 'naturally 

good at maths' that suggest being a mathematician is separate from other ways of making 

life decisions. My theory must help explain why some discourses have more effects than 

others, and it must pay attention to the variety of ways that students understand the 

processes of choosing and studying further mathematics because these could provide 

different possibilities of participation. 

I now want to consider how prior research explains a second feature of the posited 

relationship between mathematics and prior attainment: the associat(~d patterns for gend(~r, 

ethnicity or class. One approach is to accept the attainment-participation link, and 

understand inequitable patterns as the unintended consequences of school-level factors 

that legitimately differentiate by attainment (Ofsted 2008; Reeves 2008; Stevens et al. 2011; 

Wright 2006). The main culprits cited here are any (intentional or unintentional) school 

technologies preventing lower-attaining students starting A-level. This approach treats 
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assessment as a legitimate and neutral practice of schools, and crucially does not critique 

the sociocultural patterns that exist in GCSE attainment (Noyes 2009). In any case, grade

competition itself has far from neutral effects when considered against measures of social 

class. Evidence from a longitudinal series of studies examining the effects of how 

secondary schools regulate students' subject choices (Davies, Davies et al. 2009; Davies et 

al. 2004, 2006) concludes that "the advantages of increasing competitive pressure again 

appear to accrue disproportionately to students from higher status social backgrounds 

whilst the disadvantages appear to be borne more by low-achieving students" (Davies, 

Telhaj et a1. 2009, p83). This quote conflrms that competition based on attainment 

reproduces pre-existing educational inequities, and it also illustrates how easily such 

findings blur the categories of attainment and socioeconomic status (where are the high

attaining students from lower status backgrounds?). The empirical evidence simply docs 

not support an approach that separates attainment on high-stakes tests from other 

obsenred aspects of students' identities (Dowling 1998; George 2009; Mendick 2003; 

Mongon and Chapman 2008; Strand 2008). 

Another approach to explaining inequitable patterns is to unpick the attainment

participation link to scrutinise how attainment influences attitudes towards choosing 

mathematics in different ways for different individuals. Collecting these individual 

findings together creates category judgements. Taking gender as an example, statistical 

analyses consistently reveal the "baffling" discrepancy (Reeves 2008, p 11) that girls attain 

higher at AS-level mathematics yet leave in greater numbers. It is well-established 

empirically that relalitle GCSE performance is a stronger predictor than grades alone 

(Davies, Davies et al. 2009): students are less likely to choose mathematics A-level if they 

did similarly in other subjects. Sullivan (2009) uses this result to explain high-attaining 

girls' under-representation in mathematics - they are simply too good at I ~nglish. She 

points out that her analysis leaves little opportunity for changing girls' participation exC<.'pt 

by reducing their attainment elsewhere. I suggest this is a policy dead-end that follows 

inevitably from seeking to understand patterns of inequity in attainment primarily as the 

accumulation of more detailed patterns. This approach fails to cluestion the categories of 

gender, attainment and subject-specialism, or to consider how choosing mathematics is 

part of creating those categories 

A different policy response to the relative performance phenomenon comes from the 

think-tank Reform, which proposes to adjust the A-level "market" by changing the value 

of a Mathematics A-level for universities and employers (Kounine, :Marks and Truss 200R). 
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Their argument is neoliberal: it applies the economic model of rational choice to education 

and considers subject choice as the outcome of cost-beneftt calculations. Low 

participation among medium-attaincrs suggests to them that a market deformation 

conceals the 'truth' that Mathematics is riskier but actually worth more than other A-levels. 

In response their recommendation would impose economic valuations of desirability and 

worth aiming to over-ride any differences in individuals' calculations. They do not need to 

question categories of gender, ethnicity and class, just render them irrelevant in choice 

calculations. This logic has been influential in how mathematics and further mathematics 

have been promoted by initiatives such as More Maths Grads (Flavin 2010) and the 

FMNetwork. Theoretically, however, it shares the limitations of Sullivan's (2009) event

based choice research that it can only account for variations in students' decision-making 

as individual anomalies to the broad model. It fails to explain why some students persist 

in (irrationally) choosing not to study mathematics or to acknowledge that competitive 

access to mathematics could have any effect other than increasing demand. 

In contrast, poststructural approaches to relative attainment explain variations by teasing 

out the identity work involved in choosing mathematics. 1fendick's analysis of school 

mathematics discourses (Mendick 2006) shows how attainment in mathematics is defined 

in opposition to femininity and also in opposition to attainment in creative subjects (and 

thus it is no accident that my examples echo others' by repeatedly comparing Mathematics 

with English). This means that girls and all-rounders do indeed experience particular 

tensions and advantages in sustaining positions of being "good at maths". Minor 

adjustments to the 'market-value' of mathematics may be enough to change some of these 

students' choices, but they may also create damaging effects on the prospects of students 

who continue not to participate. Poststructural research recognises the dominance of 

general trends in who studies mathematics, but sees them as resources for individuals' 

choices rather than limits on them. It can imagine change because it pays ('(Iual attention 

to the unusual ways in which students tlo or do not participate. 

2.1.8 Epistemology, or which differences matter? 

This brings me to the type of epistemological l}uestion that has driven and eventually led 

me to adopt my poststructural stance. Ilow 'real' is any relationship betw('en mathematics 

and an indivitlual descriptor such as ability, gentler, or ethnicity? If it is real because it is 

generally observed, how do we account for the variations and exceptions: the students 

who are sometimes good or interested in mathematics, who start mathematics but then 
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choose another interest, or for the day-to-day complexities of teaching? How do we 

explain that the patterns of difference in participation coincide with patterns of economic 

and political privilege? 

If on the other hand the relationship is 'only' a story or a belief that acts on indiyiduals, 

how do we account for its power in structuring how students, teachers, social media and 

researchers talk about doing mathematics, and its resilience in spite of variation? Can such 

a story be stripped away or seen 'through', and is there something essential 'beneath' - a 

potential waiting to be uncovered or a once-blank page that has been irretrievably 

inscribed? If so, are those essential identities themselves characterised by difference or 

sameness? How could we tell? 

However I approach this question of 'reality', it leads me to more questions. Each 

approach requires me to ignore complexities that I consider important: the open space of 

individual differences in the first argument, and the powl'r of cultural representations in 

the second. A poststructuralist focus on discourse offers a theoretical means to reconcile 

the tensions between biological and cultural explanations, between equality and difference 

(Davies 198912004, Francis et al. 2009, \X'alkerdine 1989, 1999). The key epistemological 

point is to "think of an idea as 'real', not because of its power to dl'Je,ibe the world, but 

because of its power to prodllce effects in the world" (Mendick 2006, pi 02, oribrinal 

emphasis). This means that mathematics iJ associated with innate ability, gender, ethnicity 

and class because students and teachers often act as if it is. There are discourses in society 

and in school mathematics which position people so that they know, act and feel in ways 

that reproduce those associations and those discourses. Dominant discourses sustain 

institutional technologies - processes such as GCSI ~s and career guidance - and stmcture 

our thinking and our choices. They also sustain practices of the self that construct how we 

behave as knowing, agentic subjects. From this perspective, it is clear why trl'nd-based 

research so often appears to reify what it measures. Whether it challenges, reinforces or 

revisits existing knowledge, educational research engages with policy and continuously re

creates a reality because it has effects on people. 

I started this discussion with attainment because it is the most significant student variable 

for predicting participation in mathematics A-level. However I have argued that the 

theoretical frameworks of event-based and participation-based research are limited in their 

explanatory power and insufficiently reflexive about how the knowledge they produce 

sustains current ine(luities. For these reasons I have shifted focus from the 
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epistemological binaries that oppose biological/cultural explanations and taken a 

perspective that starts with discourse. The units of my analysis will be the multiple, 

overlapping discourses that students use (and are used by) when constructing themselves 

as agentic individuals making a choice about mathematics. 

In the next section I review existing research concerning gender, ethnicity and class in 

mathematics to develop this argument for a poststructural approach. I indicate where 

their theoretical approaches run the same dangers that I have identified for attainment: 

constructing categories out of differences, ignoring complexity, and leaving us with the 

policy options only of changing individual students or manipulating them without regard 

to differences. I contrast this with poststructural approaches to gender, ethnicity and class 

that provide a way to understand identity that accounts better for the individual variations 

and patterns that I observe in further mathematics. 

2.1.4 Patterns of choice: who chooses mathematics? 

Gender 

Much of the theoretical critkJue of positivist research has arisen from feminist questioning 

of objective knowledge as partisan and incomplete. The search for general patterns not 

only fails to account for the experiences of women and other less-privileged bll<>Ups, but 

contributes to their subordination (Lather 2004; MacInnes 2004; Oakley 1998; 

Ramazanoglu and Holland 2002). It is from this perspective that I made use of 

autobiography as a reflexive tool in Chapter 1. The lluestions I raised about the 'reality' of 

different natural abilities were inspired by feminist policy debates about how we should 

research and respond to gender difference in mathematics (e.g. Burton 2003; Rogers and 

Kaiser 1995). 

In ~1athematics A-level, only 40% of students are female, and gender is the second best 

statistical predictor for participation (Noyes 2009; Reeves 2(08). Women have been even 

less likely to choose Further Maths (Kitchen 1999; Noyes 2009). Looking at the 

FMNetwork, the proportion of AS-level Further Maths shldents who arc female starts 

relatively high at 40%, but decreases to 30(Yo for A2 (Searle 2008b). These proportions 

have been consistent over time (2004-7) and they do not change with attainment. The 

number of girls studying with the FMNetwork has doubled since its start, but this still 

involves only a few thousand girls and the increase is in line with the increase for boys. 
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Thus in further mathematics, as in STEM subjects generally, the research shows little 

change in the participation of women. Although girls' and boys' mathematics 

achievements are similar at GCSE, more girls say they rule out A-level because it is 'too 

difficult' (Brown, Brown and Bibby 2008). Brown et al. propose raising girls' confidence 

in mathematics as an effective means of recruiting more mathematics students. In fact, 

tackling girls' under-representation appears repeatedly as a target in government reports on 

education and economic policy, such as SETfor SlIccess (Roberts 2002) and Tbe Science and 

IlIllom!ion ]'mes!men! Framework 200-1-1-1 (BIS 2008, 2009). These all make similar arguments 

that it "contributes directly to the skills shortage and, left unaddressed, would ha,"e a 

considerable negative economic effect on the UK" (HM Treasury, DfES and DTI 2004, 

p17), another New-Labour example of economic utility lending urgency to a social justice 

cause. Despite thirty years of quantitative research and policy efforts, understanding that 

there is a gender effect in mathematics has had little impact on changing it. 

I sec the introduction of confidence to explain girls' non-participation in mathematics as 

an example of a discursive strategy: "a device through which knowledge about the object is 

developed and the subject constituted" (Carabine 2001, p288). Confidence is ascrihed to 

individuals but brings with it a reference to social practices (Hardy 20(7). f lardy suggests 

that teachers and students judge others' confidence as a performance, based on observed 

classroom behaviours such as correct answers or rapid volunteering. } lowever students 

use different criteria to describe their own confidence: often referring to characteristics 

that arc harder to observe or replicate such as knowing how to start a problem. Thus 

ascribing confidence is a tactic that allows students and teachers discursive control over 

both the inside and outside of individuals. One productive effect of 'confidence' is to 

position teachers as managing seamlessly both the inside (affective-cognitive) and the 

outside (per formative) aspects of students. The second productive effect is to describe 

girls and low-attainers as unconfident when they participate through non-overt practices. 

The tactic avoids any reference to more complex discursive relationships that produce 

students' classroom identity and thus has two effects on school mathematics: first it 

conceals the difficulties of problem-solving behind the performance of acting confidently, 

so that students arc encouraged to focus primarily on getting answers fast. This matters 

because A-level students become disillusioned when they meet the slower, complex pace 

of advanced mathematics (Daskalogianni and Simpson 2001,20(2). Secondly, it suggests 

that confidence is a mathematical goal in itself, so that students who do not feel confident 
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cannot feel mathematical. This makes participation in mathematics vulnerable to systemic 

differences in how confidence can be produced by individuals in their classroom contexts. 

As I noted above, lack of confidence or enjoyment has been used to explain that girls can 

attain highly in mathematics but not choose to continue. There are some useful 

participation- based research studies that have tried to unpick this relationship in how girls 

participate in mathematics. Bartholomew (2005) focussed on high-ability 15-year-old 

students in top sets and found again that the behaviours that indicate confidence -

working quickly and succeeding visibly - were those that students and teachers fostered 

and assessed in the classroom. \'(Ihen students talked about mathematics, many boys 

described their pleasure in performing these behaviours while girls reported discomfort 

because they conflicted with the non-competitive, hard-working and co-operative 

classroom practices needed to establish femininity. Thus Bartholomew suggests that 

gender should not be seen as a background to participation in mathematics but as "an 

inevitable part of what it means to do mathematics and regard oneself as mathematical" 

(P8). I ler findings suggest again that local classroom identity practices need to be 

considered as relevant variables, simultaneously implicated in making choices and 

sustained by the choices made. (See Francis, Skelton and Read 2009 for a similar argument 

about mathematics and English for 13-year old boys and girls.) 

Solomon (2009b) emphasises the identity work that takes place in mathematics lessons and 

places it as a community endeavour: identities arc constructedjor individuals but not only 

i!Y individuals. She points out the different classroom experiences of pupils in different 

sets, and finds that students in top sets arc offered opportunities to show interest and 

agency that are then read back onto them as achieved skills (Solomon 2007a). Enjoyment, 

interest, confidence, independence, and ability in mathematics arc all constructed alongside 

each other by how teachers and studl~nts understand their own and others' actions and 

classroom goals. Her rcIated work with mathematics undergraduates examines how 

gender interacts with these constructions of ability. It tests, and finds wanting, the model 

of undergraduate experience as an apprenticeship, where students engage peripherally in 

the practices characterised and valued by the mathematics community (such as seeking 

deeper understanding and rigorous proof). This theory acknowledges the social 

construction of identity but proves limited in its accounts of how undergraduates judge 

themselves as belonging and how they negotiate their own and others' powers to include 

or exclude. Solomon's analysis shows that many women mathematics students 

participated heavily in the community's practices, using them to describe their 
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mathematical identities. However they felt excluded by the challenges of doing so and 

powerless to negotiate a closer sense of belonging. In contrast, many male undergraduates 

aimed for what they knew as a superficial engagement, got lower grades, but felt more 

successful and aligned with the community. Solomon critiques the theoretical stance that 

treats the practices of learning undergraduate mathematics as derived solely from expert 

mathematicians. Rather, she says that undergraduate mathematics cannot be separated 

from other discourses about education and identity: "the institutional culture of 

entrenched beliefs about ability and ownership of knowledge affects stuuents' experiences 

of being an undergraduate and dictates the functionality of particular identities" (Solomon 

2007b, p79). The disaffection of finding auyanced mathematics to be frustrating and 

isolateu is felt by all students (Rouu, 2002). Howeyer Solomon argues (with Bartholomew, 

Mendick, and Burton) that mathematics practices that emphasise confiuence, competition 

and speed fit more easily with performances of masculinity. This suggests for my research 

that students may experience uifficulties in b(~longing to the further mathematics 

community when categories which have the power to uetermine belonging, such as ability 

and confidence, are constructed by teaching practices in ways that make them more or less 

difficult for stuuents to take up alongsiue their other iuentity work. In the }<,l\lNetwork, 

this may result if the reduced timetable, fast pace anu the focus on ability strengthen the 

association of further mathematics with hegemonic performances of masculinity. 

Ethnicity 

In 2002, SET for Succus noteu that there has been "uisturbingly little attention" to analysing 

differences in mathematics attainment between uifferent ethnic groups, although school 

data suggest they exist (Roberts 2002, p16). This is in contrast to the Uniteu States, for 

example, which has a long tradition of research into the achievements of Black anu I,atino 

youth. Recent English stuuies of mathematics participation have reported a rc1ationship 

with cthnicity. Noyes (2009) and Vidal Rodeiro (2007) both report that Chinese, Indian, 

Pakistani and Black African students are considerably more likely to choose l\-lcvcl 

mathematics than \X1hite, Black Caribbean or Bangladeshi students (also BIS 2009; 11M 

Treasury, DffiS and DTI 2004). Viua} Roueiro uses broader categories to report similar 

results for further mathematics: Non-\X1hite stuuents arc 1.5 times more likely to choose 

AS-level Further Maths than White students, and 1.3 times as likely to continue it to A2. 

Further Maths is ranked as the seconu most important A-level subject by students from 

the Non-White ethnic group, compared to ninth for the White ethnic group. 
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Again I want to consider what kinds of explanations are suggested for the trend that ethnic 

minority students are more likely to choose mathematics. Both Noyes and Vidal-Rodeiro 

caution, first, that there are small proportions in each ethnic group and, second, that 

ethnicity and socioeconomic status (SES) are usually correlated. I look at the associations 

of mathematics with SES below, but it is worth considering whether differences can be 

accounted for solely by ethnicity. Strand (2009; in press) used multi-level modelling in a 

longitudinal pupil study to investigate the relationships between ethnicity, SES and 

attainment in all subjects. His results challenge common explanations that may downplay 

ethnicity as related to socioeconomic deprivation, parental imrolvement or student 

attitudes to school. Using increasingly subtle statistical models to take these explanations 

into account, he found attainment differences accounted for only by ethnicity. This 

suggests the need for further research that includes other explanations such as teacher 

expectations, institutional racism and cultural differences (Strand in press, p19). 

Further research does exist in the American context. However, researchers such as Martin 

(2006; 2010), investigating the mathematics attainment of African-American youth, share 

my concern about more and more detailed quantitative analyses of the same relation. 

Studies into students' attainment, attitudes and choice patterns "have helped to point out 

that there continue to be differences in the amount of mathematics learned among 

different student groups [ ... ] These studies provide no evidence that Black students differ 

from their peers in their capacity to learn mathematics" (Martin 2006, p 1 0). Martin argues 

that quantitative, trend-based research has a logic which means that under-achievement is 

primarily what is noticed and explained, while its dominance as an explanatory practice 

produces a discourse that normalises Whiteness and presents 'the other' as deficient. He 

recommends that equity research starts instead from accounts of students' experience. 

Hart (2003) argues similarly that mathematics education research has concentrated on ways 

of assessing inequities without investigating the resources - social, practical and financial -

that further social justice. Martin's research analyses African-Amt'rican students' accounts 

at individual, school, community and sociohistoricallevcls to investigate and explain how 

they achieve success. This attention to complex inter-rc1ations fits well with a 

poststructuralist analysis of the various discourses that position individuals not only as 

exercising agency but also as belonging to sociocultural ethnic groups (Stinson 2010). 

Poststructuralism challenges "the essential black subject", and allows political categories 

such as 'black' or 'ethnicity' to breathe (Hall 1992). This instability rdlects that these 

categories are not solely representations imposed from outside, but also 'floating significrs' 
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that change meaning with their contexts (Hall 1996b), and are linked with processes of 

identification and otherness that happen within individuals in those contexts. 

These discursive practices can explicitly interweave ethnicity and mathematics, as do the 

'national myths' that Indians hold about themselves: being good at technology, and being 

good at seizing opportunities for personal success (2005). Varma traces the prevalence of 

these 'myths' in the Indian diaspora, and concludes that there is no evidence that they 

convey essential truths or even statistical generalizations. Nevertheless many Indian 

students continue to achieve success by choosing mathematics and science-based routes, 

because that is what they set out to do. Studying mathematics provides a narrative in 

which second-generation ethnic minority students can collectively surmount hurdles and 

become successful (Devadson 2006). This is reflected in reasons to choose A-level 

subjects: ethnic minority students talk more about becoming successful in high-status 

positions, and White students talk more about individual enjoyment and vocational 

requirements (Hernandez-Martinez et al. 2008). As we saw above, whether it is attached 

to ethnicity, gender or intellect, the myth of being natUl'ally good at mathematics is 

dominant in the discourse of educational achievement and it produces effects. J t docs not 

exclude other possibilities for becoming a mathematician. I ~arlier we met the example in 

Burton's (2004) work of having an inspirational teacher, and here we have the example of 

a culturally-legitimated trajectory of effort and opportunity. Howeyer these oth('r stories 

are more marginal possibilities, and they have to interact with the determining discursive 

effects of individual mathematical ability. 

Socioeconomic status, school type and c1:ISS 

Students' socioeconomic status (SES) has been defined using a range of social, economic 

and geographic measures such as postcodes, eligibility for free school meals, parental 

occupation, education and income. There are important discussions about precision in 

definitions of social class and poverty and about the proper measures of achievement 

(Mongon and Chapman 2008) but none of these obscure the clear and long-lasting trend: 

If you want to kuow how well a child \vill do at school, ask how much its parl'uts cam. The 

fact remains, after more than 50 years of the welfare state and several decades of 

comprehensi\·e education, that family wealth is the single biggest predictor of success in the 

school s),stl'll1. (I latcher 2006, p2(3) 

Focussing now on participation in A-level mathematics, Noyes's (2009) data suggest that 

SES has had its effect on choice even before age 16, since students' socioeconomic status 
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accounts for most of the nriation in their GCSE attainment and there is little further 

variation in who chooses Mathematics A-Ie,'el. Vidal Rodeiro's (2007) results downplay 

class differences too as she finds that the proportions of students choosing Mathematics 

are fairly similar across measures of parental occupation. However,IIcrnandez-!\Iartinez 

et al.'s (2008) study of A-level mathematics students suggests that this evenness represents 

a spread of different reasons to choose mathematics and that these "choice repertoires" 

differ by class. In their survey, middle-class students say they choose mathematics 

because they enjoy it, while working-class students choose it because it is vocationally 

useful or, for working-class girls, because it is an escape path from current conditions. 

The situation is starker for further mathematics where there is a class-related difference 

even in starting the subject. Children of higher professionals are one and a half times 

more likely to start Further Maths AS-level than children of routine/manual workers, and 

more than twice as likely to continue to A2. Indeed 70% of the children of higher

professionals rank Further Maths as a 'very important' A-level. This increased 

participation is even more marked when groups are classified by parental ellucation (Vidal 

Rodeiro 2007). In the same way as with gender and ethnicity, we can say that further 

mathematics is clearly associated with high socioeconomic status. 

There is clearly a key determining factor that affects further mathematics, and that is its 

availability in schools. Further Maths was available at AS-level in only 72% of the schools 

surveyed by Vidal Rodeiro, and only 41 % offered A2. Gorard (2009) has shown that who 

goes to which school and who gets what in secondary education is largely determined by 

socioeconomic factors. I f we consider school type, Vidal Rodeiro shows that the uptake of 

further mathematics is three times higher in independent schools than in state 

comprehensive schools, and nearly twice as high in grammar schools. Students with high 

SES are disproportionally represented in independent and grammar schools and so have 

better access to further mathematics. There is a similar result from a geographic 

perspective: further mathematics is simply not available in many areas of social 

disadvantage (Ofsted 2006). As we shall see in Chapter 4, the HvfNetwork mounts a 

response to this evident ine(1'1ity (amid other factors). My study focuses on contexts 

where further mathematics is newly available, including areas of social disadvantage and 

relative geographic isolation. 

\X'hat has happened since the introduction of the FMNetwork? Searle's evaluation asks 

where, geographically, have Further Maths entries increased? The largest increases in A2 
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entries are in areas of the country usually regarded as affluent. However, this is different at 

AS-level where the percentage increases are also big in less affluent areas such as the 

North-East and West ~Iidlands. Looking at school type, 73% of the growth in A2 took 

place in the state sector, and more (87%) of the AS-level growth did (Searle 2010). There 

is much to celebrate in the better take-up at AS-level, and indeed schools report that 

students benefit in Mathematics from studying the one-year further mathematics course 

(Searle and Barmby 2006), however it is the A2 qualification that matters for elite 

universities. There is evidence of a familiar phenomenon here, where measures put in 

place to widen participation also improve participation for the middle-classes (Ball 2010; 

Reay 2006, 2008). The introduction of the FMNetwork has not cancelled out the 

inequalities in participation in further mathematics, although it has clcarly pt<>Yidcd more 

possibilities where students have lower SES. 

The evaluation findings describe what is happening but do not in themselves explain \vhy 

this pattern occurs and what its effects are. This returns to the argument I made earlicr 

that treating student differences as pre-existing stable categorics is incoherent in ignoring 

the circular construction of classed identity through educational practice and misses 

opportunities for change. Neither is it politically neutral: evaluative research measuring the 

categories that benefit from a policy initiative (here, which SES-dcfined groups benefit 

from the FMNetwork) cannot be used for future policy without also elaborating the 

proportions in which groups sbollidbe participating in further mathematics and a model for 

how introducing change affects those proportions. How do I interpret the finding, for 

example, that the FMNetwork has increased the take-up of further mathematics in 

deprived comprehensive schools but more so in affluent independent schools? A model 

of independent variables docs not take into account the ways that schools and studl'nts 

have to (and mayor may not be able to) respond 'luickly to changes in the national policy 

arena that affect performance indicators such as A-level gradl~s (Ba112001). My 

poststructural perspecti\Te allows, instead, a dynamic and contested production of class: 

Analysis of class should therefore aim to capture the ambiguity produced through struggle 

and fuzzy boundaries, rather than fix it in place in order to measure and know it. Class 

formation is dynamic, produced through conflict and fought out at the level of the symbolic. 

To ignore this is to work uncritically \v;th the categories produced through this struggle, 

which always (because it is a stmggle) exist in the interests of power. (Skeggs 2004, p5) 

To start such an endeavour I need to consider class and further mathematics not as 

intersecting in certain locations with neither changing the other, but as weaving togt·ther to 
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mobilise themselves and students within discourse. The cross-currents in these discursive 

practices do not produce change as progress to a new 'better' equilibrium, but as a change 

in local practices that unexpectedly flourishes. 

I have found no research that sets out to explain individual differences in participation in 

A-level mathematics specifically in terms of how class is constructed. There is research for 

compulsory-age mathematics, much of it inspired by Bourdieu's analysis of class in terms 

of students' ability to wield cultural capital. Cultural capital is knowledge and practice 

"whose diffuse, continuous transmission within the family escapes observation and control 

(so that the educational system seems to award its honors solely to natural qualities)" 

(Bourdieu 2004, p25). Black (2002) shows how teachers in primary schools operationalise 

pupil ability as a form of pedagogic awareness about the balance of epistemic and social 

control, and how this cultural capital is validated and encouraged by the teacher in the 

pupils who already have it. In this way mathematical confidence and ability, that I 

discussed earlier in relation to gender, also inscribe class positions. Morgan (19R8) also 

shows that aspects of middle-class cultural capital arc used to signify mathematical ability 

in secondary school practices. Various institutional technologies in mathematics, such as 

the nature of tests (Dowling 199R) and ability-grouping (Wiliam and Bartholomew 2004), 

are structured in such a way that they have different effects given the different capitals of 

middle-class and working-class children. Analyses such as these suggest that the pedagogic 

and institutional practices of further mathematics would also have a role in constructing 

differences along class lines. 

Bourdieu emphasises the subordinating role of middle-class cultural capital. It is imbued 

with pedagogic authority and functions as a naturally powl'rful resource to which 

resistance is ineffective because the structure of social practices make it so (Bourdieu and 

Passeron 1994). Skeggs starts instead from working-class inscriptions and examines how 

they are sustained in opposition to middle-class readings of economy and morality. Iler 

research with working-class women finds "not an account of how individuals make 

dlemsclves, but of how they cannot fail to make themselves in particular ways" (Skcggs 

1997, P 162). This means that people's individual experience is as 'real' as discourse: that is, 

it is as real as the framework of practice and knowledge that prccl'des and structures it, and 

as the truths that result from retelling it. Experience, too, is discursive. Skeggs's work on 

class, Mendick's work on gender, and Hall's work on the construction of 'Black' identities 

within/ against White discourse, all draw on Foucault's assertion that knowledge is a 

political fiction that is brought into being through discursive practicl~S which produce Out 
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experience and knowledge of ourselves in society (Foucault 1972, 1980). There is no 

testable relation between ideas, experience and reality, instead Foucault attempts to "pick 

out the fine stitching of many different forms of knowledge within the threads of power 

relations and organised systems of practices" (Dean 1994, p162). 

This is a good point at which to recap the theoretical arguments I have traced through this 

review of mathematics education research. I started by outlining the two most prominent 

findings offered by trend-based research into mathematics A-level: the problem of 

declining numbers and the strong correlation of participation \vith prior attainment. I 

argued that these findings reproduce the dominant ways of knowing in mathematics and 

education and do not allow me to examine how new local practices such as the 

FMNetwork might allow individuals to choose differently. This led me to ask ,}uestions 

about the 'right' ways to understand differences when attempting education research and 

policy: I rejected the "stance of epistemological innocence" that underpins trend-based 

research (Rawolle and Lingard 2008, p728) because drawing the line between what is an 

appropriate difference to eliminate and what is not also demarcates what is 'really' 

individual and what is only 'superficially' individual. These decisions affect the individual 

and the social together; they are both political and epistemological, practical and 

theoretical (r\hcLure 1993). Instead I argued for discourse as the unit of analysis, allowing 

different positionings to be equally real whether they function as dominant representations 

or as subversive retellings (Stinson 2010). 

I then turned to research that describes how individuals from different groups participate 

in mathematics. I found that interpreting these findings solely within the familiar 

discursive categories of gender, ethnicity and class again presents epistemological 

weaknesses. It ib'11ores the complexities and possibilities in how individuals choose, and 

cannot account for the intersections and cross-currents in these categories. This 

simplification has political consequences in the ways that the differences 'add up' to hide 

or blame different groups of learners (Mendick 2008). I used research into the experiences 

of studying mathematics to argue that students are positioned - and position themselves -

as legitimate participants not only by adopting the mathematical practices of the 

mathematics community but by making usc of how matlH.'matics produces sdfhood. I 

have pulled together the arguments of poststructural researchers in gender, ethnicity and 

class to conclude that equity research into further mathematics should trace the relations 

between discourses inscribed in mathematical classroom practices and wider practices of 
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the self, and examine how the continuities and discontinuities play out in terms of access 

and power (Cobb and Hodge 2002). 

2.2 Identity as discursive practice 

I now want to draw out three aspects of my poststructural approach that suggest how 

identities can be discursively produced. These will help explain my theoretical shift from 

why individuals choose further mathematics to how discourses of schools, mathematics 

and the FMNetwork construct further mathematics students as some kinds of people and 

not others. The first aspect is Poucault's explanation that knowledge does not represent 

truth but circulates power, and that power is productive as well as repressive. This 

relationship between power and knowledge is central to explaining why some ways-of

knowing are harder to challenge than others. The second concerns identity, specifically a 

way of understanding identity as subjectivity that is achieved by practices of the self. This 

argument starts with Foucault, especially in his iliJ/ory of Se.\:ua/i(y (1979; 1984; 1990), but 

has been deycloped by many researchers since, including Davies (198912004), \X'alkerdine 

(2003; 2007), Rose (1990; 1996; 1998; 1999) and, in mathematics education, Walkerdinc 

(1988; 1989), Mendick (2006; 2009) and Walshaw (2004; 2010). The third aspect is how 

Poucault traces the interlinking of subjectivity and practices of the self - the ways of being 

a kl10wing self and a moml self - and how these are contingent on history, perspective and 

local context. 

2.2.1 Power-knowledge 

Discursive practices position people in relations of power. In a school, for example, 

teachers, students, researchers all have roles that frame their interactions. The shared 

knowledge of these roles informs what individuals can do and how their actions are 

interpreted by themselves and others. The power that inscribes these positions docs not 

dcrive fundamcntally from characteristics of thc individuals, such as a natural authority of 

adults over childrcn, nor from history, from the way that things han always bcen done. 

These are ways in which discourse positions knowlcdgc as lCb~timatc and fixed, but they 

do not pre-exist discourse. Instead power is pcrpetuated by the self-regulating processcs 

of discourse itself, "describing and ordcring things in particular ways"; hence the ellipsis 

'powcr-knowledge' (Hardy 2004, p1 (6). Power relations make things known, knowable 

and doable in certain ways by certain pcople: 
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In short, it is not the activity of the subject of knowledge that produces a corpus of 

knowledge, useful or resistant to power, but power-knowledge, the processes and struggles 

that traverse it and of \vhich it is made up, that determines the forms and possible domains 

of knowledge. (Foucault 1995, p28) 

It is not power at a macro level that Foucault is explaining here, as in a Marxist view of 

repressive power derived from socioeconomic structures (Brown 2001; McNay 1994) or 

even a Bourdieuan self-perpetuating field in which power flows only from top to bottom 

Oenkins 20(7). Instead foucault's power acts at the micro-level and is both local and 

productive. If power were only repressive or excluding, it would not be so effective in 

producing people in the subject positions that recreate it as knowledge. We can sec this in 

students talking about mathematics. They can represent mathematics as hard and rational 

in order to position themselves as masters of an uncertain world (\'V'alkerdine 1988), or as a 

bored and resistant group of students (Nardi and Steward 2003), or even as creative, 

flexible individuals who reject mathematics (Mendick 2(08). PO\ver circulates through all 

these practices, defining both what mathematics is, and who individuals are, what their 

goals are and what they take pleasure in. Of course, this same perspective renders other 

individuals powerless and excluded, unable to know anything of value in the mathematics 

classroom (Gerofsky 1997), and it is the possibility of this suppression that makes the 

earlier positions agentic in comparison. :My argument is that this way of knowing about 

mathematics is perpetuated by the range of identities it enables, as much as by what it 

suppresses. 

Cumulatively, then, the effects of local power relations may indeed be broad processes of 

prohibition or repression. They can "congeal" into apparently static categories such as 

gender (Butler 1990), so that doing mathematics functions as a way of "doing masculinity" 

for both boys and girls (Mendick 2003). They can be codified into strategies of 

government (Dean 1994) that result in middle-class students l)(~ing more likely to study 

further mathematics. These broad processes have general effects but they arc not enacted 

only IIpon individuals but also ~y individuals. As Walkerdine says, "practices arc at once 

local and global, minute in their detail and enormous in their reach" (2007, P 138) . They 

constitute both the social knowledge of what iJ, and the indiviuuals \vho know it. l,ocalit)' 

here docs not imply a loss of generality; for all individuals arc locally situated. 
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2.2.2 Identity and subjectivity 

Contemporary social science understands 'identity' in two different and important ways: 

one is to describe the different categories of membership that a society provides for 

individuals to belong to, the other to describe the agency that creates individuality from 

those possibilities (11acInnes 2004). So we have 'cultural characters' in philosophy 

(11acintyre 2007), 'discursive representations' in sociology (Skeggs 1997) and 'subject 

positions" in psychology (Edley 2001), all similar in describing how individuals are 

constrained to produce roles and identities by what works, not by what is, and different in 

how they interpret the strategic use of those productions. If we attempt to separate out 

these two meanings of identity, so that we treat agency and structure as distinct and 

conflicting, then the central issue of equity research reduces to how social structures 

oppose an individual's power of self-definition. In my epistemological argument I chose a 

poststructural view because it sees discourse as producing both the social knowledge that 

recognises identity categories and the individual knowledge that recognises itself as agency. 

I rejected the notion of an essential self - by which I mean a knowing subject c<.'ntred in an 

individual's biological or psychological identity, relating to an external world through 

constraint or influence - and argued for a discursi\'e self. This means that the self is no 

longer "epistemically privileged" (Butler 2008, p 16) as an author, someone who imposes or 

opposes structure, who "can penetrate the substance of things and give them meaning" 

(Foucault 1991 b, P 118). Instead, discourse produces an individual's power of self

definition by constructing a range of identities that 'knowing subjects' can position 

themselves in and with. These identities arc inscribed by discursive practices in the forms 

of habits of thought, possibilities of action, and shared ways of knowing. The power 

circulated in these practices regulates which positions amI movements between positions 

are possible. Foucault argues that these practices of the self arc so intense as to suggest 

that any history of the present should be based as much on studying what constitutes 

subjectivities as what constitutes social structures and relations of power (Foucault 1990). 

The metaphor of a landscape (Ball and Vincent 1998; Bowe, Gewirtz and Ball 1994) helps 

to convey how subjects are positioned and position themselves in discourse, because a 

landscape both requires and provides a point of view. The discursive landscape comes 

into existence as individuals observe it, ('ach having th<.·ir own perspective that doubly 

defines what they sec and where/what the see-er is. The landscape surrounds the 

participants, framing them in its material and social circumstances, and allowing them to 

mobilise to take up some outlooks but not others. The possibilities of seeing differently 
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from other viewpoints and the possibilities of moving in the landscape all produce agency 

for individuals. However, any viewpoint that emerges is PaJ1 of the landscape, in the same 

way that agentic self-hood is constituted within discourse and docs not transcend it. This 

landscape metaphor describes our subjectivity - how we are discursively produced as both 

subjects and objects at the same time. We inscribe the landscape of what we know and are 

inscribed by it as situated yet autonomous persons. But how we can 'do' autonomy is not 

only up to us: 

People in modern institutions are conditioned to accept being an object to others and a 

subject to themselves. The very processes we usc to inscribe our self to our self put us at 

the disposition of others. 111e task of creating rational autonomous persons falls initially to 

pedagogical institutions; their goal is to produce young bodies and minds that arc self 

governing: failing that they try to make their graduates governable. (Roth 1992, pCJ(1) 

Because any person engages with a variety of discourses, there are multiple identities that 

individuals can move between, and each discourse has rules about whether and how to 

negotiate such shifts. Identity work is different in different societies and in different times. 

Thus we arc located in multiple positions of marginality and subordination, although these 

do not operate on each of us in exactly the same way (Hall 1992). The focus of 

poststructural research is to examine the micro-politics involved in "the practical 

negotiation of situationally-rclevant identities" (Berard 2005, p 70) and find what 

negotiations are made possible by specific contexts. 

As Roth's quote makes clear, pedagogical institutions are key in inscribing the 'right' (and 

'wrong') forms of being a self. One example of this negotiation is how students position 

themselves during educational transitions such as entry to university (\X'arin and Dempster 

2007) or to secondary school (\X'arin and Muldoon 2(09). Students in both these contexts 

have described the challenge of their identity work as trying to be a dynamic but also a 

coherent self, wanting to change and wanting to remain authentic. Clearly these demands 

are overlapping, even competing. These are goals that concern the individual self, but the 

way they figure in student talk is strongly aligned with contemporary pedagogic discourses 

in schools, universities and society. Change is configured in terms of maturity and 

progress, while authenticity is represented as being known and knowable by students and 

teachers. As a discursive strategy for managing these transitions, students take up 

representations that position them both as mature and as staying the same. So for 

example, university entrants use socialising and drinking practices to emphasise their 

developing yet stable gender identities (Warin and Dempster 2007; Warin and ~Iuldoon 
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2009). I follow up this transition research and look at how maturity is related to further 

mathematics in Chapter 5. 

Selfhood, then, is performed in multiple discourses and involves multiple, competing 

identities. Griffiths (1995) argues that we should not see this as indicating fragmented or 

damaged selves. Instead, she suggests, individuals are in a state of becoming as well as 

being. They spin a "web of identity" whose design is unique to them but inscribed by the 

need to belong with others: 

1ne individual can only exist through the communities of which she is a member and indeed 

is in a process of constmction by those communities [ ... ] Politics are inseparahle from the 

constmction and maintenance of the self. TIle experiences of acceptance and rejection, and 

the reaction to them cannot be understood without reference to the stmctures of power in 

the society in which the self finds itself. (Griffiths 1995,p 93 ) 

Further mathematics students emerge as subjecthrities from the weaving-together of 

discourses of mathematics, communities, families and classrooms. The agency of those 

subjectivities is not freedomjlYJIJl power hut empowerment to embed and connect 

knowledge and construct oneself as a subject (Edwards 2008). As well as the communities 

that an individual can choose, discursive constructions also guide the identity work that 

maintains seemingly natural states of belonging. These include the categories of gender, 

ethnicity and class, as well as attributes that might be assigned to an individual's personality 

such as being a high achiever, a 'lad', or 'popular' (Currie, Kelly and Pomerantz 2006; 

2007; Francis, Skelton and Read 2009; Jackson 2006a). Further mathematics students 

belong (or do not belong) to a range of different 'chosen' and 'natural' collectives 

produced by shared knowledge and institutional practices. In Chapter 7 I examine closely 

the discursive strategies that students usc to construct themselves as belonging and how 

currents and tensions between different discursive practices help them to produce multiple 

identities alongside participation in further mathematics. These practices and institutional 

affordances are what Foucault calls the practices and technologies of the self. 

2.2.3 Pra.ctices of the self 

Practices of the individual self arc the "intentional and voluntary actions by which men 

(sic) not only set themselves rules of conduct, but also seek to transform thcmsekes, to 

change themselves in their singular being, and to make their life an oetfl're that carries 

certain aesthetic values and meets certain stylistic criteria" (Foucault 1984, pI 0-11, original 

emphasis). Although they arc intentional, we should not think of them as extra-discursive 
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agency, a remaining individual freedom to choose amongst competing subject positions. 

Practices of the self are strategies of discourse: they permit discourses to reproduce with 

stability by constructing singular knowing beings who judge their own and others' 

behaviour with respect to discursive norms. They arc instilled in certain ways of living 

through what people habitually say, how they arc governed, and their actions, such as - for 

my particular interest - choosing school subjects. In this way practices of the self arc at 

once individual and institutional, habits and tactics (Foucault 19(0). 

How can we identify practices of the self and their associated technologies in uifferent 

uiscourses? Foucault is concerned not to set limits on what can function as a practice of 

the self, but he suggests that they can be recognised as having three main functions: they 

communicate moral codes, they provide systems for judging people's behaviour, anu they 

specify the mode of subjectification, that is "the way in which the individual establishes his 

relation to the rule and recognises himself as obligeu to put it into practice" (Foucault 

1984, p27). \Vhere there are recurrent instances of talk and behaviour that fulfil these 

functions, then they arc consiuered as practices of the self. The purpose of poststructural 

analysis is then to identify these regularities, anu to trace their effects on what is known 

and done. 

Foucault starts his discussion of practices of the self with moral codes because he is 

studying sexuality, which is widely unuerstoou in terms of prohibitions anu commanus. 

However, his first argument in The I li.r/OI)1 of Se.,\,lIali(y is that the moral coues of sexuality 

have not changed significantly between classical antiquity and modern (western, Christian) 

society. What has changed instead arc the systems of behaviour, anu how people apply the 

codes to themselves. He concludes that ethics has to be understood in all three inter-

related forms: coues, systems of juugement that may enact or ignore them, anu views of 

how these relate to oneself. 

Moral codes 

Moral coues arc recognisable when they arc communicated explicitly as rules anu advice 

about what humans should do and the reasons why. They arc also communicateu through 

what we understand to be goals and virtues in life, sllch as happiness, secllrity, success, or 

learning. These arc practical codes of action; although they are influenceu by canonical 

philosophical theories, they rarely belong neatly to anyone theory or fit into any 

progression. In fact, we can most easily recognise moral codes in situations where the 

theories arc being contested and negotiated (Macintyre 2007; Sanucl2(09). One example 
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relevant to choosing further mathematics is the application process for university choices. 

This UCAS system requires students to consider the rules of access to competitive higher 

education. There are moral codes implicit in this process - students are encouraged to 

'aim high' by choosing elite subjects and universities, to 'prepare oneself well' by studying 

appropriate A-level subjects for the next course, and to 'care for oneself by avoiding 

disappointing rejections Students' talk makes these codes explicit when it describes 

making choices as managing their conflicts and combinations. For example, students are 

allowed only five course choices, so 'aiming high' is risky and conflicts with 'protecting 

oneself from failure. Some courses make UCAS offers without regard to actual subjects 

studied. Students can then decide to maximise grades without worrying about pre

requisite knowledge, thereby achieving a successful short-term combination of 'aiming 

high' and 'preparing oneself well'. These UCAS considerations have effects on 

participation in mathematics. It is common for students to explain that it is best to drop 

difficult subjects (including mathematics and further mathematics) in order to secure entry 

to the courses they have chosen (Bell, Malacova and Shannon 2003; Matthews and Pepper 

2005,2007; Noyes and Sealey 2009; Smith 2010a). My example shows how moral codes 

can be identified from the complexity of actual practices anu it also illustrates Foucault's 

argument that they are not isolated rules, but integrally bound up with systems of valuing 

and the negotiation of identity. 

Systems of judgement 

The second function of practices of the self is to produce an individual's behaviour as 

something that can be judged by others. This entails recognising how language, 

technologies and actions enable people to position each other as successful or not, as 

belonging or not, and as agentic or not, that is whether they are acting as proper selves. 

So, for example, Masters (2005) notes how the "chaotic homekss" are produced by tIKir 

inability to keep appointments in their own care-plan. Here the linguistic practice of 

naming, the temporal technology of a diary, and the actions that ensure/prevent punctual 

attendance all combine to legitimate how an individual's behaviour is judgt'd in a social 

care discourse. Socio-medical therapeutic interactions require individuals to make 

themselves known to experts, to communicate histories and futures, just as schools do for 

students. But the significance of appointment-keeping extends beyond care institutions or 

even schools. It has effects on relations in wider society because interactions of friendship 

and employment are understood as involving similar therapeutic practices. Foucault 
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identifies the confessional - making one's story available to others - as one of the main 

ways "of identifying individuals and establishing and enforcing their location within 

power-knowledge networks" (Edwards 2008, p29). Both the judger and the judged are 

positioned by how such social relations are structured. Foucault's work on state 

governance (1995) shows how technologies that measure people work as a strategy to 

establish shared 'truth'-making practices. He calls this 'normalization', and it enables 

discourses of self-determination and self-governance to flourish (Rose 1990). In Chapters 

4 and 5 I return to institutional discourses of time and measurement, and how they 

position further mathematics students. 

Another way in which individuals can be compared and evaluated is through discursive 

analogies with systems of exchange that guide resource distribution. It is widely accepted 

that in contemporary western society, individuals arc judged by tlwir consumption of 

economic resources and/or by their control of social or symbolic capital that can be 

exchanged for resources. These systems arc common in education, and the UCAS 

procedure is again an example of how some students are inscribed as more valuable than 

others because of their grades, knowledge and educational history. Contemporary systems 

of education and employment read 'individual' characteristics such as rationality, flexibility 

or determination as having a direct economic value (Brown, Hesketh and Williams 2003). 

This inscribes even more points of contact with how subjectivity is constructed and fewer 

possibilities that thinking otherwise can be effective (Skeggs 2()04). Systems that value 

individual traits bring political governance and personal ethics into the same knowledge 

structure, so that the active subject takes on self-governance as self-hood and economic or 

political structures as moral codes (Hesketh 2003; Rose 1990). 

Mode of sllbjectification 

Finally, we can analyse practices of the self in the mode of subjectificatjon. Here we ask 

how an individual understands moral codes and other peoples' judgements in relation to 

the self. Codes and systems of judgement arc discursive objects, so they arc powerful 

because, above all, discourses are what works - 'fictions functioning as fact" - but they do 

not have to construct subjectivity as oppression. So, for example, ethical codes might 

function as prohibitions or aspirations, recommendations or resources, all depending on 

5 1 misremembered this from Mendick (2003, p73) "fictions functioning in truth" which she in turn traces 

through Walkerdine (1999) and Foucault (1980) 
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context. Foucault's work with texts on sexuality traced the differences from the 

aspirational Socratic practices of training the self to prohibitive Christian ones of cmingjor 

the self by protecting it from harm (Poucault 1984). Again, this is not a free choice, as 

discourse constitutes subjectivities in certain ways. A recent example of work that has 

addressed this relationship and influenced political rhetoric is Beck's (2000; 2007) theory 

of individualisation. He claims that contemporary socioeconomic mobility obliges 

individuals to understand themselves as no longer gllided by traditional niles of class 

membership but as responsible for !/a/liga/ing their own risky journeys. I see his argument 

as concerning the mode of subjectification as well as criticluing the continued structural 

influence of class cultures. Beck is criticised as failing to recohmise that continuing stability 

of social patterns remain as effective as ever, veiled by a new justification that rewards 

spring naturally from the "individual choices and personal solutions" of the middle-classes 

(Atkinson 2007b, p710). Again, Atkinson's argument invokes a mode of subjectification, 

that of the autonomous individual who makes choices among competing codes. Their 

debate illustrates how metaphorical talk about journeys, change and risk, rewards and 

difference, caring and disciplining, builds competing knowlcdges of what it is to be a self. 

When we discuss morality in studies of contemporary subjectivity, the question of the 

mode of subjectification is often turned on its head. Instead of asking how discursive 

practices of the self construct individuals, we understand individuals as IIJi!Z~ ethical 

knowledge. This reflects the mode of agency that we ascribe to contemporary subjects. 

Macintyre's After Vir/tie summarises this contemporary mode: "we simultaneously and 

inconsistently treat moral argument as an exercise of our rational powers and as mere 

expressive assertion" (Macintyre 2007, pll). I understand this as indicating that people's 

moral actions predominantly take the form of ctl/(JI/a/it{~ what they should do, weighing up 

ends and means; and also deplqyinl', the process of deciding what they should do in order to 

express something about who they arc. This chimes with du Gay's analysis of ideal 

workers as 'entrepreneurs of the self' (du Gay 1996) acting upon themselves as resources 

in the quasi-economic projects of their identity. Giddens agrees that the significant 

contemporary relationship between morality and the self is expressive. For him, effective 

identity lies in the "capacity to keep a particular narrative going" (1991, pS4). Choosing 

which stories to tell about oneself in order to present an explicable, coherent biographical 

narrative are thus practices of the self; and these stories then combine to structure social 

knowledge of reality. Again there is disagrcement about whether c\'cryone has thc 

rcsources to be able to sustain any narrative that they choosc (Archcr, HolJinbyworrh and 
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Mendick 2010; Ball, Maguire and Macrae 2000; Hall 1996a; Solomon 2009b). This is a 

timely reminder that the dominant discourses - here those of rationality and self

expression - are not universal truths about how people are, but contested practices 

contingent on local contexts. 

The literature on choosing further mathematics provides examples of these rational and 

expressive modalities that are relevant to my study. Some students choose mathematics 

because they reason it gives the bcst acccss to lucrative carccrs, and others bccause thcy 

want to show themsclvcs as an ablc studcnt. Explanations such as thcse arc frcqucntly 

recordcd in rcscarch into reasons for choosing mathcmatics (Bills ct al. 2006; Hcrnandcz

Martincz et al. 2008; Mendick, :t\loreau and Epstein 2009; Noycs and Sealey in press; 

Roberts 2002; Rodd 2002). The student who wants to be known as able fits Macintyre's 

suggcstion that thcsc two modcs of morality are combincd. \'\1ho onc is (or wants to be 

known as) can become a 'rational' factor that influcnccs what onc Jlioll/d do. \'\1 c will scc 

this whcn studcnts explain that thcy chose mathcmatics becausc thcy arc good at it, 

othcrwisc it would bc a wastc. By taking this approach, students put themselves in a modc 

of obligation where they must choose to exploit their talents. 

There are also students who arguc that thcy choose \vhether to continue with mathematics 

in tcrms of enjoyment (Bills et al. 2006; Brown, Brown and Bibby 2008; Putwain 2009; 

Robcrts 2002) I sce thcse students as positioning thcmselves broadly in a relation of self

care, reasoning that thcy can (or evcn should) feel happy. Putwain (2009) warns that 

'fecling comfortable' needs further invcstigation because it can cqually servc to balance 

such differing practices as worry or indifferencc. Ahmed (2008b; 2010) shows that 

happincss is constructcd as a promise and a duty: to oneself, other peoplc and the future. 

I investigate the goal of happiness in Chapter 6. Another example originates from 

research into female STEM participants but applics more widely: some students explain 

they choose mathematics because they want to be unusual and show agency (Davis 2009a; 

Mendick 2003). This again suggests choice-making as a form of "rational individualism" 

whereby students arc not so much resisting dominant knowledge about who can do 

mathematics but rather making use of it as a way to express authenticity (Currie, Kelly and 

Pomerantz 2006). 

These three areas of communicating moral codes, systems of judgements by / of others, 

and the individual's rclation to the rule give a framework for idcntifying practices of the 

self. From thc examples I have given of how these areas can be constituted it is clear that 
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practices of the self are multiple, interacting and contested. None is holistically truer than 

another, though some turn out to be more effectiye. It is their relations and the effects 

they produce for specific individuals working within specific discursive contexts that are of 

interest. I want to make two points that follow from this. The first point concerns my use 

of the survey literature comparing students' reasons for choosing mathematics. Surveys 

are useful in identifying a whole range of justifications for choice permitted by dominant 

discourses. It is widely reported that students do explain their choices by talking about 

confidence, enjoyment, interest and attainment, wanting a challenge from mathematics, 

desiring its content or its status, appreciating the flexibility in its modules and being 

attracted by school departments and teachers (Bills et al. 2006; Cooke 2009; Ofsted 2008; 

Roberts 2002; Vidal Rodeiro 2007; \'Vright 2006). All these reasons feature in discourses 

of mathematics and education as legitimate knowledge that affects choice, and I expect to 

find them in accounts of choosing further mathematics. } lowever surveys abstract the 

way that students usc these reasons from their discursive contexts and attribute them to 

individuals. The relations between different justifications disappear and they cannot be 

traced directly to classroom practices. Wright's wide-scale literature review (200G) 

confirms that these reasons appear similarly in many recent surveys, and moreover that 

they appear similarly for other subjects, so they tell us little that explains different 

participation in mathematics. Rather than attempt to weigh up these reasons for choice, I 

am interested to know how students juxtapose them with specific mathematics classroom 

practices and then to trace which ones have effects over time. This approach follows from 

recent richer accounts of choosing STEM subjects that consider how students work on 

aspects of identity in mathematics (Black, Mendick and Solomon 2009; Boaler and Staples 

2008; Davis 2009a; Hernandez-Martinez et al. 20(8). 

The second point is to signal that the practices of the self that arc seen to characterise 

contemporary society arc constructed around self-governance. Confession and 

normalization continue as important strategies for discursiye n~gulation but they arc 

retouched as self-expression and rational self-determination. Choice recurs in my 

examples as a discursive proxy for agency since individuals govern themselves by choosing 

amongst what is available to them. I therefore end this chapter by introducing recent 

sociological literature arguing that choice is central to practices of the self in neoliberal 

society and I use this to reframe my research questions. 
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2.3 The neoliberal self: choosing as autonomy and belonging 

I have now reached a ftrst turning point in my thesis. My critillue of the existing research 

has pointed me towards a poststructural framework in which studying individual choice 

not only requires examining how an individual makes choices but also how choice makes 

individuals. One of the threads running through the literature has been the binary of 

structure and agency. I now see this as a discursi,'e relationship put into place by practices 

of the self. Moreover, in contemporary society, this relationship takes a particular form 

produced by the neoliberal policies of recent English and western g()Yernments (Chandler 

2011; George 1999; Mendick, Moreau and Epstein 2009; Rawolle and I.ingard 20(8). By 

neoliberalism I mean a particular way of understanding the working of society and politics 

that constructs the process of governing as one of guiding and regulating free individuals 

in a '"luest for mutual- although not ellual- economic success (Rose 1996, 1999). In 

neoliberalism the relationship between the state and the individual self is productive rather 

than punitive, so that individuals are encouraged, indeed obliged, to be autonomous. 

Political, social and institutional discourses combine to construct neoliberal practices of 

the self: a whole range of technologies of government and communication create the 

knowledge that we only become a self through exercising the freedom to govern ourselves: 

111e problem of freedom comes to be understood in terms of the capacity of an 

autonomous individual to establish an identity through shaping a meaningful everyday life. 

Freedom is seen as autonomy, the capacity to realize one's own desires in one's secular life, 

to fulfil one's potential through one's own endeavours, to determine the course of own 

existence through acts of choice (Rose 1999, p84). 

Choosing combines freedom and responsibility and is thus the key way of d<.'monstrating 

autonomy in neoliberal discourse (I discuss this further in Chapter 8 where I examine how 

discourses of further mathematics articulate participation as independence). Rose argues 

that autonomy is the central moral value in contemporary lilx'ral thought and he provides 

evidence using Foucault's concepts of practice of the self to analyse a range of practices of 

work, morality and governance. In all of these he finds that autonomy is expressed 

through notions of choice as identity work and self-discovery: 

Contemporary practices of subjectivity [ ... ] put into playa being that must be attached to a 

project of identity, and to a secular project of 'lifestyle', in which life and its contingellcies 

become meaningful to the extent that thtT can he cOllstnted as the product of personal 

choice. (Rose 1996, p 244 ) 
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Although these projects, identities and lifestyles are produced by discourse as individually 

determined, they circulate power only in so far as they are recognised. The neoliberal 

empowerment vocabulary establishes autonomous choice as the mode of subjectification, 

but it also inscribes subjectivity as a successful project of belonging to the social and 

economic state. Exclusion from social institutions codifies as "lack of self-esteem, self

worth and the skills of self-management necessary to steer oneself as an active individual 

in the empire of choice" (Rose 1999, p 268). We could expect neoliberal discourse to 

emphasise inclusion because shared systems of judgement arc what allow the self

supporting strategy of normalization to come into play. It is untenable for a neoliberal 

individual to work on identity \vithout having his or her behaviour judged by self and 

others. Autonomy needs to be observed, and so intelligible choices must be made. 

However Rose docs suggest that neoliberalism encourages individuals to seck out new 

ways of judging how we belong with others. Community membership is understood not 

just as fact or constraint but also as coming about through choice and self-identification. 

\'V'e have already seen this in the arguments oflkck and Giddens, both influential 

commentators on contemporary liberalism, that identity is now only weakly and electively 

tied to traditional social groupings of class, family and religion (Beck 2007; Giddens 1991, 

1998). The new freedoms of time, space and abstract economics allow society to change 

reflexively in the light of new knowledge, so that collectives arc formed around knowledge 

or shared technologies (Anderson 1991; Bauman 2001). This means that social structures 

are as much inscribed by subjectivities - by who we know ourselves to be or want to - as 

they are crystallised from naturally- or socially-occurring phenomena. Belonging also 

becomes an expressive choice, sustained by the ways that the self guides itself, uses its 

freedoms and makes new allegiances to maximise its success (sec Chapt<.'r 7 where I 

examine belonging in further mathematics). 

As I argued above, education is particularly significant for the functioning of neo1iberal 

government. Social institutions - schools, workplaces, shops, hospitals, media producers -

all maintain technologies that frame identity work as consumption and entrepren<.'urism, 

comprising research and decisions to maximise one's own powers, productivity and 

success (du Gay 1996; Edwards 2008; Rose 1998). These institutional framings arc both 

directly and indirectly encouraged by the state, which reserves for itself the abstract role of 

defining the ideal relationship between itself and free, responsible individuals (Ball 2001; 

Beckmann and Cooper 2005; Steer et al. 2007). In education, processes such as target

setting, assessment and monitoring, and of course choosing A-levels, produce indiYiduals 
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that know themselves and are expected to make choices based on that knowledge (l)esley 

2005). The regular choices that students make in their experience of further mathematics 

- to start it, to take AS-le"el, to resit modules, to complete A2 - are practices that 

responsibilise students. In choosing they identify whether or not they aim to belong in the 

discourse of that subject and they (re-)produce subjectivity as entrcpreneurism. 

In this way, subjects are brought forth \vho are (self-)fashioned and positioned as active 

learners and as self-regulating subjects, where the subjectivity stimulated is one that regards 

the maximization of capacities and dispositions appropriate to maximising their own 

productivity as both necessary and desirable. Subjects with an enterprising relationship to 

the se!! are framed in certain discourses oflearning, a self that exhibits (lualitics of autonomy, 

self-management and personal responsibility, and reflectiveness. (Edwards 2008, p28) 

As part of the dominance of these systems, teachers arc valued not only for their 

authoritative subject knowledge but for knowing and passing on therapeutic and 

management techniques. They become experts in the logic of educational choice and they 

disseminate these as "procedures for understanding oneself and acting on oneself to 

overcome dissatisfactions, realize one's potential, gain happiness amI achieve autonomy" 

(Rose 1999, P 90). 

I have described neoliberalism because it is the knowledge framework that is dominant in 

contemporary discourses of society and education. The practices of the self permitted by 

further mathematics have to work alongside the neoliberal understanding that choice has 

the functions of exercising autonomy, expressing belonging and maximising productivity. 

The work done by students to combine and reconcile them is what can give rise to 

possibilities for new discourses to emerge. Although, as I have shown, my theoretical 

journey has been slightly different, I still address the same concerns over agency, identity, 

relationships and equity that have guided recent research on identity in mathl'matics 

education (Black, Mendick and Solomon 2009; I,erman 2(00). 

I ended the last chapter with a set of three research questions that were framed in terms of 

problems in mathematics education. \Vith their emphasis on knowing, agency and 

accounts, they fall within the narrative of rational individualism that has currency in 

classrooms and in policies about student choice: 

R1. How do students account for their choices whether or not to study further 

mathematics, and how do the choices contribute to their negotiations of identity? 

R2. What practices of learning mathematics in school and with the Fi\1Network do 

students draw on to describe themselves as knowing, agentic selves? 
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R3. What practices of learning mathematics in school and with the FMNetwork do 

students draw on to justify continuing (or not) with further mathematics? 

These questions placed students, their accounts and experience as the focus of my enquiry. 

I have since argued that I should start with discourse, that is with knowleoge and the 

power that it circulates. I can now develop them into the following series of theoretical 

research questions that determine my methoos and the form of the research finoings. The 

questions overlap, so they are not intended to be aooressed singly but used to tease apart 

the different negotiations of power that include or exclude stuoents. 

The first questions concern discourse: 

.:. Qla \Vhat are the discourses about choosing, about schooling, ano about 

further mathematics? 

.:. Ql b How do these interrelate and which take precedence in making choices 

about further mathematics? 

Mathematics education research, policy documents and sociological analyscs of 

neoliberalism all contribute to discourses of mathematics ano/ or eoucation so I have 

already started to answer these questions during the course of this literature rcvicw. \Vhcn 

I selected the material to include and explained its relcvance to further mathematics I 

started the process of recontextualisation that takes theoretical knowledge into the 

empirical classroom context (Lerman 2008). In the oata chapters I consioer other sources 

that can help me answer these questions, namely the institutional texts of the FMNetwork 

and the accounts of students themselves. 

The next questions focus on the relationships between these oiscourses ano how they arc 

produced as meaningful by classroom practices and by the subjcct positions available to 

students (including discursive representations of ability, ethnicity, class and genoer). They 

examine how powcr circulatcs to construct thc FMNctwork ano its stuocnts: 

.:. Q2a What are the power relations in these oiscoutscs in the H\1Nctwork, and 

the classroom practices that support thcm? 

.:. Q2b \Vhat are the discursive strategies that subjects usc, ano are used by, to 

position themselves as able to choose to be a further mathematics stuoent, or not, 

or as lacking that choice? 

.:. Q2c Which positions are strong, precarious, surprising or untenable? 
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By answering these questions I aim to find out how knowledge about participating in 

further mathematics is produced as true, how it positions those who use it, and how it is 

challenged. They return me to the discursive construction of agency: discourse positions 

students as active in their own construction, self-knowledge and governance. In this 

chapter I have reviewed the argument that neoliberal society articulates agency as choice 

and positions subjects as managing themselves in a moral project of autonomy, belonging 

and success. My final set of questions examines how subjectivity is inscribed by multiple, 

competing practices of the self 

.:. Q3a What articulations of subjectivity are drawn on in discourses of choosing 

and learning further mathematics? 

.:. Q3b What practices of the self arc used by individuals to be intelligible in these 

discursive positions? Can they resist or adjust them? 

Tlus focus is necessary in order to examine how characteristics such as gender, class, 

ethnicity and ability can simultaneously be socially constructed and understood as 

essentially individual, and it allows me to explore how group patterns of 

inclusion/ exclusion operate at local, individual levels. It also allows me to compare 

further mathematics students' practices with the practices of the self inscribed in policy 

discourse, such as rational calculation, entrepreneurism, and self-expression. Where there 

are new or different possibilities to participate, I consider whether these arc enabled by 

neoliberal discourse or otherwise. 

TIlis completes the theoretical framing of my research questions. In thc next chapter, I 

consider the methodological implications of my poststructural approach. My 

epistemological position emphasiscs the historicity and the contingcncy of mine and othcr 

peoples' knowledge about mathematics and about participation, and insists on examining 

the effects of seeking and producing knowledge. I now necd to consider what forms of 

new knO\vledge and empirical data can be answers to these questions. 
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Chapter 3 Methodology 

In Chapter 1, I described my research aims in pragmatic terms: I wantcd to investigate 

furthcr mathcmatics participation with an approach that could allow ncw possibilitics for 

engagement and that rccognised choosing mathcmatics as part of studcnts' wider 

relationships with schools, society and sclfhood. In Chapter 2, I considered how these 

pragmatic aims relate to knowledge about who can lcarn mathcmatics, and developed a 

thcoretical approach that understands discourses as practices of the self. In this chapter I 

set out the decisions and processcs I undertook in collecting and interprcting data. Section 

3.1 outlines the implications of adopting a poststructural methodology for operationalising 

my theoretical framework in the field. Section 3.2 describes how I used purposive casc 

selection (Yin 1994) and a longitudinal dimcnsion to provide discursive data and ensure 

sufficient diversity to be able to trace discourse in less usual narratives. Finally, section 3.3 

considers the challcnges of analysing the data in terms of practices of the self. 

3.1 What is a poststructuralist methodology? 

Poststructuralist criticism "investigates the effects of history and power on what we claim 

to know and how we organise our discourse practices" (Cherryholmes 1988, p7). It is not 

a research method as such, but a philosophical commitment that influences the choice of 

methods. Jankowski and van Selm (200S) suggest that methodological decisions and 

innovations take place at three levels: the f1JtlCro level concerning epistemological issues, the 

mezzo level concerning research design and strategy (for example, decisions to combine 

multiple methods, and the length of projects), and the micro level of particular technillues 

of data collection. In these terms, poststructuralism opcrates at thc macro level but 

addresses thc mezzo and micro lcvels because it insists that local practicc matters in 

constructing truths. 

I have already describcd how poststructuralism challenges foundationalist epistemologies 

of scientific structuralism, and this means that its methodology is often defined in terms of 

what it is not: it is not positivist and empiricist (Peters and Burbules 20(4). This challenge 

extends to questioning dominant institutions and modes of thought, so poststructuralism 

can seem to sit hard with education rcscarch and policy whcre currency and impact arc 

often taken as intrinsic goods (Rosenau 1992). Although taking a poststructural approach 
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is unlikely to provide me with simple 'solutions' within existing institutions, it is useful to 

unpick the rules and structures of what we take for granted (Burman and Parker 1993). Its 

iconoclastic view alerts us to new constructions that arise from changing or locally specific 

practices (Wain 1996). This makes it particularly relevant for examining settings that 

appear to have got 'stuck in their ways' despite attempts at reform, such as participation in 

mathematics. 

Foucault himself is notable for using data from a non-standard range of sources - historical 

texts, technical documents, descriptions of practice - and bringing them together around 

unfamiliar objects of scrutiny (bodies, madhouses, confessions) in a way that shows their 

relevance to current ways of thinking (Marshall 1990). Drawing on this 'genealogical' 

approach means undertaking "multifaceted interpretations of structure and intent of 

modern social arrangements" (Roth 1992, po8S). The aim is to persuade others that 

similarities in organization underpin the ways that subjectivities arc constructed in specific 

institutional settings. .As a poststructural researcher, there are no set rules for where and 

how I source my data, but I must argue the case from it. Poststructural arguments invoke 

the recognition of competing stances, a profound vigilance to how language docs its work 

and attention to how the micro-circulation of power positions \vhat is known and those 

who know (Burman and Parker 1993; Peters and Burbules 2004; Ramazanoglu and 

Holland 2002): 

Foucauldian researchers scmtinize their data, looking for related assumptions, categories, 

logics and claims - the constitutive clements of discourses. They also analyse how diffnent 

(even competing) discourses are present in social settings, how rdated social settings may 

involve different discourses, the political positions of setting members \vithin different 

discourses, and the discursive practices used by setting members to articulate and apply 

discourses to concrete issues, persons and events. (Miller and Fox 1997, p44) 

To show how I have implemented these features of my poststructural approach, I describe 

what I took as my unit of analysis (Ruane 2005), the aspect of social life about which I 

select and organise information to make it usable as data. Although this is a 

methodological term usually considered in empirically-oriented research, I found the 

analogy helpful in thinking critically about how I collected and made records, how I 

decided what to sec, where I was going to locate significance, and how to present my 

argument (Mason 2002). 
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3.1.1 Discourse as unit of analysis 

Brown and Dowling (1998) insist that a research project must articulate the "concept

indicator" links between its theoretical framework and its empirical component. The idea 

is to reduce the 'discursive gap' - to develop the theory so as to describe the data 

adequately, to organise and categorise empirical information to respond to the problem 

pertinently - so that the researcher and readers can recognise how answers are reached 

from the data presented. As we have seen above, my poststructural approach means that 

these knowledge-practice links will be multiple, complex and perhaps unexpected. 

Nevertheless, one way to articulate them is to consider the unit of analysis (Lerman 2001; 

Ruane 2005). This is the aspect of the social world that will be interpreted and used in 

theoretical arguments, but which can also be explicated in terms of empirical observation. 

Deciding on the unit of analysis should clarify what data is re(.]uired and the logic of the 

research design. 

Poststructural studies do vary in their units of analysis. For example, discourse analysts 

may work with individual statements, categorising and grouping them thematically 

(\X'atkins et al. 2007). Others treat empirical data as text, and analyse it for discursive 

structures and the exchange of meanings (Edley 2001; Luke 1995b). Because of my focus 

on discursive practices of the self, I take my units of analysis to be the discours(.·s available 

to FMN etwork students. 

\'Vorking with discourse means that I do not make a qualitative distinction between what is 

data and what is context or background information Cfaylor 2001b). This alihl11s my work 

with ethnographic enquiry in that everything that I observed can be data. (I certainly had 

to make pragmatic decisions about what was most useful to attend to, and I describe these 

below, but nothing empirical was a priori irrelevant.) Ethnographic enquiry treats 

experience and identity as practices embedded in their local contexts, culturally and 

historically mediated (Holland ct al. 1993; Miller and Fox 1997). Poststructural 

ethnography offers educational research this "more complicated version of how life is 

lived" (l~ritzman 2000, p30) while acknowledging that thc version of 'truth' thus 

constructed is not a gathering of reality but an effect of discourse. What poststructuralism 

adds to ethnography is seeing that individual agency is also contingent and struchual 

(Cotton and Hardy 2004). Ethnographic research identifies the "vast inventory of 

possibilities or potentialities regarding situated action lin which] individuals have to deal 

with situational constraints; but they always have the possibilities of dealing with them by 
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redefining the situation" (Baszanger and Dodier 1997, p25). Poststructuralism examines 

not only this inventory, but also how /why some discursive subject positions are produced 

with a power of redefining possibilities, and not others. This enlarges the notion of 

students' context beyond the classroom and the mathematics community of practice to 

their socio-political contexts (Valero 2004). 

This is not the same as making individual students my unit of analysis. I see that as 

theoretically inconsistent because an individual may draw on several subject positions at 

different times, or in different contexts, and as a function of how they are positioned in 

overlapping discourses. Poststructural analysis moves away from studying people/things 

to the systems of ideas that individuals see, feel and act on. So for example l.esko 

describes her poststructural analysis of adolescence as focusing on 'childhood' and 

'adolescence', not 'children' (Lesko 2001). Lerman argues that "people become part of 

practices as practices become part of them" (2001, p88) and so recommends a unit of 

analysis for discursive psychology as 'person-in-practice-in person'. I want to borrow his 

phrase but turn it inside-out, and consider discourses as 'practice-in-person-in-practicc'. 

This reminds me that discourses and people are mutually constitutive 

I should also explain why I have not opted for more easily delineated empirical units such 

as statements or interactive episodes. I do this because individual statements are 

connected in discourse. Considering statements as units neglects this important 

intertextuality. Discourses are recognised through how statements are used, how they 

relate to forms of practice, and how they "connect with each other and refer to each other, 

sometimes systematically and sometimes unsystematically, sometimes through authorial 

choice and deliberation and sometimes through coincidence" 0.uke 1995b, p 15). 1 would 

add to this description of intertextuality that acts of "authorial choice and deliberation" are 

themselves discursive constructions presenting students as agentic, able to vary their 

positions in some ways but not others, and so they are part of the data. 

Another way of looking at this decision is to note that prior research has already traced 

how familiar classroom mathematics statements construct matht.'matics discourst.'s. This 

approach has been helpful in characterising the distinctiveness of mathl'matical talk 

(Gerofsky 1997; Morgan 1988; Walkerdine 1988), and I usc these findings for further 

mathematics. It has been less helpful when aiming to investigate how students experience 

mathematics or where mathematics relates to other discourses such as gender or 

enjoyment. In these cases authors have recommended a broader research focus on 
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discursive identity and relationships (Bibby 2009; Mendick 2006; Solomon 2009b; 

Walkerdine 2007). 

This choice of discourse as unit of analysis has implications for the form of my textual 

data, and I have pre-figured this by referring to students' 'accounts'. "To (/(colllllfor 

something is to offer interpretations, explanation, value-judgement, justification, or 

criticism" (Mason 2002, p41). In the previous chapter I described how neoliberal 

discourses associate choice with responsibility and self-expression. Giving an account of 

one's choices is a practice of the self current in educational institutions, acting like 

Foucault's confessional to position and govern the self (Butler, 1990). I read the textual 

information I collect as accounts, that is as attempts to communicate the claims, 

assumptions, categories and rules that individuals make use of when choosing further 

mathematics. They are not just narratives, or stories, but ones with a purpose of 

explaining or evaluating one's actions and experiences to a researcher (Cameron 20(1). 

This matches how I characterised practices of the self in Chapter 2 as communicating 

moral codes, judging behaviour, and positioning oneself in relation to those codes. I will 

go on to discuss how I have collected these accounts, but to do so I need to introduce 

another methodological consideration: diversity. 

3.1.2 Selecting data for diversity and complexity 

Heterogeneity, multiplicity and difference are central values in poststructuralism 

(Ramazanoglu and Holland 2002). I have already discussed two important reasons for 

this. Firstly discourses are constnlcted 'bottom-up' in local practices, so that contexts 

matter in establishing 'truths'. I want to stay with the complexity of multiple, contingent 

knowledges rather than pursuing a modernist goal of synthesis and unity. Of course, any 

finite commentary on discourse has to be selective: "we really have no option but to 

transgress by the very act of inquiry" (Rosenau 1992, p 19). Still, in making a selection of 

what to collect, analyse and report I aim to keep centre-stage the local links between 

discourse and context rather than downplay differences. 

Secondly, discourses are always contested and constitute an unstable reality, so that 

investigating differences and oppositions is an integral part of understanding them. I want 

to trace the contested frames of reference to persuade us of the patterns in this diversity 

(Roth 1992). We can see this in Di.rciplille and Ptlnish where Foucault investigates multiple 

facets of madness, which then allows him to comment on how it constructs normality as 

its 'other'. Even dominant productions such as binary gender and natural ability arc 
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continually contested by other ways of knowing. Currie, Kelly, and Pomerantz, in their 

research on girls' school identities explain the implications this has for analysing empirical 

data: 

Rather than smooth-over inconsistencies, contradictions or gaps in girls' stories in order to 

tell a coherent st01y, moments of mpture are read as symptoms of hidden process. In this 

paper they are read as symptoms of unspoken but ever present meanings of girlhood. \,\'e 

thus read moments of instability and disjuncture as signalling the contradictory nature of 

discourses addressing girls. (2007, p27) 

The case for "unspoken but ever present" discourses has to be argued in context rather 

than taken as general. Some identity discourses are personally important but not freely 

talked about publicly (Clegg 2008). Others may be talked about freely by participants but 

not traditionally be deemed relevant to the issue under investigation, such as the role of 

'hedonistic youthfulness' in the career-choices of young people (Ball, Maguire and Macrae 

2000). This means that my poststructuralist approach needs not only to accept the 

possibility of rarely-articulated knowledges with nevertheless traceable effects on what is 

said or done, but should seek them out. This is an important criterion in the practical 

selection of what accounts to collect and what to observe. 

Herbert (1989) argues that the best way to seek out this diversity while keeping the 

richness of ethnographic study in a small number of sites is to have multiple forms of data 

collection. Planning varied interactions with participants increases the possibilities for 

saying things that are not usually said. This is different from a methodological concern 

with 'triangulation', whose metaphor suggests that a closer approximation to 'truth' is 

possible through the intersection of different sources of data. Rather, it expects that many 

truths will result from different collection modes Oankowski and van Sclm 2(05). Clearly 

such accounts cannot be considered as typical or representative data but - despite their 

specificity - they may indicate how discourses work together and have effects. It is the job 

of the poststructural researcher to argue their significance in context. As Ball et al. (2000, 

p19) say about having to order and juxtapose accounts of young peoples' lives: "there is no 

obviousness" . 

This finishes my elaboration of poststructural methodological principles, which I have 

done through discussing my unit of analysis and my reasons for seeking diversity in data. 

Now I explain how I put those principles into practice in choosing what to coll<.'ct and 

record. 
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3.2 Collecting data on choosing further mathematics 

A researcher can manipulate two main areas in deciding how to collect information: the 

context in which it is collected, and the stage at which structure is imposed (Brown and 

Dowling 1998). Of course these two considerations affect each other, with some contexts 

allowing structure to be imposed earlier or later in the research process. following my 

arguments above, the guiding principle of my empirical desi6'1l at the strategic me::;.,:\.p level 

was to collect accounts of choosing further mathematics from a di\Oerse range of 

socioeconomic, institutional and interactional contexts, and honouring their specificity. I 

pre-structured some of this diversity in choosing the sites and occasions in which I 

collected data; but I also incorporated instruments (such as email (luestionnaires) that 

allowed me to defer when I imposed structure. By doing so I aimed to keep open other 

possible interpretations of the data so that multiple connections can be made and 'truths' 

examined (Burman and Parker 1993). Overall I used a longitudinal research design that 

took place over a two year period and my data consisted of: 

• document analysis of 14 selected texts 

• 31 audio taped and transcribed interviews with 24 students 

• 18 email questionnaires/ conversations 

• field notes from 43 hours of classroom observation 

I describe my choice of sites, students and timings first (§ 3.2.1), and then return to the 

data collection methods (§ 3.2.2). 

8.2.1 Choosing sites, students and times 

When it came to implementing this design, my case selection was purposive (Yin 1994), 

both in choosing the schools in which to collect data and choosing students in school. 

Although I focussed on the FMNetwork, this was not a single site and did not have one 

standard way of relating to schools. Thc rcgional FMCentrcs wcre self-funding 

administrative units, based in schools, universities or local education authorities, and 

liaising with local schools to recruit and teach further mathematics. Schools became 

involved in two main ways. If they could recruit sufficient students but lacked teaching 

expertise, the F~INetwork supplied a visiting further mathematics tutor. In this casc 

schools negotiated with the centre on details such as the tutor's timetable (usually once a 

week after school), duties (e.g. report writing), and access to resources. The financial 
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relationship was standard: schools paid FMCcntrcs thc pcr-capita subjcct funding thcy 

rcccivcd from government. If instead a school had only a fcw intcrcstcd studcnts, the 

FMNctwork liaiscd with other schools to create a sizeable group taught at a central 

location. Schools would then ncgotiatc with parents and the FMCentre about timings, 

transport and off-sitc responsibilities. The FMNetwork also taught a fcw individual 

studcnts by distance lcarning but I did not include any in my samplc. 

There were thus diffcrent practiccs operating ,vithin thc FMNctwork. On top of that was 

the variation expected in any education project: the differences in schools' geographical 

scttings, socioeconomic contcxts, their mode of governancc, and in the communities thcy 

serve. Mathematics departments also havc different histories in relation to furthcr 

mathematics teaching. I needed multisite data collection to follow "thc threads of a 

projcct of social ordcring across the linked contexts that arc implicatcd in it" (IIamilton 

2009, p223). Taking a pragmatic approach, I identificd thrce sitcs that between them 

exemplificd the main ways in which schools uscd the FMNetwork and provided diversity 

in thcir scttings. All three sites wcrc in south-cast I ~ngland, for case of access. Two sites, 

Moordcn and GrantsO, belonged to thc same FMCentrc, allowing mc to hear differcnt 

perspectives on shared events such as revision days. They werc two of its three tcaching 

groups with eight or more further mathcmatics students. This restriction on numbers 

ensured a reasonable numbcr of participants for a voluntary longitudinal study. In 

planning for data collection I considercd my responsibility to active and passivc 

participants, and followcd the FMCcntrc's advicc not to involvc the third group in which 

sevcral ncwly-arrived intcrnational students spoke limited English. Throughout the study I 

was guidcd by the British Educational Rescarch Association's ethical guidelines (Gardner, 

Lcwis and Pring 2004) and thc responsibility to ensure that my research had a purposc 

worth the efforts of all concerned (Adler and Lerman 2003). Here wc felt that the 

outcomcs of the research, and the possible benefits for some students from participating 

in reflective intervicws/ emails, did not outweigh the disadvantages of losing time or 

making selcctions within the group. In all sites I sought consent from the FMCentre, 

schools and students (aged 17-18 years), with speciflc consent for cmail contact (not 

always given), and provided information for parents. All students in a group were invited 

to participate. 

6 Pseudonyms arc used for schools, F:\fCentrcs, tcachers and students throughout. 
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The Moorden and Grants groups were taught on their own school premises, with the main 

liaison happening through the mathematics departments. I then chose the third site, 

Capital, to include some of the other features seen in the wider FMNetwork. It was 

situated in London, with tuition at a central location bringing students from several 

schools together, and had more involvement from the local authority. It also differed in 

how further mathematics fitted into the historical relationship between school and 

corrununities. Moorden and Grants started as comprehensive schools in established, 

socially-mixed communities, looking to reintroduce or strengthen a traditional ubject. 

Their mathematics teachers spoke as if there was a parallel between renewing further 

mathematics and updating the 1970s-built chool. T he Capital site served an area o f 

predominantly working-class and minority-ethnic communitie and it engaged more with 

individual students than departmental plans. 

Figure 3-1 Schedule of data collection 
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E ach of the sites was different in its particular circumstance and th.i led t my taking 

different decision about the scope of data collection. igure 3.1 gives an overview over 

the two year data collection period, and then I describe each of the three sites below. 1 

should note that these site de criptions are them clve discur i e construction a sembled 

to present the rationale of their inclusion, and to orient reader to th student accounts 

that follow. To make them I drew on observation, documents, di cu sions with teachers 
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and students, and my research notes from the time, but I omit for now any dissenting 

voices or alternative interpretations that arose in students' accounts. Nor does my 

research remit extend to critiquing the effectiveness or intent of the institutions 

themselves. 

Moorden school 

Moorden is a large 11 -18 school serving a market town and surrounding villages. Ofsted 

and local authority reports describe it as a predominantly \'Vhite school with below the 

average number of pupils on free school meals. At the time it was seen as the 'better' of 

the town's two schools, although each year several Year 11 pupils left to do A-levels 

elsewhere. This meant that developing the sixth form curriculum was a school target. The 

mathematics department at ~Joorden had not taught Further Maths A-level for some years 

and was keen to build up student demand and teacher expertise. The school had two 

Mathematics A-level teaching groups per year, both studying the same modules in core 

mathematics, mechanics and statistics. All these students were offered the opportunity to 

take Further Maths as a fifth subject in a weekly 2-hour after-school lesson with a 

FMNetwork tutor, finishing AS-level in one year and A2 in two. 1 ~ight students started 

Further Maths in the first year, and four continued to A2. I give an overview of all the 

participants and their different Further Maths qualifications after these site descriptions. 

The data collection at Moorden was the fullest in terms of diversity and length. The 

participants consisted of the eight students who had started Further Maths and two 

Mathematics A-level students who had chosen not to. This provided a "broad and 

inclusive" sample within the particular category (faylor 2001 b) of students who had made 

choices about [<urther Maths. The !vhthematics A-level students gave an additional 

perspecti\'e in talking about further mathematics 'from the outside'. I observed eight 

hours of Mathematics lessons (taught by school A-level teachers) and ten hours of Further 

Maths lessons (taught by FMNetwork tutors). I also observed four revision days attended 

by Moorden and Grants students at the regional FMCentre, and had informal discussions 

with teachers that provided contextual information about students and courses. I 

interviewed Moordcn students once in Year 12 and again in Year 13. Between and after 

the interviews I used five email questionnaires to pick up on themes at key periods. I 

identified these themes as: 

• reflecting on choices (after the exams in Y12 and ncar the end of Y13) 
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• choosing subjects for A2 or university (beginning and end of ftrst term in Y13) 

• comparing school and university learning (term after leaving school) 

Clearly participation in my eighteen-month study had to be voluntary and I not only 

solicited the students' informed consent but agreed to avoid examination times and to 

provide opportunities for non-responses and leaving the study. Fortunately all eight 

further mathematics students did participate, as well as two volunteers from a Mathematics 

A-level class. Nine of these initial ten agreed to a second interview and I received thirty 

responses to forty-eight email questionnaires. One of the purposes of using mixed online

offline methods was to provide interesting and convenient ways of engaging for the 

participants (Orgad 2005). This design appeared to have been relatively successful in 

retaining participants, and I discuss this more fully below. Although they complicate this 

description, I mention the non-responses and variations in procedure because I want to 

include the contingencies and limitations in this process of creating research knowledge. 

This acknowledges my own active participation as the researcher, trying to create a fruitful 

path by combining the ideal map of my research design and the individual journeys of the 

participating students and schools. It also allows others to evaluate the process by which I 

construct my argument from the empirical fteld (raylor 2001 b). 

Grants school 

Grants is one of many schools in a large industrial city and is considered socially and 

ethnically diverse in the eastern region. Although most people in the catchment have a 

White ethnic background, around a tenth have Pakistani or Indian ethnic backgrounds. 

There are also many families of east-European workers. The proportion of students 

eligible for free school meals is above average. When I staw.'d my study, Grants had two 

sizeable teaching groups for Mathematics A-level: students who also studied Physics took 

mechanics modules, and a second group took statistics. On top of this, Grants had 

planned to reintroduce Further Maths A-level teaching as a time tabled subject and had 

recruited a small cohort of prospective students. Sudden teacher illness early in year 12 led 

them to fall back on FMNetwork tuition. Students who had expected time tabled lessons 

for their fourth AS-level moved instead to a weekly 2-hour after-school session with a 

visiting FMNetwork tutor. Such details show again the contingencies of schools' planning 

and H"fNetwork involvement; no site feels 'typical'. 
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Eight students started Further Maths AS-level (only one taking statistics), of whom four 

continued to A2, and one left the school. All seven remaining students agreed to take part. 

In the middle of the data collection period Grants merged with nearby secondary schools 

to form a very large academy with a distinctive building, timetable, leadership and 

administrative structure. The .Mathematics A-level groups were rearranged and a new 

teacher employed to teach Further Maths A-level. from Year 13 onwards, the students 

used the FMNetwork only for online resources and revision days. No students from other 

schools joined the seven cohort students, and they were put into one teaching group and 

given 90 minutes extra teaching time weekly to be used flexibly for Further Maths at the 

teacher's discretion. The four 1\2 further Maths students in this group attended this extra 

time throughout, and two students opted in just for an extra mechanics module that 

boosted their Mathematics grades. This schedule meant that further mathematics had an 

unusually high profile in the whole group's mathematics experience compared to the other 

two sites. It has been suggested that shldents benefit across both subjects when schools 

teach Mathematics and further Maths as an integrated course (I Ioyles, Newman and Noss 

2001). My longitudinal design meant that I could use email and Y13 interviews to ask the 

Grants students who had given up Further Maths but who remained in a further 

mathematics dominated class about the effects of the arrangement. 

Data collection at Grants was similar to Moorden but on a more concentrated scale. I 

observed eleven hours of Mathematics and further Maths lessons, carried out two sets of 

interviews, and attended a number of other mathematics lessons, events and revision days. 

When I interviewed the seven students at the end of Year 12 (during an unexpected off

timetable week) I had to group them in threes and a one. In Year 13 interviews, two pairs 

asked to be interviewed jointly again. I sent the first email questionnaires at the beginning 

of Year 13, and the last in the term after leaving school, receiving 17 out of 28 responses. 

I used the same themes as for Moorden, adapting the lluestions to the local setting. One 

student attended both interviews but responded to emails only after leaving school; 

another did not attend a second interview. 

Capital Fllrtber Maths Centre 

The Capital site is a FMCentre in a socioeconomically disadvantaged London borough. 

Most shldents in this area are from non-\Vhite ethnic backgrounds. There is a large 

established Bangladeshi community, a relatively high proportion of Chinese students, and 

shldents come from a wide variety of other ethnic groups including Irish and non-British 
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\X'hite. The borough has been involved in a series of initiatives to promote mathematics, 

and it recruited actively for the FMCentre in nearby schools. Students met for a weekly 

twilight session taught by a FMNetwork tutor. This was usually based in a school, 

although it moved once during building work, and again at the end of the ftrst year. An 

important difference in the Capital students' learning is that they worked towards AS-level 

over two years, sitting just one module at the end of the ftrst year (Further Pure 1). This 

schedule was a planned consequence of Capital's broad recruitment policy, the subsequent 

delayed start, and the expected disruptions caused by student absences for school priorities 

such as parents' evenings and trips. 

I collected data at Capital in order to include accounts from this teaching structure and 

from these students who would not otherwise have had access to further mathematics. 

This widened the opportunities for tracing connections between less-dominant discourses 

of further mathematics and of being a choosing individual. \X'hen I made contact, Capital 

had four Year 13 students completing AS-level, and seven Year 12s half-way through, and 

I observed 2 hours in each class. These students came from ftve different schools, making 

it impractical to observe lessons in school. Seven students agreed to be interviewed: two 

from the older cohort just as they completed AS-level in year 13, and ftve from the 

younger cohort as they started year 13 (two of these had stopped Further Maths). Only 

one of the Capital schools allowed me to ask students to participate by email, and these 

two students responded after their ftnal exams. 

The twenty-four students participated in Mathematics and Further Maths to different 

levels, depending on individual choices and what the institution offered. The variations 

are subtle so I list them below, and then summarise in Figure 3.2. I asked the students to 

provide their own pseudonyms, and these give a good indication of gender7. 

• 2 students studied Mathematics for two years up to A-level and chose not to study 

Further t-.faths at all. 

• 2 students started Mathematics and Further Maths but did not continue either in 

year 13. Both completed Mathematics AS-level, Steve completed Further Maths 

AS-level while Esther stopped after one term. 

7 I was intrigued that students chose pseudonyms to match their gender but not necessarily their ethnicity O[ 

class. Students often signalled some humour as they chose old-fashioned, 'posh' or horing names, characters 

from films and computer games, and names they had always liked, but I was not always let in on the joke. 
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• 9 students completed Mathematics A-level and Further Maths AS-level. ] or five 

Capital students this meant continuing Further Maths over two years, four others 

stopped after year 12. 

• 2 (Capital) students completed A-level Mathematics but stopped Further Maths 

after year 12 part-way through S-level. 

• 1 student completed Mathematics A-level and Further Maths AS, continued with 

both in year 13 but left Further Maths early with one more module. 

• 8 students completed A-level Mathematics and urther Maths over two years. 

T here is a full list of participants, sites and subjects in Appendix 1. 

Figure 3-2 Participants by pseudonym and their qualifi cation s in Mathematics and Furth er 

Maths A-level 

Subjects No Further AS A2 

taken Maths Further Maths Further Maths 
Total 

Steve 
MATHS AS - +-Esther 

~ Ellie ... ...... .. ....... ...... ... 

Hayley Bob 

Sukina 

007 
MATHS A2 +-Joe 

John ;._ . _. _._.- .... 

Li Mai I AgentX I 

+-Michael I Ricky Tom 
I 

I I 

\ I 
..... .................. ..... -._ . - . -._., 

2 13 
TOTAL 

(2 female) (3 female, 10 male) 

Key: +- left the course after one module ( Moorden 1 

- 2 

"\ 
Charlotte 

Charly Jodie 

+-Steffi Paul 

"- 22 

.-'-'-'-'-'-'-, , 
Randall Mario I 

I 
I 

I Helen Simon 
I 

I 
I , ._ . _ . _._ . _ . - . ... 

9 
24 

(5 female, 4 male) 

,_ ._._._. _, 
. Grants . 
I 

r·C~·~·i·~~; · ··· .. ···~ 
t .... ......... ...... ....... J '-... _. _. _, _ . 1 

This completes my account of the ways in which I selected sites and participants. Thad 

imposed a structure that ensured diversity along four dimensi ns: ocio-environmental 
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setting; time; teaching context in Mathematics/Further Maths; and student level of 

participation. These dimensions were not analytic categories intended to pre-determine 

ways of grouping accounts to which one could associate further differences. Instead I 

intended them to create spaces in which the different discourses could interact. 

After the site-selection, volunteering and consent process I checked that there was 

diversity in the gender, ethnicity and class of the individual participants. I collected this 

information in a variety of ways: lesson observations and discussion with teachers; asking 

biographical questions in interviews; and asking direct (luestions in email questionnaires. 

It was relatively straight-forward to adopt students' own descriptions of their gender and 

ethnicity after interviews, but I found that students did not talk about themselves in terms 

of class (Savage, Bagnall and Longhurst 2001). I therefore made a multi-faceted 

judgement for each student, drawing on the information they ga\'e about parents' 

occupations, family levels of education, aspirations and knowledge of careers, receipt of 

government educational allowance. I also looked for similarities between individual 

students' discourses in further mathematics and how class has been articulated in 

discourses of higher education and employment (Archer, Hollingworth and Mendick 2010; 

BaU2010; Reay, David and Ball 2005; Walkerdine 2003, developed in Chapters 7 and 8 ). 

I now move on to the micro level of design and discuss the particular technillues of data 

collection that I used to identify discourses of further mathematics. 

3.2.2 Implementing the empirical design 

Document analysis 

This part of my research focused on a scIection of public texts that promoted, organised 

or evaluated the FMNetwork. Organisational documents produce the work and function 

of an institution by recording a collective memory of its practices. Together with 

promotional and evaluative documents, they are "employcd to creatc versions of rcality 

and scIf prcscntation" (Atkinson and Coffey 1997, p57). Thus 1 sec th('m as accounts that 

produce the public wscourses around social 'problems'. These accounts usc institutional 

technologies (such as forms, checklists and pcrsonalisation) to translate the expcriencc of 

individuals into administrable categories (Hamilton 2009). Therefore such documents arc 

significant in producing knowledge about further mathematics for schools and individuals, 

and they have a role in legitimating certain discourses of mathematics. \X'hen they refer to 
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education policy, they set out key narratives relating the goals of further mathematics 

education to the wider practices of schools (Robson and Bailey 2009). 

The purpose of this analysis was to examinc discourses apparent in some 'official' 

accounts of further mathematics, both for their own coherence and to trace similarities 

and effects in the practices of selfl100d described in students' accounts of choosing. I 

selected fourteen documents Oisted in Appendix 2) published ncar the time of the 

FMNetwork's inception (2004-7). These fell into four groups. First were three 

FMNetwork-authored leaflets/media-releases explaining why students should study 

further mathematics and publicizing the FMNetwork as a new solution to a 'mathematics 

problem'. Second, there were articles written for undergraduate STEM educators by 

FMNetwork staff, analysing the 'problem' and informing them of the initiative and 

implications for universities. Third arc documents from the FMNetwork's independent 

evaluators that set out criteria for judging its success and position it against 'other' ways of 

defming itself and the mathematics problem. Fourth are key policy rcports/leaflets that 

address concerns with mathematics participation but with a wider remit than the 

FMNetwork. Together these documents gave a sample that illustrated how the 

FMNetwork accounted for its own existence, and how these accounts fitted into 

contemporaneous policy discussion. 

The bulk of this documentary analysis was completed while collecting student data. In this 

way I could use its fmdings about available knowledge stmctures and power relations in 

refining email questionnaires and in interpreting accounts. 

Observations 

I carried out observations of mathematics and further mathematics lessons in all thr<.'e 

sites. The purpose of these was to provide contextual information about teaching and 

learning experiences and to enable some shared experiences as a basis for intl'rview 

cluestions and interpretation of email responses. In doing so I was attempting to keep a 

sense of discourses as material practices and not solely as linguistic ones (Iivaji 2(11). My 

role in the classroom was that of a semi-participant observer, positioned as able to ask and 

answer questions about progress and mathematics (Cohen et aI, 20(0). I used field notes 

(see Appendix 3) to make a brief narrative of the structure of the lessons, pupils' actions 

and groups. I also recorded data in two specific areas: teachers' or students' classroom 

comments that concerned actual or desirable identities in mathematics classrooms, and use 

of oppositions or metaphors that compared mathematics to other practices. I later used 
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these notes and my reflections on them to suggest further questions (or phrasing of 

questions) in the interviews and emails. For example, observing two teachers in the same 

school, one using metaphors of 'saying' and the other of 'doing', inspired me to offcr 

'talkative' as a possible description of mathematics. I also cross-checked them against 

students' descriptions of classroom practice and asked more when there were differences 

and repetitions. 

Interviews 

The substantial part of my data comes from interviews with the 24 students concerning 

their experiences of choosing and learning mathematics at school and with the 

FMNetwork, and their expectations of continuing in mathematics. This setting fitted my 

styling of the data as accounts of choices and experience, articulating institutional practices 

in personal trajectories. Blenkinsop et al. (2006) have reportcd variability in 14- and 16-

year-olds' accounts of educational decision-making collected over even a short timc. 

Becausc I am analysing discourses and not individual students, this is not theoretically 

problematic for me. I would expect discourses to be used differently as students took part 

in differcnt conversations and as they changed their engagement with further mathematics. 

Therefore I interviewed l\foorden and Grants students once in year 12 and again in 13, 

aiming to encountcr a divcrsity of relationships with further mathematics (such as 

continuing, enjoying, succeeding or not) and with choice (such as looking forward or 

back). 

All the interviews took place on school premises during students' free lessons, lasting 

from 40-80 minutes. Where possible I interviewed students individually, but their 

preferences and timings sometimes prevented this. The data consists of 31 audiotaped 

interviews: 7 with individual Capital students, 11 with the se\'cntel'n Moorden and Grants 

students during ycar 12 (two 3s, two pairs and seven individuals), and 13 with the fifteen 

students still participating during year 13 (two pairs, cleven individuals). 

This choice of how to be interviewed was an area in which I had agreed to respect 

students' preferences for ethical reasons. In individual interviews I found that I had more 

time to iliscuss students' views, and more freedom to follow up interesting responses 

without having to be aware of the group dynamic. In pairl group interviews, studcnts wcre 

clearly conscious of others' right to speak and hear. They talked among themselvcs as well 

as directly to me, and there were some disagreements and negotiation of responses. My 

impression was that individual interviews were useful for seeing how a student wove 
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different discourse together, and that group interviews showed up the power relations 

between discourses. 

In the interviews and observations I aimed to position myself as I was introduced by 

teachers: a visitor whose credentials and relevant knowledge were warranted through 

professional links with the school teachers, the Further Mathematics Centre and its host 

university. Researchers are positioned by discourses just as participants are (Hardy 2004). 

I decided to accept and reflect on the defining effects of that initial position, but also 

consider that my positionings would be multiple and mutually constituted by the practices 

and participants in the research and the FMN etwork (Valero 2004). The space of each 

interview has determining effects: a story is "told within the space that both of us share in 

interview, and hence cannot escape the effects of the participant's own desire to relate a 

coherent and compelling account that allows me, the listener, to attempt to understand" 

(\X'alshaw 2010, np). I was aware of some repositioning at Grants and Moorden, where 

my observations in Mathematics and Further Maths lessons had an unforeseen effect. 

During the early interviews, the students and I became aware that I was the only person 

other than themselves to have attended both their school and FMNetwork lessons. This 

highlighted the novelty of their learning experience, and the value of 'capturing' it. By the 

later interviews I felt that students intended me to feed back comments to their schools 

and the FMCentre: they were the experts moving on, and I was staying behind with the 

further mathematics practices. This was different at Capital where I visited schools only 

for the interview, and students represented their school experience to me as an outsider 

with no relationship to the schools. 

The interviews were semi-stmctured, with a schedule outlining the core (luestions/ tasks 

and optional extensions, allowing flexible "topic steering" (Hick 1998, p1(6). In the Year 

12 interviews I asked students: how and why they chose A-level subjects; to describe their 

experiences of learning mathematics and further mathematics; to commcnt on themselycs 

as mathematicians and what is good practice in learning mathematics. In Year 13 

interviews I asked about their decisions to drop subjects, their future plans and how these 

related to their school experiences; to reflect on themselves as learners; and how further 

mathematics had contributed to their education. I give four interview schedules in full in 

appendices 4.1-4.4 (for year 12s, year 13s who dropped/continued 1\2 htrthcr Maths, and 

AS-only students). 
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I was mindful that this kind of interaction privileges a form of identity construction that 

resolves multiple, historical and momentary selves into one "rich, differentiated story of 

self' (Warin and Muldoon 2009, p293). Moreover, the practices of 'telling' such an 

identity arc associated with middlc-class cultural capital (Reay 2004; Skeggs 2(04) and its 

discourses of self-awareness. I therefore designed two Year 12 interview tasks, 

'Adjectives' and 'Photographs', that relied less on coherent narratives, aiming for variety in 

how students could describe themselves and mathematics. 

In the 'Adjectives' task I provided twelve adjectives written on cards and asked students to 

choose three words that they thought applied to mathematics and three that did not, and 

to talk through their choices. They then repeated the choices for further mathematics 

and I or a favourite A-level subject. As the task was designed to provoke discussion, I 

chose adjectives to offer ambiguous and surprising ways to describe mathematics, while 

avoiding obvious binaries and content-based vocabulary. They were: 

green repelling painJIII flelV j711id 

slraight talkathle safe slale c!OIf[!Y b()p~/it! 

I aimed to reference several themes through my choice of words. (See Appendix 4.5 for a 

detailed rationale). I picked up on metaphors that position mathematics as being directed, 

cold, or cloudy (Early 1992; Gerofsky 1997; Solomon 20(5), learning as a journey or 

insight (Cameron 2003), and choosing as finding direction and comfort (Blenkinsop et al. 

2006; QCA 2007; SHM 2006). I drew on observations and research in participation in 

mathematics to suggest words (slale, paj1lul, rl'pe/liI{~, UJarIJl, h()p~/it!, lalka/il'e) that described 

emotions associated with studying mathematics and belonging to a community 

(Daskalogianni and Simpson 2002; Nardi and Steward 2003; Rodd 2002; Solomon 2007b). 

The interweaving of all these themes was intended to stimulate a discussion that could 

both develop and question what was offered in the classroom, using the unfamiliarity of 

the words to allow adjustment or resistance to dominant discourses (Skeggs 1997). 

The 'Photographs' task was designed as a replacement to the direct question, "What un 

you see yourself doing in five years time". I had included this in informal piloteu 

intelTiews with 17 -year oids but those participants appeared uncomfortable or uiu not 

offer either fantasies or any of the expecteu rehearsed responses. Instead, I assembled a 

set of images that represented employment, working, or studying situations and asked if 

any of the images appealed in terms of their future in 3-5 years' time. 
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I was inspired to take this pictorial approach partly to prO\ride entertaining, rich methods 

of data collection and partly as a result of the early analysis of FMNetwork documents. 

Eye-catching images featured prominently in the FMNetwork and More Maths Grads 

promotional texts. So the design element of this task was to introduce some of these 

visual discursive practices of further mathematics into conversations where students 

described their own choice-making. I have provided the full set of images in J\ppendix 

4.6. Johnson and Weller describe both visual stimulation (as in my photographs task) and 

taxonomic pile-sorting (as in the adjectives task) as methods to elicit "tacit subjective 

understandings in some cultural domain" (2002, p492). 

F or the Y car 13 interviews I used the 'twelve adjectives' template again and provided 

students with a bank of words to describe themselves as learners. This had the same 

rationale for opening up ways of talking about oneself but I selected adjectives to support 

or challenge discourses of educational identity heard in schools (see j\ppendix 4.2). I also 

asked students to talk through part of a mathematics A-level question concerning graphs, 

differentiation and integration, a topic with connections to both mathematics and further 

mathematics. This task was used as a stimulus for talking about differences and similarities 

between the two subjects and the expectations of different teachers. 

Email questionnaires 

This method complemented interviews in two key ways. First, since choosing is a practice 

that positions people as agentic users of discourses of autonomy and self-expn.'ssion, then 

students will give different accounts of themscIves in further mathematics before and after 

making choices. Thus being able to compare data collected over time was important for 

investigating these diverse relationships between choosing, mathematics and practices of 

the self. Second, by collecting accounts soon after specific practices such as examinations 

or UCAS entries, I could examine the roles of specific school technologies or discourses 

such as parents' evenings or examinations. 

Email correspondence gave me greater control of timing and access to participants than 

face-to-face interviews (Mann and Stewart 20(0). This raises a <Iuestion of how l'mail data 

is compatible with interview data: is email an "impoverished medium", or a "potent but 

troubling" CHine 2005, p6) cultural artefact that offers new possibilities for meaning

making in social practice and in research? Discussions of computer-mediated methods 

tend to balance advantages with disadvantages. Email efficiently provides data in written 

form, yet/and its lack of visual clues and feedback can inhibit interpretations for 
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researcher and participants (Kivits 2005). Email's asynchronicity and diffuseness allows 

participants time to reflect and reftne their responses Games 2007), but/and participants 

have freedom to decide whether, and when to engage, and for how long Goinson 2005; 

Mann and Stewart 2000). This distance from the researcher also offers advantages of 

seeming privacy, raising issues of ethics and validity in generalising from online to offline 

selves (Orgad 2005). 

Drawing on these discussions, I planned a series of email questionnaires to complement 

the Grants and Moorden interviews. I sent these as word documents combining short, 

factual questions concerning recent decisions with open questions asking students to 

explain reasons, feelings or thoughts about their mathematics experiences (see Appendix 5 

for an example). Structurally, email's interactivity let me refine my questioning in response 

to my growing knowledge of the school context, the preferred communication styles of 

individual participants, and my ongoing analyses. I sent questions that were increasingly 

differentiated by site and level of participation. Moreover, I followed up interesting or 

unclear responses, and tried out some initial conjectures through later lluestions. So 

although I have called them 'cluestionnaires', the regular interactions over time created an 

instrument that combined aspects of diary-keeping and interviewing ~lann and Stewart 

2000). Si.xteen students agreed to receive occasional email questionnaires (over four or 

ftve terms) and they answered an average of three each. 

James (2007) considers that ongoing social interactions are significant aspects of email 

interviews because the iterative personalization and refinement of questions and answers 

become confessional practices of self. The knowing subjects of emails arc constructed as 

'telling' their authentic identity stories by seeking to express ideals and values, and explain 

their growth and change. Tlus is particularly relevant for educational contexts which 

provide diverse technologies for participants "to question and construct their identities, 

and consider how these constructions changed over time as they engaged socially in their 

world" (2007, p966). My intention therefore was to use email to gather rich accounts of 

the self. 

I also considered the power relations implicit in using email, and how email and interview 

data relate. These are linked because they concern the relationships between 'online' and 

'offline' identities in relation to responsibility to participants and research integrity. Ess 

(2002) considers email to be the internet research method most similar to traditional social 

research interactions and their ethical concerns. The Association of Intt.'rnet Researchers 
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(Bruckman 2002) goes further, arguing that any online research has an offline context and 

so must address traditional disciplinary codes. I had already considered this in designing 

my research in schools according to BERA's ethical guidance (Gardner, Lewis and Pring 

2004). Mann and Stewart (2000) explore specific issues of identifiability, confidentiality, 

privacy and vulnerability in online settings, and I followed their recommendations, guided 

also by Heath et al.'s (2007) analysis of the power relations in negotiating consent in 

youth-oriented settings. To give some key examples: I sought gatekeeper and participant 

consent specifically for emails, used an academic address and sent no bulk emails; I stored 

my electronic data separately from how I collected it, and agreed with students and schools 

to send at most one reminder and one follow-up email per questionnaire. 

I struggled continually with the level of formality and tone of emails. Some researchers 

suggest that the intrusiveness of email inevitably breaks its initial formal, protccti\'e 

barriers. Its social conventions require personal disclosure from both parties to establish 

the necessary relations of trust for continuing in a disembodied textual setting Ooinson 

2005; Kivits 2005). Others argue that extended interactions over time can foster this 

mutual trust without intimacy (Mann and Stewart 2000), although this may rely on 

participants having a personal investment in the field (Kivits 20(5). Getting this right was 

important as email participants have a relatively high degree of control over whether and 

how they reply. I phrased questions formally, disclosing some of my research progress, 

and using my knowledge of the school and of participants. I focused on students' 

personal experience more than institutional evaluation but, as with interviews, the richer, 

later email responses featured students taking a role as expert commentators. 

By starting and ending with interviews I avoided the most extreme issues of establishing a 

virtual researcher identity. I monitored online interactions so that they fdt compatible 

with my offline role as a school visitor. Similarly, students had online/offline identities. 

Although it is clear that the medium matters, there is no simple characterisation of how 

participants use discourses differently in email and face-to-face accounts of the self, not 

least because computer use has changed so rapidl/. Following Orgad (200S), although 

computer-mediated methods do produce different forms of articulacy and pow{'r relations, 

the resulting discourses arc close enough for researching an offline contcxt. Morcover, 

8 Wben I collected the data, most participants used email regularly, some rarely. Social networks were still 

confined to instant messaging or posting public statuses, not daily asynchronous interaction. 
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participants manage thcir authenticity across differcnt media just as thcy do within 

observations and interviews. I saw authenticity across media not as a problcm of validity, 

but as another practice of the self that would interact with accounts of choice. 

3.3 Analysing data and writing this thesis 

Earlier, I described the choicc of discourse as unit of analysis, and this underpins my 

analysis of the separate strands of observations, documcnts, intclTicws and cmails. This 

took place in three phases: an carll' phase whcre I analysed documcnts and revicwed lesson 

observations while transcribing Y12 interviews and planning emails, a middle phase where 

I analyscd and coded Y12 interviews whilc planning and transcribing later interviews, and 

finally an extended phase where I developed my thinking from the Y13 interviews and 

emails, and thcn applied the final coding systcmatically to all thc studcnt data. 

In this proccss I found that I made little dctailed usc of my lcsson obscrvation notcs. In 

part this was bccausc lcsson practiccs fore-grounded discourses of doing mathematics 

rathcr than studcnt choicc. Student practices were similar over repeatcd lessons and 

tcndcd to bc defincd by tcachcrs, so thc obscrvation data was not as rich as students' 

dcscriptions of typical lessons. Rcviewing thc notes did have two benefits: they provided 

contcxtual information and appropriate vocabulary for interview tasks and they suggcsted 

teachcr metaphors and narrativcs that I could invcstigatc in thc student accounts. My later 

analysis of happincss, work, belonging and indepcndence all had roots in thesc 

observations. In the rest of this thcsis I usc the observation data only if it adds notably to 

other findings. 

3.3.1 Discourses in documents 

The aim of analysing thcsc documcnts was to identify discourses used by the \;l\INetwork 

and others to present it/themselvcs publicly, and to consider how these aligned with wider 

discourses of mathcmatics/ cducation policy. This analysis was intcrpretive, not evaluative. 

Whcrc I noticed omissions, additions or differcnces between the documents, I took these 

as reflecting how discourscs are inscribed in different ways for differt'nt purposes, not as 

authorial errors. 

I followed the analytic framework suggestcd by Atkinson and Coffey (1997). I started with 

features of individual documents: how they presented th(~msclves in structure, style, layout, 

and ordering, thc languagc thcy used, how they moved from general to specific 5tate111ents, 

how the authors wcrc positioncd, who they addressed directly and who were thc implied 
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audiences. From this base I looked for relationships of uniformity, intertextuality or 

contrast between the documents. Uniformity has the effect of creating predictability out 

of complex social practices, reconstructing "persons and courses of action [ ... ] in terms of 

the categories and mles of the organisation itself' (ibid, p60). Intertextuality, idcntifying 

where documents drew meaning from each other, shows how organisations produce and 

reproduce their reality through documents. This includes how uocuments constmct 

themselves as the outcomes of rational sequences of policy decisions and consequences. 

Contrasts indicate competing discourses or audiences. They may suggest a process of 

coming-to-know: for example, further mathematics' role in providing uiffcrentiated 

learning changes from being "perhaps [ ... ] helpful" to "not properly geared" betwecn 

QCA's interim and final reports (Matthews and Pepper 2005, p7; 2007, p22). The 

explanatory statements that accompany a change of tone can show how the texts 

positioning themselves using multiple relcvant uiscourses. 

From this analysis I identifieu three tensions that appeared within the documents anu 

across them: further mathematics as illJitie/olllJide the system; further mathematics as 

breadlh-plIlJ-depth; and further mathematics as a past- / future-oricntcu gold-slellldimi. In 

Chapter 4 I describe these tensions, how they are lined up with inclusion anu exclusion, 

and how the FMNetwork manages them. They reappear within stuucnts' accounts in 

other chapters, and I have written elsewhere of how they can be traceu within one 

stuuent's stmggle to stay with further mathematics (Smith 201Ob, 2(11). 

3.3.2 Discourses in student accounts 

The major analytic work in this study was working with the uata from intervicws anu 

emails. For interviews I considereu the primary uata as the auuiofiles, and my first level of 

analysis took place uuring the interviews, informing my responses and the subselluent 

conversation. I acknowledged this process during the conversation by paraphrasing in an 

open way and asking further questions so stuuents coulu correct anu revise the knowleuge 

that I presented as shared. The audiofiles were transcribeu by myself and others, and 

finally eJited by me, aiming to record the interviews as a co-constructeu conversation. 

The written transcripts diu not have the uetaileu tonalities anu hesitations of speech but 

showing turn-taking, words anu phrasing using stanuaru layout and punctuation (Cameron 

20(1), and with bracketeu comments for non-verbal responses. I consiuereu this less

detaileu "denatured" transcription appropriate for exploring embodieu discourses rather 

than mechanics of speech (Oliver, Serovich and t-.1ason 20(5). I listeneu three or four 
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times to each audioflie. Occasionally I heard the students' words differently to how I 

recalled them or had responded to them during the interview. This made me aware that 

even the clearest recording is a re-working of the interview-as-event. I did not privilege 

one hearing or another, but instead noted the multiple possibilities. 

The email data was already in typescript, although in differcnt forms. I gathcrcd the tcxt 

of each studcnt's emails into one long qucstion-and-answcr convcrsation (and 

subsecluently creatcd a second spcll-checked version to allow easy searching). I then 

treated it in the same way as thc intcrvicw transcripts, using Nvivo to store, organise and 

scarch all this tcxtual data togcther. This allowcd mc to movc quickly bctwecn ways of 

looking at the data along the dimensions I had identificd (c.g. studcnt, site, time) and to 

experimcnt with coding. 

I did not take one standardised approach to coding and writing about the data. Rather, as 

I becamc familiar with it through collecting, transcribing, responding and reviewing, I 

looked for key narratives (Robson and Bailey 20(9) in the studcnts' accounts: systems of 

knowledgc that cither rccurred frcquently or were presented as particularly significant in 

accounts of choosing furthcr mathcmatics. Some of these discourses I expectcd because 

they occurrcd in prcvious rcscarch findings as rcasons for choosing mathematics. I :or 

examplc, I spccifically introduccd qucstions about family, tcachers, and memories of 

maths. Othcrs, such as maturity, work and self-knowledgc, cmerged from the data 

becausc they werc recurrent and significant stratcgies used to explain choices and 

expcrienccs in the classroom. This gavc mc a basic sct of codes which I developed in 

rcsponsc to my furthcr reading and thinking. Tablc 3.1 shows these codes and how they 

support my thcsis chaptcrs. I givc two cxamplcs (one long, onc short) that show different 

levels of this proccss. 

• Happiness and Work: dcveloping codes into a chapter 

I initially chose to codc 'happincss' becausc it featured in both thc literature and students' 

accounts as a reason for choosing mathematics. I coded sections of speech that related to 

happincss eithcr bccausc of thc vocabulary used (such as cnjoyment, liking, hating) or 

because of tone of voice. Quite separately, I coded 'work' because it featured prominently 

in tcachcrs' obscrvcd spcech and in student accounts. I identifted speech sections with 

broadly relevant vocabulary (work, homework, (}uestions, reading, cffort, hard, casy) and 

descriptions of practiccs that secmed likc mathcmatics work. It was immcdiatdy clcar that 

the samc tcxt oftcn had both codes. In onc way, this was not surprising, as my rcading of 
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Rose (1990) suggested that both work and happiness are targets of neoliberal self

entrepreneurism. After further reading I sub-coded to show three different theoretical 

relationships between work and happiness: naturally opposed, managed alignment, and 

resources for self-expression. Again the coded text often overlapped since students made 

use of all three discursive strategies at times, introducing opposition/alignment in order to 

make claims about themselves as mathematicians. At this point, I felt rather overwhelmed 

by the complexity, and \vas wary of the temptation to focus on students rather than 

discourse. I had to make decisions about how to write about the relationships in a concise 

way that did not impose unjustified categories on the data. I reviewed the coded text to 

make three kinds of summaries: for individual students, for the different contexts or 

experiences (e.g. in lessons, at home, with friends) in which the students 'set' their 

accounts of happiness or work, and for Maths/Further Maths. Making the student 

summaries confirmed to me that the patterns in the talk about work and happiness 

established different positions that students could take about choosing further 

mathematics. Combining the summaries for settings and Maths/Further Maths allowed 

me to restructure my thinking. First I reorganised my three theoretical coded relationships 

into four imperatives that recurred throughout the accounts: you have to work, you have 

to not work, you have to be happy, you have to work at being happy. Different 

combinations of these still allowed me to capture opposition, alignment, and sc1f

expression. Then I looked at the 'real-life' settings that students brought into these 

arguments in order to satisfy these imperatives, and identified the similariti(·s/ differences 

between them. Finally I examined where the accounts suggested explicit differences 

between further mathematics and mathematics (or other subjects) in how students related 

work and happiness. The imperatives, their settings and the effects on furth<"r 

mathematics gave me the outline for Chapter 6. During this process, I had developed my 

coding to unpick the detail and complexity of choosing further mathematics, and then 

experimented with ways of writing that did justice to the data. Other chapters were the 

result of similar processes, although for each I made different decisions about how to 

write (see Table 3.1). 
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Table 3-1 Mapping codes to findings/ chapters 

Initial codes Developing coding Chapters Organised by ... 

Time schedule 5 Discourses: 

I :> Time and mathematics as safe, 

maturity straight; further 

Does F~I matter? 
mathematics as doing 

extra, getting ahead, :> I precocity and illusion 

\X'ork 6 l)iscourses: 

r -l impL'f<ltin,: you ha\'c to 
\X'ork and work and happiness as 

IIappiness opposed, aligned or 

Happiness 
work on the self. 

:> Dependability and 
I 

working together as 

happy ohjects 

Individual self 7 Practices of successful 

Ilnui\'iuuallty :> Individual 
belonging: 

Friends 

:> and going it alone, family, 
ICol\L'ctivc 

Family Collectives friends, 

Teachers rlnul\"tuual within group 

Mathematics 8 Practices of 

Universities 
I KnowkdgL' aboLlt ... Stnlggling 

indep,'ntience that can 

with 
exclude: 

Technologies of 

:> Independence responsibility, resistance, I B,\ckcu up hy '" 

learning: text learning for oneself, 

books, website speaking for oneself. 

• T cachcrs and family: dcYcloping codes across chapters 

I decided to include teachers and family amongst my basic codes because I was interested in 

\vhether students ascribed different reasons for choosing furth"r mathematics to different 

groups of people they belonged or wished to bdong to, I wondered whether there were 
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'home' and 'lesson' discourses that students had different access to, and had to negotiate, 

and how these related to FMNetwork discourses and practices. Coding in this way was 

helpful in finding similarities in how students talked about teachers' and other people's 

influences or where they were positioned by conflicting identity practices. This led into 

Chapters 7 and 8, where I examine how particular students used discourses available in 

further mathematics to manage their identities at the intersection of collectives, including 

those associated with family, ethnicity, class and neoliberalism. 'Going-it-alone' emerged 

as a theme of successful students who continued to participate in further mathematics, 

either supported by school practices or as a resistance to how schools had positioned 

them. In Chapter 7, I examine the discourses that make it possible to belong in a further 

mathematics collective and simultaneously to be identifying with a neoliberal project of 

independence. In Chapter 8 I turn to some of the 'casualties' of further mathematics and 

examine how these interactions and practices of becoming independent also acted to 

exclude students. 

3.3.3 Broad analytic sets 

My unit of analysis is discourse, and discourses arc both local and general. In identifying 

the discourses of further mathematics I have worked from the large mass of student talk, 

tracing how meanings and practices fit together and recur across students, sites, times and 

choices. Writing the thesis imposes a need to encapsulate my findings, to communicate 

concisely and to explain the local context. One way of doing this is to use "analytic sets" 

to represent the data. By addressing each theme through a few students at a time, 1 can 

"blend fairly detailed narratives with a degree of conceptual focus" (Ball, Maguire and 

Macrae 2000, p 17). Throughout the thesis 1 have been guided by this approach, but also 

been wary of the way that it places individuals at the centre of the analysis. The language 

of individual choice/ accounts makes it easy to suggest that power circulates through 

individual narratives/trajectories rather than discourses, but I want to stress the theoretical 

point that the individuals described in each chapter arc not chosen to represent types or 

possibilities. Rather they illustrate how discourses of further mathematics, choosing and 

wider society come together in particular ways to produce effects and meanings through 

which students arc positioned and position themselves, and that 'sclt1lOods' are among 

those effects/meanings (Butler 1990, 2008; Edwards 2008; Foucault 1979; \X'alkerdine 

2007; Walshaw 2004). By focussing on a smaller number of students, it is possible to trace 

how "narratives of [ ... ] subjectivity" produce individuals as knowing, choosing and changing 
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themselves, over time and with purpose, that is as 'doing' an agentic, enterprising subject 

(Walkerdine 2003, p244). I can aim to show the complexities and fluidities of these 

multiple, shifting practices (Davies 198912004; Griffiths 1995) at the intersection of many 

discourses. 

Broadly then, Chapter 4 introduces the institutional discourses of the l"MNetwork that 

delineate the value of further mathematics and 'ideal' students experiences. Chapters 5 and 

6 correspond to different discourses that featured significantly or surprisingly in the 

student data. I have drawn on larger sets of students to include the different ways these 

discourses were used. Taken together, these chapters address my first set of questions 

concerning the discourses that structure knowledge about choosing further mathematics. 

Within each chapter, I report my analysis of the coded text to examine the subsecluent 

questions concerning the power relations and interwoven effects of practices of schooling, 

choosing and of the self. 

In Chapters 7 and 8 I usc smaller sets to consider in detail how these discourses work 

together and have effects on the choices that 'can' be made. The constraint here is that of 

intelligibility: what 'can' be chosen or recounted by students is what is intelligible in 

contemporary educational, political and psychological discourses (Foucault, 1991; Rose, 

1999). I use my theoretical work on discourses of neoliberalism to consider how 

discursive strategies in further mathematics rclate to wider dominant discourses of the self 

and how they contribute to constituting agentic subjectivity as independence, autonomy 

and responsibility. For these chapters I ha\'e chosen examples from students who used 

the discourses in dominant ways and those who used it in more unusual ways, and I 

establish how this has effects for their continued participation. 
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Chapter 4 Constructing Further Mathematics 

In this chapter I examine the 'official' discourses of further mathematics: those that are 

given a status of permanence and abstracted generality by appearing as published 

documents or web sites as well as through teachers' and pupils' classroom practices 

(Morgan 1988). I start by showing my analysis for a short but significant oocument: the 

first student page on the FMNetwork website. This page tackles the core cluestion 'Why 

Shldy Further Mathematics?' ano has remained essentially unchangeo for five years, so 

seems appropriate for a stand-alone example. I use it to introouce the oiscourses I 

identified from analysing all fourteen selected texts (sec §3.2.2, §3.3.1 and Appenoix 2). I 

then examine how the FMNetwork has reproouceo and aoapteo historical oiscourses of 

further mathematics to re-position itself in terms of future oirections for equity, quality 

and individual practices of the self such as aspiring ano belonging. In later chapters we 

will sec that these same FMNet:work-inspireo oiscourses arc useo in shldents' accounts of 

choosing mathematics, alongsioe other oiscourses of the self ano mathematics, and so they 

unoerpin the rest of the thesis. 

4.1 Why study further mathematics? 

Figure 4.1 shows a screenshot of the webpage (FMNetwork n.o.), now promoting the 

Further Mathematics Support Program (FMSP) but otherwise unchangeo. The reo bannt'r 

at the top of the screen and the grey menu on the left are common to all pages, and this is 

the first page of the 'Student area'. On the right is a column displaying 'action' 

photographs of mathematics careers and lessons, and quotes from students, universities 

and teachers. The FMNetwork also distributed a leaflet with the same title and much of 

the same central text, photographs and quotes, so I take this combination as an establisheo 

whole. 

The 'people' involved in this document appear prominently in the banner and title

cluestion. The document constructs its author as an institution, the FMSP itself. This 

institutional presence appears in the prominent red branding in the header, the map of 

regional offices and the highly-struchlred menu options such as "about us", "teacher area", 

"online resources". A human author "CS" (Charlie Stripp, the FMSP leader) appears at 

the very bottom of the page logging the 2009 update, but his actions arc depersonalised by 
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using initials as for internal bureaucratic record-keeping. The scope of the language is also 

wide: it claims to report what students, teachers and universities "find", "say" and 

"achieve" in a detemporalised present tense, and to predict outcomes for a comprehensive 

range of student scenarios. This all suggests more than one person's experience is being 

represented in the central text, and indeed this is distinguished from the individual quotes 

which are placed to the right, named, set in italics and change every time the page is 

refreshed. This impression that the central text presents institutional " cold knowledge" 

(Ball and Vincent 1998) - a formal abstraction and re tmcturing of lived experiences - is 

reinforced through the layout with its bulle ted lists and pro fessional-looking video links. 

Figure 4-1 The FMSP webpage 'Why study further mathematics?' 

Further Mathematics Support .!.. 
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I now want to highlight some of the ways the webpage consttucts further mathematics and 

the language used to do this. These are discours s that I will return to later so I hav 

brought in significant connections with the other documents I analysed. 
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A first look at the webpage shows it setting out definitions and reasons to choose further 

mathematics. Purther mathematics is introduced as an AS or A2 level qualification that 

measures progress in year 12 and 13; later, "overwhelming" findings show it results in 

"more independent" work, "more sophisticated mathematical concepts", "the best 

possible results" and the chance to "distinguish" oneself or be accepted by "prestigious" 

universities. 110st of the nouns in the text are qualified, often with comparisons of scale, 

which suggests a discourse of meaJtlremenl. Its major stmctural feature is using paragraphs 

to categorise students by their future degree choices, again qualified as "mathematics-rich" 

or not, and mapped to their level of participation (AS/ A2-level). The final paragraph 

presents further mathematics as "highly regarded and strongly welcomed", and its students 

as "especially keen", "really demonstrating a strong commitment", and learning "very 

useful" mathematics. All of these are common-place qualifiers but together they present 

"further" mathematics as something that is a special case: extreme but still measurable. 

Sfard describes numberese, "our present tendency for speaking in numbers about 

absolutely anything, whateycr the nature of the things that arc talked about" (2009, p9) and 

its reifying power in education discourses. In this text the measures are not numerically 

quantified but they are produced as significant by emphasis and repetition, and they 

constmct claims to rigour, objectivity and generality. I sec this as a softened version of 

numberese. It feels like a knowing omission: a reader aware of the potential geekiness of 

mathematics can see the text avoiding numbers, a reader sceptical of calculations can see it 

reasoning with qualities not quantities (aligning it with pure mathematics to those already 

familiar with a calculation/reasoning binary). This combination seems particular to the 

PMNetwork recmiting document. Other promotional FMNetwork documents use similar 

measurement adjectives when they argue for further mathematics but they also present 

quantitative data presenting evidence of its "dramatic decline" (Barmby and Coe 2004, p 1). 

The mathematics promotion scheme (more_maths~rads 2007) makes repeated references 

to declining/increasing student flIIIll/Jers but it applies far fewer qualifiers to students or 

learning than occur here for further mathematics. 

This brings in a second associated discourse, mathematics jor all/ mathematicsjor some, which 

(sec §2.1.1) constructs the problems of mathematics education in terms of a play-off 

between participation and standards. I see this FMNctwork webpage as setting out a case 

for 'furthcr mathematics for all' when it addresses "any student" or generic "students". 

However it articulates "mathematics for some" when it matches different kinds of 

students (e.g. "those who are not planning to study for mathematics-rich degrees") onto 
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different modes of engagement. Thus it translates the matbematics for alii for some binary 

onto further mathematics. Howevcr by structuring it in an argumcnt that exhaustively 

catcgorises specific cases, it attempts a reconciliation. By representing enough of the 

possible "some", further mathematics can be also be for all (where 'all' is presented as 

those who enjoy and are "capable of passing an ASIA level in Mathematics"). Again, it is 

characteristic of the FMNetwork to distinguish the special case of further mathematics, 

and suggest ways to re-examine old problems. 

The measurement discourse is also supported by a third mathematical metaphor 

characteristic of further mathematics: bread/bl depth. In this short example, further 

mathematics "broadens and deepens", then "extends and deepens", and Oess measurably) 

"consolidates and reinforces" mathematical knowledgc. In practical terms, Further Maths 

has six more modules than Mathematics, so broadcning means studying a wider range of 

entry-level applied mathematics modules (e.g. statistics, mechanics, discrete mathematics, 

numerical methods), and deepening means studying longer sequences of hierarchically

dependent modules (e.g. mechanics 1 and 2). This link to examination technologies gives 

breadthl depth a seemingly objectivc basis. I will use the other texts to argue that the 

metaphor carries much more than this syllabus-based meaning. llerc the linked pair') 

breadthl depth is presented as foundational, natural since it provides structure to the 

argument. Breadth is offered by bullet points giving a comprehensive list of reasons for 

students choosing further mathematics or situations in which they should choose it; depth 

by projecting into what universitics and employcrs rcquirc. Brcadth and depth are always 

paired, so that, for example, adjacent paragraphs juxtapose "Any student" planning for "a 

wide range" of mathematics- rich degree subjects who will bcnefit from AS-level, with 

"keen" students who will be idcntified as ha\·ing "excellent" analytic skills from either 

qualification. Even in this single document we can start to sec how the breadtbl deptb 

discourse lines up with othcrs, such as mathematics for alii for some and also a fourth 

discourse, equiry/ qualiry. \'(/e can sce that further mathematics is clearly aligned with quality 

throughout, via the discoursc of measurement and thc use of "good", "rewarding", 

"distinguish", "prestigious". Equity is addressed implicitly, and primarily in the form of 

overcoming 'constraints', via thc repeated rcferences to "any student" and thc quotes from 

9 I am drawing heavily here on Mendick's (2003) methods for studying mathematics through its gendercd 

binaries such as hard/soft or theory/experience. Breadth and depth (or equity and quality) arc not primarily 

treated as opposites although they usually appear together, so I have called them pairs rather than hinarit~s. 
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agentic individuals who are "enabled" and "have managed". The notion of influences is 

more indirectly addressed by stressing the "enjoyable" and motivating nature of further 

mathematics for "any" student. I return below to the prominence of equity/ qlla/i!y in the 

other FMNetwork policy/research documents 

A fifth discourse that is prominent in this webpage relates to time. There is a general sense 

of "transition", "planning", and "preparation" for the future. Of the 25 sentences 

answering "Why study Further mathematics?", 14 include "universities" or "degree", three 

focus on future grades, and just five describe present-day "enjoyment" or "challenge". 

This document is unlike all the others in not also presenting the FMNetwork as a project 

that is itself moving forward and improving in time. This omission makes sense since an 

impression of impermanence could threaten the constructed institutional authorship. The 

other documents include an analysis of further mathematics past-and-present and have 

notable similarities in their shared language of "decline" (e.g. Searle 2008b, p6), "vicious 

circle" (e.g.Stripp 2004), "decline and downward spiral" (l\fatthews and Pepper 2005, p4) 

that is changing to an "upward spiral" (QCA 2007, p6), "the survival of an academic 

discipline" (more_maths~rads 2007) and "a bright future" (Wright 2009). 

Finally, the webpage positions further mathematics as both imide and oJlIJide the practices 

of school mathematics. At the beginning, it is defined as a qualification and linked by 

vocabulary to the technologies of school years and examinations, and thus imide school 

mathematics. However, the focus is clearly not on a student's own school and its teachers. 

The only other mention of school is FMNetwork students having "the chance to work 

with like-minded students from other schools and colleges". The sense of belonging here 

is not the school-community but with the FMNetwork's imagined communityll1 (Anderson 

1991) of other students who are similarly interested in mathematics and aspiring to 

mathematics-rich careers. As we saw above, the text positions itself as speaking for 

universities and employers, so this community is otlfJide of school, with its own knowledge 

and concerns that the reader is invited to share. 

So far, then, I have introduced the discourses of: 

• Measurement (through qualitative distinctions) 

III Anderson uses tIus term to explain the socially constructed nature of nationhood. Although members of 

an imabrined commututy may never meet, they come to see themselves as belonging together because they 

share language and practices. 
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• Mathematics for all/mathematics for some 

• Breadth/depth 

• Equity/quality 

• Time 

• Inside / outside 

In the next section I describe how these discourses are used together and how they 

position further mathematics. As I noted above, most of the documents are structured by 

time: they use a historical perspectiye to explain the situation of further mathematics 

today. This allows them to draw contrasts and to align or distance themsclyes from the 

past. To follow these moves, I need to give a brief history of further mathematics, for 

which I draw on the 14 documents and several key historical sourccs (Bell and Emcry 

2006; Hoyles, Newman and Noss 2001; Kitchen 1999; Newbould 1981). I organise this 

analysis of discourses working togethcr around what emerged as a central arf.,~llnent of the 

FMNetwork: to show how it could improve both quality and Ctluity. I show how the 

dominant discourses of lJIea.flIrelJle!l/ and lillie together construct a ~~old-Jtalld(/rd metaphor for 

quality, while its inequities are constructed as JCbool defititJ. I then return to the forward

looking, progressive arguments of the FMNetwork documents and examine how they use 

the discourses of imide / olltJide, breadtb/ deptb and 1JI{/t/JefIJali(J for all/for .rome to introduce new 

constructions of quality as cOllfomJi(y and cquity as ~YJtelJJtltiJed (/((eJ.r. hnally I cxamine 

breadtb-pl/IJ-depth as a unifying discourse that attempts to reconcile (luality and Ctluity by 

delineating spaces for each. I considcr the relationships bctwecn thesc differcnt discourscs 

of further mathematics and what this may mean for students' choices. 

4.2 Historical constructions of further mathematics 

4.2.1 Looking back: ~ure mathematics for all' and the open market 

In the 19708 some 45000 students passed mathematics A-level, and a third of these also 

took the cquivalent of further mathematics and thereby became eligible for 

mathematically-demanding degrees (Hoyles, Newman and Noss 2001). Schools wcre free 

to choose among several syllabuses but these all had a similar structure, with two parallel 

A-Icvels called 'pure' and 'applied' mathematics. This content-driycn division represented 

the implicit educational hierarchy of the timc. Pure mathematics was secn as fundamental 

in its own right, the necessary prcparation for scicncc and cngineering degrees and the 
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significant grade for assessing everyone. Applied mathematics was the 'optional extra' 

giving practice in the pure techniques and adding breadth, but not considered as going 

'further' or deeper. This hierarchy configured applied mathematics as deviations from the 

standard middle-class route towards higher-education. Its pure/ applied split echoes 

familiar abstract/concrete and theory/practice binaries which present themselves as 

neutral while lining up with classed and gendered identity practices (Mendick 2006). In his 

historical study of further mathematics, N ewbould (1981) found that many students 

achieved relatively low grades in both pure and applied mathematics, but that these 

casualties were largely invisible with, for example, no records of how many students 

dropped out or failed examinations. Instead, it was taken for granted that further 

mathematics students got good grades and continued to university mathematics (Porkess 

2006). 

The 1980s saw a gradual evolution of A-level syllabuses under private examination boards. 

Increasingly configured as businesses, the boards diversified and competed to attract 

schools and students: the market and choice were entering educational discourse. These 

new A-level syllabuses introduced the current division into mathematics and further 

mathematics. 'Mathematics' combined the lower lenls of the old pure and applied 

content. 'Further mathematics' contained three kinds of topic: some relatively isolated 

from the core mathematics content (e.g. complex numbers); some developing it (e.g. 

differential equations); some applying it in different contexts (e.g. mechanics/ statistics). 

This new format proved increasingly popular with schools, in part because studl'nts tended 

to get at least one good grade, and the old pure/applied format disappeared in 1997 when 

examination boards were regulated by government (QCA 2007). During this time national 

policies had also encouraged more 16-year-olds to stay in a broadly academic programme, 

normalising the A-level/university trajectory as an indicator of educational success and 

culminating in New Labour's target for sm/0 of the age cohort to attend university. 

Simultaneously the primacy of pure mathematics was cast as unwelcome specialisation. 

Applied mathematics was extended to include discrete mathematics and re-valued as 

relevant and necessary to "drive the economy and generate knowledge and innovation" 

(FMNl~twork 2006b). So it was not surprising that schools and students increasingly chose 

the single mathematics A-level, whose syllabus covered both pure and applied content and 

gave better grades (Kitchen 1999). Further mathematics became described as a subject 

that "lost out in a market-place competition with easier alternatives [developed forl n011-
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traditional students" (porkess 2006, p2). Note here how widening/broadening A-level 

participation is posed as threatening 'hard' mathematics. 

It is useful to say a little here about how further mathematics is positioned in relation to 

the school system. The historical perspective of these documents clearly suggests it has 

moved ollt.ride the mainstream curriculum although remaining an A-level. Porkess finds 

that further mathematics "lost out" and that "universities are reluctant to mention it in 

their prospectuses for fear of frightening off potential applicants" (2006, pS). QCA 

(2007) describe it as "a minority subject, [ ... ] lost for some schools and colleges" (P3) and 

"often seen as an 'extra' to a student's A level package" (P9). Despite remaining an A-level 

and so inside the national system, preserving further mathematics is not a national political 

concern in the same way as mathematics is (Smith 2004). Foucault (1980) reminds us to 

look for productive power in such positionings. I suggest that being outside mainstream 

educational concerns makes it possible to construct roles for further mathematics that 

would not be appropriate for A-levels with broader candidate bases. One such role is to 

solve the "serious problem" of "differentiating between the very best students" who get A 

grades in mathematics (FMNetwork 2007). No other A-level is routinely cross-referenced 

with the grades of another in this way. This differentiation is positioned as meeting the 

needs of universities and these able students themselves: 

The boys and girls who would take up this course are usually the best in the school, and they 

know they've always been the best in the year. But [ ... ] they see people who arc even better 

than them in mathematics and it takes them onto another level. (teacher quoted in Barmby 

and Cae 2004, p6) 

The presumption that only able students will do further mathematics means that it can be 

encouraged and acknowledged to include more demanding examination (}uestions than 

other A-levels (Bell and Emery 2006), to allow teachers to teach in more challenging ways 

(Matthews and Pepper 2005) and to induce more sophisticated habits of mind (Hoyles, 

Newman and Noss 2001). A second role is to maintain a presence and an influence for 

pre-university mathematics in a small part of the school curriculum. Further mathematics 

teaching and examinations retain skills and practices for future re-inclusion in mathematics 

but they are only able to sustain them precisely because they are pcriph('ral, both inside 

and outside. The importance of the meaJlfremell/ and imide/olllJide discourses are to maintain 

this extreme-yet-included position. 
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4.2.2 Quality in further mathematics: a gold-standard 

I now want to argue that the historical genesis of further mathematics associates it with a 

nostalgic concept of quality in mathematics education, "\vhich is strengthened by the 

dominant discourses of meaJlfre1JJenf and lime. First, the title and the very existence of 

further mathematics suggest that the content of A-level is structured hierarchically. The 

split syllabus designated particular mathematics topics - and the experiences of learning 

them - as 'further', creating a measure by which they are deemed more difficult, less 

accessible and therefore higher quality than others. \X'hether measuring content or 

students' mathematical thinking, further mathematics is awarded a symbolic role that 

emphasises individual difference. It constructs quality as a property of standing out from 

the norm in or beyond some measure. Thus the first meaning for quality constructed as 

'given' within further mathematics is that quality in education is measurable and there is a 

way to "distinguish between stronger and weaker mathematics" (Porkess 2006, p9). It is 

worth recalling that Mathematics and Further Maths A-levels are taught concurrently to 

the same students (since 2004) so this ranking cannot be solely determined by prior 

requisite knowledge: 'further' is not simply 'later' but 'better'. 

Secondly, these documents construct quality as the past embedded in the present/future. 

Why do such forward-looking documents emphasise the past? Bauman (2001) suggests 

that modern western society is particularly alert to managing change. I t positions 

individuals as responsible for negotiating risks and culpable for any failure. Searching for 

stability then becomes a modern practice of the self. In this way individuals choose to 

perpetuate situations that could otherwise - without that clement of choice - be seen as 

traditional constraints. This means that an appeal to the past docs fit within promotional 

documents seeking to influence choice, as do the forward-looking "genuine grounds for 

optimism" (Stripp 2004, p 15) and "a new era for the country in which more and more 

people continue to engage with and to enjoy our subject" (FMNetwork 2006b). Further 

mathematics certainly offers an ongoing link with the education of thirty years ago. I want 

to be careful here - recalling familiar reassurance is not the same as asserting (luality. 

Quality also requires observation and evaluation of the past, which these documents 

achieve through measurement and retrospective. Bauman argues that when the world 

around us changes, the normative response of modern individuals is to make sense of 

what is happening to us, to rationalise and compare old and new practices; it is within this 

change-inspired evaluation that a discursive notion of quality is produced. Because the 

history of further mathematics positions it as relatively stable in a fast-changing 
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educational environment, it evokes narratives of sense-making such as "vicious circle" and 

"decline" that heighten its visibility and position it as a context for evaluation. I call this a 

'gold-standard' constmction of quality. The gold-standard only has meaning because we 

no longer pay in gold. However, by evoking the rationale of calculating back, it continually 

reinvents itself. So in further mathematics we have stories of a mythical past golden age in 

which students were well-prepared in science subjects and all competed to enter 

mathematics degrees. These stories have currency in today's policy documents, even as we 

accept that practices ha\'e changed. They relate to wider neoconservative discourscs in 

contemporary political thought that say we can no longer make "a presumption of 

progress" (Brown 2001, p6) that harks back to a golden age whilc making plans for the 

future. 

4.2.3 Visible inequities 

I have given examplcs to show that further mathematics is often constmcted as olltJide the 

school system, but it is also presented as illJide. At its lowcst, several thousand candidates 

still continued to study the A-level (from a minority of disproportionately private schools 

and collcgcs in England, Walcs and abroad) and a few elite universities (such as 

Cambridgc, Oxford, Warwick) continucd to request it. In a culture of choice, why did it 

matter that some (elite) schools and students continued to choose further mathematics? 

For example, independent schools use examinations such as International GCSEs and 

Advanced Extension Awards without comparable attention. I suggest that further 

mathematics features in neoliberal discourses as a problem that needs addressing firstly as 

part of a search for quality education and economic "bright futures", and secondly because 

it was an A-level that was publicly configured as ine(luitable. The documents describe this 

problem as an "incompatible" tension "between quantity and quality" (Porkess 2006, p5) 

or the "contradicting aims" (t'v1atthcws and Pepper 20(7) of mathematics for all and 

mathematics for some. In the next section I will consider what this positioning docs for 

the FMNetwork, but first I want to point out how school technologies feature in this 

discourse and make the tension visible. 

further mathematics is defined as an A-level, and the students' grades matter to them and 

their schools. The numeric 'rules' of the A-level curriculum are that subjects should be 

roughly e(lual in value, for example A-levels share a common teaching time and 'points 

scale' for university entrance (UCAS). This background parity positions A-level grades as 

a meaningful discriminator of an individual's "reality of mathematics achievement" 
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(Matthews and Pepper 2007, P 10). But alongside this official knowledge, teachers and the 

media practise an 'expert' knowledge that certain subjects have greater exchange value for 

university entrance. Further mathematics is one of these; it can have value even with a 

lO\ver grade. For example, the FMNetwork press release (2006a) reveals that a university 

"rewards applicants offering a Further Mathematics qualification ,"vith double UCAS 

points". Research shows that students from White, middle-class backgrounds tend to seek 

more expert advice and choose these high-status subject combinations (Ball, Maguire and 

Macrae 2000). Information about further mathematics is thus differentiated by class and 

ethnicity. At the same time as government policy was promoting mathematics "to ethnic 

and social groups who haven't traditionally been involved in this subject" 

(more_maths~rads 2007), the rr..fNetwork was exposing that "Currently, only a fifth of 

A-level students attend independent schools, but over a third of Further Mathematics 

entries are from students in this sector" (FMNetwork 2007). These differences in school 

provision challenged the three liberal notions of equity (I fart 2003): students did not have 

equal opportunity, treatment or outcomes in their mathematics education. As wc saw in 

§2.1.4, these classic notions are used as performance indicators in education research. 

Taken together these texts construct Further mathematics as problematic because it is 

inside a school system that aims for equity and yet it not only perpetuates but gains value 

from its excluding practices. These practices are made visible as structural differences 

between schools, and therefore posing a problem to neoliberal policy makl,ts who cannot 

explain the outcomes as resulting from individual choices or accountabilities. Indeed the 

government's advisory body has distanced itself from its own llualification: until there is 

"universal and equal access to Further Mathematics", it is not "appropriate for higher 

education tutors to use [it] as a legitimate discriminator" (Matthews and Pepper 2007, 

p14). 

The role of further mathematics in quality and equity is part of a wider narrative that 

society tells itself about itself: we understand the decline of class distinctions as central to 

modernity (Atkinson 2007a). In this narrative quality and el}uity are linked, but they 

function as opposites. Society needs more workers able to usc mathematics, so 

mathematics applications were included in the single A-level and the 'higher' pure topics 

went into further mathematics. Students from all schools should have equal access to 

university mathematics courses so universities had to modify their curricula. The 

opposition seems natural because other factors are taken as unchangeable, such as the 

comparability of A-Icvels, the amount of teaching a student or undergraduate should have, 
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and mathematics itself, all crystallised in the practices of teaching and examining that make 

up education. 

This framing is not simply a zero-sum game but one that is oriented in time, echoing a 

modernist model of progress towards liberal justice (Brown 2001). Quality is constructed 

as the rules of the past; equity as including more students in the future. For example, 

Porkess describes new A-levels as righting an "injustice": traditional questions were 

"mathematically satisfying" but "poor assessment instruments" (2006, p8). Matthews and 

Pepper quote teachers as explaining that "in previous years" they excluded weaker 

students who might "depress standards" but now take "students with a wider range of 

ability" (2007, p54). 

This introduces my next focus: how the documents describe the FMNetwork and the 2004 

changes to further mathematics A-level, and thereby produce new concepts of quality and 

equity. I do not aim to criticise the choices made in the documents, but to understand 

more about how they sustain these positions, and how they relate to traditional 

conceptions and practices of the self. 

4.3 Changing further mathematics 

4.3.1 Bringing qUality up to date: conformity 

The constructions of quality discussed above were rooted in the past or in mathematics 

content that appears timeless, but the FMNetwork supports a new construction that is 

rooted in present-day technologies and in change. It docs so by emphasising that further 

mathematics "has been made into a genuine AS Level (porkess 2006, p 13) just like any 

other. It encourages students to choose further mathematics by stressing the technillues 

that integrate it with A-level Mathematics, such as the 'least-best ruIc'lI for exchanging 

modules. 

Thus one way that the FMNetwork constructs quality is as a property of conforming to 

the institutional demands of the education system and thus - we infer - to its policy aims. 

Qllali(y-as-con/orlJ1iry offers a discursive promise of equity in the form of universal access to 

\I Further Mathematics and Mathematics .:\-levels share some optional AS and ;\2 modules. \Xl1Cn there 

were several ways to combine modules, examination boards applied the 'least best rule' to give each 

candidate the best A-level 11athematics grade possible, using the lowest scoring modules that achieved this. 

The remaining modules determined his/her Further 1iathematics.grade. 
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further mathematics, and the improved life-chances that follow. For example, the 

FMNetwork tells universities that "the new QCA rule changes [ ... ] will make it far easier 

for ordinary schools to offer Further Mathematics" (Stripp 2004, p15) positioning 

'ordinary schools' as the appropriate focus of university concern (with perhaps a reminder 

that it is easy to focus on 'good' schools or individual students) . Here qllality-aJ-Coliforlllity 

downplays individual and school agency and positions the structure of A-levels as 

powerful in itself: the main actors here are 'rule changes'. Stripp adds that schools can 

"increase the supply" of mathematics students, but "it's up to the universities to ensure 

this happens by creating the demand" (P16). Analysing the rules and demands for further 

mathematics is taken to be enough to change what schools will offer and students choose, 

and thereby achieve policy aims. This claim suggests a neoliberal framing of modern 

society as a complex 'swarm' of individual trajectories, all choosing according to economic 

forces but choosing alike (Bauman 2001). The FMNetwork positions itself with 

universities and policy makers who understand how power works within the swarm and 

can use that knowledge for change. Qttality-aJ-COIt[orlllity is a discourse that recognises the 

"policy levers" used by the state to shape modernisation and educational improvement, 

their links with funding and an institution's ability to constmct itself as successful (Steer et 

al. 2007). The effects of this discourse are cited by teachers in the QCA survey: 

I think we may be in an upward spiral now. A few years ago many of the universities didn't 

seem interested [in whether our students had further mathematics or not1 so fewer did it and 

so universities seemed even less interested. Now our students arc getting really positive 

responses so more are taking up the subject and the universities begin to t'xpect it more. 

(2007, p6) 

I have now traced two constmctions of quality. The historical perspectives on further 

mathematics construct quality through historical continuity and extremes-of-measurement. 

I suggested those discourses were reconciled in a neoliberal economic metaphor by 

treating further mathematics as a gold-standard. Because this view of quality was located in 

the present but looked to the past, the inequities associated with it could be understood as 

outdated White middle-class male privileges that lingered to produce school deficits. The 

second construction was quality aJ conformity; this time 'luality is enacted as progress in an 

ever-improving education system and promising a more equitable future by systematising 

access and widening choice. Clearly these co-existing constructions introduce potential 

tensions: Is quality judged in the past or present? Does it concern conforming or standing 

out? Are inequities over or still being ironed out? I haye identified one more construction 
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in the l'MNetwork texts that functions to resolve these potential conflicts: quality/equity 

as achieving breadlh-pltls-deplh. The duality in this metaphor manages tensions through 

flexibility and ambiguity: l'urther mathematics is valuable and equitable because it is broad 

or deep or both as required. As we will sec, both breadth and depth arc used to symbolise 

quality in mathematics education. Breadth also symbolises equity; this means that finding 

ways to produce depth as complementary and not oppositional challenges the binaries of 

breadth/ deptb and mat/;ematics]or all/ mathematics for some. It suggests that wider access can be 

reconciled with the historic status of further mathematics; and it opens the way to do this 

by countering outdated class privileges with the powers of individual choices in a market 

whose 'freedom' is regulated by the state. This new metaphor was enabled by one specific 

national rule-change that changed the discursive tools available. In 2000 the first half of 

an A-level course was given its own name - AS-level- allowing separate identities for each 

year of further mathematics. 

4.3.2 Breadth plus depth 

How docs this breadth-plus-depth construction work? Firstly, the I'MNetwork follows 

many government texts (e.g.QCA 2007; Smith 2004) in associating the AS course with 

"broadening a sixth form student's curriculum" (Searle 2008b, pG). Breadth provides a 

metaphor for widening access and inclusion. It also becomes a symbol for <'luality when 

education is seen as aiming to provide universal, flexible skills suitable for an unpreilictablc 

working life (Rose 1999). \Vhen Porkess describes AS students encountering "exciting 

new ideas, like complex numbers, as the building blocks at the start of Further 

Mathematics" (2006, p 13) he uses "building blocks" to evoke utility, flexibility and 

progress- all seen as important for future careers. "Building blocks" is an accessible 

metaphor, evoking children and practical work/play. I find it an unexpectedly concrete 

metaphor for complex numbers. Compare it, for example, with a description of them Q)y 

a participant, Charly) as uncomfortably abstract: Jomelbif{g thaI doeJn'1 el'en e:I.:;J/. jIlJ/, i/makes 

me feel Jick, Ihe thollcghl of it. I suggest that the difference illustrates the imperative for the 

FMNetwork to construct the AS syllabus as broad, practical and accessible to all. 

The second half of the metaphor, depth, follows from the historical re-organisation of 

syllabuses. These associated further mathematics with 'higher-level' topics (Kitchen 1999) 

but the l'MNetwork texts rephrase the historical positioning in terms of depth: 
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The new AS will be more a 'broadening' than a 'deepening' option. This means that AS

Level Further 1Iathematics is no longer an 'elite' qualification, suitable only for A-level 

~fathematics high-fliers. (Stripp 2004) 

Here breadth is inscribed as a modern contender to depth, but there is still ample 

reassurance, just in their name, that 'high-fliers' should be taking further mathematics. 

Depth is separated from particular mathematical content, and rather defined as being what 

the 'elite' study, and so inherently bound up with exclusion. It is still firmly attached to 

quality through the continuation of familiar standards: "The stretch and challenge for the 

elite is still provided by going on to the full A-level in Further Mathematics [ ... ] which is 

just as demanding as ever" (Stripp 2007). 

In summary, the FMNetwork justifies itself as an agent for change by arguing for a new 

construction of quality as broader relevance and participation. However, since breadth 

departs from the traditional exclusions, the change is only enableu by a successful uefence 

against itself, that is by simultaneously arguing for depth. Breadth and depth are thus helu 

together as two forms of quality existing on either siue of the AS-level but pulling in 

opposite directions, one including and one excluiling. \Vhat holds them together is 

students' responsibility for choosing: inclusion is systematised by ensuring universal access 

to AS-level, exclusion is thus individualised. In later chapters we will sec how students' are 

inscribed with this responsibility. 

4.8.3 What is equity for the FMNetwork? 

In my discussion above I suggested that constructing (luality in certain ways might entail 

corresponiling constructions of equity. We have seen how the texts implicitly align 

matbematiufor-all with breadth, and tJ1atbema&rfor-some with u(·pth. A particular feature of 

the four evaluation texts is setting out a formal structure for discussing C(luity. Thcy 

exemplify how these constructions of quality anu e<'luity function together by what they 

include as worth evaluating, and how they rclate to the promotional and wiuer policy texts. 

I showed earlier that the FMNetwork program coincided with a revival in candidate 

numbers for further mathematics, with the 'one-ycar' AS-level numbers more than tripling 

and 'two-year' A-level numbers nearly uoubling. Searle's (200Ra) evaluation emphasises 

that over three-quarters of this growth was in state schools and concludes that access 

according to school sector was becoming more equal. It thus prioritises the historical 

perspective that class-baseu differences in provision between schools were the primary 
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problem of inequity. This increase strengthens the network's claim to achieving qlfaliry-as

conjomJiry alongside equity as ryslemaliJed access to choice. 

Searle then examines equity in more detail by relating school region to socioeconomic 

status. More affluent areas of England accounted for much of the growth in the two-year 

A-level, but the 'one-year' AS-level grew very significantly in deprived areas. Presenting 

this data makes a weaker claim for progress towards ironing out class differences, but it 

does strengthen the suggestion that the AS-level is broad in its appeal to previously

excluded students. Hence the FMNetwork is positioned as partially successful in its aim to 

achieve quality constructed as breadtb-pltts-deplb, with AS-level providing the breadth. But 

there are some unstated tensions between this breadlb-pills-deplb construction and equity as 

universal opportunity. How can we account for the social differences in who engages with 

the 'deeper' material and who stops at AS-level? \X'hat individual and social factors might 

be at play? My research includes students who after one year chose to stop mathematics

which can be construed as an exercise of individual agency - but also some who were 

being taught only the AS-level content over 2 years, a structural school-level constraint. A 

discussion of equity would be further informed by analysis that linked individuals' 

outcomes to course opportunity. The fact that this type of data is not within the remit of 

the official data-collection illustrates how ncoliberalism averts its gaze from issues of how 

individual and social factors interact (Atkinson 2007a). 

As well as socioeconomic status and school type, the other factor reported in detail in 

Searle's evaluation is gender, perhaps owing to its case of classification and the 

longstanding concerns over girls' participation in mathematics. The 30-40% proportion of 

further mathematics students who are female has not changed in the period. This is left 

without comment: it is not clear whether any change was desired or feared. Other 

individual background factors are not reported. \X'e know that students who are Black 

African, Chinese, Indian, Pakistani and from mixl'd heritage backgrounds choose 

mathematics/ science subjects proportionally more than White students (sec §2.1.4) , but 

not how they have engaged with further mathematics over time. Nor can we find out 

whether students from different socioeconomic backgrounds, but in the same school, 

choose differently organised lessons and obtain different outcomes. Through the 

selections made in these texts, no doubt for necessary reasons, elluity is constructed as the 

absence of those differences that relate to instihltions. What affects individual choice is 

left out of the enquiry. Here the explicit treatment of ell'.lity in the evaluations fits with the 
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implicit treatment in all the texts: recruiting individuals into further mathematics is the 

primary, unproblematised goal. 

In summary, the FMNehvork makes use of an educational technology - the decoupling of 

AS from A-Ievel- to sustain roles for both breadth and depth, and find a compromise 

where each has a different function but each conforms to institutional requirements. 

Quality as depth is described in terms of the past and an elite, and thus linked to qllali(yas 

gold-standard. There is a new understanding of quality as breadth with everyone doing more 

mathematics, and this links to qllali(y as conjorllJi(y. Equity is constructed as the opportunity 

for an individual to start further mathematics no matter what type of school, how teaching 

is organised, or what was previously learnt. The AS-level year promotes this goal of 

universality and recruits for the full course, but it also legitimates selection in the second 

year. This selection is no longer understood as a means by which schools reproduce 

privilege because, for the purposes of further mathematics, schools are instead positioned 

as operating with an agency that is informed by economic truths and the open, objective 

demands of universities. Change is guaranteed by calling on practices aligned with 

neoliberalism and individuals have the responsibility for choosing further mathematics for 

themselves. 

4.4 Practices of the self 

By carrying out this analysis of the competing discourses within significant H .. INetwork 

documents I have begun to build up answers to my questions about the discourses of 

further mathematics, their relationships and how they construct choosing as a practice of 

the self. Here I have focussed on the 'official' knowledge of the FMNetwork about the 

role of further mathematics and why one should study it. I found that the overlaps, 

recurrences and inter-relations in the texts did not construct one simple discourse of 

further mathematics. This is not surprising: discourses arc traversed by "processes and 

struggles" (Foucault 1995). Instead they established as a consensus that there arc two 

competing knowledge structures which line up to construct (luality and equity as 

oppositonal, and a third, breadtb-pllfs-deptb, that resists and adapts them. I have identified 

the discursive strategies that allow the FMNetwork to position itsdf as able to see both 

perspectives and also to reconcile them, able to speak for further mathematics and to 

change it. These institutional discourses and strategies arc available to students as a 

resource: a way of making sense of themselves in further mathematics classrooms. The 

tensions and the power relations constructed in them have effects in students' practices. 
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Moreover, they construct further mathematics students as certain types of individual 

engaged in certain practices of the self (McNay 2003). 

When the FMNetwork addresses students as part of a wider audience interested in future 

employment and economic growth, it invites self-reflection and entrepreneurship. When it 

constructs quality as gold-standard and conformity, it represents students as aspiring to 

acquire timeless knowledge with a recognised, "fungible,,12 (Matthews and Pepper 2007, 

p16) quality. As we will see in later chapters, when it describes the like-minded students 

,"vho would enjoy further mathematics, and the traditional barriers that have stopped them 

doing so, it sets up ways of belonging to further mathematics or other choice-based 

collectives. It also codifies strategies for inclusion and exclusion that operate not only at 

an institutional level but in how individuals understand themselves. In Smith (2011) I 

traced how the different constructions of quality and equity appear in one student's 

descriptions of choosing AS-level further mathematics, then A2-level, and then higher 

education, all in terms of finding and demonstrating an authentic self. I-Iere they permeate 

the following chapters in which I examine students' talk and practices of the self. In 

particular, there are parallels with Chapter 5 where I consider how students constructed 

their participation in further mathematics in terms of time and maturity. 

12 A fungible good is one where any unit of the good can be exchanged for any other without losing value. 

Matthews and Pepper are referring to the status of Mathematics A-level whatever six modules arc chosen. 
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Chapter 5 Time and Maturity 

In this chapter I turn to the ways that students usc discourses of time within their accounts 

of choosing and further mathematics. In the last chapter I showed how official policy 

documents positioned the FMNetwork as transformative, echoing the neoliberal 

understanding that non-governmental bodies working with the private sector have a 

vitality that stimulates individuals towards an educational improvement that is read as 

national improvement. I also described the gold-stalldard discourse that shows further 

mathematics as progressing towards a 'bright future' inextricably framcd in terms of past 

decades whcn a higher proportion of A-level students studied further mathematics. This is 

how history plays a role in politics and policies: past generations and events not only 

establish the conditions in which the present comes about, they also "haunt, plague and 

inspirit our imaginations and visions for the future" (Brown 2001, 1'150). 

Time features in any discourse as one of the organising principles that establish truth and 

subjectivity (Foucault 1984; Foucault 1995). It is implicit in the ways we structure 

arguments, meanings and narratives, for example as coming to know something new, or 

recognising something old. Even in formal mathematical discourse, time matters by its 

absence: mathematical knowledge should be timeless and separate from its knower (I ~rnest 

1991; Morgan 1988). How we talk about time organises how we think about ourselves as a 

society and as individuals (Ahmed 2008b; Butler 2008; Gurvitch 1964; I !an·ey 19R9; 

Nowotny 1994; Parkins and Craig 2006). It is not surprising then that time featured 

significantly among the discourses that students used to explain their participation in 

mathematics and further mathematics. It appeared in accounts of school practices, of how 

students come to know, how identities arc formed, and of how choices arc lived. The 

scope of these interrelations is enormous, but here I focus on the ways in which two 

particular discourses of time entered into accounts of mathematics and further 

mathematics and I examine their effects in supporting participation or bringing tensions. I 

name these two discourses 1JJOlfilt~/ improlli,Z~ and c~ellil1g ahead and I explore how they align, 

or not, with the temporal practices demanded of the neoliberal self. Analysing the student 

accounts shows that these struggles around representing time in further mathematics are 

closely associated with discourses of adolescence and maturity. Thus, before I move to 

the data, I want to examine this relationship between time and adolescence to understand 
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how it is constructed in relation to contemporary education, and how it contributes to 

making 'natural' categories of gender, race and class. As I will argue, the power relations 

operating within adolescence are at work in the same way in choosing further mathematics 

- and with similar effects of inclusion/ exclusion. 

5.1 Adolescence and maturity: becoming and being 

One of the reasons that time is such a dominant discourse in accounts of choosing further 

mathematics is the way that time structures adolescence. We cannot really examine 

accounts of young adults without recognising that adolescence has a special role in first

world western culture as a site for conscious self-discovery, where young people "form 

symbolic moulds through which they understand themselves and their possibilities for the 

rest of their lives" (\'V'illis 1990, p7). The practices that make up categories of adolescence 

are almost universal in that they run through so many western discourses, touching on 

family, workplaces, transgression, consumption and self-expression (Hesley 2002; Furlong 

and Cartmcl2007; Peters and Besley 2007; Peters and Burbules 2004; Rose 1990, 1998). 

There are theoretical approaches to adolescence from psychological, sociological, 

philosophical and biological traditions which have all contributed to constructing 

"childhood" and "youth" and thus positioning young people in educational discourses. 

Amongst these, the dominant modernist construction of adolescence is in developmental 

terms, as a proccss of working towards maturity, or coming-of-age. This falls readily into 

psychological/biological theorising, but the sociological conceptualisations of youth as 

relationally defined have "still often idealised and institutionalised [youth] as a deficit state 

of 'bccoming' that exists and has meaning in relation to the 'adult' it will 'arrive' to be" 

(Besley 2002, p3). 

The classic work on deconstructing adolescence as coming-of-age is Lesko (2001). She 

examines the discourses of progress embedded in early 20th-century pedagogic reforms and 

their later reverberations in the discourses of therapeutic self-discovery (or "psy

discourses" as Rose (1996) calls them) oflatc 20th -century schooling. Lesko highlights the 

work of the influential pedagogue G. Stanley Hall whose ideas guided early 20th-century 

concerns that civilisation risked degeneracy. She traces the analogies between thc 

developmental view of adolcscence - with its attention to emotional development, health 

as a personal resource, the state as carer, securing childhood apart from adult life - and the 

parallel interest in progress toward new constructions of human civilisation and 

nationhood. When adolescence is viewed as development it has two reference points; it 
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connects and harnesses the perceived strength of the 'savage' and the control of the 

'civilised man'. By doing so, it inherits all the signifiers of raced, gendered, classed 

differences that inhabit this dualism (Edwards 2006; Hall 1992, 1996b; Mendick 2003, 

2006, 2008; Skeggs 1997,2004; Stinson 2010; Walkerdine 1988). Lesko argues that 

adolescents have to take up positions in "border zones between the imagined end points 

of adult, and child, male and female, sexual and asexual, rational and emotional, civilised 

and savage, and productive and unproductive" (PSO). Their 'becoming' is characterised by 

the struggles within these dichotomies, and one of the reasons that adolescence matters is 

because it is a site for contesting these wider social battles. In the developmental 

temporalities of adolescence the present must draw its meaning from the endpoints of past 

and future. Education matters because it is a symbol of progress in a modem nation state 

and because its technologies construct and normalise the 'moving and improving' of 

adolescence as being trained in privileged forms of rationality, sensibilities, values and 

subjectivities (p.dwards 2006). That is why adolescent hedonism is so socially threatening 

(Ball, Maguire and Macrae 2000; Peters and Besley 2(07): it exalts the present, so removes 

the time-dependent vectors that help to separate and structure differences into social 

categories. 

These historical links between growing up and racialised and gendered progress mean that 

adolescence functions as a technology of Whiteness and masculinity that p<.'rpetuates 

colonial power relations (Fraser and Gordon 1994; Halberstam 2005; Lesko 20(1). This 

discourse persists because we take the technologies that reproduce it as fact rather than 

cultural formulations. So for example we sec it as natural to educate children in 

classrooms, decoupled from their surroundings, and to organise their curriculum by age 

(and, recurrently, gender (Shaw 1995) and social class Oivaji 2011». We shall see that it 

also persists because it reinforces the modernist cpisteme of progress and privileges 

knowledge that controls change in the present and future. l.esko identifies the specific 

temporalities that mark out adolescents: palloplicon time where adolescents are continually 

being watched and measured normatively by age (for example through technologies such 

as hcalth visits, or sitting A-level modules every six months); e.'\.jJedclll/ time which holds 

them in waiting, unable to act until given social permission (by rituals such as school 

qualifications, marriage); and abslract adl iell/llre lillie in which adolescents do act but in 

context-reduced simulations of lifc (tecn TV shows, or the biographical case studies on the 

FMNetwork website). These constructions of time keep adolescents in the present but 

always needing to balance their future and past. This puts pressures on them - to 
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perform, to resist, to be motivated, to act out, to be fulfilled into adulthood - that are 

strategically taken as psychological not social: evidence of 'becoming' not 'being'. Lesko 

argues that "the discourse on adolescents, like colonial discourse, omits material 

conditions of existence and focuses solely on the psychological state of youth to position 

the psychological traits as the logical source of the social structural inequities, or the 

reasons adolescents have to be controlled" (Lesko 2001, p127). Conversely, this 

'psychological' danger prompts schools to adopt technologies that identify the safest path 

as slow, careful development-in-time. 

Contemporary adolescence is thus one of the grounds in which young people are 

constructed as progressing and purposeful, agentic but not yet fixed Q,esko 2001; McNay 

2003). The practices by which they claim their own direction and also to be recognised as 

adults are individualised versions of the contests that characterise feminist and post

colonial identity politics (Butler 1990; Halberstam 2005; McNay 1994; Ramazanoglu and 

f Iolland 2002). However these 'internal' struggles for meaning are read as evidence for an 

understanding that healthy adolescence is a slow development, in which precocity (such as 

underage pregnancy or very early attendance at university) is dangerous. Correspondingly, 

authenticity is understood as a moral code that steadies and normalises the stmggle for 

becoming oneself (\X'arin and Muldoon 2009). Sociologists have also pointed out that the 

transition to adulthood, compressed and standardised during the first half of the century, 

has since become "stretched out and individualized" by the diffusion of adult rituals such 

as leaving education, finding employment and marriage (Hayford and Furstenberg 200R, 

p484). (See also Brooks and Everett 2009; Furlong and Cartmel 20(7). J ,esko argues that 

this diffusion values youth as distinctive even as it is being adopted by adult culture. 

Moreover in this contemporary thinking, some of the temporalities associated with 

adolescence, such as the "slow time" of living in the present (Parkins and Craig 20(6), the 

casual employment practices within leisure industries (Ball, i\faguire and Macrae 20()O), or 

the "ironic impassivity" of 'cool' Q)ountain and Robins 2000, p 19) are all associated with 

achieving authenticity. The authenticity constructed by these time-based disruptions 

provides a new way of valuing oneself through how one subjectiycly experiences time 

(Nowotny 1994), and challenges expectations that one will take up the existing socially

recognised categories on offer. I can thus ask how the discourses of further mathematics 

contribute to the discourses of adolescence, and how they resist them, whether their 

effects construct the same, or different, patterns of inclusion and exclusion. 
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This provides a framework in which to consider how students' talk about time fits with 

contemporary discourses of adolescence and identity. I am now going to move on to 

describing the two discourses of time that recurred in students' talk. In doing so I will 

show how one of them, mOllillg/ improl'ing, supported the dominant developmental view of 

adolescence, while the second, getting ahead, adapted it to position individuals as distinctive, 

projecting them towards an endpoint of enhanced self-control and rationality. I argue that 

choosing further mathematics is a practice of the self that can be productive in resisting 

and adapting the discourse of slow, staged, deficit 'becoming', but in the end it fails to 

position students as adults. In particular they cannot escape the prescriptive power of 

examinations, a theme which recurs throughout my analysis. Students who struggle to 

maintain their participation in further mathematics mount a defence against it that 

emphasises their practically-demonstrated maturity in contrast to its illusory promise. 

5.2 Moving/improving 

~fodernity is not only premised on the notion of emergence jmm darker timl'S and places, it 

is also stmctured witbin by a notion of continual progress. (Brown 2001, p6, original 

emphasis) 

The first sense of time that I want to examine is time as continual movement and 

improvement. Time docs move on, and we can hardly discern it otherwise, but modernity 

produces a heightened discourse of progress in economics, social justice and in 

subjectivity. This obscures the effects and the subtleties of other time discourses, that are 

reproduced but simultaneously challenged. J n our economic lives, time-moving-on is the 

"naturalised" background against which we measure both the steady journeys of 'Fordist' 

modernity with its schedules for work and consumption, and also the accelerated, time

and space-compressing volatility of contemporary global capitalism (Harvey 1989). 

Similarly, a sense of stable progress from past to future underlies the familiar temporalities 

of Western bourgeois reproduction associated with family, longevity, inheritance and 

risk/ safety (Halberstam 2005). Even the choices of the individual are understood to rely 

upon an account of increasing freedoms associated with a hegemonic culture of ncolibcral 

modernity: 

\v'hen policy makers discuss modernity or seculari~m they are indexing a particular link 

between temporal progress and a conception of freedom - a link that has hl'CI1 developed in 

time and involves some coercive practices in its formation. (Butler 2008, p6) 
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All these authors note the coercive practices produced by this sense of time. As with 

adolescence, the developmental discourse of\Vestern liberalism and modernity constructs 

dissenting voices as backward, natural, constrained and unprivileged. So, for example, 

Halberstram's (2005) examines the academic and media responses to the life and murder 

of the transsexual man, Brandon Teena, and shows how they not only produce an identity 

for Teena as a disruptor of normative gender and adolescent temporalities but also one for 

small-town America as naturally intolerant and unchangeable. 

Injunctions to choose freely are ways in which discourses of progress become practices of 

the self, as are the subsequent normative technologies that 'name' the outcomes of these 

choices as what one 'does' or 'is': teaching/ teacher, mathematics/ mathematician (Brown 

2001; Foucault 1990, 1991a). Individuals use them (and are used by them) to position 

themselves through choices that inscribe personal "life-trajectories" (Ball, Maguire and 

Macrae 2000). These choices reflect the ways they judge and evaluate themselves and 

others as inhabitants, consumers, or "colonisers" of time (Giddens 1991). Modernist 

progress produces time as a perishable resource or commodity: we have to spend it or 

waste it, expressing our selves through these decisions. I ts discourses emphasise an 

imminent future and set the "general existential dimension of the contemporary social 

world" (ibid, p3) as managing the opportunities and dangers in risk. This requires a 

response of looking ahead through planning, and looking back through narration and 

reflexivity. As Rose (1999, p87) says, 

[Individuals] must interpret their past and dream their future as outcomes of choices made 

or choices still to make. Their choices are, in turn, seen as realizations of the attributes of 

the choosing person - expressions of personality - and reflect back on the p,'rsoll who has 

made them. 

This docs not mean that dissent docs not happen, On the contrary, Nowotny (1994) 

identifies "uchronias" (such as 'having all the time in the world' or 'overcoming time') as 

the apparently subversive fantasies that arc current in modernist discourse. She shows how 

wanting to experience time differently, i.e. taking part in these resistances, is a practice that 

inscribes subjectivity as agentic. The neoliberal self has to control time for its own 

purposes which means managing time by choice (e.g. downshifting) and not by constraint 

Oosing overtime). The differential temporalities that subjects experience can either sihmify 

individuality, and perhaps economic success, or, very easily, abject failure (Parkins and 

Craig 2006). 
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This close relationship between accounts of choosing, futurity and progress was evident 

throughout the students' talk but particularly strong in the year 12 interviews when I asked 

how they had chosen their A-level subjects. At that stage, with only a few early module 

results and before entering on the technologies of UCAS, students could still position 

themselves in e>.pectallt time, waiting to make final decisions about university courses, or 

abJtmd ad/len/tire time, free to follow any trajectory into the future. In these cases, the way 

they talked about their 'choices' corresponded, as Rose and Nowotny suggest, to their self

positioning as agentic, and both were concerned with how they could move/improve their 

future selves. 

I have included ten students in this chapter (sec Table 5.1 and Appendix 1 for biographical 

details). In most cases there were other students who used discourses similarly, and I 

chose between them on the basis of effective communication. Broadly, I use Clive, Steve 

and OOTs accounts to consider how the discussion of reasons positioned students as 

aspirational future-makers concerned with the practices of a meritocratic education system. 

I use excerpts from Joe and Paul to show how students were positioned as securing 

individual progress through mathematics, and from Charlotte, Simon, and Sukina to show 

how this progress was articulated differently as 'getting ahead' through further 

mathematics. Pinally AgentX and Tom most powerfully articulated a resistance that 

positions further mathematics as precocious, and used their self-exclusion as evidence that 

they had already achieved realistic mahlrity. As we shall sec these positions are complex; 

they interact and define each other; so that no discourses can be completely unravelled and 

separated from each other. 

Site AS Further Maths A2 Further Maths 

Capital Joe, Sukina, 007 -

Grants AgentX, Tom, Simon 

Moorden Clive, Steve Charlotte, Paul 

.. 
Table 5-1 The sites and partiCipatIOn levels of students in Chapter 5 

5.2.1 The rationality of looking to the future 

In year 12 only one student had a firm plan for a future after leaving school (Simon, work 

in 11). :Many had a range of aspirations, more or less ambitious, but most described their 

A-level choices in terms of progress to an unspecified future. !;or example, Clive asked 

himself: 
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Well, would they be helpful to me in the future? Would they look good on my application 

forms? Cos I don't want to do subjects well like - not being harsh - but subjects that aren't 

as well thought of like, so easier ones. 

Clive is focussed on the technologies of 'becoming'. The subjects he chooses are oriented 

to the future but are not in themselves the future. \V'hat he docs foresee is a continuing 

process of being scrutinised, part of the pal1oplicol1 lime associated with adolescence. \V'ithin 

this process he felt able to position himself strongly as knO\vledgeablc about the reIcvant 

technologies of "my application forms" and social judgements of subject difficulty. Clive 

was a White middle-class 11 student, confident in using the informed advice gained from 

school and family (cultural capital, cf Bourdieu 2004) to help him pick the right university 

course: one where "at the end of it you have got a job set in stone, ready for you". I Ie 

gains information from family about business and education that he sees as pinning down 

his niche in the economic world. Clive uses the discourse of risk but he positions himself 

according to the modern norm as controlling his future, ensuring that moving on is 

equivalent to improving until he comes-of-age by inheriting 'success'. 

In contrast, Steve had a clear goal that he wanted to work for himself and had chosen a 

range of appropriate courses such as Business, Law, Economics and Young I ~nterprise. 

Steve was a White working-class student whose mother and brother both studied 

accountancy. Unlike his friend Clive, he was concerned about the relationships between 

his present choices and his imagined future, and was trying to create the context in which 

this abstract adventure could be realised: 

\'<'hat I actually want to do in the future is own my own business hut then I am just thinking 

of a way that you can actually get to that. 

In year 12 Steve questioned whether A-level choices led on to his career, and in year 13 

whether he was suited for university. He resisted the e."Pedan' time of sixth-form study, 

wondering whether its endpoint matched his vision of self-sufficient, hands-on adulthood. 

However he continued to represent his personal progress as depending on achieving well 

in school examinations: "cos for the future, so you want to do your best, to do what you 

want". He explains this as a common-sense matter of economics: you need money to own 

a business, and ,,]ualifications to earn money. Passing examinations is thus construed as 

one of the normative technologies that sixth forms use to produce a sense of staged 

progress, that extends beyond the personal to institutional and economic rationalities. 

1\ See Appendix 1 for how I defined social class. 
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Both Clive and Steve positioned their choices as rational and directed to the future. They 

show no doubt that some choices are the best or most "helpful" ones; it is a matter of 

locating them once you "actually" leave abstract adventure time. For Clive the 

responsibility of the choices is his own but he makes them by consulting others' 

judgements, and these arc presented as inherited codes he has access to. Steve not only 

takes responsibility for choosing rationally but positions himself as somehow having to 

close the gap between educational success and his personal goals. Like other working

class students, he recognises the educational practices that are necessary for material 

success (Reay 2004), but also sees that in following them he risks alienation from his 

dream of being "hands-on" and subordination if he docs not pursue them whole

heartedly. The different positions they take with regard to 'closing the gaps' within 

educational adolescent time-scales exemplify the different costs and dis/identifications 

required when students of different classes articulate similar discourses of social and 

personal mobility (Archer and Leathwood 2003; Leathwood and Read 2009; Reay, David 

and Ball 2005; Skeggs 1997,2004). 

One possible way of making this balance is to present oneself as having characteristics 

desirable in both school and work. In year 12 Steve uses mathematics as a context for 

positioning himself as persistent, able to concentrate (in the present) and compellcd 

towards eventual success: 

Once I gct started, if I can't actually work it out then I'll kt·cp on going till I'vc workcd it 

out. So I often can't actually stop until I've worked it out, cos it annoys mc that you don't 

actually know the answer. So you can carry on with it. 

He cites his mother's view that pushing yourself is more important than examinations: 

"She never believes that they're actually like set in stone so she only really looks at the 

effort that I'm putting in". 110wever this changes by year 13, when in an email Steve looks 

back and describes A-level Mathematics and Further Maths differently: "I could try really 

hard and do loads of work and yet sometimes I still just didn't understand some parts of 

it". Time was no longer a means for him to demonstrate persistence. Instead he 

positioned it as a scarce resource in calculations for the future: "in terms of maths 

everyone is having to decide whether the amount of work involved is necessary and 

worthwhile for them". When he found that mathematics was not necessary for his 

preferred university course, he decided that the time "to achieve an average grade would 

be better spent on another subject to make that a high grade". Steve produces himself as 

compelled to succeed, and this is supported by his mother, tcacher and friends. He 
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participates in the pedagogically desirable practices of persistence and working to change 

and invest in himself However this accomplished joint production was not strong enough 

to outweigh the competing practices of spending time wisely according to the technology 

of examinations. 

These two examples show how subject choices are not simply influenced by aspirations 

for the future but framed in terms of normative technologies of choosing/ applying and 

becoming. These technologies produce few tensions for Clive who treats them as an 

exercise of inherited social capital (Bourdieu 2004), not requiring any change in himself. 

Steve's attempt to shape himself for an entrepreneurial future, although neoliberal in its 

intent, is not sustainable. Reay (Reay 2004; Reay, David and Ball 2005) explains how 

school discourse facilitates self-discovery but makes radical transformation difficult. These 

are classed patterns that apply not only to schooling but work. They arc similar to Brown 

et al.'s (2004) 'player' and 'purist' discourses of contemporary graduate recruitment, the 

first concerned with positioning oneself against others, the second concerned with 

achieving meritocratic worth and the 'right fit' between self and job. The recent midule

class push for 'marketisation' over meritocracy in selection (Brown, Hesketh and Williams 

2003) legitimises the use of social capital, including practices of the self, as assets in 

credential competitions (Ball 2001; Ball and Vincent 2007). 

Across my participants, nearly all students suggested that there were other goals than top 

examination grades, but middle-class students like Clive were more likely to actually 

deviate from that pursuit, citing compensatory benefits such as 'hard' subjects and 

personal drive that they were sure would be valued by universities and employers. Steve's 

aspirations are framed in a working-class background and require him to rely more on 

himself (Reay 2004). There are no school technologies of time that support his version of 

the 'self-made man' in becoming: he is still a child or already an adult (perhaps both, and 

always a 'he'). So in describing his experience of choosing subjects, Steve struggles to he 

an authentic, developing adolescent. He falls hack on examination re~mlts as the kgtmate 

way of knowing 'who he is' in school discourse, and spends his time in a way that shows 

him acting to improve. 

For some students, the discourse of modernity helped situate them within a universally 

recognised context of global and social progress. 007 is a British-Filipino whose parents 

had moved to England to work in the NHS. He had thought about working in medicine 
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or engineering and gave a classic modernist response when asked about his career choice, 

one that controls risk and purpose: 

Cathy \'\11at do you think is most important to you in choosing a career? 

007 Job security and it's useful. It's useful in the world, because engineering stuff hc1p us 

build ... 14 help us progress in the future. For example, steel engineering is cars. Constructing 

buildings. And medicine because you help people get better. 

Utility is associated with modernity and stability so choosing a 'useful' job may be 007's 

defence against the anxiety of insecurity. He has none of the trust in his social and cultural 

capital that Clive shows, nor Steve's reliance on being known as a hard-worker. I suggest 

that technological utility is also associated here with progress towards increasing freedoms 

and wealth. One of the jobs 007 considers is to be a doctor, a choice that continues and 

improves on - builds on - what his parents were able to achieve. However, as for many 

working-class urban youth (Archer, Hollingworth and Mendick 2010), medicine has the 

status of a dream job that he may well not attain (he is retaking year 12) so he has other 

options: "if I don't do medicine I'd like to do something mathematically related to 

medicine, and engineering seems like a good prospect". It may be an idiosyncratic figure 

of speech, but in the context of this exchange the "mathematical" relationship between 

engineering and medicine arguably stands in for all the individual benefits of security and 

status he hopes to gain from modernity. For 007 the discourse of modernity links his 

parents' progress to his own, maybe better, prospects and ensures that mathematics is an 

inheritance not just a useful individual tool (Nixon 2006; Walkcrdine 1988). 

I have chosen these excerpts to show the dominance of the discourse of 

moving/improving in students' talk about choosing subjects. Despite their similarities in 

the way that students cast their choices as guiding trajectories, there are differences that 

relate to aspirations, cultural backgrounds and how this discourse of modernity constructs 

gender, class and ethnicity (Atkinson 2007a; Ball 2010; Ball, Maguire and Macrae 2000; 

Devadson 2006; furlong and Cartmel2007; Rca)" David and Ball 2005; Skcggs 1997). In 

Steve's case I have also shown the failure of his attempts to produce an identity that 

experienced time and mathematics in a way that allied him with persistence in the present 

rather than speculating for the future. Although he initially rejected the power of school 

to affect his future in self-employment, he is compelled to take up a different relationship 

14 I use ... in the transcripts to indicate that a phrase tails off, apparently unfinished. 
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with time by the powerful economy of examinations. In the next section I look more 

closely at how mathematics has a particular role in framing individuals as steadily 

progressing and how further mathematics troubled this association and thus disrupted 

students' use of mathematics to secure their futures. 

5.2.2 Are mathematics and further mathematics safe? 

The data I introduce next came from the task of selecting three adjectives that applied to 

mathematics and three that did not, repeated for further mathematics . Figure 5.1 shows 

the twelve adjectives in word-clouds so that their relative size indicates the frequency of 

selection (by 21 students, see appendix 4.6 for detail, colour irrelevant). The linages show 

d1at mathematics was considered sqfe, straight and hopiful while furd1er mad1ematics was 

emphatically neither safe nor straight but instead new and (more) bopefit!. (It is also notable 

that talkative was regularly chosen in all the response categories. My observations and the 

students' explanations suggested that this choice matched their classroom practices, as I 

discuss in the next chapter.) 

Mathematics is ... 

strai ht 
ne ,,,,,n', cloudy 

hopeful 'afltd-
talkative safe 

Further mathematics is .•. 

IJ~' . warm 

ta lIVe °fl hop,e ulfluid p~mle U 

COU yneW 

Mathematics is not ..• 

painful 
green clou.dy 

SIJ :,.arm tal~ repelhng 
tal atlve r .... Id safe 

Further mathematics is not ... 

talkative. h 

fstra,g t 
sa ecku! ,1lfflM fluid 

repelngsta e .1 I 
hopeful 

Figure 5-1 Twelve adjectives selected by students with size indicating frequen cy 

All four adjectives that change between mathematics and further mathematics convey a 

sense of time moving on: straight and safe give a n e of endurance and longevity, while 

new and hopeful suggest speculation. Harvey (1989) offers a useful deconstruction of d1C 
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multiple senses of time entwined in discourses of modernity and considers how money, 

time and spacc function as "interlocking sources of social power" (1989, p227). He 

extends a typology originally developcd by Gurvitch (1964), characterising eight senses of 

time: enduring, cyclical, in advance of itself, deceptive, erratic, retarded, cxplosive, and 

alternating. I recognised three in this context of further mathematics. Here, straight and 

S{ife fit into endllring time: found in the social formations of families, traditional education 

and inheritance, and marked by easily quantifiable progress from past to present and 

future. The practices of mathematics that produce mathematical ability as innate (Mendick 

2008; Solomon 2007a) and those that confer entitlement all contribute to this sense of 

natural (heterosexual) longevity. Recall, for example, the promotional materials in Chapter 

4 where policy-makers ally themselves with STEM experts to enlist the next generation as 

leading Britain's future. 

NelV and hopeful fit into time ill acIJwl/ce rifitJe!/(also described as "pressing forward"). This is 

the sense of time found in speculative capitalism, where the future triumphs over the 

present. Mathematics underpins thc language of market economics: it offers control and a 

co-opted scnsc of security to tIus sense of time as venture, and in return it can draw on the 

social goods of optimism and wealth (\Voodrow 2003). The FMNetwork circulates this 

power when it positions itself as a trans formative national project. 

We also saw in Chapter 4 how the "gold-standard" discourse lookcd both forward and 

back. This fits with a sense of rydiml time, bringing together past, present and future. 

Gurvitch associates this discourse with social formations that promote natural or mystical 

beliefs. \'Vhen the cyclical sense of time is invoked, mathcmatics becomes totemic: for 

those involvcd in mathematics timc can offcr future improvements without losing thc 

past. This assurance may underpin the consensus among these students that 'mathematics 

is not .. .' repellit~g or painJIII. In year 12 Steve was one of several who gave the same 

explanation for picking these words: faccd with piles of homcwork, mathematics was the 

subject he chose to do first. He used mathcmatics to reduce his anxieties about getting on, 

although as we saw by year 13 he calculatcd that its rcwards were not sufficient to justify 

spending that time. 

I asked thc students to talk through thc adjectives they chose, and their responses show 

how tllese discourses move from social to personal. For example, Joe is a \Vhitc working

class student from Capital, only the second in his extended family to go to university. I Ie 

gives a typical cxplanation that mathcmatics is S{~fe becausc it cnsures progress: 
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Safe, because if you do maths it is the subject where you know you can get something out of 

it at the end of the day. You know you are guaranteed to go somewhere. Like you go, you 

apply for a joh, if you studied maths at university you have, like, you're certified maths. I 

don't know it's probably, I think it would be anyway, if you've got like at least like a B or 

above you know in maths, they are going to look at you and think like you know, he has got 

something there. 

Like Clive, Joe is aware that others will be scrutinising him in the future. Unlike Clive, 

who confidently owns the technologies that will produce his identity (talking about "my" 

forms), Joe expresses his security least strongly in his knowledge of the grades "they" 

want, and most strongly when he disappears into the subject - claiming "you're certified 

maths1s". Joe positions mathematics as having this totemic function of guaranteeing 

improvement, and he identifies with mathematics when he needs to associate that progress 

with himself. He strengthens the guarantee when he also describes mathematics aspllid: 

because like \vhen you learn one thing it goes on to another all the time. You are always 

progressing slightly. It gets harder as you go on through, yes. 

Here the continuity of past going to present and future is emphasised, producing a sense 

of endtln'ng time that suggests quantifiability, dependability and inheritance, but also of 

rydical time in the ebb and flow of his repeated statements. There arc echoes of the 

discourse of slow expectant development in "you arc always progressing slightly", and in 

looking ahead to the endpoint of "hard" adulthood. This combination of linearity and 

repetition, and the ambiguity over who/what is progressing - you or/and mathematics

also appeared when students described mathematics as J/raZ~ht. 

Straight because sort of the way the course runs, you sort of run straight through it and each 

bit will usc everything you've used before so you have to sort of you know, straight through 

it. (paul) 

Here again the repetition conveys both endllli'~g and ~ydi({ll senses of time, with "each bit" 

in the future/present revisiting or (in Brown's (2001) terminology) inspirited by 

"everything you've used before" in the present/past. These metaphors of progress in 

mathematics have been noted before (for example, Gerofsky 1997) and seen to be relevant 

in students' choice making. ~lendick (2006) shows students borrowing from the 

discourses of mathematics as hard and rational masculinity to prove something about 

IS Although Joe's transcript allows a reading of ownership, "you have \like] your [certifiedJ maths", the audio 

suggests that "like" intermpts the phrase, which starts again from "you're" with the stress on ,,((,ttifted", 

inferring identification. 
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themselves. Here they produce their experiences of mathematics as steadily improving 

and borrow them to secure their own futures. 

I have tried to unpick how different senses of time combine to position mathematics as 

offering safe progress, but students themselves summarised this concisely in thc reason 

they gave for choosing both further mathematics and mathematics - that they had always 

been good at it, that their ability, once gained, was timeless. \'Vhen I asked them if they 

had any memories or images of themselves doing mathematics, many gave examples in 

which parents, especially fathers, engaged them in mathematics, so that mathematics was 

indeed an inheritance that endures. 

We can see this with Joe who, as wc saw above, saw mathematics as a guarantee of safe 

progress in the future. His account of choosing mathematics relics on a forward-looking 

strategy to position him as taking on the responsibilities and freedoms that his family have 

given him. He couples this with a strategy of looking back, and suggests that his choice of 

mathematics was partly handed down by his dad: 

Joe Yeah so it's like my whole family havc got expectations of me. 'illcy clon't force 

me or tell me to go into this or that. They just take it. I think they know that I will make 

the best decision for myself. The only thing I can say is that my dad, he was really good at 

maths you know. Even ... vhen I was young he used to do maths with me, and he actually 

made me quite competitive, I feel, in that sense .... 

Cathy Yes. 

Joe which was ... quite a good thing to be honest. Like when you compare v.ith, it 

makes you work a bit harder. You don't likc other people doing a lot hctt('r than you and 

stuff. 

Cathy So does he do maths in his job? 

Joe No not at the moment no. I Ie was just naturally good at it 

Here Joe positions his father as passing on mathematics practices that produce Joe as 

competitive and aspirational. These continue in Joe as he makes his own decisions, and 

the hand-over is more complete because Joe's father now lives in a hostel because of 

deteriorating mental health. 11e acknowledges his mother as a strong presence concerned 

with "maintenance", that is the concerns of the present, but distances her from his school 

wotk: 

Cathy And how about your mum? Is she interested in malhs? Or not at all? 

Joe My mum is intert~sted, obsessed with herself and the hOllse you know. It's like 

maintenance. My mum is very maintenance. She cares ahout me and my education a 101, 
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yeah. But when it comes to ... like 1 could never ask my mum anything about my work. ~[y 

mum would go '1 just can't help you, Joe. 1 really can't help you'. 

Later Joe returns to doing mathematics calculations for his dad as being the source of his 

good feelings about mathematics: "I remember we used to ask for more as well. 1 used to 

go up to him and say 'Dad can you give me some more questions?"'. These memories 

position Joe within the family but also as agentic. Mathematics is inherited and it prepares 

him for the challenges of adulthood. This looking both ways associates mathematics with 

the expectant time of adolescence: it progresses without arriving. It keeps his father as a 

daily presence in his life even though he is not in the family home. 

007 also responded to my question about any memories or strong images of working on 

mathematics in the past in terms of his father: 

\\'ell, my dad teaching me ... Like my dad, yeah, he was trying to teach me long division 

when 1 was ten years old, 1 think. Yeah, ten years old and he was trying to teach himself 

first before he could teach me. And then he taught me and then 1 just couldn't get it at all, 

the way he taught me. 

Like 007s career choices, this account again positions his education as a shared family 

project with the aim of progressing beyond his parents. Although family time is taken to 

be pleasurable, this memory was also painful because 007 did not 'get' long division at the 

time, though he jokes that he eventually learnt it at A-level. 

Another example relating mathematics, progress and family comeS from Michael Ccf 
Chapter 8). Both Michael and his sister do mathematics "for" their father who "has a 

passion" for mathematics and politics that Michael attributes to the discontinuities 

experienced in migration: 

Michael I Ie migrated over from Vietnam and ever since then he has just heen rl·\·iewing 

maths 'With me and he has been teaching me since a young age. I have learned quite a lot 

from him, yes. 

Cathy So did he do his further education in maths? 

11ichael I am not quite sure. 1 mean he has got, he knows a lot of maths and everything 

past A-level but he hasn't got the qualifications for it, that's why. So yeah, he is a bus driver 

right now and. But he knows quite a lot. But he hasn't got no qualifications for teaching. 

f Ie uses that time to teach me when we are at home. 

Cathy l11at is fantastic. And your mum, is she interested in maths? 

Michael Not really, no. I mean she knows a bit but no, she doesn't take an intl're~t in 

maths. 

Cathy And have you got any brothers and sisters? 
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l\1chael yes I have got a younger sister. And she is quite keen on maths as well, for my dad 

obviously. 

Although there are disturbances in these stories, the common thread is that mathematics, 

and mathematics ability, endure and improve from childhood to adulthood, and from 

parent (usually father) to child. This dependability of mathematics is also significant in the 

next chapter as it plays a role in students' strategies for balancing work and happiness. 

Since students gave ability as a reason for doing both further mathematics and 

mathematics, they might have expected that learning further mathematics would provide 

similar opportunities to demonstrate personal progress and inherited choice. In the next 

section I show that instead it produced rather different senses of time, which explains why 

it was considered neither safe nor straight. 

5.2.3 The possibilities offurther mathematics 

As we saw in Figure 5.1, students' sense of time as personal/mathematical progress was 

disrupted in further mathematics. Joe again exemplifies the common responses, 

describing further mathematics as dOIl{IY, new and hop~{tt! and not J(~le, J/ra~~bl orf/lfid. 

Hopeful: because like when I started it I was I hoped that I would do good in it. I knew it 

was going to be difficult. In fact it's probably the most difficult subject that you can pick up 

at A-level I think. Yes and I was hopeful that I would do well. Ooe) 

This hopefulness was directed mainly towards assessed work. I.ike many of the students 

who gave up, Joe said he "felt good" about the questions in his first AS l,'urther ~faths 

module but when the results came he found he did not "have a great grade". He describes 

this disconnection between present experience and future outcomes as "strange" and 

"tough", and it is this deceptive, unpredictable quality that he links to giving up further 

mathematics, rather than its difficulty. In fact, as in this excerpt, Joe consistently 

construed difficulty as a reason for choosing further mathematics. Even Charlotte, one of 

the highest achieving mathematics students, echoed the uncertainty of further mathematics 

in homework as well as examinations: 

It is more hopeful. Probably the one that I was always a bit uncertain. So I was more 

hopeful that I ,viII understand. I usually just hope for thc hest whcn I do l)lIcstiollS, because 

I like, in Further l\laths I find it difficult to know if I ha\'e got it right oc wrong. So it is 

more just might write it down and hope for the bcst. 

The progress and predictability experienced when working through mathematics (}uestions 

is absent, and this lack is what she (at least temporarily) finds "difficult". "Hopeful" was 
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thus a way of talking about further mathematics that positioned students flexibly. There is 

a risk that their progress might not be ensured by further mathematics. By hoping, they 

could be seen as confident to take the risk, or as not fully responsible because they are 

naturally unable to control risks, or as sensibly never entirely committed to an uncertain 

journey. It was not simply the case that students who continued found further 

mathematics predictable, and those who did not find it predictable gave up; all students 

struggled with the tensions of hope. The practices of further mathematics resisted the 

discourse of safe, dependable progress that they used to characterise mathematics. 

\Vhether the shldents gave up or continued, this resistance was complex with both 

precarious and productive possibilities. 

5.3 Doing extra and getting ahead 

The tensions in further mathematics bring me to the second discourse used by students: 

gelling abead. As we saw above, Gurvitch's sense of time iJl adl'ilJlte if i/Je(/is associated with 

speculation and risk, using the present to compete for the rewards of the future. I argued 

above that when students said they chose further mathematics because they were good at 

it, they drew on senses of e1Jdllril1L~ or rye/it'a/ time that conferred natural rewards. Thl're 

were two more reasons they commonly gave for their choice: further mathematics is an 

'extra', and further mathematics gets you 'ahead'. Both these make usc of the sense of 

getting abead, and they show how the 'hope-full' challenge from further mathematics can 

function productively. 

Doing extra positions students as consuming time in a way employers will like. It indicates 

the value of activities that run alongside what is seen as normal progress. Doing extra is 

not a guarantee in the way that straight mathematics is, rather it concerns appearance and 

. . "1 ki "" di" d " '" ltnpreSSlOns, 00 ng, soun ng an wantmg: 

And it sounded good, and they said at the interview that it was a very respected suhject to 

do, because it's sort of extra on top, it showed you're doing more, and employers like it 

apparently. [ ... ] I always like to do that sort of thing because it helps you along. Employers 

think 'Oh they tried extra so they can do the extra hit, good', again looks as though as 

though you're doing extra. And universities should, I hope, will think that as wei\. That's 

why I do them. (Clive) 

To start with I did it because it was an extra A-kvel and I thought it would look good, to he 

honest. (Charlotte) 

Because it's an extra one, people who ha\'c picked it actualJy want to he doing it. (Steve) 
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As with 'hopeful', further mathematics being 'extra' was used flexibly, both to justify 

choice and also as a reason not to worry about achievement. Many students are very clear 

that they should try to do extra, positioning it as a practice of the self compatible with self

entrepreneurism. This docs not mean that doing extra is necessarily about standing alone, 

instead it can indicate belonging to a group. Steve's people who "actually want to be doing 

it" are a powerful group of students because their participation has the effect of sustaining 

after-schoolFMNetwork provision. Clive's comments, too, stress visibility and continuity, 

and position him as accessing shared rather than esoteric knowledge. 

'Getting ahead' has a similar purpose of distinguishing oneself, but here further 

mathematics is constmcted as accelerating the normal linear progress of mathematics. 

Many students had heard from family, friends or teachers that further mathematics 

resembled university work. Studying it positions students in the present as "one step 

above everyone else". l\Ioreover, they can usc this advantageous knowledge to secure a 

"head start" and project themselves into the future. 

If I've already learned it now it's obviously gonna help me in university. So that's why I 

think it's a really important suhject because it's (Iuite closely related to what I'm intt-nding to 

do at university. (Simon) 

At university they go straight into stuff... 111('Y go straight into the university stuff, they 

don't give you ... They don't teach you the in-between stuff. I am glad I do J'urther Maths 

because that way I've kind of got a head start to students who aren't doing Furthl't ~Iaths. 

(Sukina) 

These two comments, from students who chose to continue further mathematics, show 

the rationality and the pleasure in this reasoning. Doing extra and getting ahead accelerate 

the staged progress of mathematics, and move students more quickly towards the next 

stage of university. Another continuing student, Paul, explains how this changes his 

relationship with risk: 

sometimes like \vith Further Maths, not knO\ving and not being too safe, it makt·s it more 

interesting and challenging but sometimes with things like psychology it «Ill be frustrating. 

Paul makes an important distinction bet\veen the "not knowing" that is interesting and 

that which is frustrating, thereby setting up a dualism between autonomy and constraint. 

This relies on the existence of thc underlying sense of progress in mathematics. We can 

see the contrast between his description (p 113) that mathematics "runs straight" but 

psychology lacks inherent and personal direction: 
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I'm not sure it's doing much in the way of like other skills and thinking about things too 

much. I guess it does a little bit but most of it is common sense, all about the exam 

technique and actual just sitting there and learning the studies. 

These connections and contrasts suggest that the discourse of gelling abead builds on the 

discourse of mOlling/ improJlillg and the neoliberal focus on employability anu transferable 

skills (Hesketh 2003). It distinguishes students who promote themselves by adapting and 

escalating the temporalities of staged adolescence. The unusual practices of the 

FMNetwork are cited in support of this disruption: it is out of school, you can email 

tutors, you learn "quicker" than in normal mathematics, "it is up to you just to know" how 

to behave. These are all ways in which further mathematics projects stuuents towards 

adulthood. 

In the last two sections of this chapter I examine first how the discourse of "getting 

ahead" is challenged by students on the grounds of inauthenticity, and then how it can be 

used productively. 

5.3.1 Bright lights and maturity 

The discourse of doing further mathematics as gcllilZ!!' ahead was valued by all the students, 

including those who had not chosen it. J t also raised the strongest opposition, when 

students who had chosen to drop further mathematics (luestioncd the maturity of those 

who had continued. They presented the gellilZ~ ahead argument as illusory, an unrealistic 

view of what can be achieved. In this excerpt from year 13, Tom and AgentX looked back 

at further mathematics and contested the discourses that led to their original choice: 

AgentX I kind of thought about it as kind of bright light syndrome. You hear about 

Further Maths and you ... You know, I heard it from somewhere that it wa, nearly degree 

level mathematics. 

Tom It's because it's worth more. 

AgenLX Is what I heard. So I thought to mysclf'oh that'll he good', YOll know 

universities would like that. 

Tom That's the lure of that. People that arc doing any sort of standard l\-k'vds 

almost, it's like some sort of... l\Iaths, Chemistry, Physics is a common one, Further Maths is 

something that's ... something that's more, that's extra. I mean the other things arc 
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something like D ofEI6 and stuff, you want as much as possihle to distinguish you from 

other people. So Further lIaths being worth more and being widely considered the hardest 

A level, by doing that you're showing that you're amhitious and that, you're sort of the top 

level of student. So that's why a lot of ... Well I know that's why I chose it. 

Tom and Agent.,"'\: aspired to careers in the engineering/computing industries, similar to 

the kind of work their fathers do Gimenez and Walkerdine 2011; Osgood, Francis and 

Archer 2006). After AS-level results they had decided to concentrate on their "core" 

subjects and not to continue Further Maths. Tom describes the "lure" of further 

mathematics as still present, still "being" there, but goes on to construct his choice to drop 

it as understanding his own limitations and "sacrific[ing] one thing to be better at other 

things". To do so he opposes the pragmatic (work he docs sec the point of) to the 

theoretical (further mathematics topics such as complex numbers). This is lined up with 

the temporal frame of aiming for realistic grades now rather than possiblc superiority in 

the future. Thirdly, as we saw earlier, steadiness allics mathcmatics with the certainties of 

modern progress. Here this purposeful slO\ving down is associated with authenticity and 

opposed to the 'gctting ahead' and illusion of further mathematics. Tom and AgentX both 

articulate giving up further mathematics within the neoliberal practice of flt1ding their 

authentic selves (Francis, Skelton and Read 2009; I.awlcr 1999; Reay 2004; Skcggs 2(04). 

Together, these oppositions construct a dualism similar to the gendercd and classed 

dualisms between the natural child and the civilised adult, or between earning and learning 

found in the talk of urban working-class 16-ycar olds (Archer, Hollingworth and r-.lcndick 

2010). Within these discourscs, 'core' subjects including mathematics arc alit-,tncd with 

practicality, masculinity, authenticity and steadily becoming adult; while further 

mathematics with theory, illusion and precocity. There is onc mismatch in thcse 

oppositions: usually, when thc academic is opposed to the practical it is feminised. 

Further mathematics could equally be fcminised by this discourse of "lure" and "bright 

lights" but, in the end, it is still mathcmatics, and so Tom returns to the language of 

"h d"" b'o' " d " h "'I' d \ X I I . ar , am 1 ous an wort more. om an 1 gent. (0 re 1earsc somc ways 111 

which mathematics and further mathematics are different but I suggest they cannot 

successfully challcnge from within mathematics without undermining their own position 

of authentic masculinity (Davies 198912004; Francis, Skelton and Read 2009; IIalbcrstatn 

1(, Duke of Edinhurgh: a scheme that organises and makes awards for extra-curricular activities sllch as 

volunteering, physical activity, learning new skills, and outdoor expeditions. 
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2005). The apparently impervious masculinity of further mathematics turns their 

opposition into ascribing illusion predominantly to immaturity. 

AgentX and Tom are attached to maturity and this is evident in the way that they 

showcase their use of school planners, targets and deadlines to demonstrate that they are 

becoming independent, disciplined and mature: 

Obviously as you grow up you become more mature. You appreciate what you've gotta do. 

So I think that's vitally important that you know, you understand the work you've gotta do. 

I suppose disciplined as well really. You ... as well as being set deadlines in your job, or set 

deadlines in your course, you need to set yourself your own deadlines, give yourself goals. 

They contrast these attitudes with those of their friends who have continued stmggling 

with further mathematics. Agent X also contrasts it with the precocious demands of the 

FMNetwork for independent learning: "really we shouldn't have been made to do that 

anyway, should we, at this age? We're still in A-levels". \'Vhcrcas 'becoming' mature is 

desirable, precocious claims to 'get ahead' arc inauthentic, taking them away from their 

age-based selves. Although they agree that further mathematics is "the hardest A-level", 

they dismiss their friends' lower grades in it as proof that they are "immature" and "lazy", 

allowing the examinations to speak more strongly about the persons than the subject

choice. This construction reproduces a discourse in which the lure of further mathematics 

is only permitted to the young or the clever, and they also contest that distinction. Using 

the metaphor "bright lights" suggests that cleverness may in fact be a self-deceiving 

performance that is as naIve and unrealistic as celebrity or the ent(.'rtainmcnt industry (an 

allusion supported by Tom's reference to "the lure of' the subject). It is used as a 

forgivable excuse for the young but not for one's peers or oneself. 

There's a lad I worked with who's in Year 12, and he's doing Further I\Iaths, l~xactly like I 

was when I started it. I think he's cleverer than me, or than I was in Year 12. But he's not ... 

And he tells me. He's got that look in his face, he says 'Oh I'm doing rcally good; I'm doing 

Further I\Iaths'. So I think he's kind of got hit hy bright lights as well if you like. But I think 

he'll be alright at it because he's (Illite clever. 

I have given these extensive examples of Tom and Agent X's judgements because they 

illustrate how time-related discourses of mathematics as 'safe', 'straight', and further 

mathematics as 'doing extra' and 'getting ahead' strengthen ('ach oth('r but also inspire 

oppositions and resistance. These tensions have to be revisited in one's own neoliberal 

identity project if one considers leaving the subject. AgenL'\.'s and Tom's talk shows how 

negotiating these tensions involves practices of the self that construct maturity alongside 
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gender and class (Archer and Leathwood 2003; Currie, Kelly and l)omerantz 2006; Skeggs 

1997; Swan 2005). As with adolescence, doing further mathematics gains meaning in 

relation to its end points, so that student claims of being advanced arc precarious, and can 

change rapidly into a lack of control signified by / as immaturity. This has strong effects 

for many students (like Tom, AgentX or Steve) who used mathematical claims to position 

themselves as practical, progressive future earners, and found instead that further 

mathematics positioned them as over-civilised, over-accelerated learners, distanced from 

their "authentic" selves (Francis, Skelton and Read 2009; Jackson 2006a). 

5.3.2 Further mathematics as precocious/immature 

As we saw earlier the gelling abead discourse positioned further mathematics students as 

accelerated in their maturity and drew evidence from the independent learning practices of 

the FMNetwork. Maturity was seen both as being prepared to do a lot of work outside 

school and as accepting realistic goals for what they could achieve. \X'hen further 

mathematics students were judged within the context of mathematics, this accelerated 

maturity showed them as successful. My analysis of AgentX and Tom's identity work, 

above, showed a resistance that retained maturity and rationality for mathematics but used 

the discourse of dangerous precocity to associate further mathematics with illusion. This 

interpretation was supported by other students and by the wider discourse of adolescence. 

In their comments about each others' choices, the most successful studl'nts were 

described, and described themselV<.~s, as missing the "play" appropriate to th<.:ir age, no 

longer having a social life or appropriate adolescent interests in sport and television. This 

certainly revisits some of the 'born mathematician' discourses current in schools and is 

consistent with social representations of mathematicians (Mendick, t-.loreau and 1 ':pstein 

2007). For the most part however, this disruption of time was rl'presented not as natural 

but as a decision: a loss to be regretted rather than an incapacity to value anything outside 

mathematics. It signified students' heightened attl,ntion to the future and the rewards of 

progress more than a desire to appropriate the social incompetence and isolated heroism 

of 'geek chic' (Mendick 20(6). In Chapter 7 I follow three students who use the 

separation produced by altered temporalities and others' reactions (as well as other 

discourses of further mathematics) to position themselves as individuals who can excl'cd 

the expectations of those around them. 

There were also examples when students actively produced a sense of themselves as 

precocious in mathematics, welcoming the flexibilities involn'd. h)r example Charlotte 
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describes her mathematics as disrupting, in a gentle way, the regular rhythms of family 

Christmas: 

Actually, this is the sad thing. I have got, my dad bought me for Christmas "I low to cut a 

cake", the book about algorithms, and I think he thought I was going to put it on the shelf, 

but I actually started reading it on Christmas Day and it was actually very interesting. 

Here she can be both a child and a precocious mathematician, simultaneously inheriting 

mathematics from her father and striking out on hcr own by "actually" rcading 

mathcmatics in social family time. Positioning herself in this way idcntifies with the 

disrupted temporalities of further mathematics, claiming the advantages of progress anu 

thc disadvantages of immaturity. I suggcst that this is more possible to her because shc is 

a young woman. Malc miudle-class 'nerus' do not need to 'grow out of neruiness and 

thcir ability in mathematics is portrayeu as eventually evoking female ucsire (r\fcndick 

2006). However female nerds must be reueemeu: both extendeu auolcscence anu a 

passion for mathematics are incompatible with auult female scxuality. Girls who choose 

mathematics have already enc()untereu some of the possibilities of resisting the highly

sexualised norms that produce femininity. I suggest that when in auuition they choose 

further mathematics there is no great increase in the thrcat of 'further' immaturity being 

read on to them, and that in any case immaturity for any young woman is transient. 

Eventually there will be all sorts of difficulties in maintaining a life as a woman 

mathematician (Day 1997), but the recognised existence of these constraints-in-waiting has 

thc side-effcct of removing some of the accountability that choosing further mathematics 

incurs, and this in itself can bc productive. 

Charlotte introduces her story as a confession, aware that in a discourse of connecteu 

femininity (and consumcrism) "this is the sad thing", but it is in effect a claim that she is 

an authentic mathematician anu seen as such by those who value }H.'r authenticity. I 

suggest that Charlotte's anecdote situates her in her family, the recognised context both of 

childhood and of inherited adult femininity, because this gin>s her permission to do 

further mathematics as a form of precocity and also protection while shc hopes it will 

work out. It is also interesting that Charlotte docs not bring her mothcr into this story as 

another parent figure. Elsewhere she describes her family as "t\fy mum is not at all 

[mathematical]. She is English lit, and Art and my dad is kind of more practical." While 

her mother is clearly a strong presence in her education, she is not highlighted in 

Charlotte's anecdotes about loving mathematics. Discursively, she stanus for an 

alternative female futurity that Charlotte docs not associate with mathematics. Mendick 
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(2003) discusses how girls and boys do mathematics as masculinity and there are 

similarities here with how Joe (above) as well as Michael, 007, Clive, Paul, Mario, Stcffi and 

Helen (see later chapters) position their mothers as strong presences when they make 

educational choices but not tied discursively into mathematics memories and practices in 

the same way as some fathers arc. 

I want to finish by connecting this with the story of another student, Sukina, who I read as 

negotiating a trajectory that also projects her as precocious within mathematics but as 

immature outside it. Sukina presented herself in her intelyiew with a very clear account 

that she is naturally an exceptionally conscientious student ,vho is enabled to show this 

through mathematics and science. A second overall theme was the comparison of her 

route through education as running parallel with her elder sister's, and influenced by the 

"great inspiration" of her sister's husband, a local science teacher. In Sukina's talk, her 

past, present and future are connected by the two themes of getting ahead and helping 

others. She started AS-level mathematics early after she and a friend attended an 

acceleration program with a local university. This gave her a status that allowed her to 

replace her mathematics teacher: "\'\1hen he used to pop out of the class, we used to go 

and tell them 'It is like this, it is like that"'. Sukina was the only one of 50 students on the 

program to attempt an AS-level module in year 11, and it encouraged her to try }"urther 

Maths. In her mathematics A-level lessons her teacher boosts her confidence and she 

feels "We're as good as teachers. \'\1e could only be as good as the teacher, we are learning 

from them". Similarly she values her FMNetwork tutor's expertise and how she explains 

the course and exam techniques, sharing the examiners' thinking. These features of 

Sukina's account positions her as accessing adult expertise within mathematics. 

Sukina is considering becoming a mathematics teacher, which she explained animatedly as 

something she enjoys, that has status within her Bangladeshi culture and ,r/Joll/d have higher 

status in modern society: She connects her choice to the support of her brother-in-law: 

He helps me a lot and I respect him so much and evCI1 though he is my brothl'r-in-Iaw, hl' is 

like my own brother. So for that reason I really want to St'C mysdf like that, YOll know 

teaching and having that relationship with the students. I laving pt'ople look up to me and 

pass ... pass their exam because I helped them out and I taught well to thcm ... I taught well, 

and it is not always about you being able to learn wdl it is about the tl'acher tcaching you 

well. So I want to be part of that, be part of ... a sllccessful student, I want to know th;]t I 

helped them out and I was part of ... J list fulfilling for mysdf. It is rewarding. I know 

teaching isn't ... It is not that highly looked at in terms of career in this society, in this day and 
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age. But to me teaching is just ... is one of the most rewarding jobs. I mean I look at it as 

you end up building up the future experts. 

At the end of this quote Sukina challenges "this" society, day and age, evoking a discourse 

of neoliberal progress that constructs her as moving away from her Bangladeshi culture 

and her position as a daughter (Butler 2008). She balances this in her account by 

repeatedly referring to her "inspiration" and "respect" for her brother-in-law, who teaches 

Science in a local school. Early in the intetyiew, Sukina tells her elder sister's story as a 

parallel with her own. Her sister left education at 16 to get married abroad but returned 

after her marriage, first working as a teaching assistant and then returning to study at a 

local college: 

And then now she's doing her A levels. So she's ... she's doing the science as well. She is 

doing science and stuff. So we're in competition. I told her Yeah, you know. See who gets 

more than you. She's older though, but it'd be nice to get better than her. 

This is a happy ending in Sukina's story, combining both family and education, and she 

makes the same alignments in her own story, so that her mathematics class is "like a little 

family" and she recalls her further mathematics tutor saying "You are my girls. I am so 

proud of you." when they spoke at a revision day. I suggest that for Sukina becoming a 

mathematics teacher is a way in which the expectant time of adolcscl'IlC<.' can be extended 

into adulthood without meeting coming-of-age rituals such as leaving school or marriage. 

Being advanced in further mathematics and being aligned with the H\1Network positions 

students as ahead of school, nearly-already part of university mathematics. 

It is reasonable to consider Sukina as experiencing frustrating tensions bl,twel'n the 

timescales of cultural expectation and educational aspiration, hut this returns us to the 

confines of the psychological. Butler reminds us that the hegemonic discourse of western 

modern progress relies on symbolically positioning 1 slam as flXl'd and "anachronistic", 

entering 'our' time only to disrupt it (Butler 2008). l\hmed (2008b) SUggl'sts that stories of 

migrant families usually represent the conflict of generational want as on~r-dl~terminl'd, 

requiring a narrative of reconciliation bet\veen the parents' wants (associated with the past 

and the culture of origin) and the children's wants (where we are now). So here too, it is 

easy to over-playa generational clash whereas many class, social and gl'ndered identities 

are coming into play. In fact Sukina rarely mentions her parents in her interyiew, talking 

instead of her own generation in the family. Her story is more subtle, with further 

mathematics constructed as both progressive and traditional, moying her on towards 

adulthood but keeping her in the asexual world of the teacher. The tensions relate to 
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discursive positionings of high-achieving, female Bangladeshi students that are not fixed 

but changeable "as Bangladeshi young people accept and modify some traditions and forge 

new cultural identities" and with an increasing range of occupations accepted as "decent" 

and "prestigious" (Smart and Rahma 2009, 1'10). 

Although Sukina presents herself very strongly as belonging with/in mathematics, this 

position can very easily be threatened, as she found when she visited a prestigious 

university admissions event: 

I said to him 'I am doing Further Maths at :\S out of college. Can I still apply for maths?' 

I Ie said 'No. You need Further ~Iaths A-level'. And then he goes 'You can take a gap year 

and finish it off'. And I'm like 'how dare you. Take a gap year to finish off Further ~Iaths'! 

And then he goes 'Frankly we get enough students doing Further ~1aths A-level'. I was like 

'Right I don't want to come anyway'. 

This tutor dismisses any notion of AS-level Further Maths as 'getting ahead' by adding in 

an extra year of study. Although a "gap year" is part of the adolescent story for \~'hitc 

middlc-class students, and perhaps for this tutor, it is unthinkahle for Sukina. The "gap" 

in her sister's education is precisely what mathematics can hl'lp her avoid. Sukina 

introduces a real disconnection here, positioning hersl'lf as forging her own way of getting 

ahead that draws on aspects of both traditional and institutional cultures while recognising 

their constraints. On one side, a traditional family timescale schedules education first and 

then social maturity (Smart and Rahma 2009). On the other side there is an episodic 

timescale of education in which academic and social progress go hano-in hand through 

predictable stages. A gap year is an effective way of making progress in "the economy of 

experience" that is known to exacerbate socioeconomic differences (Heath 20(7). Sukina 

wclcomes the neoliberal aim to have a career that is personally fulfilling and describes her 

choice of mathematics as one of becoming more mature, adult and se1f-a\vare: 

Everyone wants to do medicine at first and then I ft.-ally thought about it. I thought no I 

don't want to do that, I really want to do ~Iaths, so I stuck to it. Definitdy I am going to 

stick to it. Yeah. I would like to teach maths in the future. I mean there is a long time, 

maybe later life whl'n I settle down I would like to teach maths. 

However she rejects maturity that is framed primarily as a social experience of induction 

into peer society free of past authorities. This relates to her anger when her Bi()logy 

teacher promoted peer-led research. She speaks of this as a failure to "go through it once 

with us, properly in detail", an unnt'cessary preparation "for the social side lof university] 

rather than the academic [ ... J Examiners aren't looking to see 'oh is she ind{:pendcnt? I.{,t 

me give her a grade, boost her grade'." Her rejection of peer-led independence has echoes 
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of the earlier discourse of illusion applied to further mathematics: it is a middle-class 

aspiration that she would be foolish to think applied to her. This is self-exclusion that is 

rational and yet perpetuates class patterns. 

Devadson has examined the discourses of ethnic minority young adults who have 

successfully reconciled tensions that might position them as "victims of circumstance" 

(2006, p 168). He suggests that neoliberal "life stories of empowerment" do allow them to 

create individualised trajectories that coexist with persistent cultural stmctures. I suggest 

that further mathematics is providing Sukina with such a story. Further mathematics helps 

her to produce herself as moving on, agentic and predictable, but not yet adult. Sukina's 

position is a negotiation of the discourses of fJJollilZg/ i/)/ProllilZ~, <ge/lilZ~ ahead and im/ maturity, 

and she makes clear it is not experienced alone but framed by teachers, family members 

and further mathematics itself. It is a fragile position, not a reconciliation but a wobbly 

trajectory, as her encounter with the university tutor shows, and in the end she can lise the 

'extra' status of her FMNetwork AS-level to get an offer on one competitive degree course 

but not another. 

5.4 Summing up 

I have used this chapter to introduce my two main lines of argument: 

• Students make choices about further mathematics that are guided by a ncolilx'ral 

model of subjectivity as being engaged in a rational and purposeful project of self

expression, self-discovery and self-control directed towards economic ends, 

• It is not the Case that different students adopt different discourses of aspiration or 

mathematics that determine their different outcomes. There arc common, 

contested discourses of further mathematics that intersect \vith wider social 

discourses to constmct patterns of inclusion and l'xclusion. 

For some students the discourses of authenticity, maturity and practicality that allow thl'm 

to start further mathematics are also those that prevent them continuing. In order to be 

worth what it promises, choosing further mathematics demands practices of the self that 

reformulate meanings of time and maturity in ways that introduce tensions into the 

neoliberal model of 'doing' further mathematics student. These tensions follow patterns 

that have implications for student choices and that reinforce wider social patterns of 

inclusion and exclusion. 
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We have seen that students choose mathematics and, sometimes, further mathematics to 

establish a temporality in which they arc moving and improving, settled on a safe trajectory 

to future job security. This sense of time is associated with inheritance, the natural 

progress of adolescence and the totemic guarantees offered by access to privileged 

mathematical knowledge. There are two major areas in which this self-positioning can be 

contested. The first is when students aim to inhabit expectant time in a non-standard way: 

to experience time slowly as a way of expressing their enjoyment or developing skills 

suitable for employment. We saw that Steve failed in his attempt to usc mathematics as a 

prestigious - yet - practical means of learning-by-doing. The academic student practices 

required at A level are incompatible with a "hands-on-learner" identity because they do 

not point towards adulthood as self-reliance but rather as a time when credentials arc 

exchanged. Ultimately the educational economy of time creates it as a scarce personal 

resource hypothecated for examination grades. Spending time on developing skills or 

interests that are not measurable as progress visible to others can only be a luxury. 

The second is through the learning experiences that construct further mathematics as 

accelerated and thus hopeful or risky. In the FMNetwork these contesting discourses treat 

further mathematics as the distinctive extreme of mathematics. Because it is accelerated it 

offers possibilities of 'getting ahead'. Choosing further mathematics is thus productive in 

resisting and adapting the discourse of slow, staged, deficit 'becoming'. It allows studl'nts 

to colonise their future, treating this exploitation of time for personal ends as part of their 

relluired identity work in their present. Ho\\'e\'l'r the adolescent discourse of development 

is dominant precisely because it includes in itself ways of thinking that answer this form of 

resistance. Students in advance of themselves arc disrupting the normal progrl'ss to 

maturity. They arc projected into a state that is both adult and child, where development 

is both achieved and halted. Peer reactions to their precociousness emphasise that their 

maturity is an illusion and, by claiming it, they cannot access thl'ir authentic socially

maturing teenage selves. There is an assumption of middle-class masculinity underlying 

this argument, since women, working-class students and students from non-w('stcrn 

cultures cannot escapc the times imposed by thc body. The examples of Sukina and 

Charlotte show that this docs allow possibilities for students to usc the local context of the 

FMNetwork to create spaces of autonomy within cxtcmkd adolescence, albeit local and 

temporary. 

In the next chapter I deYelop the connections between choosing further mathematics and 

the practices of the self constructed by educational discourses. Here I haye analysed the 
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social construction of senses of time and how they are used in justifying choices and 

framing experiences in mathematics and further mathematics. I now turn to constructions 

of work and happiness which played a similar role in students' talk. 
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Chapter 6 Work and Happiness 

In this chapter I continue to argue that the decisions to participate in further mathematics 

are closely linked with the neoliberal model of the self constructed by the technologies of 

education. Time and maturity were two of the important discourses which structured their 

talk of decision making and identity; another two were work and happiness, and these 

were also linked. We have seen them already: entering into Steve's account of calculating 

the pleasure/pain of spending time working on mathematical problems, and AgentX's 

enjoyment of mastering deadlines. In this chapter I flrst review the different ways in 

which modern and neoliberal discourses frame the relationship between work and 

happiness. Then I introduce four imperatives that arose in students' talk: by imperatives I 

mean dominant discursive positionings that they could adapt and resist but not ignore. 

Finally I look at the particular practices of further mathematics that were linked to these 

imperatives in students' descriptions of their experiences, and I l'xamine which ways of 

dealing with tensions were effective in enabling students to present themselves as 

successfully using mathematics as a "promise of happiness" (Ahmed 2(10). 

6.1 Theorising work and happiness 

The relationship between work and happiness is central to 'practices of the self: the 

processes that inscribe what it means to be an individual \vithin a particular culture 

(Foucault 1990). For Foucault, work and happiness arc simply two examples of discursive 

concepts involved in practices of the self. I have focused on them in my analysis because 

of their prevalence in educational discourse, sociological theory and student data. 

Teachers and students arc enormously concerned with managing work: as a synonym for 

learning, as an output and as a process. We arc used to hearing layNed messages about 

work and its goals. In one A-level lesson I observed, the teacher started by reminding 

students that they must work very hard in mathl'matics, and then presented the rest of the 

lesson as ways to make work 'easy'. This was a familiar practice that only became 'strange' 

when I used a theoretical tool to analyse talk about work. 1 usc this example to illustrate 

how classroom discourse calls on different constructions of the relationship between \vork 

and happiness and that this can cause tensions: is it desirable to make an effort or to avoid 

it? What desires, and whose, are being enabled by such practices? 
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Sociological theory offers help in unpicking these messages. The seemingly 'natural' 

relationship of work and happiness in education is that they are opposed to each other. 

Analysing the 'spirit of capitalism' that underpins modernity, \'\1eber deems a personal 

ethic of life-long work to be "irrational" from the "viewpoint of personal happiness". A 

person acting autonomously would work sporadically and for immediate gratification. 

Weber suggests that education is the necessary "long and arduous process" (1930, p(2) 

that constructed individuals as the workers of capitalist society. The importance of this 

theory to me is not its historical accuracy but its lingering discursive power: it positions the 

uneducated - school children - as individuals who have to be taught to work beyond what 

they enjoy. Their resistance is assumed but it will always fail because capitalist economics 

is positioned as inexorable. This relation leaves traces in adolescent discourses such as 

'uncool to work' Qackson 2006b). \'\1hen students emphasise their opposition to 

schoolwork, they position themselves both as autonomous dissenters who refuse a 

dominant discourse and as part of a 'natural' community who find work unpleasant. 

Balancing both positions allows them flexibility in their contestation of pmver. In the 

pre\Tious chapter I made a similar argument about maturity: chalk·nging the expectant time 

of adolescence allows students to be both adult and child (rather than in-the-middle and 

neither). This resistance to modernity can be co-opted into a neoliberal self-project as it 

situates happiness in both adult autonomy and childhood authenticity. 

This construction of work and happiness as 'opposed' is the first of three constructions 

that I have used as categories for analysing student talk. I have introduced it as a way-of 

knowing that challenges schooling; but it is also used to reproduce positions of 

conformity. A familiar example is the promise of deferred gratification obtained by 

studying mathematics in order to gain qualifications or a prestigious can.Tr. This 

reconstructs the natural conflict between happiness and work by positioning \vork in the 

present as an unhappy experience that can be offset against future gains, but only by 

conforming individuals. Thus each discursive construction can pt·rmit more than one way 

of positioning individuals; and my analysis examines not just ]llbat relationship is used but 

how. 

My second construction is that of 'managed' work pennitting individuals to be happy. 

Bauman (2001) suggests that individuals naturally find pleasure in their own work, with the 

key role of mass education being to habituate them to an ethic of working witb and./f)f 

other people. He sees work and happiness as co-existing for individuals in certain 

circumstances, typified by independent craftsmen, so it is the conditiol1s of work that need 
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managmg. In his analysis of twentieth-century western governance, Rose (1990, p 119) 

explores the growth in practices designed to align happiness with work. Schools and 

workplaces are increasingly structured by "institutional technologies" that mitigate the 

unpleasant aspects of work: technologies such as ergonomics, fitting the right person to 

each job, choosing the right subjects. Schools become necessary for this management 

because they are expert in selecting the right individuals for the working roles needed by 

society, and providing them with tools and circumstances so they can both work and be 

happy. The move towards managing work is accompanied by a change in the 

understanding of happiness not as a passive state, a 'hap' that happens by chance (Ahmed 

2008b), but as a goal. These two approaches to happiness are typical of Western post

industrial modernity: "the proclamation of pleasure, or happiness, as the supreme purpose 

of life, and the promise made in the name of society and its powers to secure conditions 

permitting a continuous and consistent growth in the sum total of the pleasure and 

happiness available" (Bauman 2001, p82). 

My third significant construction of work and happiness follows from this goal of 

happiness and the neoliberalism of recent UK (and global) social policy. This position 

returns us to choice as a way of expressing individual identity, because choosing is itself 

viewed as work that we do in pursuit of happiness (Ahmed 2008b). Rose suggests that in 

seeking to explain ourselves and our choices, we C(!uate work Jor ourselves with work Oil 

ourselves in a "biographical project of self-realization" (ibid, ix). Since work is then both 

psychological and economic, happiness becomes the same as success: 

The antithesis between managing adaptation to work and struggling for rewards from work 

is transcended, as working hard produccs psychological rcwards and psydlOlogical rewards 

produce hard work. Rose (1990, p 119) 

As Rose makes clear, this neoliberal incorporation of work and happiness into iLkntity 

work does not replace other understandings but is layered with thl'm. f\tore meanings are 

possible in the relationship between work and happiness than was the case for time, where 

time-as-progress underlies both modern and neoliberal policy discourses. I suggest that 

these three theoretical constructions of work as oppoJed 10 happiness, 1J/(Ifl({~ed.Ii)r happiness 

or work on the .re!! allow students to take up multiple and o\Trlapping positions within the 

discourses of sclfhood and mathematics learning. Work and happiness function as 

discursive tools that we can usc in combination to explain ourselvcs 10 ourselvcs and to 

others. 
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6.2 Imperatives of work and happiness 

In my analysis I identified thematic relationships between 'what can be said' about work 

and happiness and the power effects of saying it. In year 12 interviews, students 

introduced their un/happiness in further mathematics as a way of retrospectively 

evaluating their choices. In the same interchanges they introduced descriptions of kinds of 

work as evidence for these emotions. In year 13 interviews I followed up the preliminary 

analysis and asked directly when students were happiest and unhappiest in their school 

work. Students also described their working practices when I asked them about their 

lessons, and there too the emotional evaluation of these cxperiences took meaning from 

(and gave meaning to) inferred or explicit relations between work and happiness. 

Individuals used these different characterisations of work and happiness at different stages 

of talk, in contradictory or supporti\Oe ways. I have again used a range of students whose 

sites, study choiccs and pscudonyms arc shown in table 6.1: 

Site No Further Maths AS Further Maths A2 Further Maths 

Capital - Bob, Joe, 1 j Mai -

Grants - AgenL'\:, Tom, Rcky Helen, Randall, Simon 

:Moorden Esthcr Clivc Chariy,.lodie, Paul 

Table 6-1 
.. 

The sites and partiCipation levels of students In Chapter 6 

Analysing thc students' talk demonstratcd their usc of four thematic imperatives 

conccrning work and happiness to explain how they governed (or should govern) their 

lives. These emerged mainly from the discussion of mathematics lessons rather than 

further mathematics, perhaps because it had the more c('ntml position in schoollik 

look at each of the imperati\Oes below, and return to how experiences in further 

mathematics contributed to them in the next section. 

6.2.1 You have to work: 

All thc studcnts described how at times they had "to put a lot of dfort into mathematics", 

and found that doing this could be "painful". This opposition of happiness and work waS 

presented as not needing any further explanation. The general 9uestion of whetht'r you 

have to work at mathematics was, however, presented as arguable; it recurred often in their 

talk and especially in the ways in which they contested their own statements. For example, 
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CharIy contrasted the qualities that she shows in avoiding work with a growing awareness 

that it may be necessary: 

If my parents just be quiet and don't say anything I'll do the work 'cos I know I have to. But 

if they push me into it I just don't want to do it! I suppose lazy but not in the sense where 

1... I think I'm a bit complacent, I don't think that I need to work. And I think ... Well I 

sort of know I need to but then there's a little bit of me that just thinks well if you don't, 

you're not going to do too badly so don't worry. But then that's so unrealistic cos you do 

have to really work to do well in your A-levels. 

Charly casts herself as satisfied rather than lazy. She is proud of her personal (lualities of 

independence and confidence: stressing that they arc what she naturally "just thinks". But 

alongside this, Charly constructs another position: work is necessary in mathematics and 

she is becoming realistic by accepting that. She emphasises that "you do have to really 

work" and so associates herself with the authority and maturity of parents and teachers, 

critiquing her natural self as complacent. Here Charly is challenging the oppoJed 

relationship between work and happiness, and also (.lrawing on it to 00 some UJork 011 bene(;: 

She constructs herself as someone who woulo naturally prefer to avoid work, ano may be 

able to do so without repercussions, but also someone who reflects on her own goals ano 

modifies her beliefs as part of becoming an aoult. 

Jodie also acknowledges the existence of a position of effortless achievement in 

mathematics (Solomon 2009b), but for her it is one she cannot occupy: 

You know some people just have the talent and can do it. Some people have that talent but 

they can't do it until they work at it. ,\nd I'm one of them people that has to try hard tn do 

that work. 

Jodie acknowledges the accepted power of "talent" (or ability) by placing it first in her 

argument, but then echoes "talent" in her oescription of people who do have to work, 

challenging its exclusive status. When she oescribes a classmate who is prouo of his easy 

understanding but also jealous of her better results, she is backed by the authority of her 

results to go further in this challenge and claim that his pride is a na·ivc individual position 

that ignores the structural power of technologies such as examinations: 

I guess it's one thing knowing the rules and it's another learning how to usc tlwm. I guess in 

a way because he knows the rules he thinks 'Oh I know that. I don't bother learning it' and 

you do have to. I don't think anyone can just walk a ;\1athematics exam. I think you do 

have to try it no matter who you are and how clever you are. 
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For Jodie this is an important claim for belonging in her mathematics class. She discounts 

the natural-seeming opposition of work and happiness, and becomes powerful through 

her understanding that you do have to "bother". Jodie docs not try to change her self - in 

a later interview she says that she still finds work frustrating - but she makes a claim to be 

successful through knowing and managing the technologies of learning mathematics. 

Although they position themselves differently as individuals - Jodie needs to work, and 

Charlie chooses to - both students use the imperative ),011 hCll1e to work to indicate their 

maturity and engagement with the education system. They reject the place of effortless 

achievement in long-term success for themselves and of "how clever you are" as a claim 

for others. This echoes the discourse of youthful illusion that we saw in the last chapter 

associated with further mathematics. It is immature for students (including their past 

selves) to be taken in by the "unrealistic" complacency of not working. Again they use this 

sense of illusion as a powerful way of including or excluding oth<,'1's, although for them 

further mathematics lines up with mature authenticity rather than precocity. 

6.2.2 You have to not work: 

Above I have described how avoiding work is cast as desirable, but in that form it was 

merely a natural preference. Not working was also constructed by the students as a 

position that one had to take. One explanation of this came with a light-hearted insult 

from Clive: you "mustn't just be a little Kermit in your room doing work all day". This 

was important to Clive because the amount of time he spent doing sport and paid work 

gained him respect from his friends and family, and also because of his view of himself as 

working to create a balanced life. So he claims: "I could probably get five As. But I'd 

rather not be a sort of all-working boy. I would rather have a life". This kind of statement 

clearly draws on the 0ppoJed relationship of work and happiness, but Clive is also taking on 

responsibility for managing the conditions in which he works and the story he tells about 

himself, and thus I read him as engaged in work on the Je!l As we saw in the last chapter, 

being "all-working" is incompatible with \X'estern adolescence which must use time 

e . ...;pectaflf(y to distance itself from the submissive labour practices of the colonis('d. Clive's 

reflexive attention is similar to the "onerous and consistent identity work" engaged in by 

12-13 year olds aiming to 'have-it-all' academically and socially (Francis, Skelton and Read 

2009). After Year 12 Clive decided that mathematics required too much of his work-time 

and he tried to drop both mathematics and further mathematics. His family and teacher 

persuaded him to continue mathematics by stressing the exchange value of an A2 grade. 
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This tension remained influential however, and when he chose an economics degree, he 

deliberately ruled out any mathematics-based courses that "would just drive me insane". 

Clive used the opposed and managed discourses to suggest he docs not work happily at 

mathematics and cannot imagine circumstances in which that is possible, so that giving up 

is the rational solution. Making that choice is a practice of the self that displays Clive's 

capacity to act on self-knowledge. 

The second reason students gave for having to not work was the discursive construction 

of further mathematics students as having immediate effortless access to knowledge. 

Randall explained that his choice of subjects calls up in (unspecified) other people an 

unrealistic imperative to be a 'genius': "I'm like 'Oh, well Maths, Physics and Further 

Maths'. They're like cOho You must be a gen-.. .' No! You have to work hard at it to 

even ... " He resents this representation of instant clarity because it docs not match his 

experience of further mathematics as "all mixed into one". His route to success is through 

hard work and slowing time: "make sure you don't move on past anything until you 

absolutely know it. Keep on going back and revising it". Randall has difficulties in 

representing himself as successful using any of the relationships between work and 

happiness. When he constructs them as opposed, then he is just like other people - "we 

all can be a bit lazy sometimes" - so is not suited to the distinctive work ethic he sees as 

characterising mathematics. When he considers how they might be managed, he blames 

the school's technologies - teachers, lesson timings and physical conditions - for creating 

problems, and suggests they leave him too much responsibility. hnally, the mismatch 

between his experience of effort and the imperative not to work, prevent him successfully 

'being/ doing good at further mathematics' as work on the self that will be useful in 

establishing his employability (Mendick 2(06). He expresses this frustration with jokes 

about esoteric obscurity: "We just learn about the root for minus 1, don't they? Not how 

to ... Not what black matter is or whatever, dark matter". 

These tensions in working on himself have consequences for Randall's choices. He is one 

of the few students who talks explicitly about pursuing happiness. When I suggest that his 

middling further mathematics grade is not properly valued within education, he disagrees -

"it is recognised but I'm not happy with it" - and he introduces another space for pursuing 

happiness: "I think there's more factors involved in being happy than just your school 

work". In the end Randall opts out of planning and university and hopes that a gap year 

will let him fall into something he likes. Despite his personal rejection of education he 
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allows room for mathematics in his future: "[it's] not necessarily the person I am but I 

will ... I will use it, what I've learnt". 

These are two forms of the imperatives not to work; both described as coming originally 

from other people and the judgements that others might make. In each case the purpose 

of 'not working' is to display success to others and oneself. Both lead to decisions to stop 

studying mathematics: Clive because he is successful in constructing an all-rounder identity 

that precludes time working on mathematics, and Randall because he is unhappy with how 

his experience of working positions him compared to dominant discourses about further 

mathematics students. 

6.2.3 You have to be happy. 

Few students talked explicitly about an imperative to 'be happy' but their talk made 

constant reference to what they liked, preferred, and enjoyed, and this implied that 

happiness was a significant ongoing concern. One explicit use was in citing enjoyment as 

the strongest imperative for making subject choices. Stuuents associateu it with the advice 

that people from their closest relationships would give them: "my parents and stuff just 

mainly said to me - do what you are happy with". This kind of apparently open statement 

does three things: it establishes happiness as a consensus, it reinforces associations 

between close family and happiness and it allocates a "happiness duty" making the student 

responsible for their own and the speakers' happiness (Ahmed 2010, p7). 

At the extreme, work depended on enjoyment: "you arc not going to do good in 

something you don't enjoy because you arc not going to put in the effort". The liberalism 

of such attitudes is considered to be characteristic of the \'V'hite middle-class (Ball, Maguire 

and Macrae 2000), but it was also the main criterion for subject choice given by the \'Vhite 

working-class students in my shldy. The only real challenge to this imperative came from 

several ethnic minority students \1/ho described happiness as a secondary factor. Bob, a 

British-Asian student, described how he still regretted giving up his favourite subject, Art, 

because it would not qualify him for medicine or business. Simon, a British-Indian 

student, told me that although he did not enjoy wmking alone, he felt "bett<.'r" doing so as 

he was not able to make comparisons with others' progress. In these examples, neither 

suggested that work could not be aligned with happiness, but described managing their 

choices otherwise because of other imperatives. This corresponus to Hemandez

Martinez's (2008)'s finding of a 'becoming successful' repertoire amongst ethnic minority 

shldents. However, Simon and Bob's narratives acknowledge that these choices to forego 
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happiness need explanation, so they do not - maybe cannot - ignore the dominant cultural 

positioning of happiness in identity work. 

6.2.4 You have to work at making yourself happy: 

This is the imperative of neoliberalism, and students made it explicit by denying its 'other'. 

They did not often admit to feeling unhappy (which would have contradicted the 

imperative above) but when I asked direcdy about unhappiness, they presented it as 

something to work on. For example, in a pair interview, AgenLX initially denied ever being 

unhappy but this is challenged by his friend, Tom: 

AgentX I suppose ... I suppose ... you're never unhappy. \'{Te're never unhappy. 

Tom During exams I've seen you unhappy. During the exams ... 

AgentX He'7 is unhappy moaning. Ok. I Ie is unhappy. I Ie moans ... I Ie sits in 

Geography like [yawn] 'Exam in five weeks time'. I Ie moans a bit like that. Sorry Tom. 

But I've ... Honestly I don't think I've ever heen unhappy ... You know, in schoolwork, 

maybe in an exam yeah, but in schoolwork I've never been unhappy ... 

Tom You were unhappy before you got that Physics tutor. 

AgentX ftrst positions an abstract ideal student as never unhappy and then repeats this for 

himself and Tom, moving from "you're" to "we're" to position them both as ideal. Tom 

contradicts him, challenging the legitimacy of the representation and/or AgenLX's 

authority in making the claim, but he softens the challenge by bringing in exams as special 

circumstances. AgenLX counter-attacks; he accuses Tom of being unhappy and moaning 

even before exams. He knows Tom cannot accept this ("Sorry, Tom ... "), suggesting that 

they both recognise the imperative to be happy in your work. Tom is still prepared to 

resist the imperative and admit unhappiness for both of them but importantly only 

temporary unhappiness. When he acknowledges that AgentX worked 011 his 

un/happiness by getting a tutor, this is an acceptable positioning that ends the dispute for 

both. Their conversation then develops into describing AgentX's growing independence 

as evidenced by organising his own tutor. Working to resolve unhappiness is thus a 

practice of the self that shows autonomy and success. AgentX is 'active studenting' in a 

similar way to the "active parenting" (Ba112010) that commodifit~s education as an 

investment extending beyond the school. Three of the students at Grants told me about 

ftnding private tutors to supplement school and FMNetwork teaching, and none at other 

17 I use italics in the transcripts to show a particular emphasis on certain words. 
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schools: this may reflect the academy's aim to give students personal responsibility for 

their learning. Ball describes such New Labour policies as totalising, individualising and 

commodifying families (and presumably students) as "consumers of education and 

investors in cultural capital" (2010, P 163). This imperative is significant for mathematics 

and any other challenging school subjects: if being unhappy demands an individual 

solution, and solutions have costs, sometimes the only solution is to give up. In the data 

excerpts I have already described, AgentX, Tom, Clive and Randall all suggest they are 

dealing with this imperative, and they were not unusual. 

There are clearly tensions between these multiple imperatives concerning work and the 

neoliberal requirement to experience work as happiness. Not all the tensions wefe 

problematic: using different identities at different times is also a way of constmcting 

subjectivity (Currie, Kelly and Pomerantz 2006; Francis, Skelton and Read 2009). Charly 

and Clive, for example, negotiate their way skilfully between claiming personal 

empowerment and knowledge of how the world works. I Iowever some tensions were 

experienced as distressing and students sought practices and explanations to resolye them: 

Randall provided an example of this. The next section looks at two particular practices of 

mathematics learning that recurred as significant when students described problems of 

being unhappy in their work and what they could do to transform those experiences 

towards happiness. 

6.3 Happy Objects 

My second phase of analysis considered the school practices that students juxtaposed with 

their descriptions of working in mathematics. I identified two sets of practices that 

students used repeatedly to contextualise explanations of why they were happy or unhappy 

in their work: the dependability of mathematics, and working with other people. Alun<:d 

describes how "happiness is attributed to certain objects that circulate as social goods" 

(2008b, p127). Happiness is shaped by contact with these 'happy objects' and is 

intentional, directed towards them. Some, such as family, are widely recognised as 

promising happiness, others arc more specific. Individuals work purposefully to keep 

these objects proximate, within their 'horizon of happiness'. 1 argue that dependable 

matbematics and uJorkillg with others both function as 'happy objects' within schoo} 

mathematics. To do this, I show how student talk attributes happiness/unhappiness to 

these concepts, and how the local contexts of mathematics and further mathematics 

teaching support these attributions and help or hinder students from claiming intentional 
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proximity. This discursive positioning of happy objccts connccts with my analysis of 

imperatives in the first section through thc notion of self-govcrnance. I considcr students 

to be managing happiness when they focus on the conditions and technologies that permit 

proximity to happy objects, and working 011 the se(f whcn they arso rework what they say 

about their aspirations and feelings to achieve that proximity. 

6. 3.1 Dependability 

The first theme is the construction of mathematics as logically consistent, predictable and 

so dependable. Dcpcndability supports studcnts in aligning school-work with happincss 

by factoring out risks and unccrtaintics associated with timc and chancc. In thc previous 

chapter I showed how the discourse of !JJOl'ilZg/ improl1i/zg cstablishcd mathematics as safe 

and controllable, and how this offered students opportunities to borrow that safety as an 

analogy for thcir own progress and also to use it to show themselves as having mastery of 

time. The certaintics of mathcmatics discoursc instil ccrtainty into an individual's lifc

trajectory just as "the charm of numberesc" gives control ovcr social futures (Sfard 20(9). 

The practices that studcnts commonly described in relation to this discoursc were 

predictable exam tasks and the promise of high-status careers to mathematics students: 

thesc set up relationships between individual goals and the school curriculum as a means 

of achieving them. I now extend this argument to show how students can usc these 

technologies of self/ schooling to managc the opposition of work and happiness. };or 

example, Jodie enjoys applied mathematics because: 

It just seems to actually have a point and a purpos<.' and a usc, which makes me more 

interested. I guess that's ... I can see it helping me get somewhere. I can do wdl in that, if 1 

can do well in Maths and Further Maths it could totally change my future. 

In this quote Jodie'S vision of future success docs not just allow her to predict happiness in 

the future; it positions her as feeling happy in the present. I t fits with a twoliberal 

collapsing of temporality which understands an individual as responsible for their life

trajectory by making current choices, and happy when they meet that responsibility 0tosc 

1990). Jodie expresses her desire to assert personal control but also some hesitations: the 

final "if I can" and "it could totally" resolve her personal uncertainties through the 

potential determinism of mathematics. 

It was possible to represent mathematics as utpendable because school and examinations 

ensured connections between students' work in different settings and tim<"scales. Students 

d .\ d h " 1:"" . 1 " f I esen)e t e sale , stralg 1t progress rom esson-work to homtwork; from teachers' 
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examples to students' follow-up work; from practice papers to exams; and from exams to 

grades. These connections mean that work can be depended upon to give results, so that 

AgentX summarised his group's feelings as "whereas in maths you know what you've got. 

You can tell". Joe also provided evidence that working was necessary because 

mathematics has no loose ends: 

\'{'hereas mathematics you have to work hard. I'm not saying that you don't in other 

subjects, but you have to do these questions, you have to know certain topics and you can't 

get away with not knowing one little bit. It is all connected, mathematics. It applies 

everywhere and one topic leads to another topic as well in mathematics. 

The recurrence of "whereas" suggests a special role for mathematics as dependable in an 

uncertain world. Chance factors such as "not knowing what you've got" or "getting away 

with it" arc eradicated, and there is security that only people who do not work will fail. 

In further mathematics, however, students could not be sure that success in current work 

would bring success in the future; and this was used to illustrate unhappiness. CharIy 

described "normal" mathematics as making her feel "warm" because "eyen if I can't do it 

I still feel comfortable about the fact that I will be able to do it". FMNetwork practices do 

not enable her to make similar claims: "cos in further mathematics like we move so fast, if 

I can't do it I worry a bit". She attributes this to the pace of teaching rather than problems 

with herself or the teacher, so that it can be read as a positiye. Although Charly plays 

down her "worry" in further mathematics, her use of the contrast attributes happiness to 

the dependable progress in mathematics. 

One of the roles of dependability was to allow students to manage conflicts between the 

imperatives of having to work and haying not to work, and again this role was threatened 

in further mathematics. Early in AS mathematics Clive enjoyed the control he had about 

how and when he would work and could confidently statl': "I have just got to put my head 

down a week before the exam, and get it in my head right". lie contrasted this with 

further mathematics where he couldn't ensure that the time spent working would bring 

success: "I'm not going to sit there for two hours thinking; there's no point". Many of the 

AS-level students explained they were used to having time to chat in mathematics lessons, 

knowing they could pick up enough in class to catch up at home. They complained that in 

further mathematics, "if you don't listen for one little bit then you don't know what to do" 

(Ricky). High-achieving, popular students combine socialising and task-completion as 

working practices (Francis, Skelton and Read 2009); so that a failure to do so is not simple 

laziness but a threat to a privileged identity. Several students interpreted this failure as the 
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responsibility of the school for scheduling after-school lessons. By constructing further 

mathematics as a faulty educational technology they suggested that neither they as 

individuals nor their pleasure in dependable-mathematics were to blame for their failure to 

enjoy the lessons. Students in all sites had heard of students who studied further 

mathematics in school time and felt they were under-privileged in comparison. 

In all these examples, dependability is an object that both shapes happiness and is sought. 

Dependability points towards the happiness of bright futures and the reassurance that 

students' work will have value. Since the award of futures and value is seen as an exchange 

in the market of employers and uni\rersities it is important that dependability yields public 

results, as in examinations. Students seek it as a resource for aligning work and happiness 

that is made proximate by mathematics teaching practices and then -by its metaphorical 

nature - can be kept proximate. It promises success not only for work in mathematics but 

for work on the self. Further mathematics challenges students to keep this happy object 

within their horizon of happiness. To borrow Ahmed's (2008b) phrase, further 

mathematics is a "conversion point" - something that gets seen as turning good fcelings 

into bad. This raises the question: how do mathematics students let go of dependability in 

further mathematics? Or, because discourse constructs subjectivitics, how docs further 

mathematics let go of dependable students while circulating the same promissory powers 

as mathematics? 

6.3.2 Working with others 

Dependability appeared mostly in students' reasons for choosing and liking mathematics. 

ll70rkillg together, however, was a theme that appeared when they describl·d what they had to 

and chose to do. All the students represented working with others as evidently pleasurable. 

In the career-photos task they all chose images of groups and talked about teams, mutual 

support and collaborations. Many represented it as part of their work on the self. For 

example, they found power and pleasure in helping each other and described this as 

progress to autonomy and adulthood. To some extent, then, 1JJ()rki'{~ /f{gelher can be seen as 

an object that shapes happiness independently of mathematics or education. I;or almost 

all students, however, interacting with the teacher and others was also described as central 

to learning: "it helps you understand, to learn what they might say and thcn you might 

think that's what thc tcacher said and then linkl'd together you understand it" (Jodie). This 

kind of comment positions other pcople as important in the alignment of academic 

success and happiness. 
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A-level teaching practices contributed to this alignment by building social interactions into 

mathematics. Lessons usually included time for students to collaborate; they all worked on 

the same problems and were encouraged to seek out and prefer other students' 

explanations: "If you don't understand it then you need a different point of view of how 

to explain it to you" (Esther). These practices positioned mathematics as objective but in 

a world of subjective knowledge. Many students characterised both mathematics and 

further mathematics as essentially interactive because the shared, factual tasks enabled 

working together and thus created spaces for comparing journeys to the same 

understanding. When Esther contrasted mathematics with "creative" subjects, it was not 

that either was more talkative but that in mathematics you talked "about how you could 

get the solution" and in English, "your opinion changes that solution". It was also clear 

that students linked these interactive work practices explicitly to happiness. For example 

Helen described taking part in the "little argument/ debate things" going on in 

mathematics lessons as the marker that you "really really ('njoy it". 

Three students took a contrasting position that mathematics lessons were not about 

working together. One was Simon, the student described above who disliked working 

alone but chose it as "better for him". Joe also chose to work alone to avoid distractions, 

and was allowed to leave the mathematics lessons to do so: "I am better to come and sit by 

myself and then I will concentrate". The emphasis on making these choices suggests that 

they do not challenge the relationship but have made a sacrifice of the pleasure of bl'ilZ~ 

with others. Li Mai suggests that "with maths you can study with lots of students or a 

small group of students, it makes no difference actually because you have to work on your 

own" but she also says she helps her friends as much as possible so that the class can 

progress faster. These students have adopted the discourse that it is possible to learn 

mathematics in isolation, although what they and others say about their practices shows 

that they do at least discuss their lessons with their peers. 

In further mathematics students reported pleasure that their lessons, despite time 

pressures, were also largely based on teacher-student talk. One exception met significant 

criticism - lessons with a tutor who allowed "no room to openly discuss". Esther gave this 

as the cause for feding acute unhappiness in the further mathematics class and wanting to 

drop out of the "stale", "painful" experience. There was a similar conversion point for 

other students who initially enjoyed interacting with their tutor when they did not 

understand, but decided to give up when they individually stopped feeling happy about 

contributing to the class talk. The dominant positioning, then, was that work was 
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pleasurable because - and when - it was collaborative, and this was constructed as shaping 

experience in both further and "normal" mathematics. 

Tensions were associated with this characterisation when students described the work they 

did alone. As the 'other' to collaborative work, cxtended homcwork was positioned as a 

contrasting and so unhappy experience but one that was necessary for further mathematics 

and also for 1\2 mathematics. A minority of students found ways to resolve the tension. 

As we saw earlier, Joe and Simon chose working alone as "better" for them, and Li Mai 

saw it as necessary. Another example is Paul, who continued to 1\2 with FMNetwork 

classes. Paul relin(}uished working loge/ber as a shaper for experiencing happiness. I Ie stated 

his individual commitment to mathematics by repositioning his solitary further 

mathematics work as pursuing individual interests: 

If some facts are interesting I'll read through the chapter. Look at more detail and learn 

about it and look it up elsewhere. If I'm still interested which isn't that often ... But yeah, if 

things arc going badly it can help if you go through the examples and just make sure you 

understand what you're doing and teacher's doing then it all comes together. 

Here Paul avoids mentioning work, and minimises any idea of consistent effort with his 

throw-away phrasing, 'iJs and 'jllsfs. Although he is addressing a situation where "things 

are going badly", he positions his response not as work he has to do, but an activity that is 

a lifestyle choice, perhaps a happy object in its own right. This kind of response places 

him amongst those who have achieved success in their self-project even if their 

mathematics docs not work out. Only four out of the twenty-four students I interviewed 

made this sort of claim based on interest, all confident of top grades. I t is worth 

comparing Paul's response to Randall's, when he struggled to position his need to work 

hard as anything but failure at being a genius. It seems likely that the successful grades of 

high-achieving students insulate them from the inherent threat of making failure personal 

whcn they align their work-towards-happincss with indepcntIent, solitary work. 

The most common response to the problem of unhappy solitary work was to try to limit it 

by scheduling opportunities to collaborate. Sometimes these opportunities were 

negotiated individually with teachers out of lessons; students told me about schoolteachers 

who supported mathematics learning by welcoming (}ueries in lunch times, registrations or 

other lessons, and FMNctwork tutors who answered questions by email, text anti phone 

call. Teacher a\Tailability was always valued but varied between schools, teachers and 

individual students. Students also got together regularly in free lessons. Tom and Helen 
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jointly described a pattern of work that positions JJlorkinc~ toge/her as a means to put an end 

to individual uncertainty: 

I Ielen: \'\'e tend to like ask each other if we have problems and stuff sometimes 

Tom: \'\'hat we usually do is we'll put... \'\'e'll sort of work on it ourselves and we'll get so 

far and then stop half way through or three quarters of the way through it. And \caye some 

of the questions. Then we'll come in on a ~Ionday and because we've got ... Some of us 

have free periods on a ~Ionday we'll sort of go through it together, see if we can ... 

Helen: Tend to see each other, you're like 'Did you do this question? Because I can't do it'. 

They have thus planned how to avoid the dual unhappiness of solitary work and work that 

does not progress dependably. Since they understand other people as key to their learning, 

uJorkill,-~ to<~elher has educational validity as a way to schedule and socialise aspects of work 

that are making them unhappy. From this perspective students are not relying on friends, 

but are taking over from teachers in creating collaborative learning spaces and thus 

becoming more independent. They manage proximity to one happy object - WOrk.iI(~ 

together- to make up for the perceived loss of another - dependability - that they cannot 

so easily control. In her year 13 interview, Helen still thought of further mathematics 

questions as initially painful, but her work - which by then was mostly done alone, some 

with other students, occasionally asking the further mathematics teacher - had shown her 

that she could make them predictable: 

I think some of these ,)uestions can be quite like daunting. You'll stare at them and see like 

a really long equation thing with like trig functions, and you'll he like 'Oh my god!'. Whereas 

if you work it through like logically and slowly and kind of bit by bit, you kind of realise 

'.Actually, I can actually do this and I know what I'm doing'. So I think that's the way that I 

would approach it. That's the way I've always been taught to do things. [ ... ] Sir always says 

like, the well-written questions always follow on from each other. 

This re-articulates the description of mathematics and now also further mathematics as 

dependable and powerful, but only to those like Helen who have engaged with them. 

Helen's work on herself in finding ways to become independent positions her as able to 

share the 'epistemic authority' (Solomon 2009b) of her teacher and regain the guarantees 

of mathematics. 
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6.4 Summing Up 

In this chapter I have argued that students use imperatives concerning work and happiness 

to construct narratives of themselves as mathematics students and as individuals actively 

managing goals and strategies in their identity projects. My theoretical framing of the 

work/happiness relationships as opposed, tJJall(~ged and u'ork 011 the seij'identified three public, 

historical discourses that position students as working, desiring subjects. 

The opposition of work and happiness ran through these students' descriptions of 

everyday learning. Their agency was produced through managing this opposition and the 

way they experienced it. In the previous chapter I showed how students were positioned 

between childhood and adulthood, with the technologies of schools imposing a normative 

model of development. Students could vary that steady progress to some extent by 

positioning themselves as choosing further mathematics as a way to get ahead (projecting 

themselves beyond school) or to stay immature (keeping themselves in it). I Iowever these 

escapes from the technologies of time were not secure. They were challenged, and then it 

was not only the students' academic progress that was scrutinised but their ability to 

choose rationally and in their own best interests. In this chapter, too, the primary 

responsibility for reconciling work and happiness is allocated to students, but the further 

mathematics discourse itself provokes tensions. These can be read as institutional 

weaknesses of teaching and time tabling - and indeed some students do this (particularly in 

Grants where the FMNetwork was only a temporary arrangement) - but throughout the 

data the students' main response is to treat these as threats to their project of self

entrepreneurism. Thus this chapter contributes to my argument that students' choices are 

guided by a neoliberal model of the self as a purposeful project of self-expression and self

control directed towards socially-constructed ends. 1 t makes clear that these ends are both 

economic and reflexive goods. In this project work is one such good that is 

simultaneously economically and reflexively valuable. It is a directional resource, like time: 

you can waste it or you can use it. Managing work brings socioeconomic success and also 

constructs you as autonomous. Happiness is another such good; it has currency in 

economic practices since success and happiness are mutually tkpendent, in reflexive 

practices of the self since happiness is a feeling, a promise and a duty (Ahmed, 2008, 

2010). 
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Education establishes adolescent identity as a trajectory of self-evaluation and change in 

order to make one's working life happy and successful. You have to be happy, you have 

to work at being happy, and you are a successful student to the extent that you manage all 

these imperatives. This is continued into adulthood in the neoliberal discourses of life-long 

learning (Young 1999) and flexible reskilling (Hesketh 2003). Thus working for 

educational success comes to mean the same as working for and on happiness. As Helen 

says about choosing a mathematics degree: 

I don't wanna be one of these people who goes to work every day and thinks 'Oh, I hate 

doing this. I wish I did something different'. Like I wanna find something maths-related, but 

something I just enjoy doing. [ ... ] I think there's a lot of things that you can do \"ith maths 

that you don't realise that you can do with maths. So, hopefully, like I'm just gonna 

investigate really and be like 'Oh well, I've got this degree, so what can I do with it?'. 

The promise of mathematics is that it removes doubts and threats to the neoliberal 

promise of happiness. 

For most students the happiness of working for/on happiness was experienced personally, 

here and now. Like Jodie, they used a modernist framing of managing and controlling 

their resources. They gained pleasure in the present from the promise that hard work 

guaranteed future individual success and happiness. \Y./c also saw Paul starting to 

reformulate school work as following his interests so that all educational work hc docs is 

also work on his self and for himself, and thus pleasurable. 1ioweV('r this is not the only 

construction: we saw that Simon and Randall found it difficult to enjoy their present work 

despite investing in the future, and Li Mai's happiness was shared with/dependent on hl'r 

parents' happiness. My analysis suggestcd that for these students the goal of 'the fulfilled 

life', or eudaimonia (Heskcth 2003), is depcndent on producing onesdf as, minimally, 

managing happiness in work, and, preferably, as cxperiencing work itself as happiness, 

control and fulftlmcnt. In this respect school work acts as a proxy for employment. 

However it is clear that the conflicts betwecn managing work and psychological rewards 

arc not as easily or fully transcended as Rose (1990) suggests they should be for an ideal 

neoliberal subject, 

I can now take my argument further and note that further mathematics works in two 

contrasting yet overlapping ways for students. First, it is a example of 'pure' learning that 

typifies school work. Thcrefore success/happiness in further mathematics enhances a 

student's claim to experience here and now, while still in school, the promise of 

success/happiness in later life. Secondly, it is also positioned as qualitativdy ddlert'fl/ from 
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"normal" learning, more advanced, more adult and closer to employment, and so it 

produces possibilities for a claim for happiness based not on being a good student but on 

getting nearer to an authentic adult self. The authentic, mature student must accept the 

responsibility to work towards being happy because adults who are unhappy or who do 

not work are alien to themselves (Rose 1990; Savage, Bagnall and Longhurst 2001; 

Sveinsson 2009). There are cross-overs and similarities to the inside-oil/side and bread/b plus 

deptb discourses of the official documents that I described in Chapter 4. Further 

mathematics is 'inside' by being one of the school technologies that produces pleasure in 

being a good student through teacher-student relationships, grades, a sense of learning and 

being recognised as special (Mendick, Moreau and Epstein 2009). It is 'outside' by 

requiring self-management, teamwork, risk-taking beyond what is normally acceptable for 

students. Further mathematics is deep because it is a more theoretical (higher) form of 

learning and offers access to one's hidden, waiting-to be-actualised self. It is broad 

because it includes more practical and more 'real' mathematics, and aligns students with 

the world of employment and economic rationality. 

Dual possibilities can be productive in their ambiguity, as some of these students show. 

But the balance that allowed students to keep on representing themscIves as happy in 

choosing to work at further mathematics was fragile. Choosing mathematics can seem a 

passive choice. You discover you are 'chosen' by mathematics (Mendick, Moreau and 

Epstein 2009) and the happiness of that self-discovery sets it up in opposition to work. In 

contrast choosing further mathematics not only re(luired school work, but also active work 

on the self, managing your maturity /precocity, how you value your success now, and how 

this orients your identity project into the future. 

In the latter part of the chapter I continued identifying practices of the scIf that mattered 

in establishing positions as successful/happy or unsuccessful/unhappy mathematics 

students. I characterised two main themes as 'happy objects' used by students to manage 

accounts of their work experiences while keeping happiness within reach. Students 

equated happiness in mathematics with the practices that produced it as dependable and 

involving working together. \'\fhen they found they could not make the same claims in 

further mathematics, the logic of resolving unhappiness led them to give up. As we saw in 

the last chapter, mathematics works as a guarantee of safe personal progress in the future. 

The data in this chapter shows a spiral effect where students attribute happiness to the 

dependability of mathematics: and then experience happiness by ket'ping that 

dependability proximate. "Once an object is a feeling-cause, it can cause feeling" (Ahmed 
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2010, p28). Dependability is valued as a practice that moves from mathematics to the self, 

displacing the pain of working with the promise of closure. In further mathematics 

dependability was much more difficult to appropriate as a discourse of the self, but this 

was read as a failure of individual students to align themselves properly rather than a 

challenge to the nature of mathematics. Paul attempted a resistance that "not being too 

safe" was interesting, and Helen positioned further mathematics as eyentually teaching her 

how to impose predictability, but both these were sustainable only when students had 

good examination grades to back their success. "Not knowing" was more often linked 

with experiences of frustrating work and/ or the pain of being surprised by bad 

examination results. 

The second happy object was UJorking loge/her. Students described with pleasure the practice 

of mathematics lessons as individual engagements in shared, public tasks; indeed the 

majority saw collaboration as natural and necessary for learning. This perception docs not 

however challenge the familiar perception that GCSE mathematics is an isolated activity 

(Nardi and Steward 2003) since togetherness was marked as a classroom practice 

rewarding those who had chosen A-level. Practices that required working alone became 

causes of unhappiness and oriented students away from further mathematics. Some 

students addressed this threat to the imperative of happiness by working on the self, 

restating their personal commitment to mathematics as a pleasurable life-trajectory 

regardless of how others viewed their work, but again this was sustained without 

reservation only by high-achievers. Others adopted the more robust strategy of scheduling 

time to work with others, limiting the unpredictability and isolation of homework by 

providing both structure and help. Students who did this identified themselves as taking 

over from teachers in creating collaborative learning spaces, and as becoming indep<.'l1<.lent 

through organising their shared responsibility and uependcnce on others. 

Finally, I suggested in the last chapter that one could not explain students' decisions to 

drop out or continue further mathematics by mapping inuividuals to particular discourses 

of time. Instead all these students made use of the same range of discourses of moving/ 

improving and getting ahead. Some of the different decisions resulted from intersections 

of those discourses with identity-practices relating to class, ethnicity and gender; but there 

were both currents and resistances. In this chapter I showed that most students encounter 

tensions in presenting themselves as happy in their choic<.~ of further mathematics. This 

provokes a complex and long-drawn out self-assessment of whether they can successfully 

stay included. It is true that a few students - those who consistently gain top grades - do 
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easily represent themselves as successful in their projects of the sc1f. This docs not negate 

the experiences of the majority but adds to them. What this analysis of discourses of 

further mathematics has shown is that 'successful', 'happy', 'hard-working', 'mature' 

students are constructed by the same discourses of mathematics and neoliberal sclfhood as 

the excluded students. Success and exclusion co-exist in these discourses of time, work, 

and happiness. Academic success is widely accepted as fulf1lling a duty / promise of 

happiness (Beard, Clegg and Smith 2007; Hughes 2007; Rose 1990, 1999). This may veil 

the ways that students have, along the way, found solitary, unpredictable further 

mathematics work to be painful. This recalls the way that the FMNetwork's website 

represented doing further mathematics in terms of students' pre-existing and 

unproblcmatised enjoyment, ambitions and interests (§ Chapter 4). However the 

difficulties of becoming someone who can be happy, mature and ambitious within further 

mathematics do matter, because school discourses affect later mathematical study (Burton 

2003; Daskalogianni and Simpson 2002; Solomon 2007b) , and more importantly they add 

up to reproduce inequalities. 

Within my thesis I now make a shift in emphasis. In the previous chapters I have focused 

on identifying significant discourses of choosing, schooling and further mathematics, that 

is starting from research question Qla. I found these in the official discourses of further 

mathematics and in student discourses related to time, maturity, work and happiness, and 

I have examined how these are interrelated and their effects on student choice (Ql b). I 

have traced the power relations that construct further mathematics students according to 

these discourses and reconstruct the discourses as what the students arc learning about 

mathematics and themselves (Q2a and 2b). In the next chapters I start from the last 

questions: what articulations of subjectivity arc constructed in further mathematics (Q3a) 

and what practices of the self arc used by students to be intelligible in those positions 

(Q3b)? I consider how these discourses, and new ones that I identify, construct 

possibilities for students to 'do' further mathematics alongside 'doing' other student 

subjectivities and how these intersect with neoliberal technologies. In the following 

chapters I use my data in two ways. I give overviews of how the students positioned 

themselves as aligned with further mathematics and school through accounts of belonging 

and independence, and I connect these with the choices tht·y made. I also usc individual 

students as examples so that I can trace how these discourses come together to construct 

coherent subject positions in which students arc positioned as able/having to choose to 

participate (or not) in further mathematics. 
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Chapter 7 Individual and Collective 

In this chapter I consider what students said about themselves as individuals in relation to 

an 'imagined collective' of further mathematics: whether they felt they belonged or not, 

whether they identified with a classroom group or a wider community of 'further 

mathematicians', and what practices served to include or exclude them and/ or others. As 

I discussed in Chapter 2, identifying oneself as a further mathematics student is not an 

isolated decision. It is implicated in discourses of gender, class, ability and ethnicity. The 

two previous chapters have shown that it is also articulated through discourses of 

modernism, adolescence and neoliberal self-management. All these constitute who one is 

and who one is going to be - as do the other discourses of society and education that each 

individual is part of. In this chapter I look at these multiple belongings as processes that 

articulate, suture, over-determine and under-determine a self. SelfllOod is thus assembled 

but not subsumed into anyone identity (Hall 1996a). Overall, I am asking what makes it 

possible for us to think about currents and tensions between being a further mathematics 

student and being something else, whatever those 'something else' -s arc. 

7.1 Constructing subjectivities 

Subjcctification is simultaneously individualizing and collectivizing. (Rose 1999, p4C» 

I argued in Chapter 2 that there arc "powerful conse(]uences of particular ways of telling 

the truth about ourselves" (Ramazanoglu and Holland 2002, p92). Different discourses 

make possible different meanings and strategies with which to constmct the sdf aJ a self. 

One way of telling such tmths is through who or what we belong with: the identities that 

arc discursively and emotionally aligned with our own. Collectives - the imagined or real 

groups of other people that we might belong with - are a "fulcmm of personal identity" 

(Rose 1999, P 177) and also a way of organising social practice and knowledge about self

in-practice (Lerman 2001). This means that belonging and not belonging, how these are 

enacted, experienced and narrated are all part of the discursive framework that inscribes 

our subjectivity. To examine practices of the self in further mathematics I need to 

examine how it is possible to think about belonging. Conversely, to investigate a collective 

such as further mathematics students, I need to examine what it is that individuals can 
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describe themselves as belonging to, how sameness operates across difference, how 

symbolic boundaries are bound and marked (Hall 1996a). 

In this chapter I examine the relationships between individual and collective that are 

permitted in further mathematics. One of the reasons I do this is to tease out further the 

discursive strategies that operate when students choose further mathematics. We saw in 

previous chapters that belonging with mathematics is important to these students' sense of 

progress and security, their pursuit of happiness and their self-management. It is a ground 

on which the self is formed, specifically a neoliberal self. As we saw in Chapter 2, it is a 

'truth' of modernity that membership of social groups is determined by choice and sclf

discovery, and not only by fact, territory, custom and constraint (Bauman 2001; Harvey 

1989,2005). The practices of neoliberal institutions such as the FMNehvork constitute 

belonging as a choice and create collectives for us to belong to (see Chapt(~r 4). Indeed by 

choosing 'who to be' in this way we fulfil a duty to express ourselves, govern ourselves and 

succeed (Rose 1998). Thus students' 'ability' to belong to further mathematics is also an 

'ability' to produce themselves as neoliberal selves. 

Secondly, I have established in the previous chapters that continuing further mathematics 

is associated with tensions about precocity / maturity, work/happiness, authenticity and 

distinction. These discourses set up their own collectives, imagined around being mature 

or immature, managing work or following interests, being genuine or being fake, being 

known by peers and teachers and/or being special (Currie, Kelly and Pomerantz 2006, 

2007; Reay 2004; Warin and Dempster 2007; Warin and Muldoon 20(9). These may 

provide a current of support to further mathematics, or tensions that make one's 

belonging precarious. 

Thirdly, I want to contest the notion that identity is driven by a 'particular' unifying 

construction of experience and examine instead the processes that assemble selfhood 

(Rose 1996). Collectives are a key pressure in dispersing the self, powerful because 

feelings of belonging with others evoke both love and resistance (Griffiths 1995). There 

may be a whole spread of people and discourses to whom we have to make ourselves 

intelligible: collectives such as school, family, friends, further mathematics class, 

mathematics and other subject classes, and the criss-crossing discourses of gender, 

ethnicity, ability, ambition. Amongst these multiple, fragmented identities "a degree of 

coherence is an operative necessity of sclfhood" (J\1cNay 2003, p7). This is recognised in 

Griffiths's (1995) notion of the web of identities (that we saw in §2.2.2 as inscribing agency 
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within multiplicity), or the communitarian view that sclfhood is the interweaving of 

narrative strands into an intelligible and continuously revised narrative unity (r\1acintyre 

2007). There are always pressures somehow to reconcile one's diverse collectives and 

ways of belonging around a coherent subjectivity. 

My poststructuralist approach recognises this trope of coherent interiority but pays 

attention to the discursive strategies that cause it to stabilise and consolidate (Butler 1990; 

:McNay 2003). Walkerdine shows that contemporary practices of labour, education and 

sclfhood establish the neoliberal subject as "sustained by a stable centre, an ego capable of 

resilience" (\Valkerdine 2003, p241). An incoherent self is regulated into being hard to 

bear, creating a painful "problem of contradiction between positions, possible identities, 

identifications and the shaky move between them" (ibid, p247). I lall (1996) examines the 

painful and pleasurable experiences that accompany the interplay of discontinuous 

identifications around ethnicity and race. Therefore it is important to trace the continuous 

play of currents and tensions in being a further mathematics student and being something 

else. We may sec how these are unbearable, leading students to giye up further 

mathematics, or bearable in certain situations (for example, Stinson's study shows how 

mathematics coincides with some practices used by African-American males to resist 

deficit models of education, allowing for the performance of "robust mathematical 

identities" (2010, np ). 

In order to show the complexity of different forms of belonging, my next section (7.2) 

introduces practices of belonging and "imagined communities" (Anderson 1991). J thl'n 

give an overview (7.3) of how the students talked about belonging to a further 

mathematics collective. 'lbe main section (7.4) focuses on the accounts of three students 

who talked about themselves as resisting some identifications and accepting others, 

articulating a discourse that supported them in continuing with furthl'r mathematics. This 

complements the next chapter where 1 look at students who struggled to belong. llere 1 

show that each of these students is positioned using practicl~S associated with the 

FMNetwork's imagined community, and they invest equally strongly in a discourse of 

'going it alone'. I argue (in 7.5) that: 

• Students' choices to position themselves as belonging are 11l'gotiateu within the 

neoliberal pursuit of success anu autonomy. 
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• 'Going it alone' is consistent with belonging to further mathematics if you 

understand yourself and/ or the further mathematics collective as escaping from 

school constraints. 

• Tracing how memberships of different collectives play out for these students is 

helpful in understanding how discourses of further mathematics operate with 

wider patterns of inclusion and exclusion (Archer, Hollingworth and Mendick 

2010; Leathwood and Read 2009; Lesko 2001; Martin 2006; Mendick 2008; 

O'Donnell and Sharpe 2000; Reay, David and Ba112005; Solomon 2009b). 

IIowever not all differences are tensions that need resolving - some are productive 

and keep possibilities open. 

7.2 Further mathematics as an imagined community 

This brings me to the question: what kind of collective is further mathematics? In Chapter 

2 I discussed identity in terms of the theoretical construct 'community of practice' 

ry.; enger 1998) which is produced around the ideas of mutual engagement, joint enterprise 

and shared repertoire. I rejected it because it did not ade<.Juately explain how mathematics 

undergraduates felt excluded by the collectives with which they shared practices (Sol()mon 

2007b). For my purposes, the relluirement to bring together the different motivations and 

experiences of students, teachers and policy-makers in a 'joint enterprise' did not give a 

recognisable account of the pO\ver relations within further mathematics. Others have used 

Gee's notion of Discourse-community (e.g. Cobb and HOllge 2002; Solomon 2009b) to 

investigate how shared sense-making practices construct the mathematics classroom. I 

rejected this because it presupposes an inclination towards unity: towards finding the 

Discourse of further mathematics. The HvlNetwork operates both remotely and 

intimately: online, across schools and in schools. Here, more than in most studies, I need 

a concept of collective that starts from experiences of belonging across varied practices 

that gather, maybe loosely, around the concepts of further mathematics and/or the 

FMNetwork. 

I therefore propose to think of further mathematics as an imagined collective in the sense 

of Anderson's "imagined communities". Anderson argues that collectives larger than the 

face-to-face arc cultural artefacts which arc "distinguished not by their falsity/genuineness, 

but by the style in which they arc imagined" (1991, p6). He gives examples of 

communities that are imagined without physical proximity such as nations or the 
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readership of newspapers. You do not meet most further mathematics students but you 

can imagine community with them. 

Producing an imagined community entails certain ways of belonging, and thesc are 

permitted by contemporary space-compressing technologies such as travel and 

communication. The online resourccs of the FMNetwork are an example of these 

technologics: thcy providc help in different sitcs, to individuals, schools and groups, 

possibly at the same time. Anderson argues that our perspective on time is another such 

tcchnology: things that happen at the same time 'go together'. Sitting further mathematics 

module exams, being given textbooks, attending joint revision days all make samencss 

happcn in time and across sites. We saw in Chapter 5 that the 'getting ahead' discourse of 

further mathematics could position individuals as prccocious, thus excluding thcm from 

the togetherness of simultaneous development, but an imagined community can include 

them by highlighting what they share. 

Imagined communities need to be boundary-oricnted because membership docs not flow 

out from a physical or dynastic centre. They need homogenising practices that mark who 

is included and excluded. These practices articulate kinds of sameness among difference 

(Gunn 2006), such as using a common languagc (and mathematics is often seen to be 

unifying in its use of signs) or the construction of cultural trajectories within the 

community. Anderson argues that nations were produced by the socio-geographic career 

paths of 19th -century civil servants. Further mathematics membership is similarly 

produced by the 'case histories' presented on the FMNetwork website and in its schools, 

by practices such as registration and receiving your password, and by teaching that aims to 

foster a 'gang mentality' of 'we're all in it together,IK. These institutional FMNetwork 

technologies construct a range of samenesses that constitute students as belonging to a 

certain kind of community. 

Solomon (2007a) distinguishes three kinds of identifications articulted in school 

discourses. There are samenesses that are produced by your relationship with school 

technologies, samenesses that appear to be essential or inherited bl'cause they derive from 

your personal history, and there arc samenesses that arc made new in you. She calls them 

identities bascd on institutions, nature and affinity, respectively. It is only the manner of 

production that distinguishes these samenesses, and this is why we need an attention to 

IK Advice given at a training day for FMNetwork tutors that I ohserved .. 
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students' accounts. For example, Solomon's (2009b) study traces young adolescent girls 

performing femininity as a belonging based on repeatedly underlining affinity, while they 

perform ability as a natural identity that is recognised institutionally through setting. 

However, Mendick (2003) finds A-level students performing ability as an affinity with 

other clever students through choosing mathematics. In doing so they position 

themselves as able to create institutional samenesses, and thus as autonomous. (l'his 

recalls §5.3 where Steve describes belonging with the people who 'do extra'.) It is clear, 

then, that managing the interplay of these samenesses is a practice of the self, and one that 

can produce self-enterprise. As we saw in Chapter 2, contemporary neoliberal thought 

constructs 'inherited' belongings such as class, gender, ethnicity and culture as 

constraining. They interfere with the meritocratic technologies necessary to respond to 

global economics and to promote individual freedom (neck 2000, 2007; Furlong and 

Cartmcl 2(07). The neoliberal subject is enjoined instead to 'get up and get out' 

(\'\'alkerdine 2003), although the possibilities of freeing oneself completely from past 

identities arc limited (Lawler 1999). Alongside this, neoliberalism associates affinity 

samenesses with freedom - the freedom to choose who to be (Bauman 2001). Rose 

similarly points out the rise of therapeutic discourses that allow individuals to claim "the 

natural right to be recognised individually and collecti\'ely in the name of one's own truth" 

(1999, 196). These discourses locate pleasure and value in working on the self, accepting 

the responsibilities to find and sustain one's 'true' affinities in order to achieve autonomy. 

Happiness is also a border-practice. We saw in Chapter 4 that the recruiting materials for 

further mathematics emphasised enjoyment as inclusion. Conversely, a lack of pleasure in 

mathematics lessons is often seen as failing to 'engage' students with mathematics 

(Kyriacou and Goulding 2006; Rodd 2(02). As we saw in Chapter 6, happiness orients us 

towards that which gives pleasure and so belonging can be a social good, a happy object in 

its own right (Ahmed 2010). \'\'hen some belongings feel inauthentic, a matter of 'passing' 

or 'pretending', this causes bad feelings because the duty to be happy-in-belonging 

conflicts with the duty to be autonomous, to manage oneself so as to belong ulilh oneself 

and to oneself. This kind of conflict is found in the accounts of working-class students 

engaging with non-compulsory education. Educational technologies position the subject 

as 'naturally' learning how to become White, male and middle-class. The doubts and 

desires of trying to become such an ideal subject have been recounted by working-class 

students succeeding in education (Archer 2003; Brooks 2003; Reay 2004; Reay, David and 

Ball 2005; Skeggs 1997), black students who feel they must act White to succeed (Gillborn 
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2010; Hall 1992; Martin 2010), and women in mathematics (Dayis 2009a; Day 1997; 

Solomon 2007b). Any academic success that demands a transformation of the self can feel 

inauthentic and cause unhappiness. If you can tell a story of yourself as happy in your 

belongings, it means that you are successful, you haye recognised affmities and made 

choices, and thus you arc an individual with a coherent identity (Sfard 2009; Sfard and 

Prusak 2005; Solomon 2007a, 2007b, 2009b). There can also be pleasure in exercising the 

power to reject belonging, although rejecting too many of your options to belong is 

pathologised (Muschamp et al. 2009). The neoliberal subject is not passive; and must 

choose to be something. 

7.3 The overall picture 

In the interviews and em ails I asked students about their decisions, about what usually 

happened in their mathematics and further mathematics classrooms and how they fitted 

into the group. The data I discuss in this chapter comes from those direct (luestions. It 

also comes from occasions when students discussed samenesses, pleasure and 

relationships while making sense of their own and others' decisions to stop or continue. 

Table 7.1 shows all 24 students with their schools and their decisions about when/if to 

stop further mathematics. The three students I discuss in this chapter, Bob, Simon and 

J odie are in bold. 

No Stopped Stopped Stopped Completed 
Further after after after to summer 
Maths January summer January Year 13 

Year 12 Year 12 Year 13 
module results module 

Moorden Ellie Esther Clive Stcffi Charlotte 
(A2 in two Hayley Steve Charly 
years) Jodie 

Paul 
Grants AgenL'( Helen 
(A2 in two Ricky Mario 
yesrs) Tom Randall 

Simon 
Capital Joe 007 
(AS in two Michael Bob 
years) John 

Li Mai 
Sukina 

fable 7-1 , .. 
The ttmtng of students deCISions to conttnue/ drop further mathematics 

\Xle can see that seven students stopped Further Maths A-levd after one year. Six of these 

(Steve excepted) arc students who continued with Mathematics. In the previous chapters I 
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drew on Clive, Steve, Joe, Agent."X: and Tom's elaborations of differences between the 

discourses of mathematics and further mathematics. The way they explained their 

experiences operated to rule themselves out of a further mathematics collective and so 

their decisions to give up 'made sense'. In the next chapter I look further at students who 

struggled to continue: Michael who negotiated a web of family and school identifications 

that eventually led him to feel it was rational to drop further mathematics; Steffi who 

found further mathematics unbearable part way through year 13, and again at Randall 

(\vho we met in Chapter 6) talking about his struggle to stay both practical and successful 

in further mathematics. 

The majority of the students I interviewed continued further mathematics for as long as 

possible, choosing therefore to be considered as belonging. Howe\'er within this belonging 

there were different relationships. In the next section I discuss three students, chosen to 

illustrate these differences. Bob produces himself as the same as other further 

mathematics students, happy and secure in that imagined collective and thereby escaping 

the exclusions he associates with school. Simon is the student who is represented most 

strongly by others as a typical further mathematics student, but tries to adapt this position 

and construct his own trajectory in mathematics. Jodie is positioned by herself and others 

as a surprising further mathematics student; she uses her belonging as a way to 'turn 

around' this and other exclusions. I usc this analytic set to show how discourses that 

construct belonging as a pursuit of independence position students as secure in a project 

of self-entrepreneurism. 

7.4 Bob - finding himself 

Bob is one of the students who positioned himself as un(luestionably belonging to the 

further mathematics, although he takes a particular view of what that means. By belonging 

to the FMNetwork collective Bob articulates a discourse of neoliheralism in which he 

'goes it alone' to overcome the disadvantages he inherits from his school. He articulates an 

'authentic' self in further mathematics that is not however constrained by having to rely 

only on himself. Instead he imagines himself-in-further-mathematics as an ideal yet 

average learner, not the best but equipped to improve hims{~lf through the expert practice 

of the FMNetwork tutors. 

Bob is taking Mathematics, Physics and Accounting A-levels at Island Park, an 11-to-18 

comprehensive school in a socioeconomically deprived area. He takes Further t\Iaths AS

level with the Capital FMCentre. Five students from Island Park started in the January of 
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year 12 and Bob was the only one to complete AS over two years. He takes a 20 minute 

bus journey once a week to his two-hour lesson. I interviewed Bob at the end of year 13, 

when he had reflexively developed a particular self-history and critique of his school 

experience. His repeated phrase "to be honest with you" structures his account as a 

confession about himself and his school. 

Bob is British Asian, of working-class parents, and his family plays an explicit role in 

framing his ambitions. Bob hopes for a C in mathematics to study environmental 

engineering at the local university. He is exhorted to succeed by his pharmacist brother, 

who tells him that success and failure arc down to individual hard work: "I didn't need my 

teachers, I did it all myself'. 

Bob organises his story around a changing understanding that his school setting docs not 

equip him to 'do it all himself. He had originally felt happy at Island Park: one of the 

better students since year 7, supported by friends and teachers. At A-Ien~l he was the only 

student to choose Chemistry, for which the school had no teacher but instead offered him 

textbooks, fortnightly tuition and online learning. Bob gave up reluctantly after a few 

months, relinquishing his dream of a job in medicine. At the time he considered the 

school and himself as constrained by a lack of resources, unable to succeed but aligned in 

working for his interests. 

In Bob's account, the pleasure and security he drew from relying on school to show him 

the best way forward were then overturned by two encounters with the outside world. 

These justify him in a new moral position that the school "isn't as good as it should be", 

and he no longer wishes to bear the constraints incurred by belonging to it. The first is 

(again, like Sukina) when a admissions officer visits the school amI tells him that 

universities do not consider Accounting as "a full proper A-level". Bob had followed 

school advice to take Accounting as a "backup" subject, more "realistic" than medicine 

and more academic than his favourite subject Art. He is shocked to hear that Art would 

have been "much more preferable". Art is not valued by Asian academic achi<"vers (Mac 

an Ghaill 1994) and so this discovery puts him in conflict with both his family and school 

knowledge. He describes it as a cynical self-interested betrayal of the school's caring role: 

And especially tlus is a sixth form based on business and things like that. So they would 

encourage you to do something like that, whereas Ithey should] tell you that it's not really, 

you know not really liked by a lot of universities, which I just ... I just can't believe. That was 

very selfish of them to he honest with you. 
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The second, more important engagement is with the fMNetwork. As we saw in Chapter 

4, the fMNetwork paid close attention to quality-as-conformity so that its online materials 

and face-to-face teaching are visibly relevant to examination and UCAS requirements. 

Bob contrasts this with the faulty advice and his struggles to understand mathematics and 

physics at school, and finds a more hopeful outlook for himself as an individual belonging 

to further mathematics: 

I was able to make that comparison and notice that it wasn't just my ability or I'm lacking in 

my maths abilities. I t's that the teaching isn't necessarily 100% or ... not even close to 100% 

to be honest with you, and I knew that from Further 1laths, it gave me so much more 

confidence that, you know if 1 aChlally put my ... more effort in I may be ahle to do some of 

these things. 

Here Bob shows some of the tensions that lead to him rejecting school mathematics 

teaching. They justify him in a new moral position that the school "isn't as good as it 

should be", so that he no longer wishes to bear the constraints incurred by belonging to it. 

1be natural belongings that he inherits from school and family both, in different ways, 

convey that success depends on individual aspiration and effort. He has taken advice, 

aimed high and worked hard, but is not succeeding in staying the same as his brother or 

the best students who seem to understand effortlessly. 

Bob had a "low point" after AS results where he came to an understanding that he 

couldn't do it any more, and accepted his new position as "part of the 100ver students". 

However his FMNetwork tutor allowed him to continue into year 13. This surprisingly 

secured belonging allowed him to position his failure not as located in himself but in the 

school mathematics collective. Doing further mathematics provided a way of managing 

his work that promised improvement, and reconnected with his family ambitions. It gives 

him an authority to speak for others, such as here where a hesitant criticism of one teacher 

is bolstered by appealing to collective knowledge: 

I think every single person in my class would agree with me in saying that ... at least... 

especially in the second year, 50% of the contents that he teadles us I can't understand. 

And they wouldn't say, and they would say they can't understand either. 

\'\fhat changes Bob's perc<"ption is not the vision of a bright future offered by further 

mathematics. He now mistrusts the success of new educational initiatives (and 

purposefully avoids an otherwise attractive new university course). Instead it is the nature 

of the teaching in further mathematics lessons and the practices of the self they inscribe. 

He describes this as professionalism and care which all schools should provide, 
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appreciating that his tutor prepares handouts, shows them examiners' mark schemes, and 

explains Mathematics as well as Further Maths topics. i\lost importantly, the FMNetwork 

has expertise in personalising learning: "the teaching is tailored to you specifically". He 

repeatedly describes how his tutor "noticed different ways of how people learn. And for 

me she has to break it down and explain it to me, and that's the best way I learn". He 

contrasts this with school teaching that docs not recognise his presence as a learner, and so 

prevents him progressing: 

No matter how many times he explains it to you because it's the same way he'll say things 

over and ... It's like he's repeating himself but you're telling him that 'I still don't understand' 

but then he would repeat himself again, so it's like ... it's a circle basically, you're not really 

going anywhere. 

Bob imagines the further mathematics collecti\'e as a collecti\'e of individuals who are 

enabled to express themselves and go somewhere through education. They are ideal 

pupils, responsible for their own progress. However they are not yet adults so have 

teachers who help them to discover their individuality. The security of belonging to 

yourself and the pleasure of authenticity is the guarantee that makes their work so 

effective: 

If like for example, if [tutor] didn't help me in the ability to break things down and derive 

things then I think I still would have bem stuck because that is a hoy part of being, you 

know independent. TIley should help ... explain to you the skills you need to do independent 

learning rather than not help you at all and force that upon you, and that's what I fclt like 

from this sixth form. But I think hecause I did do that l'urther Maths I had much more 

confidence in myself and hopefully later on in life in ... If anything I find initially hard I will 

just work at it until it gets easy enough. 

Further mathematics constructs Bob as becoming independent, flexible and reflexive, "key 

skills" that will later make him employable (BrO\vn, Hesketh and Williams 20(3). I Ie 

invests in the risks and hardness of mathematics rather than its dep<.·ndability: "It's not like 

if you don't understand it then you'd never understand it, or you can't do it, it's like you try 

and try and you get better". Further mathematics makes mathematics fed "so much 

easier" for him and this positions him in a discourse of 'resilience' that helps him keep 

working in mathematics and may be protective at university (I Iernandez-Martinez and 

\V'illiams accepted; Hernandez-Martinez, \V'illiams and Farnsworth 2011). 
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7.5 Simon: going it alone? 

Simon is one of the students whose aspirations and achievements align him most 

obviously with further mathematics. He is a successful student at Grants school doing a 

traditional A-level combination of Mathematics, further Maths, Physics and Chemistry. 

He describes his family as professional middle-class British-Indians, and he intends to 

become a software engineer. Simon's father has a mathematics degree and works in IT, 

and his brother had just qualified as a structural engineer; his mother and grandparents did 

not go to university. I use him as an example because although he is positioned as 

belonging centrally in the further mathematics collective imagined by others, he insists that 

no such collective exists. I argue that he has other ways of belonging to mathematics and 

that his refusal is productive, stemming from a desire to position himself as not fixed into 

practices that limit his independence. 

Simon chose mathematics in year 12 as an inherited, natural and affinity sameness that 

matched his individual preference and abilities, "I always liked it, I was always good at it", 

and because it would help his ambitions: "Dad said with these sort of subjects ... " lIe 

expects me as a mathematics-related interviewer to understand the unspoken guarantee 

that mathematics gets you ahead. 

In mathematics lessons Simon purposefully sets himself apart from other students. He 

summarised his attitude throughout year 12 and 13 as "I just try and keep to myself really, 

do the work I need to do". This is not always easy for him because he enjoys and valm's 

collaboration; his ideal job will involve other people "because I quite like working in 

teams" and indeed when he moves on to university he emails that: 

I tend to work \vith my friends on any of the assignments. I ask them for help and they ask 

me for help and we learn very wdl. It is also very relaxed at the uni\'t'fsity and so I like to 

work this way. 

In Mathematics and Further Maths lessons, howe\'(,'r, Simon did not allow himself to work 

with others. He worried that they would distract him from learning about mathematics 

and about himself: "With someone else and they understand something and you don't, you 

feel well why do they understand it and why can't I? It's basically if you do it on your own, 

you know you can understand it. That's why". FMNetwork lessons in year 12 happened 

after school, in the computer lab, so he also guards against his own and friends' tendency 

to treat it as an 'extra' subject: "They probably think 'Further Maths, it doesn't really 

matter if we talk a bit or do something else with things'. That's what I think. But if you 
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separate them, they'd probably get on". "Here he moves from thinking like his friends to 

adopting a mature, teacher's role, separating himself so he can get on. For Simon, then, 

working on his own is not pleasant but it makes him "feel better" and is part of proving 

that he is the kind of "special case" (Mendick, Moreau and Epstein 2009) who can use 

mathematics to aim for "the best in the world" (Simon, year 12). 

Other students at Grants notice Simon isolating himself within mathematics and for them 

this docs indicate belonging. When they talk about further mathematics they describe his 

success but also the cricket and socialising he has given up since starting A-level. The 

collectives that Mario and Randall sec constmcted around their own A2 Furthcr Maths 

class clcarly involve Simon - "Obviously. He's amazing. rrcacher],s always 'Oh Simon's 

brilliant.' [ ... J Maths is his thing". They stmgglc to reconcile whether belonging in further 

mathematics requires natural talent or hard work, so that Mario says about himself (and 

Simon): 

I seem to he doing Further },Iaths at A level, so there must he an element of natural kind of 

ahility there. Not as much as Simon though [ ... ] But he Joes, Simon does put a lot of work 

in, and he is good [ ... ] It just makes me think mayhe, what can he achieved. 

The male19 students at Grants consistcntly introduce Simon as occupying the "extreme" 

site of fear and desire in mathematics, and \volH.ler \vhether they could or would want to 

cmulate him. In Grants, thereforc, thc further mathematics collective is imagined around 

the students who are physically present in the school. \X' e saw in Chapter 5 that discourses 

of prccocity, illusion and examination performance were used to construct boundaries for 

furthcr mathcmatics, assigning truc mcmbership to the young, ell-vcr and successful. Here 

thcre is also an almost dynastic sensc of community where belonging relics on proximity 

to the figure that Simon occupics. There was a similar sense at I\loorden where students 

described their classroom practices as how close they werc to Charlotte (sec my discussion 

of Jodie, below). It was not so evident at Capital where thc further mathematics students I 

interviewed came from diffcrent schools (although recall §5.3.2 where Sukina positions 

herself as an extreme mathematician, nearly a teacher). 

I') There was one young woman, I Iden, in the Grants further mathematics and £\2 matlll'matics class. Simon 

was not mentioned in either interview where she was present, despite featuring prominently in the other 

interviews as someone to compare one's (male) self with. (Of course I was pet'sent throughout as a female 

interviewer) It seemed that this way of belonging was not used to exclude lIden, but it did not have the 

same explanatory role when she was included. 
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Simon himself avoids my questions about mathematicians as a collective, saying "I don't 

know what a typical mathematics student is". He narrows my question to the "people 

who do maths in my class" but they have a variety of reasons and arc not distinguished by 

any mathematical sameness: 

Simon 111ey're just normal people. 

Cathy Yeah. 

Simon They're not really into ... 111ey'rc not into maths a lot. 

Cathy Right. 

Simon 111cy're, you know pupils. 

Cathy Yeah, pupils. Do you feel that you're more into maths than them? 

Simon Erm ... Probably have a better understanding but not into maths as sllch. 

Cathy Are you going to be into software engineering? Is that... 

Simon Yeah I think so. 

Cathy Ycah. 

Simon Well I will be. Yeah. In the coming months I guess. 

This conversation felt embarrassed as Simon's short answers resisted producing a 

classroom collective and positioning himself within it or against it. Simon describes his 

class as "normal people", which means "not into" the mathematics they study. Claiming 

ordinariness can be a strategic defence against evaluative judgements that fix you (S;wage, 

Bagnall and Longhurst 2001) which suggests that Simon sees 'being into mathematics' as a 

potential constraint. This is also evident when he separates his O\\'nt'rship of "better 

understanding" from being "into maths": his mathematics success is natural/institutional 

but not a chosen affinity sameness. He also positions himself and the other stUlknts as 

"pupils", so still in expectant time and not ready for the mature choice of being one thing 

and not another. For Simon, the further mathematics collective as constructed by others 

is an uneasy place. He is positioned by others as taking on personally all the g()od and bad 

qualities of belonging to further mathematics, which include the risks of precocious 

maturity that would settle him as a deficient and isolated adult. Ill' delays talking about 

belonging as long as he can, however in the end he clarifies that "in the coming months" 

he will be "into" his university course. In the end, the requirement for sclf-uctenninatiol1 

dictates \vhat can be said about belonging: eventually, to be a successful student or 

employee, Simon must show an allegiance to the work he has chosen. 
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\Vhat Simon's example shows us is the interplay of two different ways of experiencing 

belonging in further mathematics. There are discourses such as working together for 

happiness, moving/improving, getting good examination results (especially in the 

important early modules) that homogenise the collective and create a sense of "all in it 

together". There are others that construct belonging as proximity to an extreme figure 

represented by Simon's success, isolation and hard work reconfigured as talent. Simon 

could have positioned himself as belonging with his classmates or with imagined 

collectives of distant further mathematics students, eycn as being particularly distincti\Te in 

those groups, but he tries not to invoke collectives at all. For him, belonging in the further 

mathematics collective is clearly problematic. What are the tensions, and the currents that 

keep him participating? 

Mendick (2006) suggests that mathematics is a subject that students use to prove 

something about themselves. It helps them occupy powerful positions because it is 

discursively constructed as absolute, rational and masculine. Doing mathematics gives 

Simon the possibility of proving that he is able, t(·chnologically-orientcd, and hard 

working. He certainly uses this discourse, drawing on family authority to make links 

between mathematics, science, technology and "how the world works around us" to 

project himself into a desirable future. He describes himself as "practical", "numerate", 

not "wordy". However he also positions mathematics as p(~rhaps too "theoretical", only 

providing access to the world of work whereas for physics "you've gotta understand". So 

although Simon is willing to associate himself collectively with powerful financial and 

technological interests, he does not want to follow his father and do a mathematics degree: 

I fclt a degree in mathematics would he too theoretical. I wanted a degree that would give 

me some practical skills and I think, you know, software engineering is ... you can get a lot of 

practical skills in designing programmes, and testing programmes and stuff likl· that. That's 

more ... You ... I think evell the workspace, the work environment could he more lIseful to 

that. 

This imperative to be practical was often reiterated by his classmates (recall AgentX and 

Tom's emphasis on practical skills and maturity seen in Chapter 5, and s('e Smith (2010». 

I argue that Simon's rejection of the theoretical strengthens his refusal to 'do maths' in a 

collective where he is repeatedly positioned as extreme. Belonging with mathematics 

means valuing learning over earning (the degree over "the workspace") and accepting the 

collective story that his ability is effortless. Simon has not found further mathematics cas)" 

working long hours to make up the reduced lesson time and in year 13 asking his old 
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FMNetwork tutor to teach him privately. He docs not want to appear theoretical or 

competitive: "my Dad says you've gotta get the highest A, and I'm like 'if I get an A for me 

it's fine"'. Accepting his friends' comparative judgements would increase the isolation that 

he has imposed on himself in his work, and he is careful not to offer judgements about 

them in return. Choosing to belong to the collective in the way it is offered to him would 

undermine his own view of his understanding and his success in managing his work, and 

put him in a precarious position where working to keep on top precludes being there. 

Simon has another ways of belonging with further mathematics: alongside his father and 

brother in a male family collective jointly constructed around high-status technological 

work. In my interviews about half of the students, male and female, recalled their fathers 

when I asked about their memories of mathematics and why they chose it. Mathematics is 

even more of an inheritance for Simon because it is associated with his British-Indian 

ethnicity and the "transnationalism" (Rogaly and Taylor 2010) of the Indian diaspora. I Ie 

intends to find his first job in a big company in the UK but "I think America will always 

sort of ... Obviously a lot of pl~ople are attracted to America as well". Family ethnicity and 

mobility was described as important in other interviews2
/), for example when l\lichacl 

traced his interest in mathematics to his dad's encouragement: "he migrated over from 

Vietnam and ever since then he has just been reviewing maths with me". In these 

discourses mathematics stands for an inherited sameness that lasts over time and travel. 

O'Donnell and Sharpe (2000) report that such family negotiations arc important in 

migrant Asian families and do have effects of producing educational trajectories that feel 

authentic. Varma (2005) ascribes the mathematisation ofIndian (and Indian diaspora) 

ethnicity to the simultaneity of two processes: west-bound migrants were changing their 

practices of aspiring and belonging at the same time as rationality became dominant in 

post-industrial societies. Simon articulates this construction when describing his family's 

beliefs by drawing on the link between mathematics and "basic knO\vlcdge" of how the 

world works. I therefore read Simon as having a strong way of belonging with 

mathematics as a British-Indian that supports him in 'going it alone' in school-based 

mathematics. 

2"AII the non-\Xl1ite students at Capital explicitly associated choosing mathematics with their ethnicity; this 

was not the case elsewhere. Simon was the only British-Indian student in his furthl'r mathematics class in a 

school of mainly \,\'hite and British-Pakistani students and talked ahout family rather than ethnicity. Similarly 

Hayley, the only non-\'\bite student in the I\foorden cohort, did not mention ethnicity in her pair intl'lyiew. 
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Backed by his family, Simon can thus refuse to accept a school collective that positions his 

hard work and success as natural to him but extreme for others. However he neither fully 

rejccts further mathematics nor distances himself from his friends who do it. I suggest 

there are two reasons for this. First, although Simon constructs himself as simultaneously 

'good at mathematics' but 'not into' it, he intends this to be temporary - only while he is a 

pupil. The practices of success and effort that position him as successful in further 

mathematics are inhcrited from his family and connect him to the present and past. He 

repeatedly associates the valucs of competition and doing what is 'good for him' with his 

father. In contrast he associates collaborative work and practicality with his own 

happiness and what he will do at university and at work. Thus Simon's future as a self

detcrmining individual rcquires him to leavc his currcnt 'pupil' self. His ambit,'uity about 

belonging to furthcr mathematics balances thc threat of being fixed into an inherited-but

fixed sameness with trying to keep open the possibilities for the future. I t can thus be 

framed as a neoliberal project and is supported by the institutional discourse of the gold

standard acting as a currency for the futurc that we saw in Chapter 4. 

Sccondly, thc uneasc Simon fcels may also correspond to a contemporary discourse in 

which the educational achievemcnt of non-White (especially Black) youth is read as 

victimising White pupils (Gillbom 2010; Rollock 2007; Sveinsson 20(9). He may rl'ject 

thc collective becausc it incurs risks of highlighting his ethnicity in an otherwise White 

group, This is similar to the cxperiences of British Chinese students (Archer and I ;rancis 

2005) for whom the assumption of mathematical ability is double-edged. It protects them 

against the effccts of low tcachcr cxpectations in schools but keeps them as outsiders. In 

any casc this refusal is rendcred ineffecti\"e for Simon by the ways that others belong 

'around' him, and the contradictory 'evidence' of high examination grades. Simon 

thcrefore both belongs O)ecausc of other pupils, school and family) and 'goes it alone' to 

avoid that positioning. Further mathematics aligns him with an ethnic and work-based 

identity that is apparcntly independent of school although not of mathematics. But in 

resisting the power of the collcctive to define him Simon kel'ps open possibilitics for a 

future of collaboration, 'kecping it practical' and self-determination. 

7.6 Jodie - finding a home 

I move on to Jodie because unlike Simon she does position herself inside a further 

mathematics collcctive, and produces it as more or less homogeneous. However, she too 

'goes it alonc' by contrasting belonging in further mathematics with exclusions in school. 
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Unlike Bob, who considered all his fellow pupils to be disadvantaged by the school's 

practices, Jodie feels individually excluded. In mathematics lessons Jodie does not feel 

secure or authentic among the dominant, middle-class, 'popular' students. However in 

further mathematics she separates her aspirational self from her pupil identity: partly as a 

defence against failure and also as an assertion of her agency. Although she talks about 

ways in which she might not be aligned with the further mathematics collective, these 

discussions always finish with pleasure that she call rule herself in and is thereby securely 

enabled to "change her future". Jodie docs not explicitly make her identity in terms of 

class, but I arguc that shc is positioned by thc exclusions that class can operate (Savage, 

Bagnall and Longhurst 2(01), in particular by thc ways that dominant, confident middle

class students and teachers can close her down. 

Jodie chose AS-levels in Mathematics, Health and Social Care, Business Studies and 

Psychology at Moorden, and addcd Further Maths with the }o'I\lNetwork. I Ier parents care 

for the elderly in nursing homes, and her sister is training to be a teacher. Jodie originally 

intended to pursue a career in childcare, having enjoyed Child Development GCSE. 

During year 12 she changed her mind because she "hated" I kaIth and Social Care, which 

was "a bit of a pointless exercise". Instead she continued A2 Further Maths in a group of 

four students that included her best friend Charlotte. Deciding to move away from 

vocational aspirations towards qualifications with high academic legitimacy involves taking 

on middle-class values (Richards 2(05) and changing the narrative inherited from her 

family (Cohen 2006). Care as employment is an articulation of working-class femininity 

(Lucey, Melody and \Valkerdine 2003; Skeggs 1997) which Jodie rejects, eventually 

choosing mathematics and management studies at university. 

Jodie described herself in year 12 as a passive recipient of her mathematics {.·ducation, 

which has left her with a thread of failure: 

I don't get on well with basic maths hccaw;c when I w:\s younger, like in primary school, I 

was never good at maths. So I was in the lower groups and then I came here and I mo\'ed 

into the higher groups and I missed out the middle stage. So basic things like significant 

figures I really stmggle with. 

Things changed when she "got chosen" to take mathematics GCSE in year 10: "1 didn't 

really recoi,l1lise that I was any good at maths just thought I was average. Then I did that 

early. After I got an A, I decided tht'n I wanted to do it at A level." 
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Later Jodie did poorly in an FSMQ21 examination she took in year 11, a set-back to her 

new-found autonomy in mathematics. This is the memory she recounted when I asked for 

memories or strong images of mathematics. However she rewrites her pain as "a good 

lesson" that "woke her up" about actually neeuing to revise for A-levels: 

I'm glad it happened. It happened. So? It didn't matter that much. Yeah it upset me at the 

time but it doesn't affect my future. 

Despite this claim of resilience, she suggests that it nearly diu affect her future. She was 

no longer supported in doing mathematics A-Ieyel: "all my maths teachers were like 'Don't 

do it. Don't do it' anu I was like 'No I want to"'. This is another turning-point for Jodie 

and she repeatedly positions herself as hanging-on to mathematics despite others telling 

her she docs not belong: 

I always wanted to do it and then people told me not to which made me more determincd 

to do well. So that's what made me determined to do well in malhs hecause I want to prove 

it to them. 

This narratiYe thread of failure means that Jodie's participation in mathematics is 

continuously contested, but she uses this struggle productiyely to articulate a coherent 

identity of self-impt(lYemcnt. In lining herself up against the school she rejects the 

representation of a naturally successful student, usually consiuereu as securely miuule-class 

(paterson 2008; Reay, Dayid and Ball 2(05), presenting herself instead as an inuiviuual 

entrepreneur. To uo so, she resists the unwanteu iuentity that her school inscribes as 

inherited and transforms it into an affinity sameness. Iler position is made intelligible by 

neoliberalism which constructs its subject as an up\',:ardly-mobile woman, autonomous 

despite continuous scrutiny, making or uiscoV<.'ring her self "in the image of the midulc 

class" (Walkerdine 2003, p239). 

Jouie is very clear about the patterns of inclusion and exclusion that have organised her 

life, and these resonate with exclusions based on class. J n her talk she presents herself as 

needing to work because she is 'ordinary': without access to privikgeu positions of talent, 

information about universities or recognition by teacht·rs. Ordinariness is an ambivalent 

position that can be either working-class or middle-class (Savage, Bagnall and J ,onghurst 

20(1), it defends against being determined by others while acknowledging the power of 

21 111C Free Standing l\1athematics Qualification course bridges C;CSE and ;\ -b'el. Some schools teach it in 

year 11 when students sit Mathematics GCSE early (Pope and l\oyes 2(11). Jodie considered a pass as .\-c. 
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those judgements. Her biographical details and the disjunctions of her relationship with 

(some) teachers and school suggest a working-class background and processes of class 

mobility (Lawler 1999; Rogaly and Taylor 2010). Jodie is aspirational, although not sure 

how high to aim without losing the security of being average: 

It's good not to think you're like a million times bcttcr than you are, IJl:causc you'rc just 

gonna come down to earth with a nuclcar bump one day if you don't [succecd]. 

As we saw above Jodie has been in lower and higher mathematics sets and feels that 

teachers' judgements ha\Te caused her to "miss out" on learning opportunities that 

continue to disadvantage her. She is also aware of social exclusions within her peer group. 

Before the sixth-form she and her friends were ruled out by the majority group of 

'popular' students who "just [ ... ] believe they're better than us. They don't mix with people 

like us". Other students in her school also talked about being positioned as "boffs" but 

suggest that in recompense they were given a voice by teachers. Jodie accumulates being 

excluded by both teachers and peers and positions herself as an individual seeking a 

context in which to avoid constraints imposed in the past. 

Unlike most of the students Jodie keeps her home life separate from school, not 

mentioning her parents at all when talking about choosing 1\2 subjects or university, and 

warning them only when she feared things were going wrong. These practices of isolation 

and independence again position Jodie alongside other working-class students (Anderson 

1991; Archer, Hollingworth and Mendick 2010; Hutchings 2(0); Power et al. 2004; Rcay 

2004; Skeggs 2004). They are rational and protective practices when students feel their 

parents do not have relevant information about school choices (Ball, l\laguire and f\lacrae 

2000; Lucey, Melody and Walkerdine 2003). Jodie docs assert the influence of a few 

friends, exemplifying the significance of such fril'IH1ships in mapping the feasible higher 

education choices of students of all classes (Brooks 20(3). This is particularly significant 

for Jodie's future because her close friendship with Charlotte is constructed around the 

further mathematics collective. 

Jodie describes how she signed up for the course at the initial further mathematics meeting 

but, having only a vague interest, then needed persuading by Charlotte to actually attend. 

We have seen that Jodie's reluctant participation is part of the story of her past exclusions 

but it is also the joint story of their friendship, so in year 13 Charlotte remembers: 

Me and Jodic were always, shc was just like 'Oh I'm going to quit Further ~Iaths', and I am 

like 'No YOll are not because if you go I am going' and we always talkcd ahout it, hut wc 

never got round to. 
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Although Jodie is positioned (and positions herself) as insecure and needing Charlotte's 

help she is consistently successful in her A-level class (without Charlotte) and in all her 

further mathematics modules: 

I thought I was giying up; I went and got an A. Charlotte was like you can't !,>lve up now, 

you told me you'd stay if you got an A. It was supposed to be my get out clause, that one. 

But I'm glad it wasn't now. 

So in further mathematics A-lenl Jodie is able to tell a story of struggling to be accepted 

that parallels her previous mathematics experiences, but ends with different outcomes: this 

time she ends up belonging, not only through success but through friendship. It is a 

context in which she overcomes the superficial judgements that others make about her. 

There is a running joke about an episode that position Jodie as emotive, childish and again 

nearly excluded, saved by Charlotte's intervention that confirms her potential: 

'Complex numbers are our friends' rrutor] thought I was mental when I said that because 

that was the first lesson he ever taught us and I couldn't do it and I got reilly annoyed with 

it and then he explained it ... I mean Charlotte explained it and then I did it and I went 

'Complex numbers are our friends' and he just looked at me. lie thought I'd absolutely lost 

my mind. 

Of course as we saw in Chapter 5, the exclusions of seeming childish and emotive arc not 

always damaging. They can serve as samenesses in further mathematics where one can be 

simultaneously a child and get ahead, be practical, rational and "mental" (t\fendick, Mon.'au 

and Epstein 2007). For Jodie, as with Charlotte (see §S . .3.3), further mathematics is a place 

in which it is safe to be childish and experiment with failing. 

This security of being able, with Charlotte's help, to It:gitimate her O\\'n belonging in 

further mathematics is accompanied by Jodie's continued sense of exclusion in 

mathematics throughout year 12. Although her module results establish her as successful, 

she distances herself from the "cleverest" students in her "normal" mathematics class: two 

boys who enjoy competing, race through their work and "like to argue about whose 

method is right even if they're both right". Each of these attributes contrasts with her 

description of herself as slow, quiet and "just dolingJ what I need to do". She is thus 

associated with femininity and 'not good at maths' rather than masculinity and 'good at 

maths' in the aligned binaries of slow / fast, collaborative/competitive, passive/active 

(Mendick 2006). Jodie does not challenge the boys' valuation of themselves. She is 

however upset when one applies it to her, and says she "doesn't desl'f\'e to do bcttl'r" than 

him in examinations. As we saw in Chapter 6, J odie resists this comparison by suggl'sting 
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that she is more mature and has learnt from expericncc that what counts is work: "I did try 

and he didn't". \Ve can see hcrc how the discourscs of mathematics work to exclude Jodie 

and how, in accepting the practiccs of othcrs, she accepts that exclusion. 

Thcre is anothcr classroom practice that distanccs Jodic from mathematics but not further 

mathematics. In mathematics she is reluctant to play thc role of a good student by 

contributing publicly: "I don't do any class discussions gcncrally as you havc probably 

seen. I'd rather just sit and understand it myself'. Shc knows that this refusal positions 

her as unconfident, perhaps immaturc, and that this will cause hcr tcachcr to judgc hcr as 

lacking ability (Black 2002; Hardy 2(04): 

I'd rathcr not say what I think or what I know becausc I... in case it's wrong. [i\[y maths 

teacher] scemed to think that that meant I wasn't good at maths and hc just secmed to bc 

convinccd that I was going to fail basically and he gavc me 3's for my effort on my report 

[ ... ]. But then he suddenly got this new found confidence hecause I got an 1\. 

Here shc uscs her succcssful examination results to back her judgement of her self against 

the school's. Jodie is onc of the few students to talk about peer exclusion. In the ycar 12 

mathematics lessons shc notices that thc studcnts who oncc "controlled" year 11 arc 

gctting less powerful. Adolescent popularity is constructed around audicnce (Currie, Kelly 

and Pomerantz 2007) and Jodie distrusts thesc "loud people who just say what they want 

[and] think 'We don't talk to you"'. As we saw above she docs not readily challenge others 

when they promote thcmselves. Her silence in lessons can be read as a refusal to be 

prescnt in her subordination. 

Jodie behaves differently in FMNctwork lessons: 

I guess if I'm with my friends, \vell a group that I fed dose to, like in Furlhl'r )\[alh5 I guess. 

I still won't answer many answl'fS hut I'm more likdy to because I know all the pt·oplc and 

it's a very small group, there's only like seven of us in it. So I'm not like as wary of people. 

And I understand what we're doing. It's like totally new to all of us. That doesn't mean 

we're all rubbish. 

There are many overlapping reasons and fears here. The F!,iNetwork tutor (who they 

nickname "Mr Further },1aths") comes from outside the school and is not implicated in 

past achieyements and failurcs. At other times Jodie stresses that school tcachers do not 

understand how further mathematics works, and therefore do not understand her. 

Secondly, further mathematics is hard for all the students who do it, a sameness which is 

collectiyising, and they arc all expected to talk about what they do and do not understand. 

The smallness of the group contributes to creating a collective in which they confirm each 
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other's worth, especially in year 13 when they "all sit at one table, and work everything out 

together". For Jodie, "doing Further Maths has made us closer [ ... ] we're the only people 

who can help each other", suggesting something of the loyalties of a gang but 'without the 

moral panic (Hall et al. 1978). 

By year 13 Jodie sounded more established in both classes, saying that "in maths we're all 

kind of on the same lenl, and we all help each other". In further mathematics she 

sometimes feels "not as good" as Charlotte and Paul who arc "way up there", but she 

makes this into a reason for "trying harder" because she wants to be able to do it. Por 

Jodie then, belonging to the further mathematics collective is about shared aspirations, a 

place to experiment and construction of autonomy. \'Vithin the collective she can 'go it 

alone', matching the past rejections by school mathematics to her disco\'Cry of belonging 

in further mathematics. This not only allows her the benefits of academic success, but 

positions her as reclaiming her authentic entrepreneurial self. School mathematics did not 

seem to value her: silent when she should have spoken, practical not theoretical, hard

working rather than 'naturally able', achieving whatever was not predicted. Jodie uses the 

imagined collective of the F~lNetwork to express her independence and as a technology 

for bringing together - although not completely reconciling - her aspirational identity of 

autonomous self-entrepreneurism with her identity of past institutional exclusion. ller 

choice to combine mathematics with management studies in her degree (in case it was 

"too boring" and theoretical) suggests that the insecurity of her position remains (}todd, 

:Mujtaba and Reiss 2(10). 

7.7 SummingUp 

I have explored these three examples in depth to show how it is possible to think about 

currents and tensions between belonging with further mathematics and other forrns of 

belonging. I have argued throughout this thesis that students make choices about further 

mathematics that arc guided by a neoliberalmodel of subjectivity as bt'ing engaged in a 

rational and purposeful project of self-expression, self-discovery and self-control directed 

towards socioeconomic ends. In this chapter I have shown that the way students 

experience themselves as belonging in further mathematics can be reconciled with the 

requirements for coherence and autonomous self-determination that such a project 

reqUlres. 

The production of autonomy is evident in aU three accounts of belonging. Indeed they go 

further and build in a trajectory that distances them from samenesses, particularly school _ 
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constructed ones, that they experience as inherited exclusions. In doing further 

mathematics, they are doing independence: producing themselves as autonomous, 

distanced from constraints, able to 'write themselves differently' within further 

mathematics (Luke, 1995; see 1.2.2). Both Jodie and Bob constructed the further 

mathematics collective in this way and themselves as newly enabled to choose where to 

belong. Although they framed their trajectories as aiming for individual success, the 

collective was necessary to their experiences. Jodie could not achieve without the security 

of aligning herself through friendships, nor Bob without learning the expertise of his 

teacher. They needed the practices of the self permitted by the collective in order to 

produce themselns as legitimately the same as other members, happy in this knowledge. 

Simon's position of autonomously 'going it alone' needed more careful negotiation as he 

was positioned as 'naturally' belonging to mathematics by his family, teachers and friends. 

However by refusing to accept as secure and pleasurable the affinity samenesses that 

inscribed him as having achieved belonging, and focussing instead on how the 

FMNetwork requires hard work that is 'good for him' as a pupil, he defers being fixed into 

a position that appears stable but is actually precarious. 1 nstead he allows himself room to 

inhabit a more collaborative working future than his family ambitions and the mathematics 

collective might allow. 

The autonomous transformations in these accounts are presented as intentional, aimed at 

creating a coherent self in face of the threatened unhappiness of being unable to reconcile 

multiple identities. All three students searched for ways in which to 'do' individual success 

without transforming themselves. They describe the belief that they can succeed as central 

to themselves (and their family collectives in the case of Bob and Simon) and thus it is one 

that would be unbearable to lose. The tensions that potentially prevent success come 

from samenesses imposed by others in their schools, that is threats that have power O\'er 

them but that contradict their individuality. The il1.fide/olllJidl' discourse of the l"MNetwork 

and, for Grants and Capital students, the fact that further mathematics was completely 

separate from school were cfilcial in legitimating their claim to experiencing it as a place to 

reconcile or avoid tensions between autonomy anu institutional positioning (Furlong and 

Cartmcl 2007; Harvey 1989; Valentine 2007). 

These accounts were thus tolu primarily as stories of success, cO\l\'eying both a nl'oliberal 

requirement to work towards the happiness of belonging and coherence, anu a 

developmental requirement that stories of adolescence end by reconciling generational 

conflict anu psychological unease. However, unease uoes persist in them. Looking at the 
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space "around" success as well as what it occupies (Mendick, Moreau and Epstein 2007, 

2009) reveals the belongings that further mathematics docs not completely reconcile, and I 

continue this in the next chapter. 

The importance that students give to creating a coherent self is helpful in understanding 

wider patterns of exclusion and inclusion. Simon and Bob gh'e two different examples of 

individuals reproducing themselves in the ways expected of them as young aspirational 

British-Asian youth. Although this belonging was expected, I have shown it was not 

without difficulties and they had to negotiate how they belonged to further mathematics in 

order to achieve their own adolescent identity projects. I also argued that Jodie positioned 

herself using discourses of exclusion - being silenced in the classroom, relying on friends 

not teachers, being slow and caring rather than fast and competitive - that all resonated 

with the ways that academic success is usually inscribed as White, middle-class male 

subjectivity. The parallel discourses that associate the FMNetwork with employability, 

practical applications and non-coercive spaces were important in allowing her to contest 

this representation and so to belong .. All three students are working with tensions bctwt'en 

themselves and their schools that they sec as lasting into employment. All three maintain 

their experiences in further mathematics as self-entrepreneurial resistance that shows them 

as able to reconcile these threats to their future success. 

This docs not mean that students sec further mathematics as eliminating the other 

constraints upon them, that they are 'subsumed' into mathematics (Hall, 19%). The way 

that students' talk embeds the }:MNctwork in school practices (and contrasts it with them) 

produces it as having only a temporary effect in enabling a coherent resistance to 

institutional and social positions of exclusion. Students had continually to reiterate the 

.F~INetwork discourse that further mathematics was both theoretical lind practical in face 

of other discourses that it related only to school. This would explain why many studt'nts 

who enjoyed mathematics chose degree courses that included another subject. Table 7.2 

below shows the students' choices of uniYersity degree course (for pre-LJCAS interviewees 

these arc intentions only). The shaded names show students who completed two years of 

further mathematics. J ~ven students who continued further mathematics to the end 

hesitated about committing solely to mathematics at university. 
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Mathematics and 
another subject 

Science/ 
engineering 
Computer science 

Business/ economics Clive 

Arts Ellie 

Undecided/ not 

Steve 

Esther 

Table 7-2 The university applications of participants 

Joe •• MiChael 

-
Hayley 

This chapter introduced the idea of further mathematics as an imagined collective, which 

could be extended to a university mathematics collective. I started with the theoretical 

notion of the FMNetwork as an community where belonging is legitimated by 

homogenising samenesses that are not contingent on phy ical proximity. These belonging 

practices could be specific to further mathematics. However, even when I asked directly, 

aspects such as the FMNetwork branding, online resources, textbooks and attending 

revision events did not feature strongly in students' accounts of experiencing belonging. 

The social practices of the school and classroom - how they allowed students to determine 

themselves as the same or different to others, happy and secure - were far more important 

in making it possible for them to belong or not. 

One key practice that marked out samenes across the collective was examination 

achievement. It is no surprise to find that A-level students continue tlle practices of 

primary and secondary pupils and treat the outcomes of assessment as producing their 

selfhood and determining their capabilitie (Putwain 2009; Solomon 2007a; Wiliam and 

Bartholomew 2004) In the cmcial early year 12 modules, this emphasis was largely 

productive, providing comfort that students belonged. Later, Further Maths results 

featured strongly in students' accounts as unpredictable, with effects that will need to be 

explained in their identity projects and this risk to self-government wa a roa111 reason 

given for giving up. 

I have already discussed how neoliberalism enables the di course of 'going it alone' to 

override temporarily the exclusion of examinations, or in Simon's case the unwanted 
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effects of inclusion. Bob and Jodie's examples show that constructing relationships with 

teachers is another way of negotiating belonging. Relationships that foster belonging were 

produced as good mathematics teaching, as responding to learning needs, but primarily as 

help that recognised the students as individuals who could succeed despite their perceived 

failures or differences from ideal students. Watson describes how mathematics classrooms 

often lack such relationships: 

The kinds of teaching available often fail to match \\~th the adolescent need for support for 

the process of self-actualisation, and for other social, emotional and psychological moves 

from childhood to adulthood. Teaching can be exploratory and life-developing at all levels 

of mathematics, but is more often a mixture of offering rules which arc hard to follow - a 

cruel mixture of apparent safety which conceals high risks. (2004, p376) 

l\lthough I would want to unpick the 'need for self-actualisation' and 'psychological 

moves', the characterisation that mathematics teaching offers deceptive comfort in rules 

which are hard to follow seems very like Bob's experience. He describes the independence 

he gains when his FMNetwork tutor is open about risks and explores his understanding 

rather than repeating mathematics's rules. This means he feels equipped to work towards 

progress. Jodie too finds it possible to participate and share her unoerstanding when the 

small further mathematics A2 group works together ano the subject's acknowledged 

difficulty makes "going wrong" common for everyone. The significance, ano perhaps the 

complexity, of maintaining such relationships will be evident in the next chapter too. 

Finally, I want to note the importance of the fact that the further mathematics collective 

was positioned as out of school. All three of the students I discussed here were enabled to 

produce themselves as successful precisely because further mathematics was not initially 

offered in school. They not only took up an opportunity that the school could not offer 

them, but they continued bWlItJe it was not the school that was offering it. This aligneo 

them with the policy discourse of employability that relocates the responsibility for lifdong 

and economically relevant learning to individuals rather than the state (Hesketh 20(3). 

The 'war for talent' locates employability in individual skills and self-presl·ntation over and 

above institutional credentials (Brown, Hesketh and Williams 20(4). In the next chaptl·r I 

discuss how students positioned themselves as becoming more independent through 

further mathematics and how (and in \vhat circumstances) this could be understood as a 

product of themselves or of mathematics. 
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Chapter 8 Struggling with Independence 

In this chapter, I argue two points. First, that students' participation in further 

mathematics is best understood as a means for them to experience independence. 

Secondly, that the practices of independence that are allowed at the intersection of further 

mathematics and school build in exclusions as well as inclusions. I do so by considering 

the ways that further mathematics meshes with discourses of independence, and how 

students can be inscribed within them. This develops my argument in the previous 

chapter that students positioned thcmselvcs as belonging with further mathematics as a 

way of cscaping or at least adapting constraints inherited from school or family. 

\X'hat does it mean for a neoliberal subject to be independent? This is almost a tautologous 

qucstion. I establishcd in Chapter 2 that individual sclf-governancc is at thc hcart of thc 

neolibcral subjcct and its thcoriscd relationship with society. Discussions of modernity 

revolve around the freedom of the individual (Bauman 2001; Carter and Vin.ke 20(8), the 

lingering power of societal constraints (Atkinson 2007a; Beck 2000; Mayo 20(6), the 

authority to personalise identity (Butler 2008; Giddens 1991), the adequacy of describing 

experience as a pursuit of separate autonomy (Griffiths 1995; \'Valkcrdine 20(7), and sclf

management as replacing state goyernance (Rose 1990, 19%). 

Here I take independence as a practice of adolescence (and colonialism, see I,esko (20(H), 

Fraser and Gordon (1994)) that claims autonomy and freedom as llualities that are 

individual: not granted, devolved or imposed by others. Independent selves are produced 

as units of truth-telling, govcrnancc and will just as independent nations are. Thus the 

independent adult self is "transparent to itself and responsible for his/her actions and 

exercising conscious 'choices'" (Besley 2002, p335). Neoliberalism constructs individuals 

as naturally self-governing but fallible. As such, they arc always under scrutiny and in nced 

of re-shaping, but (in the first instancc) by thcmselvcs and not othcrs (Rose 1999). 

Normalising practices of (self-)survcillancc and (sdf-)managcment are understood as 

desirable first for individual well-being and then for collcctive well-being. They are 

necessary to inscribe subjectivity: being a neoliberal self means knowing and acting on 

oneself and constructing one's independence in the spaces available. These spaces must 

include the economic and hence this entails becoming an cntrl~prcncur of the sdf (du Gay 

1996; du Gay 2(00). 
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Of course, it is social discourses that inscribe individuals with the opportunities and 

responsibilities of exercising 'their' freedoms and pursuing 'their' autonomy. But 

'becoming independent' is an ongoing process through which individuals are 

distanced/ distance themselves from what is deemed social and external about these 

inscriptions, adopting them as internal practices of the self. It is this that we saw above in 

Jodie and Bob's accounts of escape and Simon's account of managing his own adolescence 

between family, school and friends. These students constructed new discursive landscapes 

in further mathematics where they could 'go it alone', ascribing themselves as with self

knowledge, a will for self-determination and responsibility for following this personal will. 

Rose (1999) stresses that social control and autonomy are produced together. Neoliberal 

governments safeguard 'private' zones in which autonomy is to be respected, and 

simultaneously shape individuals' responsibilities for their conduct in these zones. Being 

autonomous therefore means you have to be accountable for your choices and how 

discourse positions you. In Chapter 2 we saw that practices of the self included moral 

codes and sanctions (Foucault 1984). The kind of punitive sanctions that work between 

the individual and the state, or between individuals, arc exercised more subtly in a 

neoliberal society that relics on individuals governing themselves. Threats of direct 

punishment are replaced by re-organising the relationships between individuals and 

institutions in order to make visible the threat of failing to make economic capital of 

oneself (Steer et al. 2007). 

This works in two ways: education is the primary disciplinary mode of the neoliberal state -

it shows people how to deploy themselves effectively and 'fixes' them if they do not do it 

properly (Coffield et al. 2007; Steer et al. 2007). After compulsory schooling, there are the 

welfare/ employment technologies of lifelong learning and entrepreneurism, 

psychotherapeutic technologies that teach self-knowledge and care, and market-media 

technologies that guide you in defining yourself by your consumption. All these arc forms 

of education in which experts provide us with 'public' languages, practices, techniques and 

artefacts that we assemble into the 'private' effects of psychological interiority (Rose 1996, 

p226). Inside schools and colleges, teachers' roles have changed not just to be experts in 

their subjects but to be experts in how to teach students to be independent Icarners 

(Blenkinsop et al. 2006; Edwards 2008; Young 1999). Indiviudals need to be taught their 

responsibilities to monitor and improve themselves and be taught how to be happy with 

them. 
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Secondly, dependency is pathologised in a self-perpetuating spiral: the more suspect 

dependency becomes, the more individuals aim to eliminate its socio-stmctural basis. 

Men, middle-class women, pensioners and working women have in turn successfully 

variously constructed themselves as independent, leaving dependency to addicts and 

welfare recipients typically represented as poor, black women and children (Fraser and 

Gordon 1994). The sanction for not becoming autonomous is being judged as unable to 

choose for oneself. This renders one still a child, not employable, not civilised, and unable 

to take part in the practices of seduction and consumption by which contemporary society 

is simultaneously intcgrated and individuatcd (Bauman 2001). 

Independence is thus a particular concern of students, who arc positioned as lacking it but 

rcquircd to achievc it (Leathwood and Read 2009). Their need to become independent is 

continuously undermined by their need to develop expertise in the institutional 

tcchnologies that dcmonstratc it. In this chapter I il1YCstigate the discourses that operate 

in further mathematics, how they produce studcnts' claims to be independent and how 

they prevent those claims. These feed into my research questions: Q2 concerning the 

power relations in discourses of further mathematics and Q3 concerning the subjectivities 

they inscribe. I start by outlining the relationship between students' participation in 

further mathematics and their descriptions of bccoming independent. In the last chapter I 

showed how strong accounts of belonging were supported by managing discourses of 

sameness and 'going it alone', and these gave new routcs into advanced mathematics. 

Drawing on the samenesses of adulthood, students could frame their experience as a quest 

for independence within particular further-mathematical discourses of possibly

precocious maturity. Here I look at the same discourses first through the accounts of 

tluee students who struggled to find tenable positions doing school further mathematics, 

and then briefly through emails from students after starting univcrsity. Together these 

suggest the significance and continued effects of understanding further mathematics as 

producing independence. It also shows how old patterns of exclusion operate through the 

technologies of teaching responsibility. 

8.1 Further mathematics as becoming independent 

In this section I give an overview of how the students presented themselves as becoming 

dependent/independent while learning further mathematics. Independence as a personal 

quality was discussed explicitly by 23 of the 24 students. They also discussed their 

dependence on others, sometimes explicitly, sometimes through their feelings of pleasure, 
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pain and maturity as they worked with others. In the later intenriews and emails I initiated 

this by asking students to choose adjectives that did or did not describe them as learners 

(see appendix 4.5). Out of the seventeen responses to this question, twelve students 

picked illdependent as applying to them and four as not, and many students also picked 

rea!iJti(~ competitilJe, !a::;y,j7igb!y and diJ[ip!illed (see details in Appendix 4.5). The subsequent 

discussion around these choices provided a fruitful way into investigating what was 

involved in students' descriptions of dependence and independence, whether mathematics 

or further mathematics were involved, and what effects there were for participation. 

As discussed above, contemporary independence is shaped into a thinkable and 

manageable form through discursive technologies that require personal will, responsibility 

and expertise in self-management. This was certainly consistent with how students 

assembled the self-descriptions that combined other qualities with indcpemlence. Shldents 

who felt 'competitive' explained that they wcre more "willing" to "go for it" and achievc 

the best for themselves; while those who did not explained instead that they were 

autonomous in scrutinising themselves and not bcing diverted by their peers: 

Competitive, if you have a competitive spirit in a job you're more willing to be quick off the 

mark. You're more willing to try and get further in your career. And independent, able to 

work independently. I kIp, you know, go that step ahead, because they all relate in that 

respect. And then. .. but, then again, you do need to work as a team. nut it's the 

independent spirit can help to further it. (Esther, year 13, independent and competitive) 

And I'm not ... I'd rather not be competitive. That's just not in my personality because at 

the end of the day I'm just trying to find the best answers for myself, whether that's like just 

talking to [teacher] and getting answers or ... You know, I'm not... I don't try and beat 

anybody. I don't try and get better than anybody, I just settle for what I've got and it's ... You 

know, that's it. (AgentX, year 13, independent and not competitive) 

Feeling 'lazy', 'flighty' or not 'disciplined' were described as not yet being able to control 

work practices as schools or examinations required, but accepting the responsibility to take 

over self-governance, the need to 'do it myself: 

No one really sort of focused me; it has to be myself that does it. So it's only when I have 

to be, only at the last minute when I sort of focus myself enough to get the work done, 

which I normally manage eventually. (rom, year 13, independent and flighty) 

Discipline would prohably be useful, but I think in the workplace I am disciplined in what I 

do, it's just with nomlal work, like school work that I'm not disciplined really. In the work 

place I just get on with things and do it myself anyway. I don't need someone there telling 
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me what to do and to get on with it, I just get on with it anyway. (Steve, year 13, neither 

independent or disciplined) 

Students described themselves as 'realistic' when they accepted responsibility for their own 

working practices and achievements, but also when they realised that they could not be as 

independent as they wished: 

Realistic. I know that if I'm doing ... if I need more hclp or need more work, I'll go and get 

it. [ ... ] I'm realistic in my grades that I think I'm gonna get. I'm always quite like ... You 

know, like people will be 'Oh well, I think I'm gonna get an '.\", and I'll be like 'Well, I think 

I might get a 'C', so maybe I'll work a bit harder and try and get a '13", or something. So I 

think I'm quite realistic in that sense. (I Iclen, year 13, independent and realistic) 

If you email [therl\Itutor].it.s not like ... 'cos she can't like make you see things, you just 

haye to write it and you just have to accept that she's right and not ... Then you might be able 

to answer the question. You might just haye to be like, 'Yes I understand that you can do it 

but I don't think I can do it.' (Ricky, year 12) 

In both those quotes we can start to see how easily realism can change from assessing the 

situation and taking responsibility to accepting that one may not achieye. There is a 

tension that realism may be necessary to give evidence of maturity and autonomy but 

accepting the 'realistic' view may limit one's pursuit of success/happiness 

Independence was thus an imperative that underpinned students' progress as learners. It 

was also understood as significant for employment and adulthood. For example, it was 

chosen most often as the quality that would be useful for later life, because of its value to 

employers. In Chapter 6 I showed how the discourses of further mathematics made it 

difficult for students to find happiness in the ways that they expected in mathematics 

classrooms. Students negotiated these tensions by giving up on the secure dependability 

of mathematics, thus meeting the imperative to become independent by accepting risks. 

They continued to value working with peers but constmcted it more productively as 

distancing oneself from adult support, and thus another route to independence. Students 

needed to make such negotiations because the dominant tone towards dependence was 

derisory, associated with regression to childhood: 

\'(ben you're doing A2s you can't be really dependent on anyone else to do it, you have to 

go \\lith it yourself, fiud your own resources, etc make your own mistakes. Especially in 

l\1aths, I think that you can't... Like if you make a mistake with a problem you can't just go 

running to your teacher and be like I can't do it. You have to like do it again and again and 

again until you get the right answer. Qodie, year 13) 
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I'm not as independent as I could be. I'm used to my mummy making my lunch for me, and 

my mummy getting me up! (i\fario, year 13) 

You're pushed sO much by parents and teachers that it's just so un-independent however 

much they claim it is. But whereas next year I can do it when it suits me, even if it's after a 

big night out party, it's when it suits me and there's no one else to blame. (Chari)" year 13) 

I used thcsc self-descriptions to examine how thc 22 furthcr mathematics students 

prcsentcd thcmselves as being independe/lt, wantillg to be indlpelldent or lIot ),et rear!y to be 

independent. Thcse three positions arc not a priori distinct: they reflect the underlying 

imperativc cventually to become independent adults and also the discourses identified in 

the data, which positioned students diffcrently in different lessons, at different times and 

in different interactions. As in the quotcs abovc, students could half-joke about being a 

mummy's boy and thcn dcscribc completing cxtra homework unasked all year: therc are a 

whole gamut of complemcntary ways of bcing in/ dcpcndcnt. Thcreforc I refined my 

analysis to focus on whether thcsc accounts citcd mathematics and/or further 

mathematics as contexts that required, allowed or prcvcnted thc practices they dcscribed as 

independcnce. The following thrce tablcs put the studcnts' self-descriptions in the context 

of their participation in Furthcr 1\laths. To do this I havc grouped the students according 

to the position that thcy constructcd/were constructcd by most strongly in their reflectivc 

accounts: usually that taken towards the cnd of thcir participation when th<.'y reflccted on 

their dcvelopment and choices. I do this to show an overall pattern: the students who 

constructcd the strongest claims to indcpendence in furthcr mathematics arc those who 

chose to continue n year 13. 
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Table 8-1 

Maths. 

• • • 

'I am independent': shaded names are students who completed two years of Further 

... and I can be in 

Further Maths 

Joe 

11.ichael 

... and I can be in 

mathematics but not 

in Further Maths 

Esther 

Tom 

... and I am in a 

different subject 

Table 8.1 shows the 11 students who constructed claims to 'already bel have become' 

independent in their school work. In the first column are those who produced their 

independence within further mathematics. These include Bob,] odie and Simon whose use 

of further mathematics to 'go it alone' I discussed in the last chapter. All these students 

continued for two years (as shown by the shading) . In the second column are two students 

who worked mainly outside their school lessons in mathematics - Joe on his own and 

Michael with his father. After AS-levels they decided to concentrate on cor subjects and 

did not continue furdler mathematics. I have chosen to di cu s Michael's account in this 

chapter because there are ways in which further math matics does inscribe him as 

independent although ultimately he cannot take these up. In the iliird column -< sther and 

Tom explained that they had achieved their independence from having to manage the 

reading and research demands of English and Geography respectively, and both topped 

further mathematics. 

Table 8.2 shows the students whose accounts constructed them as wanting to become 

independent in their work: In the first column, Chatly, Mario and Sukina positioned 

themselves as becoming independent in further mathematics and completed two year . 
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Table 8-2 'I want to be independent': Shaded names completed two years of Further Maths 

Charly 

~ 
...- Mario 
C .r:J ~ 

0 "0 Sukina Clive 
...- C ...- ~ 

... and I cannot be in C ~ and I am getting ... and I can be in 
~ ~ 

~ "0 independent in mathematics but either mathematics 
C ~ .~ 

Further Maths. not Further Maths. or Further Maths 

In dle second column, John described himself as independent in mathematics because he 

found he "learnt more" by using examples from dle textbook, but could not "get a hang 

of it" in further mathematics where he needed the teachers' explanations. He did continue 

however, because he felt he could eventually do well. He called on two protective 

discourses to legitimate this. These were his good early module grades in Further Maths, 

and also his British-Chinese identity (Archer and Francis 2005) which he described as 

"mosdy Chinese people are good at maths". Finally, as we saw in hapter 6, Clive disliked 

needing so much help in mathematics. He articulated madlematics as denying him 

independence and was thus tempted to give up. However he eventually stuck with it and 

gave up further mathematics. Within these accounts too, the discourse of wanting to 

become independent was contested in accounts of cho sing further mathematics. 

Table 8-3 'I am not ready to be independent'. Shaded names are students who completed two 

years of Further Maths 

AgentX 

aJ 
.r:J 
0 ...-...- C 
~ aJ 

"0 
~ C 
~ ~ ~ 

~ ...-
0 aJ 
C "0 

C 
S ..... 

~dall /~//~ 
/./ 

Ricky 

Steffi 

OO} ?%'::I'~~ Steve 
// 

/ 

... but I have to be ... but I have to be 

~ 

~ 
in Further Maths in mathematics 

and Further Maths 

Table 8.3 shows the third group of students who explicitly said they were not ready t be 

independent in a school context. The neoliberal imperative t become independent was 

evident in the confessional nature of th se accounts, and how they d scrib d their painful 
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experiences of trying to succeed alone. The imperati\re to be happy impels students to 

give up further mathematics, and the table shows that most did. 

from this group I go on to discuss Steffi and Randall because they are students who 

continued further mathematics and tried to find their own ways to become independent 

within it. Stcffi consistently tried to position herself as mature yet dependent on others; in 

the end this discourse becomes untenable within further mathematics and other family 

circumstances. Randall is a student who simply could not construct a coherent position in 

which he could sustain his idea of personal, practical independence with that required by 

the school. 

The overall pattern suggests that becoming independent is indeed a significant presence in 

the discourse of student choice. further mathematics is a context in which independence 

can be claimed and performed, but successful outcomes are not guaranteed. \'«here there 

are significant tensions between the neoliberal re(luirement to become independent and 

their experiences in further mathematics, then students tend to give up further 

mathematics. The students who varied this pattern were largely those taking only AS-level 

Ooe, Michael, 007, John) and it may be that the epistemic and social demands of AS-level 

emphasise independence less strongly. In the next section I use the three chosen accounts 

to show how students' sense of autonomous choice was produced by the responsibilising 

and pcrsonalising effects of discourses of educational independence, and how these 

contributed to constructing failure. 

8.2 Discourses of independence 

In this last selection from my data, I start with Michael and usc his account to illustrate the 

discourses that students used to position themselves as becoming independent through 

further mathematics. These are miJtance to school constraints (as we saw in the last 

chapter), claiming alltbonty to speak for oneself as a learner, expertise in 'e(Jmi/~gf()r alld abollt 

oneself and takingj accepting respoll.ribili(y. Then I use Steffi and Randall to explore some of the 

ways that students are excluded by the imperative to independence and how they tried to 

resist it. Finally I draw on emails from when the students had started university to 

illustrate how the discourse of independence in further mathematics persists in the form of 

self-management rather than solitary work. 
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8.2.1 Michael 

Michael studied Mathematics, Economics and ICT A-levels in the large sixth-form of a 

London school and started AS Further Maths at Capital. His learning background has 

similarities with that of other students: like Sukina, he had been accelerated in GCSE 

mathematics and taken an AS-level module in year 11; like 007 he decided to retake his 

year 12; like many he talks of his mathematics as a childhood pleasure that creates a bond 

with his father. Although he constructs his account of independence as a combination of 

personal circumstances and qualities, the outcomes, choices and discourses he uses are the 

same as those that structure the accounts of other students who struggled. 

Michael's family are working-class British-Vietnamese. His father is a bus driver with 

passions for mathematics and politics that have inspired Michael to study economics at 

university. I interviewed Michael once, when he had just decided to restart year 12 

Economics and ICT, continuing with A2 Mathematics but dropping Further l\laths 

completely. 

When Michael introduces himself as independent he weaves together the discourses of 

independence as reJiJ/ing school ('om/raints, claiming the alll/Jori(y to speak for himself as a 

mathematics learner, and learllingJor/ abolll OlleJe(f. He is positioned to make this claim 

because he does not learn mathematics in the classroom, but at home with his father: 

I usually walk in knowing it already. But at home I learn a different thing. I tend to read the 

text, basically our book yes, I read through how they explain it, examples, then I tend to do 

the easy questions first like straightforward questions when they ask you about that. Then 

they apply it to sentences and how they phrase different questions and everything. Then I 

try and figure that out as well. So that is how I do it. 

The practices underlying this explanation of Michael's independence were similar for all 

the students who claimed to be independent in mathematics or further mathematics (that 

is, those in columns 1 and 2 of table 8.1). Around half the students insisted that their main 

learning was at home from textbooks and past papers; the others felt the teacher was most 

influential. I showed in Chapter 6 that working alone was a new and significant demand in 

further mathematics. Many students found this requirement painful and blamed it on their 

school circumstance: only needed because they found some teachers' explanations 

formulaic, hard to follow or simply forgotten by the time they got home after an extended 

FMNetwork lesson. Here, though, :rv1ichacl uses his home-work as evidence of his 

independence in mathematics. It justifies him in challenging the normative position that 

learning takes place in the classroom, and distances him from his teacher and his peers. 
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Thus he introduces his independence as an act of silent resistance: "I usually walk in 

knowing it already". The timelessness of "usually" and later "tends to" establish him as 

having both self-knowledge and strength in this position. He then describes the way he 

reads mathematics textbooks, building from explanations to "straightforward questions" 

and word problems ("sentences"). The correspondence between what" I do" and what 

"they" do, sets up a personal dynamic that shares his rhythm of learning with the 

textbook's authors, aligning his own learning journey with their logic and giving him 

authority. Other students also gave similar overviews of the mathematics textbook. In 

doing so they presented themselves as effective in using the books independently, tailoring 

their work to their own needs. They also present themselves being knowledgeable about 

mathematics education technologies. By matching his learning with the textbook, Michael 

claims and reinforces his legitimate claims to speak for mathematics and for his own 

learning. 

Solomon (2009b) identifies teachers' epistemic authority in the classroom as inducting 

students into the practices and literacies of mathematics. It is inherited partly from the 

certainties of mathematics itself, partly from socially-legitimated participation in a 

mathematics community. Teachers also have social authority that derives from the social 

practices of the classroom and affects who acts and what they are allowed to say and do. 

Students can take over both kinds of authority. Here Michael claims epistemic authority in 

his knowledge of books and learning and this permits an associated claim to social 

authority. After describing his work, his summarising sentence "that is how I do it" 

connects back to his initial claim "I usually walk in knowing it already". It supports his 

right to social authority and enables him to challenge school social practices that otherwise 

create him as dependent. Thus these three discourses are mutually supportive in 

demonstrating Michael as having an expertise (in textbook skills) that allows independence 

and also a sense of wilful pleasure in resisting the school norm and being able to learn 

alone. 

Mathematics is the context in which :Michael can show himself as able and successful, 

resisting school constraints but accepting the goal of investing in his own self and its 

economic self-actualisation. Because he learnt at home he could maintain a performance of 

ability and autonomy while fulfilling the classroom imperative 'not to work' that I showed 

in Chapter 6: "Oh yes I am good in the class but I am very lazy, very lazy!" In the same 

conversation he argued for the mature imperative to work: "maths, if you don't work then 

you are not going to go nowhere, basically." He reconciles these contradictory imperatives 
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by assigning them to the different practices of school and home, assembled as 

mathematics. 

In further mathematics Michael also worked at home, trying to "figure it out together" 

with his father. Michael observed how his father would sit and spend the night working 

through the textbook so as to be able to explain unfamiliar topics: 

Oh that was different. I mean my dad didn't study that, so ,>ve basically went through that 

together as well. So that was a new thing for him and it was a new thing for me. So we sat 

down and read through the book ... yes it was completely different. It was good actually. I 

mean I enjoyed it. I thought I was alright, until the exam results. 

Although further mathematics felt different to mathematics, Michael describes how it too 

involved the process of working with the text book and interrogating one's own 

understanding: that is, exactly what he used earlier to justify being independent. One 

interpretation is that Michael simply achieves this independence in school by relying on his 

father rather than his teacher, but Michael emphasises their actions as learning together. 

He makes a slightly different claim: that his father's example taught him how to teach 

himself, and this change marks him in becoming independent from his father and from 

school: 

Yes. I mean, I got that from my dad really. Before I used to rely quite a lot but then I 

started picking up how he used to do it so then I just started to do it myself as well. It's 

yeah, I teach myself. 

There is a slippage here: he uses this discourse of autonomous learning to claim 

confidence and independence in mathematics but the experiences he draws on are those of 

learning further mathematics. He "used to rely" on his father's help in mathematics but 

when they had to learn further mathematics together, Michael adopted that model for 

teaching himself mathematics as welL Further mathematics is thus central to Michael's 

construction of independence as developing the expertise "to do it myself' even if it is not 

the context in which he chooses to show authority or resistance. 

The discourse that Michael makes most use of is independence as /etl!71ill,~Ior/ aboll! olU'Jeij: 

This discourse brings together two aspects of students' work: firstly, when Michael (and 

other students) talked about independence in further mathematics work they stressed their 

own decision-making (e.g. sitting down and reading the book), their feelings of tentative 

enjoyment ("it was good actually") and their maturity in discovering this "new" practice. 

All these associate learning mathematics with learning something abou! oneself. The 

second aspect is how students connect their experience of working individually and with 
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uncertainty to the type of learning that goes on in FMNetwork lessons. In the previous 

chapter we saw that Bob saw himself as enabled to become an ideal, independent student 

when teaching recognised "how he learnt". Michael also described F~INetwork teaching 

as personalised, "aimed especially at you". One of the most fiercely independent students 

was Helen, at Grants, who in lessons treated many of her teachers as a nuisance, just 

"standing over me and being like 'Oh, you're doing that wrong', or 'Oh, you need to do it 

like this, don't you?' I like working it out for myself". When it came to further 

mathematics however, Helen connect'ed her knowledge about the subject and herself to 

the model of mathematical processes that her teacher had discussed with her: 

You'll stare at them and see like a really long equation thing with like trig functions, and 

you'll be like 'Oh my god!'. Whereas if you work it through like logically and slowly and kind 

of bit by bit, you kind of realise 'Actually, I can actually do this and I know what I'm doing'. 

So I think that's the way that I would approach it. That's the way I've always been taught to 

do things. 

The students' discourse of learning for oneself has similarities to the classroom teaching 

aspects of the broader 'personalised learning' policy discourse22
• I usc a similar term here 

because one element of the personalised learning policy is to help (and make) students 

recognise their learning needs and be responsible for their own learning. I think it likely 

that Michael, Helen and other students were aware of this aspect of policy discourse in 

schools and this helped to form their arguments that learning for yourself was a valuable 

indicator of independence. 

Michael's independence in mathematics lessons showed itself as distance. In contrast he 

"learnt quite a lot" during the FMNetwork lessons, where the combination of a "good 

teacher" and a small group meant that he could ask questions and follow explanations. 

Michael explained that the FMNetwork tutor, like his father, connected mathematics to his 

own understanding. He did not resist his comparatively dependent position of having to 

be taught in further mathematics. Instead, because the teaching was personal, he used it as 

more evidence of being independent. 

22 Personalised learning has been adopted as a policy term for educational reforms that might broadly he 

termed personalised pupil-management. School leaders are encouraged to tailor teaching, aSsessml'nt and 

the curriculum to allow maximum individual student choice and rapid fkxible intl'ITentions (Pollard and 

James 2004; West-Burnham 200S). 
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Despite this central explanatory role, Michael docs not continue further mathematics after 

receiving his AS-level results, and he does not interpret this as relinquishing independence. 

This is because of the fourth discourse that constructs independence as laking re.rpol1sibili!y, 

and as we saw earlier (§8.1) connects it to realism, maturity and sanctions. In Michael's 

case taking responsibility for his learning compels him to have to give up further 

mathematics. At AS-level Michael got a D grade in economics which he found 

unacceptable. He did not want to resit AS modules during year 13 and was allowed by the 

school to start year 12 again. This freedom to choose an unusual trajectory keeps students 

involved in choosing and managing their own 'personalised' learning but also ties them to 

the school that provides that technology of independence. Here choosing docs position 

Michael as becoming autonomous, but he also has to accept responsibility for his decision 

and for his failure. One of the negotiated sanctions is that he gi\Tes up further 

mathematics, a decision articulated in his own interests: "it was because I decided to retake 

year 12. So I can't afford to ... I would carry on, but I can't afford to slip up on my two 

subjects". The responsibility of choosing imposes a rationale wherein any out-of-school 

learning is a risk he must not take. It has the effect of binding him closer to the school 

and its opportunities, so that the school discourse of neoliberal responsibility becomes 

inescapable. 

For Michael this was a moment when home and school discourses of independence 

collided. The school discourse prioritised responsibility and was backed by an 

institutional logic of deploying scarce resources. These were then read into the individual 

as constraints arising from his own scarce capabilities. In the home discourse, the 

priorities awarded to learningfor/ abollt oneJe(f. time and ability are presented differently, 

without this limiting power. Michael had to persuade his father that it was an imperative 

he had to follow: "I talked to him about it, how I think I have got to concentrate on my 

two subjects. So he said yes, I should do that and maybe consider taking it next year 

again". This is the only occasion in r-.1ichael's interview when he suggests that his 

'thinking' has any power to overcome his father's perspective on learning. He can do so 

because he is backed by the school discourse of responsibility that he is compelled to 

internalise. 

Throughout this study we have seen how examinations are produced as disturbing old 

understandings of the self and bringing in new ones. \'\1e see it again here when Michael 

says "I thought I was alright, until the exam results". However, his example shows that it 

is not simply a question of grades presenting students with a new, 'truer' self-knowledge, 
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neither is it knowledge they may accept or resist depending on their 'mindset'. The 

institutional effects of examination results position students as having to make certain 

kinds of choices within discourses of rational self-investment. They have to give some 

things up in order to stay responsible: Michael gives up the independence of sustaining a 

sense of going-it-alone in his learning, for the possibilities of independence as school 

success. This logic proved compelling despite the fact that Michael's home- and 

FMNetwork-based discourses of independence suggested that his work in further 

mathematics was not a scarce or minor resource that competed with mathematics but 

rather a productive source of help. 

8.2.2 Stefti 

Stcffi is a White, middle-class student at Moorden, who studied Biology, Art, and 

Mathematics to A-level. At the end of year 12 she got C's in both Physics and Further 

Maths AS-levels and had already decided that she hated Physics. In January she dropped 

Further Maths too, after one more module. Stcffi was one of the students who came to 

mathematics with a sense of belonging, because her grandfather was an accountant and 

her mother an accountant's receptionist. Until year 11 she had intended to build on and 

improve this history by studying mathematics at university: 

t-Iy mum's like 'you don't really want to do an accounting degree because then you're stuck 

doing accounting. So I thought well if I do a maths degree and then train as an accountant 

afterwards, I'd then have other ways to go if it all, if I'm f(>d up of being accountant. I can 

then go off to different things (year 12). 

I have classified Steffi's account as one of not being ready to be independent because she 

explicitly said so, and because of the way her talk values and builds on connections with 

others. Much of Steffi's account of her education concerns gathering around her people, 

knowledge and experiences that will "help", similarly to Ball and Vincent's (1998) 'hot' 

knowledge. Here for example she describes what usually happens in her mathematics class: 

I sit next to ~lihail and we like tend to work through everything together and so if one of us 

gets stuck we'll help the other. And then sometimes we'll ask Rob and Jay who sit the other 

side, sort of on the other pair, and then Anna will sometimes turn round when she needs 

help and doesn't understand something so we'll help her (year 12). 

When she looks back on further mathematics she expresses the benefit of completing the 

January statistics module as the help it gives for her degree in marine biology. On the 

whole, though her memories of further mathematics were of not getting enough help. 
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I think that will help me though just because I've done, well because this year we did, I did 

the Statistics 2 test and I did Statistics 1 last year so I've got quite a ... which is the only bit 

out of the maths I think that's really going to help me at uni, because you do a lot of 

statistical shldies of environment and sruff. So that's the only thing that's going to, I think 

out of the maths that will help me 6·ear 13). 

I ended up hating it. It's like my physics which I ended up hating. I think when I get... I 

think it's when I don't get, when I can't understand something and I can't get the help to 

make me understand it, I'll turn against that subject, I won't want to do it(year 13). 

Steffi's insistence on help is at odds with the dominant discourse that avoids dependence. 

Bauman considers traditional collectives as formed by a "fraternal obligation" (2001, p58) 

to give and receive help over a period of time. He uses the fraternal tag to distinguish this 

from contemporary communities of self-identification and self-help. His example is 

Weight \'«atchers, that he calls a "peg community" because it hangs on identifying a 

problem and sharing or treating it temporarily. Bauman contrasts this with the security 

that the mutual-interest of a help-obligation engenders: there are people who will give you 

help simply because you are proximate, not because they are the same as you2
' or also gain. 

This chimes not at all with the self-entrepreneurism and affinity collectives of 

neoliberalism, and only partially with the stress on patriarchal obligations in neo

conservatism (Rose 1999), but it docs appear in educational discourse. For example, both 

Kyriacou and Goulding (2006) and Boaler (2008) put collaboration and mutually-helping 

relations at the heart of engaging mathematics classrooms. I question whether the 

distinction between traditional (mutual/'fraternal') and affinity ('peg') collectives is as clear 

cut as Bauman suggests. In Chapter 6 I showed that students, including Steffi, described 

managing happiness by managing help: working together in mathematics classrooms and 

collaborating on further mathematics homework. Here too Stcffi's work of gathering the 

help she needs is a way of personalising her learning and producing herself as directed 

towards future economic goals. 

Broadly, however, further mathematics could be seen as showing the insecurity of a peg 

community for Stcffi because she is aware of a sense of progress towards independence 

that she docs not keep up with. In further mathematics she feels "rushed" and "a bit 

pushed aside". When she described the experiences that cause her to give up further 

2\ ;\lthough Bauman's use of 'fraternal' seems to me (in English anyway) to invoke sameness in a way that 

does not support his argument. 
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mathematics she describes the tensions she feels around asking for help, and connects her 

feelings in the FMNetwork lessons with those she takes home afterwards. These add up to 

make each other unbearable: 

Steffi I think it was just the fact that it was two hours and it was not sort of like a little 

bit and then you do a lot of like practice like we do in normal lessons. I t was we got only a 

little bit of practice and I found I wasn't picking up the techniques easily enough. And I fclt 

if I didn't understand something and I asked questions, that like I was being sort of, not 

ignored, but it was dragging back the rest of the class because ol)Yiously they were then 

going to get behind. So I just thought, I can't be doing with this. 

Cathy So in a way was it not making you fcel good ahout yourself? 

Steffi No. I'd come back and my mother used to ... \'\11cn I came back from Furthcr 

l\hths I used to be horrid. I was just so sort of fed and up and frustrated and I'd just fly off 

the handlc at her and thcn go out and ... I just couldn't cope with it in the end. 

In her further mathematics class Steffi feels herself becoming excluded by the tutor and 

others, not necessarily from the class but from the practices of self that she otherwise 

values. Steffi presents her sense of belonging in mathematics as framed around mutual 

help. In further mathematics she recognises an imperative to be independent in order to 

belong with the rest of the class, not to 'drag them back'. This means she cannot accept 

the amount of help she needs (although from my observations this appeared successful in 

keeping her included in the lesson, and the tutor was keen for her to stay). Equally, the 

help she docs accept is not enough to enable her to continue: 

Because we had to move at such a fast pacc I found that there wasn't really time for me to 

sort of practice it wilh her there to help mc. So I just didn't get on with it so I just decided 

there was no point in it. 

The discourse of mOlling/ imprwing runs frames this summative explanation of her choice 

and is present in her description (above) of how she feels different/excluded during 

lesson. But there is a second discourse of self-expression through family belonging and 

mutual help that is stronger. Steffi can bear the tensions until she reaches home, when her 

frustration causes her to exclude herself, this time from her family. It is this second 

exclusion that really marks her pain: when further mathematics starts to affect her sense of 

belonging at home. This was a particularly significant contrast as it happened during a 

period when Steffi's mother was ill, and needed her support. For Steffi the further 

mathematics collective is positioned as one where some help is given but cannot be taken 

happily, and home is where help should be given but is not, again causing unhappiness. 
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Stcffi's example confirms a number of points. It shows that giving and receiving help is a 

discourse of belonging that has currency in the mathematics classroom in other ways than 

as entrepreneurial self-interest. Throughout my data giving and receiving help in further 

mathematics are recognised as mutually beneficial, but here (as in Chapter 6) it also serves 

as a happy object in its own right, promising secure belonging and causing pain when 

threatened. It also shows that further mathematics is understood as eventually requiring 

independence, even for students like her who try to resist the denigration of dependency. 

Help as happiness is a compelling discourse, and in this case it seems almost compatible 

with the imperative to get ahead and become independent through further mathematics, as 

she does persist despite slow progress in further mathetnatics. In the end though, the 

emotive tensions stack up in Steffi's experiences of lessons and at home and she gives up. 

Thus we see that contingent circumstances such as Steffi's mother's illness have effects on 

how students can position themselves that are not recognised by a model of an 

independent student. This recalls Leathwood and Read's (2009) study of 'higher education 

subjects' in which most undergraduates found themselves excluded at some time by the 

dominant construction of the 'independent learner' - whether by their family tics, finances, 

class, illness or disability, unfamiliarity with dominant culture, newness, shyness or any 

other condition. 

Steffi, along with Esther, Clive and Ricky, gave up because of frustrations that produced 

them in an identity they found unbearable. Afterwards they rationalised this experience to 

minimise the pain and render it a choice that recognised their individuality. Steffi presents 

the decision as gaining a knowledge of both herself and the constraints of what is on offer. 

She is not to blame, rather she has made a mature assessment of the circumstances and is 

caring for herself (and implicitly her mother): 

If I had four hours a week like everything else and had a teacher that I'd go and sec sort of 

like when I needed it, it might have been different. But with only the two hours a week it 

wasn't the right way for me to go about it. 

These students did not reject their initial sense of belonging to further mathematics as 

illusory. Rather they give accounts of finding that they do not or cannot belong there in 

the FMNetwork context. They describe this choosing as finding "the right way for me", 

once again drawing on the autllOrity to speak for themselves, learning for/about oneself 

and taking responsibility (11cRobbie 2002). The discourses of choosing further 

mathematics position these students as becoming ind(~pendent by giving it up; and hence 

by taking responsibility for their own exclusion. I do not intend to evaluate the 'suitability' 
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of these choices for anyone student, but to point out how discursive patterns of exclusion 

are read as individual self-expression and progress into realistic maturity (Currie, Kelly and 

Pomerantz 2006). 

8.2.3 Randall 

Randall and Mario are best friends at Grants, with exactly the same subject choices, 

Mathematics, Further Maths and Physics, and both hoping to work in sound engineering. 

Randall usually speaks with more confidence, but Mario is doing slightly better in 

examinations. The reason I discuss them is to reiterate that students who share the same 

discourses can nonetheless position themselves quite differently, and that one student can 

be positioned by a combination of discourses. Here I concentrate more on Randall, but I 

have discussed Mario in Smith (2010). In year 12 Randall presented further mathematics 

as being a test of "will power" and concentration in lessons, more like university "because 

you're going away and doing it all yourself'. He argued that what he really needed in 

further mathematics was the answers to the exercise because "You can sec how you get to 

that answer and you can learn how to do it and you can try it more and do it yourself'. In 

this he articulated the discourses of epistemic and social authority, and learning for/about 

oneself that often shaped independence through further mathematics. In year 13 he and 

Mario jointly described their struggles with comparing lesson-notes and the textbook while 

revising for their (now school-based) further mathematics course. But when I asked if 

they took responsibility for their revision, Randall retorts with what "you gent'rally expt'ct" 

school to provide for you and then moves on to excuse the lack of success that he has 

achieved in trying to resist dependence and learn more directly from the book 

Randall \Vell I generally ... you generally expect it for them to kind of like know what to 

teach you kind of thing, and know ... to kind of guide you. But no I haven't been doing fl'ally 

checking up on the syllabus Of anything. Just didn't ... 111ere's another thing, he ltheir 

teacher] doesn't mark the homcwork. I Ie sets homework but he ncver marks it. 

~[ario He uscd to. 

Randall No he used to, likc a few months ago. Now it's just revision. But, you know hc 

gave us homework then ncver marked and it doesn't really give you an inn'ntivc to do it. So 

a lot of them I just didn't do he cause I thought well he's not gonna mark it, what's the point? 

And I think that... that was bad really, because if I had done the homework I think I would 

have been a lot more ... It's my own fault 'cos 1 just didn't do it. But I'd have been a lot morc 

up to speed on certain things I think. But anyway. If he was ... If I knew he was gonna mark 

it, and be like 'Oh, you haven't done it, why haven't you done it?' I would have made sure I 

did it kind of thing. 
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Cathy 

that? 

So you feel you want more kind of telling what to do ... more structure about 

Randall Almost. I mean at sixth Form you don't expect it to be like uni kind of thing, 

where you go off and you do it yourself. I think in that environment, you know when you're 

paying for a course and stuff, you make sure you learn the stuff. I Iere you can't ... you still ... 

Even though they're trying to prepare you, you still kind of expect them to at least check the 

homework to see you've done it right and stuff. It is sixth form, it's not uni yet kind of thing. 

So I don't know. 

[I asked if Mario felt the same ... ] 

~lario I wasn't conscious of the fact that he was gonna take it in or anything, just ... I just 

knew ... I just knew I had to get some more practice, so I ended up doing the 'luestions 

because ... But not all of them. I do whatever I need to. 

Here Randall is quite clear that it is the school's responsibility, not his, to structure the 

course and to make sure that students complete their work. In this argument his own 

independence is an issue only when an individual teacher is at fault in not checking 

homework. Unlike Michael, Jodie and others who 'go it alone' in their learning, Randall is 

choosing not to resist his positioning as a pupil, and here he starts to differ from Mario. 

:Mario's defence of the teacher - "he used to" fits his own position that students should 

become more independent over time. He contrasts himself with Randall by comparing 

who they pay attention to: Randall is conscious of the social authority of others while 

Mario just knows what he needs to do. Mario expresses his independence not by 

emphasising that responsibility but casting himself as driven by sclf-entrcprcneurism and 

thus choosing to learn for himself. 

In this discourse of conforming pupil, Randall rejects the demands on him to be 

independent but he still has to accept the consequences of not having been independent 

enough. Within his description of further mathematics he uses the terminology that 

teachers are there to "guide" and "prepare" students, and that he owns the "fault" of not 

having worked. In my question I described him as wanting to be told "what to do" (a 

more negative position) or seeking "structure" (more positive), giving him an opportunity 

to refine his position. Instead he argues that independence is valuable only at certain times 

("its not uni yet"). He distinguishes between school and university, a market-driven 

institution that does responsibilise you because you "go off' and pay for it. So 

independence is ascribed to adulthood and financial accountability, not learning. 

In rejecting the personal responsibility to work independently Randall can be positioned 

either as immature, not yet ready to be independent, or as trying to challenge the logic that 

reads him as aiming primarily for economic freedom. In the adjcctiyes task he describes 
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himself as independent but his justification has many mouifications ( "try", "like", "anu 

stuff", "kind of thing", "like 1 say", "all the time") anu suggests that he is inuepenuent in 

further mathematics only by necessity, not by desire: 

Like I say, I do try and learn some stuff by myself, like teach myself it, and like look through 

the book and stuff, and read up about it all the time. That's partly because I don't ever 

understand it, and partly because I just need to kind of thing, to get the grades (year 13). 

As we saw earlier, others position Randall as immature - maybe not clever enough to 

belong and too 'young' to see the self-uclusion. In this quote he echoes their excluuing 

valuation "1 uon't ever understanu it", but as we saw in Chapter 6 he argues that the 

discourse of precocious achievement in mathematics is the uclusion. 

There is a different discourse of euucational success that Ranuall attempts to sustain: 

studying as building up "experience" in the present. In further mathematics he suggests 

that 'trying' can be worthwhile for its own sake anu not just for graul's: "the more you do 

it, the more you're like looking at problems and trying to solve ec..luations and stuff'. I kre 

he does appear to be challenging the logic of aiming primarily for economic fn..'euom 

because he not only applies this to working in mathematics but also to his aspirations 

beyond school. By year 13 RanuaU is thinking about entering the music industry uin:ctly, 

\vithout going to university. Again he uescribes this as learning from doing and 

experience: "there's technical but you're just kind of ... You can be taught it like and learn 

it from experience. It's all about how a piece of music sounds anu stuff like that". This 

discourse of valuing experience in a slower timescale allows him to position himsdf as 

successful and realistic without the responsibility of making progress: "I've still got 

ambition and stuff, but I'm just realistic as to the fact that it might not happen as soon as I 

expected". Slowing down avoids the risk of 'getting ahead' of om-'s authentic self. It is 

more desirable than progressing towards indept.·ndcncc in further matht.·matics, which ht.· 

positions as nmning the risk of losing touch with coherent selfllOod because you arl' so 

concerned with learning as moving away from the present. \X'e see this whc..·n Randall 

challenges Mario's plans: 

Randall I'm going to be there. But ~lario's gonna he like working Ollt all these l'tlllatiotls. 

~Iari() And I'm gonna be paid ten times more than you. 

Randall And I'm gonna be the happier one. It's not all about money Mario. 

Mario No. I'm gonna be happy (year 13) 
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Randall's attempts to adapt the discourse of indepenocnce towaros authentic activity 

rather than responsibility colour his descriptions of struggling in furthcr mathcmatics 

classrooms. He represents himself as not belonging because he is not activc, simply 

watching the board and thinking "well I don't undcrstano what thc hell you'rc ooing". 

Instead he prefers to go through questions himself (or with Mario), producing an active 

independence that way even if it is not successful. He ooes use thc textbooks quitc 

extensively in ordcr to organise his expcricnccs of mathematics but thcy often do not give 

him the fceoback he needs when he needs it: 

I honestly, I read. I don't know like how many hours I've spent trying to find stuff ill there. 

And then it gets to it and then it gives you a question that says, 'Now why is this like that?' 

And I was like well that's what I want the answer to and you've just told me to work it out 

myself. Give me the answer ... (year 12) 

Several other stuoents also described the textbooks as frustrating in this way, and here the 

online FMNetwork resources oio seem useful in provioing thl~m with another source of 

examplcs and explanations to make comparisons with. Randall did not comment on using 

this website, though 1hrio founo it gooo. 

Randall's alternative valuation of authentic active cxperience ()\'er accrn\itl'd progrl'ss is 

sustained strongly by discoursl's of practicality and immediacy. Thl'se can be the same 

discourses that mobilise to exclude working-class 'people like us' from higher education 

(Brooks 2003). \X1hen Randall talks about stuoying furthl'r mathematics he says "we don't 

seem like the kind of people that would I suppose", and later he extends this exclusion 

when during year 13 hc decides not to apply for university. lIe is unsure whether his 

future is in continued education, in casual sound-related \vork or in an industrial 

apprenticeship. Staying in post-compulsory education, and studying more abstract 

disciplines are the types of choices that produce structural class inequalities (Atkinson 

2007a). So here the tensions that Randall experil'nces when trying to challenge how the 

discourses of further mathematics and independence add up to exclude him in a way that 

re-articulates class. 

The three students I have discussed here, Michael, Steffi and Randall, arc connected by 

being 'casualties' of further mathematics. Their exclusions arc inscribed in various ways by 

the understanding that further mathematics requires indep(~ndencc, ano the rdated 

meanings of inoependcnce as rt'Jirtif{g scbool cOIlJtrailllJ, dai"'iIZ~ autbori(y to .rpt'fil.::, /t'a,."iIZ~ 

fori about oI1eJe(/and takil1<g mpollJibili(y. All three students claimed epistl'mic and social 

authority in the mathematics/ further mathematics classroom; and all three welcomed the 
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envisaged autonomy of being able to use a range of technologies to organise their own 

learning. These are necessary practices for successful adulthood and successful belonging 

in further mathematics. However students who tried to resist these practices risk being 

positioned as dependent and out of place in further mathematics. Stefft eventually found 

it impossible to reconcile these discourses of independence with her sense of learning and 

speaking for herself as gathering and managing relationships based on help. She could not 

articulate belonging in further mathematics alongside belonging within her family 

collective. It was the discourse of responsibility that caused tensions for Michael and 

Randall: they felt pressure to give up as a way of expressing themseh-es as having sclf

knowledge and being aware of how they were judged by others. 

There is one last empirical contribution that adds to this weighing up of the discourses of 

independence, and that comes from students' emails after they had moved on to 

university. 

8.2.4 After school 

~ly agreed research framework allO\ved me to email students for the !'.loonkn and C;rants 

cohorts in the term after leaving school. In practice, it was not easy to maintain contact 

into the third year of the study, but eight students did respond Gust over half, sec appl·mlix 

1). They were broadly the students who had followed mathematics-related dq~n·es. I 

asked them whether their working practices had changed since they left school, anll also 

whether further mathematics had had any lasting effect. Once again their responses 

focused on working practices that could be characterised as managing work with others, 

and producing oneself as independent. Further mathematics was repeatedly linked to 

these negotiations: 

I often just rely on Jesson work in some suhjects, not doing much work on my own. I think 

further malhs has taught me to do more work outside of school, even if I fed that I can 

already do what is relJuited. I think I am working the same way I did at school - try do as 

much as possihle on my o\\'n then meet up afterwards alll! fIll in any blanks togethl'f. (Paul, 

computing) 

I've found that self learning is Illy favourite way of working through matcrial. I currcntly 

have 17 hours of contact time with staff hut would be pnfl·ctly contl'nt \\;Ih Illlll:h kss. 

This isn't because im lazy, but because i can work through It'xt/work h()ok~ OIl my own pacl' 

(plus im not much of a morning person!). \X'jlh the karning side, its wry much an 

ind('pendent thing (same \vith others i suspect), But problems and cour,ewOl'k (aftn a stab 

at it yourscl0 tend to be discussed between a group. (Mario, physics) 
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I always attempt work, but I find other people working motivates me, and therefore I very 

regularly will sit and do work \\lith other people, even if they're on an entirely diffnent 

course, I almost find it easier sitting working with people doing different work than the 

same, as it then pushes me to try and figure out my own work, rather than ask for help 

straight away. But I do find that when revising for tests, or important pieces of work, a 

group of us from the course will get together and study then! (Chari)" mathematics and 

business) 

What is evident in these responses is the confidence of students' claims that a combination 

of working with others and working alone is a legitimate practice of learning in advanced 

mathematics. These are not now the casualties of further mathematics. They arc students 

who have already negotiated a stance in which they can produce themsekes as 

autonomous and self-directed "vhile working with others. For them doing independence 

with the HvlNetwork is not narrO\vl)' defined as solitary independent \vork, but rather as 

recognising how one needs to learn and claiming both the authority and the responsibility 

to manage the details for oneself. It was this that constituted most of them as belonging 

to the further mathematics collective while at school. Once at university they articulate the 

same discourses of going-it-alone but belonging with others. \Vhat is less evident is any 

discourse of resistance, although all three emphasise that their motivation is their own. 

This suggests that independence as c/aimilzg epiJkmic tllld Jocial tllI/hor;!)', I"{mlil{~ji)fj a/){JII/ 

oneJe(i, re,lpomibili!y plus - crucially - collaboration is a resilient way of bdonging in 

mathematics. In fact Paul and Mario (and Simon who we met in Chapter 7) make stronger 

claims for themselves working collaborativcly at university than tht,)' did at school. 

This docs suggest that doing further mathematics has an effect on university study, 

because it contrasts with research findings that students are generally wary of accepting 

organised peer support when they make educational transitions (Davis 2()09b; Ilernandcz

Martinez, Williams and Farnsworth 2011; Boylcs, Newman and Noss 20(1). It has also 

been suggested that they tend to rely on maintaining the continuity of existing work 

practices associated with their 'authentic self and do not readily tryout new relationships 

with others (\X'arin and Dempster 2007). Where mathematics has been articulated as 

requiring isolation, this is likely to continue and lead to a cooling-off of l'ngagement 

(Daskalogianni and Simpson 20(2). It is clear that peer-support docs hdp students, 

especially when it is institutionally supported, for example with work-rooms (Solomon 

2009a). These few results suggest that further mathematics students arc ready to take up 

such practices and see them as productive work on the self rathn than remedial action. 
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A second way that further mathematics had supported shldents was in freeing them from 

relying only on one institution. This recalls the illJ'ide/ outside positioning of further 

mathematics, where the productive effects came by bridging the aspirations of further 

mathematics learning with the systematising technologies of schools. The effect seems to 

have been that students see a personal value in making use of a range of resources and 

perspectives from outside the university course. These all become resources in their 

project of independence as making ieCll7lingpm·ona/. These university accounts paralleled 

their accounts of further mathematics, but with their previous experience taking the place 

of the PMNetwork tutor as showing them how to become experts in indepel1lknce. They 

mention their management of minor technologies such as bcing used to late c\'enings, 

em ailing tutors and once-a week lessons, but also the books and the F!\lNctwork website 

if still available to them: 

~ow im here, its amazing how much of a difference learning the further material ;It a level 

has aided me. Even though I had forgotten the majority of a level, I wasn't seeing allY 

malhs based material hadn't seen before (complex numbers, further inll"gLltioll, power 

series .. etc.)- whether i understood it is a differellt matter(!). I was able to go back on 

notes/books from the further maths a level course and things would spring hack. (~lario) 

I had to do a lot of self learning for both subjects (especially further maths) and I am lIsing 

similar methods to learn here too. Learning Further l\\aths has definitely helped me in the 

~Iaths content of my course and has allowed me to have a head start over people who 

hadn't done it. The teaching of maths here is not very good so I fed very relieved to ha\T 

done further malhs and maths to a certain extent. (Simon) 

As I argued above, the significance of this range of resources is not solely that it exists hut 

that it allows shldents to manage their own learning for themselves and widens the 

practices that they experience as successfully doing mathematics. As independent karrwrs 

they can draw on their own selves as experts in mana~ing these technol(}~ies. 

8.3 Summing Up 

I have used these three students and the university emails as exampks of how further 

mathematics positions students as engaged in a project of independl'nce .. t\ly analysis 

showed four discourses - re.riJtallce, f1'.Ipo!1.libi/i(y, /t'(mliJ{~jf)r/ a/;oll! O!ll'JI'!/; and tllllhori(}' to 

speak for oneself - that all contributed to this self-determination. These were supported 

by the discourses and technologies of further mathematics. Some of these technologies 

unambi~uously produced students as required to manage their own independence, for 

example when schools started study leave after the further mathematics examinations, 
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allocating no time for students to revise. Others are more ambiguous, such as lack of 

contact time or more demanding examination questions. In the last two chapters I have 

shown how further mathematics provides routes for students to produce themselves as 

independent and independence provides routes to choose further mathematics. The three 

unique contributions made by the FMNetwork context were: 

• students met a range of texts, teachers and online resources. ] ':ngaging with these 

positioned students as authorities in mathematics and in their own pursuit of self

improvement-as-autonomy. 

• Further mathematics was sufficiently 'outside' school that students could map a 

personal route through resits, schedules for learning, relationships with teachers 

and negotiations with universities; it was sufficiently 'inside' school that the 

outcomes of these choices had value. This gave students authority and expertise in 

learning for and about themselves 

• The ambivalent discourses that abound in further mathematics - precocity / 

maturity, breadth/ depth, you have to work/ not work, inside/outside - allow 

students some flexibility in negotiating the tensions in their positions as currents of 

opportunity, at least until they are closed down by responsibilising technologies 

such as examinations. 

Producing independence is an important discourse of education and adolcscenCl', and it 

also has particular resonance in mathematics. As we saw in Chapters 2 and 4, the 

socioeconomic value of mathematics comes from its ability to circulate pO\\'(.'r as 

individual, rational mastery that is realised in authority and wealth-creation (\V'alkt-rdine 

1988; Wright 2006). The discourses of neoliberalism allow understandings to slide 

between individual and social governance, and the discourses of mathematics allow 

understandings to slide between the (Jualities of the discipline and ,\ualities of its students. 

I have shown how students can take advantage of this, using their constructions of 

mathematics as safe and straight to bestow themselves with guarantCl·d future SlICCl'SS. 

But this elision of mathematics and 'doing mathematics' also imposl's imperatives onto 

participants to rc-produce themselves in certain ways. In this chapter we met students 

who were casualties of independence: they nearly managed to assemble themsl'lvl's as both 

further mathematics students and happy, sclf-entf<.~prl'n('urial adokscl'nts but ultimatcly 

failed. All three students tried to adapt discourses of indepl'ndt.'nce in ordl'r to become 

more successful: Michael by drawing on the ample resources of hotnt: rather than tht: 
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constraints of school, Steffi by valuing mutual help as a way of building secure 

communities, and Randall by emphasising his experiences of engaging in mathematics 

rather than progressing in it (or not). These adaptations did not and could not succeed. 

One reason for the tight-hold of independence on mathematics students is its neoliberal 

role of governance. Mathematics and independence go hand in hand to predict progress, 

self-direction and wealth. For example, policy makers consider that "the global maths 

economy is driven by high personal capability, initiative and logical thought" (Kounine, 

:Marks and Truss 2008, pS). This comment makes the familiar demands for economic 

participants to be 'good at maths' (invoked in "capability" and "logical thought") but also 

translates these into generic "personal" skills owned by the individual beyond the 

mathematics context, so that with enough "initiative" they can be transferred anywhere. 

Experience of mathematics is thus read as a certain way of becoming independent -

logical, collaborative but not emotional, self-directing and not directed by custom or other 

people - through which private entrepreneurism becomes a public good. I n the new 

economies of neoliberalism "the value of an indi\'idual to an emplo)'n is no longer 

represented by the denomination of academic currency but the economy of l'xperience" 

(Brown, Hesketh and Williams 2003, p 120). I t is simultaneously the case that individuals 

studying (academic) mathematics arc valued as "our very brightest young people" \\"ho "by 

doing so are ensuring that Britain has a bright future" (\Xlright 20(9). Both make sense as 

discursive constructions because within contemporary policy the acalit.'mic currency of 

mathematics depends on constructing thc student mathl'matical experience as one of 

becoming independently capable. Mathematics can accommodate othl'r discoursl's -

gceks, nerds, geniuses and madmcn - that render students incapahle in particular fields 

(Mcndick, l\loreau and Hollingworth 20(8) but this only serVeS to aCCl'ntuate their social 

distance and thus thcir il1<.lcp{.~ndence. 

This policy discourse is in line with historical and contemporary rel\uirl'ments that 

university studcnts should be independent learners. Historically, universities fralm'd the 

reward of academic citizenship as developing an 'independent personality', and this 

constmcted the university student as male, adult, civilised and belonging to the western 

intellectual tradition (Leathwood and Read 20(9). The contemporary disCOU1'sl'S of 

neoliberalism and technological progress encourage uni\'Crsitil's to use resource-based and 

online learning technologies that enablc large numbers of students to 'up-skill' themsl'ln's 

for the labour market. The discourse of employability has changed the demands of/on 

mathematics dc'partments: fifteen years ago, the London Mathematical Socicry (1995) 
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called for students who were fluent and accurate in A-level contl:nt, now they value 

'thinking mathematically' above teaching for near-perfect A * grades (I,ondon 

Mathematical Society 2010). Undergraduates need 'stamina' and 'mathematical habits of 

mind' to persevere through perceived failures (Boyles, Newman and Noss 2(01); they 

have to be able to study independently to combine their new conceptuallcarning with 

"drill and kill" practice of techniques (Engineering Council 2000, p 11). I,eathwood and 

Read's (2009) study of undergraduates (across subjects) found that most found themseh'es 

excluded at some time by the dominant construction of the indcpl:ndcnt learner - whether 

by their family tics, finances, class, illness or disability, unfamiliarity with dominant culture, 

newness, shyness or any other condition. As independl:nce is so significant in 

mathematics, it seems likely that similar exclusions would opl:rate whl:n indl:pl:ndl:nce is 

central to further mathematics. 

This all adds up to the conclusion that neolibl:ral subjects are discursively rl:(luired to 

position themselves repeatedly as be(olJJilz~ independent in order to d<"Hlop their identity 

as students and future economically-activl: adults This chapter compktcs my at'gumcnt by 

showing that engagement in further mathematics is a way for students to produce 

themselves as a neoliberal becoming-independent educational subjl:ct starting to capitalisl: 

on his/her individual self. A central concern throughout this thesis has bccn to show how 

this production of neoliberal subjectivities through further mathcmatics contains with in it 

discourses of exclusion that make it difficult or impossible for some studcnts to continue 

with further mathematics. I have shown how these exclusions operate around the social 

dimensions of class, gender and ethnicity, yet arc constructcd and lin·d as individual 

narratives. 
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Chapter 9 Conclusions 

In this chapter I draw together the various analytic strands of what it means to participate 

in the further mathematics network. In Chapter 1 I suggested that the current model of 

rational individual choice is unhelpful because it excludes other ways of making sense of 

how students do and do not participate further mathematics. More complexity is needed: 

in particular to understand why there are patterns in who chooses to study further 

mathematics and how these patterned choices are related to ways of understanding 

mathematics, identity and society. I argued in Chapters 2 and 3 that a poststructuralist 

approach prm<ides the theoretical perspective and methodological tools to un pick existing 

understandings of choice and further mathematics, and to examine the new 

understandings inscribed in the practices and contexts of the H\INctwork. I came to SCI.' 

that choices were made try individuals but were not simply individual. I nstead, choosing 

further maths articulates practices of the self in discourses of education, employment and 

personal fulfilment, inscribing rather than furnishing young people's relationships and 

identities. 

My search for complexity and difference continueu throughout the five )'l'ar study, 

directed by the way my theoretical research qucstions unfurled from their starting point: 

identifying discourses of choosing, schooling and furthcr mathematics (Qla). The five 

empirical chapters of this thesis show how I used th<.~se research llul'stions to unpick th<.' 

discourses in official texts and student accounts. I have ('xamined the power rclations anu 

the classroom practices that support them (Q2a), how they position students anu what 

practices of the self arc intelligible within further mathematics (Q3a). I have lookeu at 

how different discourses relate to each other (Ql b), how they construct indi\'iuuals and 

collectives (Q2b), and how they combine for individuals in ways that support and 

challenge participation in further mathematics (Q3b anu Q2c). 

In these empirical chapters I gathered my thinking around discourses that arc coherent 

because of the way they function together in participants' talk and practices, presenting 

very strongly in the data, for example around time and maturity, and breadth and depth. 

also sought theoretical coherence, where discourses work togl'ther to shape forms of 

conduct and meaning and when they inscribe stud<.,nts as subjects positioning 1/Jt'tIJJd"t'J. 

My data incluues discourses within further mathematics that function as practical moral 
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codes, systems of self-judgement and modes of subjectification, which, as I suggested in 

§2.2.3, are necessary for analysing practices of the self. Overall this is not a <luestion of 

matching students with discourses (which would have been incoherent from my 

theoretical perspective) but of analysing the similarities, and the surprising differences, in 

how these discourses worked on and arc worked by students, and tracing the outcomes 

that they make possible. 

I also find theoretical coherence where I can trace continuities and discontinuities between 

the discourses of further mathematics and the wider discourses of contemporary 

education, employment and politics. By shO\ving how 'doing further mathematics' (or not) 

can also be 'doing' progress, maturity, work, happiness, belonging or independence \vithin 

discourses such as neoliberalism, I offer three things. First I establish validity for my own 

analysis. Drawing parallels with the discursive frameworks used by others helps to make 

explicit the methodological relationships (Brown and Dowling 199R) between my 

theoretical concepts (discourses, practices of the self) and empirical indicators 0anguage, 

observed outcomes). Poststructural research cannot seek validity in an external frame of 

reference. It establishes its significance within the academic field by spelling its rclation to 

previously published work; arguing its coherence; paying attention to detail, diversity and 

explication; and demonstrating its relevance to other ways of making sense of the context 

0~amazanoglu and Holland 2002; Taylor 2001 a). 

Secondly, and continuing from this, I off('r a policy contribution. Civen the dominance of 

neoliberalism in post-compulsory education policy, largely unaffected hy the change in UK 

government, my research can have an impact only if it can be interpr(·ted as ('vidence 

within that policy framework (\'Viseman 2(10) and I have therefore sought to make the 

connections explicit while keeping a critical p(·rspective. In Chapt('r 2 I dn.'w on the 

literature to argue that contemporary education and employment arc driven by a neoliht'ral 

self-entrepreneurial view of identity and education: the self progr('sses towards future 

success framed by self-governance, inclusion and the capacity for economic sdf

expression. In each of the empirical chapters I ha\'e shown how further mathematics 

sometimes works in tension and sometimes runs along with these ne()1iberal discourses, 

and this permits me to consider how further mathematics could develop in the future. 

Thirdly, I make a methodological contribution to mathematics education rcst'arch by 

demonstrating how a poststructural attention to discourse allows us to itwestigate 

participation within mathematics in relation to concerns beyond the strictly mathematical: 
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"in order to develop a conception of the learner who is an historically particular, social, 

embodied, and interested individual, at once both rational and irrational" (\V'alshaw 2004, 

p9). As just discussed, recent educational technologies prioritise individual choice, 

learning and self-expression, and so mathematics education research needs such 

methodologies to have relevance for contemporary institutional practices. r-.lore 

importantly, my study shows that students' accounts of participating in further 

mathematics are complex and bound up in their understandings of themselves as maturing 

individuals negotiating inscriptions of ethnicit)" gender and class and how they b<.:long to 

family, school and friendship collectives. A theoretical focus on learner-identities in 

mathematics is inadequate to account for these interconnections. 

This research process of gathering coherence within complexity provided the structure of 

the four chapters analysing student data. It is in this arca that I notc a wcakness of my 

research design which resulted in the fragmented collection of information about 

participants' social class, ethnicity and family/community setting. I initially fclt n<.:fVous 

about asking personal qucstions about (for cxamph:) who stulknts livcd with and their 

family educational history, especially in group situations, and gathered information in a 

conversational ad hoc manner. I tried a more systcmatic approach through lat(:r email 

questionnaires but without complete success. I did not therefore have a systematic sl't of 

data on which to base comparisons. In some cases (eg with Stcffi) it only became 

apparent later that students' family circumstances were so rdevant to further mathematics. 

In future research I would ask participants' for such data at thc outset, and theH.'l>y give 

them the opportunity to reflect on their positioning (Savage, Bagnall and Longhurst 20(H). 

This was a limitation arising from my own class and ethnic positions, and also framed in 

the deceptive discourse that mathematics is less personal than, for example, gender (Adlt-r 

and Lerman 2003; Mendick 2003). 

In this conclusion I now discuss ideas that werc raised across these chapters, and connect 

them to my analysis of document-based further mathematics discourses in Chaptl'r 4. 

These are: 

• The discourses of choosing mathematics and choosing further mathematics arl' not 

the same: further mathematics builds on and disrupts the dominant Sl'!1Sl' of 

mathematics as ensuring progress. 
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• The FMNetwork provides new routes for participation in advanced mathematics: 

it offcrs institutional and collective backing for studcnts who want to improve or 

resist some ways they are positioncd in school. 

• Thcre are tensions within the discourses of further mathcmatics that can lead 

studcnts to cxclude themselves: studcnts who rcsist their school positioning arc 

precarious in their power to 'write themselvcs differently'. 

I thcn considcr the implications for further mathematics itself, for participation in 

advanced mathematics, and for future research. In doing so I discuss what my research 

has to offcr and its limitations. 

9.1 The discourses of mathematics and further mathematics 

are not the same 

Throughout this thcsis it has been clear that choosing mathematics and choosing further 

mathematics both function as practices of adolescent selfhood extending beyond the 

classroom, hut also that thcy function differcntly. 

Choosing ma.thematics 

In Chapter 5 I showcd how choosing mathcmatics reinforces thc modernist episteme of 

progrcss and the expectant time of staged adolescence. Mod("'rnity privileges kn()\vledge 

that controls change in the present and future (Chandler 2011; George 1999; Mendick 

2011; Sfard 2009), and the students could find such knowledge in their mathematics 

practices. Thcy associated mathematics with safety, straightness and \vhat I called a 

discourse of moping/ illlprol'iI~~. This discourse was then applied to themselves as 

individuals, prcdominantly in thc form of an inheritance from their patl~nts, their (,.·thnicity 

or their rccognized past ability. This discourse of safe, straight progress constructed 

participation in mathematics as something that endures within students and will guarantee 

future improvements, hut nevertheless needs to be developed by appropriate eliucational 

technologics. In Chapter 6 I showed how mathematics produced stulimts as ("'ngagcd in 

such developmcntal work on thc self: becoming able to manage the 'natural' opposition 

between work and happiness, indeed to transform it into the psychological rewarlis of self

entrepreneurism. This transformation supported the progressive discourse of 

mOli'z~/ improlli,~g, so that accepting and adapting the imperative to work was taken as 
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evidence of increasing maturity and alignment with the practical! financial realism of 

employability (Hesketh 2003). 

I also showed in Chapter 6 that students predominantly used their accounts of work and 

happiness in school mathematics to orient themsehres towards the future, and then, by 

securing that future, they could keep up happiness in the present. These discourses of 

controlling work and happiness relied on practices that established mathematics as 

dependable and allowing work with other students. Mathematics was dependable because 

it promised future attainment and economic rewards; and because it facilitated students in 

producing themselves as having epistemic and social authority in lessons. They felt able to 

chat, argue, collaborate and resist some aspects of teacher control because they were 

confident that they could - with a combination of self-motivation and peer explanations -

make sense of mathematics. Both the resistance and the self-confidence helped again to 

produce them as maturing, self-governing individuals. In school mathematics working 

together was thus intertwined with dependable mathematics as a resource for steadily 

becoming mature, although always within the staged development of school progress. 

Most students connected their sense of authentic belonging to the classroom collective 

with dependability and working together: together these constructed a confidl'nce that they 

could rely on understanding mathematics with the help of friends (and s01l1criml's 

teachers). In Chapters 7 and 8 I showed how students such as Jodie, Bob, Simon and 

(sometimes) Randall resisted the way they were positioned by the discourses of school 

mathematics and instead tried to 'go it alone' in furthl'r mathematics. I kre again what 

they were resisting could be seen as the inevitability of mathl'matics: that certain positions 

in mathematics offered few possibilities for resistance or adaptation. Jodie, Bob and 

Randall reacted against the ways in which they could be judged as not belonging, and 

Simon reacted against his position of extreme belonging, because thl'Y understood these 

judgements as posing powerful threats of exclusion from othn futures they envisaged. 

Choosing further mathematics 

How was this different for further mathematics? There were two key relationships in how 

students talked about choosing mathematics and further mathematics. Firstly the), built on 

the discourse of 11/o1iJ~~/ illlprol'incg mathematics, and this happened particularly \vhen tht·y 

described their year 12 decision to start the further mathematics course. They saw further 

mathematics as offering impetus to the progress offered by mathematics. By choosing to 

'do extra', further mathematics students could express themselves as l'xtreme/typical 
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examples in mathematics and also as the aspiring 'bright' shldents of neoliberalism, 

successfully framing the rewards of work as psychological as well as socioeconomic (Rose, 

1990, 1999; du Gay 1996). Here they drew explicitly on the imidl'/ oil/side and ,~{)ld-j·/(/l/dCl,.d 

discourses of the FMNetwork that I identified in Chapter 4. Being imide the mainstream 

curriculum allowed them to relate their choices of further mathematics to the shared 

understandings of progress used in national pre-university cJualifications. Being outside 

enabled them to suggest extra qualities beyond that (often-criticised) scale. The .~()Id

standard discourse added to their positioning by reinforcing a value system in \vhich 

advanced mathematics indicates an enduring, objective measure of cJuality aOlI qualities. 

This representation was durable: throughout the two years certain further mathematics 

students (such as Simon) were positioned as the archetypal student who were going to 

make good simply because of their (unexamined by others) disposition to study 

mathematics. 

Secondly, further mathematics disrupted the discourse of steady mathematical and 

adoIcscent progress by suggesting you can 'get ahead'. Instead of progressing expectantly 

while learning mathematics you can make choices that project you nearer to independence 

and adulthood. Whether viewed as an acceleration or a calculated spt'culation, this 

supported students' decisions to participate in further mathematics. We saw this wht'l1 

students described further mathematics as new, hopeful, not safe but accessing univt·rsity 

mathematics and ways of working. In this disruption, furtht'r mathematics students wt're 

frequently positioned as precocious, attempting to inhabit both childhood and adulthood. 

This position is familiar from the research of, for exampk" Burton (2004) and Mendick 

(2006; Mendick, Moreau and Epstein 20(7) who examine stereotypes of 'born' or a-social 

mathematicians My study has shown that this position can also be productive and t'xplain 

participation in further mathematics. Dissenting from the dominant temporalitit's and 

ascribing to alternative tlc/JrolliaJ is a way of articulating oneself as an agentic knowing 

subject in contemporary discourses where time is so closely bound with the sc1f (Nowotny 

1994). Dissenting from the dominant discourse of mathematics as steady impron'ment 

contributes to the construction of further mathematics as autonomy; while rejecting the 

watched, expectant temporal technologies of adolescence constructs further mathematics 

as doing independence from school constraints. The claim for precocity adds to the 

discourse of 'going it alone' we saw in Chapter 7, and supports doing further mathematics 

as an exercise of neoliberal self-improving endeavour. 
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Choosing further maths is also made precarious because of this precocity: in doing further 

mathematics you are out of your proper time and your development is both achieved and 

halted. In Chapters 5 and 8 we saw how the discourses of maturity and the normalising 

technologies of examinations mobilized against continued participation in further 

mathematics. The association of further mathematics with effortless success presents a 

similar dilemma: overcoming the opposition to work indicates adult achievements in 

working on the self, but the imperative not to work was also associated with illusion and 

childhood. This means there are flexible producti\'e possibilities in not working (as for 

Ivlichael) , but they can readily become threats. \'Vhen work in further mathematics did not 

lead to a sense of secure understanding nor recognized examination results, then it 

exposed students such as Randall, Agent X and Tom to the feeling of having worked for 

an illusion. Unlike mathematics, choosing further mathematics could be construed as 

choosing an illusory future over the "realistic" expectant present and their socially

maturing teenage selves. Students who continued with it risked losing access to both 

mature adulthood and the natural, authentic pleasures of childhood. 

After investigating these differences between the discourses of choosing mathematics and 

the discourses of choosing further mathematics, it is clear that there arc ambivalences even 

in the basic relationship: further mathematics builds on mathematics, or disrupts it, or 

both. In the discourses of maturity/risk and work/happiness, further mathematics acts as 

a 'conversion point' that can turn good feclings into bad or vice versa (Ahmed, 2(10). 

These ambivalences allow for possibilities and for tensions, and it is these currl'\1ts that Wl' 

sec at play when students negotiate how they position thc'mselvl's as indivi(luals belonging 

to the collectives and imagined collectives of further mathematics, school mathematics, 

family and beyond. All of the students saw themselves engag(:d in the sl'arch for 

autonomy, which they associated with the discourse of the "independent learner" 

(Leathwood and Read 20(9). As we saw in Chapter R, students who trusted that school 

technologies would allow thtm to combine independence and ~uccess tendl'd to continue 

mathematics but drop further mathtmatics. Students who distrusted or resisted school 

practices tended to continue further mathematics. Of course, as I have argued, there is no 

simple causality in these relationship~: the discourses of schoo} c{)n~truct mathematics 

students as developing a natural staged autonomy, proving that they can 'do' the Whitl', 

masculine, rational selves of mathematics education (J\1cndick 20(6). Tht discourses of 

the FMNetwork can disrupt the educational progression and project students to more 

individualised choices of employment and univer~ity, ~uggesting they 'go it alone'. 
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9.2 The FMNetwork provided new routes for participation in 

advanced mathematics. 

This thesis brings togcthcr idcas about choosing as identity work and what further 

mathematics 'is' in the FMNctwork. My poststructural approach allows me to analyse 

both thcse aspects through discourse: it is discourscs that inscribc what choosing subjects 

means for individuals, and what furthcr mathcmatics allows them to say about who they 

arc and who thcy can be. Bccause poststructuralism has been morc influential in generic 

rathcr than subjcct-spccific cducation rcscarch, so existing literature has tended to frame 

choosing as a practicc of the self inscribed in thc pastoral, carecrs, pcrsonal and social 

dcvelopmcnt aspccts of school (Ball, Maguirc and Macrae 20nO; Besley 2005; Reay 2004, 

2008), while furthcr mathcmatics is constructcd in its curriculum, policy texts and 

conncctions to univcrsity mathematics (Boylcs, Newman and Noss 20(1). I have argued 

throughout the thcsis that thcse discourscs arc not produced separatciy. Instead, my data 

shows how further mathematics and practices of thc self intcrmingle in schooling ami the 

local contcxts of FMNetwork classrooms. Discourses have effects, and one of my central 

lincs of argument has bccn to show that thc FMNetwork docs provilk new routl'S for 

participation in advanccd mathcmatics becausc it offers institutional and collective backing 

for studcnts who want to improvc and/ or resist some ways they arc positiOlH:ll in school. 

Onc significant componcnt of my thcsis has be('n the longihldinal study in thrl'l' sitl's. 

This offered the opportunity to cxaminc subjcct choicc in the context of the A-level 

subjects that studcnts startcd, completed, sometimes wish('d they had (or had not) done or 

could havc donc. This mcans that my research complements larger studies bas(..'d only on 

choice outcomcs (Noycs 2009; Noycs and Sealey 2009; Royal Society 2011; Searle 2()()Hb; 

Searle and Barmby 2(06). None of the shldents I interviewed woukl have b('en able to 

start without the PMNetwork. \'Vhen I first contacted thc 22 further mathematics students 

during year 12, 21 were considering continuing (this was a factor in my choice of site and 

presumably their willingness to participate). By my last contact (six to twenty months 

later, depending on site and email permissions) 13 of th('m had continued for two years, 12 

had accepted university offers for STEM subjects with a further six intending to apply (sec 

Table 7.2). This is a good retention rate for STEM subjects: for comparison, the llPMAP 

project (Understanding Participation in post-16 l\lathematics and Physics) found about 

half of the students in their sample who were qualified to study STEM degrees w('re 

actually doing so (Reiss et a1. 2011). Of course my participants had already opted once to 
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'get ahead' through STEM when they started further mathematics, nevertheless most \vere 

choosing to repeat that choice. Moreover five of the ten who chose mathematics or 

mathematics-plus-another-subject at university had not studied a science A-Ie\"el. It is 

students such as these, with a mixed, non-traditional selection of subjects, who are deemed 

less likely to continue (Bell, Malacova and Shannon 2003; Kitchen 1999; Reeves 200R). 

This is a significant group, comprising around 40(% of mathematics/ further mathematics 

A-level students in England in 2005, 2007 and 2009 (Royal Society 2011) but they are less 

studied because they are not qualified for science. 111is puts my research findings in 

context: although I have documented the complexities of choosing further mathematics, 

the clear outcome was that a diverse group of students were able to manage these 

complexities and continue a coherent trajectory in mathematics. 

The second thread of this argument concerns how these new routes came about. Through 

the literature review, the analysis of further maths network texts and students' talk, I traced 

a range of ways in which students can find themselves belonging to further mathematics. 

It was no surprise to find the discourses of ability and inclination running through all the 

students' talk, as found in previous studies of mathematics participation (I krnandez

Martinez and Williams accepted; Mendick, r..loreau and l':psrcin 2009; Solomon 2007 a, 

2009b). Here these discourses inscribed stories of belonging to furthl'r mathematics as a 

homecoming or natural progression, completing a cycle. \X'e saw in Chapter 4 how this 

was supported by the gold-standard discourse of further mathematics that articulates 

mathematics as having a bright timeless lluality. I also argued there that the 1 :~tNl,t\\'ork 

presents itself as progressive by balancing discourses of lJuality with c{luiry, critical 

comparisons with school measures of conformity. These come together in the IJIl'lIdlh-pIIlJ

depth discourse that offers new routes for participation through shoring up brcadlh, but 

maintains legitimacy by reproducing depth as the non-examinl'd, naturallcyd wh('re the 

'elite' belong. Thus official discourses and students' talk reinforce ('ach otlll'r in 

fore grounding a sense of searching-for and finding oneself in further mathl'matics. 

However, although I found this was a widespread discourse, there \wre only two students 

(paul and John) for whom it was not contested. For most students, finding onesl'lf within 

the breadth of further mathematics was a discourse they could usc to show thl'ms(.'!n's as 

working towards belonging, but in doing so they had to work - they Wl'rC not achicving it 

as natural. In dealing with this dilemma, attraction coulu become a "lure", and 

homecoming became associated with escape or finuing oneself in ways that wcre wider 

than mathematics. 
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In Chapters 7 and 8 I examined how six individual students were positioned at the 

intersections of multiple practices of the self, and how each negotiated their combinations 

in ways that were subtle and unique but did nevertheless show commonalities in what the 

discourses of further mathematics made possible. I want to draw out two of those 

commonalities here: how further mathematics relates to independence and families. 

Independence 

In Chapter 8 I presented my argument that doing further mathematics was best 

understood as a way of becoming independent. I supported this by examining the 

accounts of students who continued with further mathematics, and by exploring cases 

where tensions between the neoliberal requirements to achieye independence and 

experiences in further mathematics caused students to giye up. In my data there arc four 

related discourses that write further mathematics as a practice of independence: 

• Further mathematics is positioned as outside school and yet possessing as much if 

not more legitimacy than school mathematics. Ther(:fore it enables some students 

to resist school discourses which may exclude them. 

• FMNctwork teaching practices allow students to learn fori about themseln.'s. 

Providing textbooks, online resources and the expectation to persist with extended 

homework tasks are part of this practice. But students accorded more significance 

to teaching that focused on the mathematics and responded to what tht·), did or 

did not understand, giying them skills for independent learning ratht'r than simply 

demanding it. 

• Students used further mathematics to claim cpistcmic and social authority. They 

described themselves moving between doing mathematics by themselves, with 

peers, in their mathematics classrooms and in the 1,'l\lNt·twork group. It was of tell 

acknowlcdgcd within thcir schools that thcy had uniyue or rare learning 

expcriences. This was valued as an cxpt·rtise in how school technologies should 

apply to them, and they were accorded rc1ative (although not complete) freedom in 

choosing how to work and what examinations to sit. 

• In return for being granted thc frccdoms of il1l.k·pcndcnce, students were 

positioned as responsible for thcir choices. This is the social contract of neoliberal 

individualisation. It also supports the distinction between safe, straight 
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mathematics which is dependable in itself and for its students, and further 

mathematics which carries personal risk and hope. 

Previous research has proposed that further mathematics provokes llualities of 

independence in students. In some cases (e.g Kitchen 1999; Newbould 1981) this was 

simply a 'commonsense' response to traditional school and assessment practices: since 

successful further mathematics students completed complex lluestions when on their own 

in examinations, and learned mathematics with less teacher support, then they \vere dt' jado 

more independent. The gradual retreat of further mathematics to the larger or selective 

schools who could maintain dab Ie teaching groups meant that this picture of independent 

further mathematicians was dated. Similarly, since the 2004 A-level curriculum rdorms, 

Mathematics and Further Maths A-le\'Cls have shared optional modules and had similar 

question structures. The difference in examination questions now rests primarily on the 

nature of the mathematical topics rather than on the style of the ljuestions. This can 

indeed leave more decision-making to the students, so that in my data they described 

further mathematics questions as more "intuitin~" and "connected" than in mathl'matics. 

They did not however feel that their developing intuition resulted from recei\'ing less 

teacher input, but rather from skilled support in how to tackle difficult ljuestions. 

The second approach to explaining independence in further mathematics focuses broadly 

on "habits of mind" (Cuoco, Goldenberg and !-.1ark 1997) l'ngendered by mathematical 

experiences and pedagogy. Independence is seen as a stage of having l\c.-nlopell these 

habits (Daskalogianni and Simpson 20(2). They arc often aligned with an idea of students' 

resilience, as when university tutors comment that further mathematics students' 

advantage comes from their 'stamina' not their wider content knowledge (Iloyles, 

Newman and Noss 2001). This association of resilience with imlependence positions the 

pursuit of successful, autonomous selfhood as always threatened amI needing 

reinforcements from within. Recent research has cxamined resilience as a process of 

interaction betwcen sociocultural context and individuals' llc.-vdoping agency, that can be 

strengthened by having a "leading identity" (Black 2010) relluiring mathematics, or 

through reflective activities in which individuals become "consciously aware of th,:ir IH.Td 

to break with what is taken-for-granted" (Hernandez-Martinez and \Villiams accepted). 

My approach does not place such habits directly in the mind, but in discourse. It adlls to 

this discussion by showing how the practices of further mathematics make it possible to 

pursue an identity of escape or accelerated progress if it can be positioned as neoliberal 

self-fulftllment (Lawler 1999; Lucey, Melody and \Valkl~rdine 200.); Moreau, Mendick and 
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Epstein 2009; Reay 2004; Rose 1999). Secondly, they do require students to think about 

positioning themselves within ambiguous discourses (Ahmed 2008b; Butler 1990; 11all 

199Gb; Valentine 2007). Independence and success can be - and ha\'c to be - more 

broadly defined than seemed thc case for mathematics. 

Families 

Onc of thc things that has been striking in students' talk is how they can manage their 

claims to belong in further mathcmatics in relation to the ways they belong in a family 

collective, and how belonging to further mathematics can then function as a promising 

happy object in the same way that family docs (Ahmed 2008a). I have shown throughout 

the thesis how students used relationships with family members, often but not always their 

fathers, to explain why they felt an affinity with mathematics. This complements recent 

research by the UPMAP project tracing the influence of 'key people' on participation in 

physics (Reiss et al. 2011): people whom the undergralluate identifies both with the subject 

and themselves. Here I have examined these notions of identification: showing how 

students could use the way that mathematics worked as a practice of the family collective, 

and translate that sense of natural belonging to an inherited sense of belonging in 

mathematics. This ties in with and is made possible by the mathematics discourses of 

staged development that align mathematics with secure progress and inclusion. It also fits 

with the finding that mathematics help students to feel chosen, reducing their agency and 

responsibility while increasing security (Mendick, Moreau and I ':pstein 2(09). 

For further mathematics, the discourses of 'getting ahead' and 'going it alolle' had a main 

function of projecting students away from childhood. h)r example, Michael learnt from 

his father to work alone from a text book, and Helen learnt from hl'r teacher how to fn'l 

confident in tackling further mathematics examination (luestions. But this discourse 

always brought with it the adaptation or resistance that participation was precocious, 

allowing the imperative of maturity to be subverted. Hellce further mathematics provided 

routes by which students could progress while muddying the dichotomies of child/ adult, 

dependent/independent. I showed this through the examples of Sukina and Charlotte in 

Chapter 5 who both used further mathematics to make claims for epistemic maturity and 

authority while rejecting social maturity that would take them out of their intersl'cting 

locations positioned by gender, class, ethnicity, by families, classroom collectives and 

friendship groups. In Chapter 7 we met Bob and Simon who tied their participation in 
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further mathematics to their family ethnicity but who were also aiming to break new 

ground and challenge the family discourse of mathematics as a solitary endeavour. 

9.3 Students who resist their school positioning are precarious 

in their power to 'write themselves differently'. 

My study suggests that further mathematics was influential in providing students with a 

route inside/ outside of school that they could frame as a space of escape, of access to 

privileged learning, and of recognition that they needed help in turning aspiration into 

achievement. I have suggested above that ambiguities in the discourses of further 

mathematics allow, and require, students to shape themselves (sometimes retrospectively) 

as resilient, independent students even while they struggle with the repercussions of 

examination failure. Similarly the ways they can/must frame how they belong to further 

mathematics lies in their pasts and who they 'are' amI also in their futures and retluires 

work on the self. \'(je saw in Chapter 8 how some of these tensions added up to exclude 

three particular students, but my purpose throughout this study has not been to sec 

individuals as types but to examine how the discourses themselves make it possibk (or 

impossible) to choose or leave further mathematics. In Chaptt:r 2 I considen.:d how 

educational discourses constructed school-ability, gender, class and ethnicity, and here I 

return to these concerns. 

Ability 

The mathematics A-level students in my study all had reasons to think of themselves as 

able. A school history of 'ahvays being in the top set' was a widely-ulltkrstootl justification 

for choosing further mathematics, so that having repeatedly 'been chosen' gave a 

legitimacy, almost an inevitability, to choosing for oneself to get/stay aht·ad. Other 

students told a history of feeling excluded from the top ability group and, as we saw in 

Jodie's case, further mathematics allowed such students to stake a claim that went bt'yond 

belonging in school mathematics into belonging with the imagined community of 

mathematically-empowered individuals. In this sense the H,INdwork discourse of 

broadening participation is reflected in the practices of students: it allows them to 

challenge the past as restrictive. There is another aspect of ability that we see when 

students encounter further mathematics, which is how much their "ability" rdies on 

institutional technologies and how at A-level these technologies narrow to examinations 

and choosing responsibly to produce coherent bdongings. I ~xaminations are a normative 
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technology of time, progress and risk that can verify your story of who you are, or <:Ise 

expose and confIrm you as excluded. If you chose further mathematics and do well you 

are confIrmed as special. If you fail in examinations you disrupt a significant practicc of 

belonging and (since you cannot actually escape your own progress) you are positioned as 

deluded, out-of control and inauthentic. One of the things that is strongly prcscnt in my 

data is how students struggle to sec themselves as successful once they have lost their 

powers to produce themselYes as unquestionably able. My analysis suggests that the 

pursuit of independence and maturity takes over, and in further mathematics this can act 

inclusively as for Jodie and Bob, or exclusively as for Tom and l\gentX. 

Gender 

Gender is central to the social constructions of identity, learning and adolescence (Davies 

198912004; Skelton et al. 2009), and central to mathematics in thc school curriculum anll 

in Western culture (Mendick, Moreau and Epstein 2009; \'\Ialkerdine 19HH, 19HIJ). In 

Chapter 2 I discussed how the 'problem' of girls' choices in mathematics shapes thinking 

about the value of mathematics, about what equity should look like, and about gender. In 

my study thcre was no obviousness about participation and gl~nder in further mathematics 

across the three sites. Moorden ended up with one young man in a group of four A2 

students, Grants with one young woman, and Capital with small groups fn 1m single-sex 

and mixed schools. Overall more young men started furthl'r mathematics and more gave 

up. I discussed in Chapter 7 how two students wcre refen:nced by others in their groups 

as extreme/typical further mathematicians; one was male, and one fl'male. 

What was clear in both FMNetwork texts and the student talk was the discourse of 

proving oneself through choice that associates mathl'matics with masculinity. for hoys ami 

girls (Mendick 2003). \'\Ie saw this in the alignment of furthl'r mathematics with 

accelcrated progress, rationally-backed speculation and controlled ado\escl'nce. This plays 

out differently for young men and women. Rodd and Bartholomew (2()()(') suggt'st thl'rl' is 

a discourse of specialness for young women doing mathematics that docs not exist for 

young men, and this is partially supported in my data. For example \Vl' saw how Jodie 

constructs further mathematics as a space for 'going it alone' within which she constructs 

her signifIcant friendships, her resistance to being positioned by male friends and teachers, 

and a new visibility as a hard-working neoliberal subject. But we also saw how the 

FMNetwork offers possibilities of distinction and specialness for young men through 

discourses of 'doing extra' and 'getting ahead', although these may turn out to bl' illusory 
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(as for Tom) or unwantedly isolating (as for Simon). It seems therefore that a scnse of 

specialness exists but is perhaps not easy to combine with adolescent masculinity. It seems 

likely that students learning further mathematics in school time would think differently 

about their specialness, and this could be an area for future research. 

Ethnicity 

We are lucky to have a growing body of literature in mathematics education that thcorises 

gender without fixing what masculinities and femininities can mean. There are similar 

arguments for research that recognises the processes through which multiple ethnic and 

cultural positionings and identifications are ascribed, disclosed, un-closed amI contes\(.'d 

(Carter and Virdee 2008; O'Donnell and Sharpe 2000; Ramji 200K; Stevens l't al. 2(11) and 

these have been developed in mathematics for African-American and l.atino/l.atina 

students (Gutierrez and DLxon-Roman 2011; Martin 200(); Stinson 2(10). i\J Y study can 

make some contributions to identifying such processes within mathematics. I ha\'C shown 

the dominance in choosing mathematics of the discourses of moving/improving and 

adolescent development. These discourses arc historically and institutionally linked to 

western colonialism (Fraser and Gordon 1994; Lesko 2001; Martin 2(10) but that 

awareness does not render them solely repressive: their circulation of po\H:r depends Oil 

how they produce meaning for all involved. 

Students in my study inscribed themseh'es with a secure, familial bcIonging in 

mathematics. The ethnicity of White students formed part of this discourse by its 

invisibility: their normative images of family drew on childhood and wht're rcIatin.'s 

worked. Non-White backgrounds retluired/allowed students to acCt'ntuate their ht:longing 

by aligning further mathematics with their specifically-ethnic culture. Sometitnt·s, th')" 

emphasised this culture as providing secure origins from which tht'y could choose to 

inherit mathematics This was notably explicit for tht· three stmknts who id('ntificd thcir 

own 'doing' of mathematics with what their parents brought 'from' China or \,il·tnam. 

Further mathematics was additionally aligned with the possibility of (positivl'iy) disrupting 

patterns of progress. This fuels the metaphors of mt:htncholy migrants, il1tt'r-gel1l'rati( lIlal 

love and conflict that underpin prominent stories of ethnic-minority success amI happiness 

(Ahmed 2008a). Several students in my study were rcsourcdul in w(.'aving tlwsc storit.s 

into learner identities that worked. I particuhuly recall how Sl1kina c()nnectt.~d fl1rtlll'r 

mathematics with her friends and her science-teacher brother-in-law, and thet'(.'by found a 
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route within the multiple meanings attached to being an aspirational, Muslim, caring, 

intellectual, young woman living in a space between Bangladesh and one part of I,ondon. 

Class 

It is discourses of advantage, disadvantage and class that run most strongly through the 

history of further mathematics, and get made O\'er in the policy texts of the F~INetwork. 

Throughout this thesis I have built a layered analysis of further mathematics as a way of 

'doing'independence. It is clear though that there arc different ways to take up that 

independence: as expectant, straight progress from childhood/pupilhoO<.l towards adult 

and personal autonomy, as taking the risks of hoping for the future amI the responsibilities 

of accounting for one's choices, and as resisting constraints as ext(.'rnal and claiming 

expertise in one's own learning and progress. All these practices produce ag<:l1c)' and high 

technological employability; it would be hard not to read as favourable an educational 

context which makes them possible. \'Ve saw in Chapter 7 how ncolibl'ral sclf

entrepreneurism articulates subjects with a desire to escape constraints and inscril)l's thl'\11 

as empowered through self-knowing and hard \vork. Howe'Vl'r a major weaknl'ss of such 

a consensus position is that "it ignores differences in the power of social groups to 

enhance their employability at the expense of others" (Brown, I kskt-th and \X'illiams 200.'\, 

p133). This study has also shown such differences in furthl'r mathematics. 

I started Chapter 5 with Clive and Steve whose initial choices of further mathematics as a 

way of 'doing extra' turned out to mobilise l}uite different perceptions of what 

mathematics was for. Clive, focussed on accruing high-status llualifiGltic Ins, was urged by 

teachers and middle-class parents to face the challenge of mathl'matics. \'\'orkingclass 

Steve readily used the discourse of personal employability to convince his mother and 

teachers that he could spend his time better in vocational A-kycls. The practicl's of thl' 

self in further mathematics that enhance self-governance and sdf-entt'<:prl·neurism arl' 

strategies of middle-class self-making (Archer, Hollingworth and Mendick 2010; Richards 

2005; Sveinsson 2009), that construct working-class culture as an 'orIll,t.' to the 

independent learner (Lucey, !\lclody and \X'alkerdine 20m; Moreau and Ll'atll\v()od 2()()(1). 

The binaries that oppose staged maturity to pn'cocity, learning to earning. expected 

progress to illusions arc all part of this constnlCtion of class as individual (Archer, 

Hollingworth and Mendick 2010; Skeggs 1997, 20(4). My data has rqx'atnlly shown how 

students can experience the ambiguities of further mathematics as exclusions gathl'ring 

round inauthenticity. Randall was a notable example of student framing his attempt to 
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study further mathematics as an illusion that distanced him from his 'true' status as a 

dependent pupil. Simultaneously he argued that success in further mathematics would 

distance him (and ~lario) from his autonomous adult goal of 'being there'. These ways in 

which he and others struggle with further mathematics resonate with the same tensions 

that problematise working -class learning as ha\'ing to change amI let go of one's natural 

and autonomous self. 

9.4 Implications for future participation and research 

The FMNetwork came to an end in July 2009 but was replaceu with the i"urther 

Mathematics Support Programme. One of the reasons given for this revision was the 

success of the network in promoting further mathematics so that the focus neelkd to 

change from providing tuition to supporting school groups (Stripp 200!)). Both the 

schools in my study planned to bring further mathematics in-housl'. Y l't what this study 

has shown is the clear differences between the discourses of school-bascu mathematics 

and network-based further mathematics. Thus the positioning of the H\INetwOI'k as 

outside school and yet inside the school anu lief\S systems was a significant factor in their 

practices. For the students it was a new space in which priyikged or powerful identities 

Id b ",1 " d " d" . f1 'd" I I k' I' cou e uone an un one , creatlllg new III !tICS }tit a so rClna '1I1g l'XC uSlons 

(Valentine 2007, (14) Those stuuents \\'ho presenteu their continm'd participation in 

further mathematics as most surprising were those who found a wa)' to resist how schools 

had positioned them in the past, and who drew on further matl1l'tnatics teaching and 

online resources to give them expertise in managing their own learning. When sttllknts 

continueu to university they used their experience of multiple ways of working to ("ngage 

resourcefully with new demanus anu to maintain their sense of self-inclusion through sl·lf

work. The particular discourses of belonging as becoming inuependent t hat wen.' practices 

of the FMNetwork groups may not be supporteu in thl' satnl' way in newly recruited 

school groups. It would therefore be interesting for futurl' r("search to tran' how till'), arl' 

adapted, closed off or perhaps enhanc(,~u for diffl'rent students. There arc alsll policy 

implications for the Support Programme. In this study we have seen thl' FMNl'twork 

provide new beginnings, alternative support groups, anlI an authority that CXCUSl'S 

examination failure and allows students to try again. I suggest thl' ncw H\lSP should try to 

maintain the imagined community of further mathematicians as one which can mcdiatl' the 

relationship between students and schools in sllch ways. This will not he an obvious shift: 

the old relationship between the HvlNctwork and schools was primarily institutional in its 
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framing of mutual benefits, but the new relationship closely inyokes classroom teachers, 

their relationships and identity projccts. 

My study has also something to say about post-16 mathematics 'intervention' programs 

and curricula. First, the FlvINetwork was cxtrcmely cffectiyc in matching tlH:ir vision of 

an enrichment program with what schools expected from further mathematics in the past 

and what they wanted it to 'do' in the present and future. They balanced quality, 

conformity and accessibility in such a way that students - howenr long they continlH.'d 

further mathematics - consistently framed their cxpericnce as haying benefits in its 

contribution to mathematics and work on themselves. The parallds between the 

discourses found in official texts and students' talk were signifICant; schools, students and 

FMtutors had the same expectations about individual lessons and administration, re\'ision 

conferences and onlinc rcsources (with the exception of synchronous online revision 

workshops which my students did not experience as valuable). This was brought about 

through a careful attention to what would 'work' in schools and in the curriculum. The 

FMNetwork is thus a good example of innO\'ation that tackles an issue raised in the ITCl'nt 

Wolf report on vocational qualifications (\'Volf 2(11): that llualificatiol1s gain value 

primarily from social practicc not academic certification, and that value is easily 'distortl'll' 

if new programs fits poorly with existing institutional tl'chn()l()gies. Secondly, the nature 

of post-16 mathematics A-level has itself been under lluestion, with proposals to eliminate 

modular examinations or to group them into clearly-marked pathways (;\CT\IE 20 lOa, 

201Ob; Dill 2010; Royal Society 2011). t\ly study confirms that then: arl' complc.:x 

connections between institutional practices and individual choiCl.:s which han: dfl'cts on 

participation, V cry few students in my research Sl't out to study further mathematics 

through to A2, It was an 'extra', the last priority whl'n work got tight and always first 111 

line to be dropped. Thc 'turning point' for many of th<.' students who cot1tinul'd was OI1l' 

of thc ftrst modules they studied in year 12, discrete mathematics, Not only did most 

achicvc relatively high gradcs on a restricted timetable, hut thl'Y l'njoy<:d the application to 

business and planning (much more than statistics \vhich Was sel'll as boring, fiddly numhl'r 

work). As we saw in Chapters 5, 6 and 7 a sense of mathematics as managing progrl'ss in 

thc real world contributed to the discourses of maturity, realism and indq)endence that 

students uscd for thcir OW11 self-management, This suggests that maintaining ('ntry-!t-"d 

applied mathcmatics within the further mathematics curriculum will he important to 

rctention, 
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Exploring the discourses of further mathcmatics and sclfhood havc given me a fascinating 

five ycars of study. I end with lines by Gerald Manning I lopkins where he introduces the 

self as practice: 

As kingfishers catch fire, dragonflies draw flame; 

As tumbled over rim in roundy wells 

Stones ring; each hlCked string tells, each bell's 

Bow swung finds tongue to fling out broad its name; 

Each mortal thing does one thing and the same: 

Deals out that being indoors each one dwells; 

Selves -goes itself; myself it speaks and spells, 

Crying \'\11at I do is me: for that I cameo 

Hopkins summons us to hcar thc compclling self-creation of subjectivity with an internal 

logic which for him (rc-)articulates divinity. I wish I could match the (:Ilergy of his p()lOm 

in my argumcnt that, through the complex inter-relations of practice, ch()osing furt her 

mathematics compels and creates certain possibilities of selfllOouo I have tracelllhe 

internal powcr that circulates when further mathematics articulates an imkpelldlont, 

improving neolibcral self. I am heartcned by the possibilities, albeit precari()us, of othcr 

discourses that value mutual help and the present experience of working wil h 

mathematics. 
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Appendices 

Appendix 1 List of participants (alphabetical order) 

These biographical details draw on biographical information asked for in interviews and an 

email. I decided not to pursue details if I did not get a full answer (which happened fairly 

frequently in joint interviews and emails) so it is not uniform. In iuentifying cthnicity and 

class I have combined specific responses given in some emails about ethnicity, parental 

occupations and education with relevant information giyen more anecdotally throughout 

the research. Specifically I have used parental occupations anu the Office of National 

Statistics Standard Ocmpatiollai Cia.fJijlcCltion 2000 to uescribe stuuents as working-class or 

middle-class, and then further described students whose parents did not ha\'e a degree

level qualification as lower middle class. This educational criterion gave a distinction that 

tallied with my data regarding sociogeographic differences between sites and friendship 

groups within sites (Butler and Sange 1995), . I know the degn:<.' subjects <.·ight students 

"went on to study" because they emailcd during their first y<.~ar at university; for aBot her 

eight students I know the offers they held at the end of year 13;for year 12 interviewt'(·s I 

know only what they intended to apply for. 

Overall then, my participants consisted of: 

• 14 young men and 10 young women; 

• 5 of these were working-class (\V), 8 }O\\,er middle-class (I J\l), H from upper 

miudlc class (M) and 3 whose class was unattrihutable. 

• 15 students were British/White, 2 were British/ Bangladeshi and there was olle 

student in each of the following groups: British/hlipino, British/Mixed Whit<.' 

and Asian, British Indian, British Chinese, British Vietnamese, Vit:tnamt'st' and 

White Irish. 

The students: 

007 from Capital is a working-class British/l'ilipino boy studying fl.latht'matics, 

Chemistry and Economics (A2), Further Maths (AS). His parents work as hospital p()rter 

and midwife, and he is resitting year 12 to improve last year's grades. lie intends to study 

civil engineering. 
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from Grants is a lower middle class British/\X'hite boy studying 

Mathematics, Geography, Physics (A2) and Further Maths (AS). I lis parents work as an 

engineer and a housing assistant. He is an ambitious student and went on to study ci\·il 

engllleenng. 

from Capital is a British/Bangladeshi boy studying ~Iathematics, Physics, 

Accounting (A2) and Further Maths (AS). He did not tell me his parents' occupations but 

his brother works as a pharmacist. He found that he hadn't chosen the right subjects for 

medicine or finance, and had an offer to study environmental engineering. 

from Moorden is a middle-class British/White girl studying ~lathematics, 

Further Maths, Physics, Psychology (A2) and Classical Ci\'ilisation (AS). I I cr parents work 

as a police officer and social worker. She went on to study mathematics amI engineering 

mathematics. 

from :t\loorden is a middle-class British/White girl studying ~Iathl.·matics, 

Further Maths, Philosophy and Psychology (A2) and Sociology (i\S). Iler parents work as 

a marketing director and teacher. She went on to study mathematics alH.l businl'ss. 

from Moorden is a middle-class British/White boy studying ~tathl'matics, 

Economics, Geography and History 1\2) and Further Maths (AS). llis parl'l1ts work as a 

chief executive and teaching assistant. He had an offer to study l'cOIlOmics. 

from Moorden is a middle-class British/\v'hite girl studying i\lathl'matics, 

Music and Biology (A2) and Design Technology (AS) but she did not haw time for 

Further Maths. Her parents work in computing and teaching. She had an offl'r to study 

muslC. 

from Moorden is a middle-class British/White girl studying I':nglish, 

Performing Arts, and Classical civilisation (1\2) and I\hthematics (AS). She startl·d hlt'tlKr 

Maths AS level and stopped after the January module. She did not tcll tnl' h<:r parents' 

occupations but her grandfather was a mathematician. She had an offl'r to study English. 

from Moorden is a lower middle-class British/Mixl'd White and Asian girl 

studying Mathematics, Biology and Psychology (A2) and Chemistry (AS) but not I :urt hl'r 

Maths. lier mother docs secretarial work. She int('nds to study Businl'ss or Accounting. 

is the only girl at Grants studying Further Maths (A2). Shl' a\so studies 

Mathematics and Ifistory (1\2), and Psychology (AS). She is ImH'r middle-class and 
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British/White and her parents work as a police officer and school administrator. She \\Tnt 

on to study mathematics. 

from Moorden is a working-class British/White girl studying i\latlH:matics, 

Further Maths, Business, Psychology (A2) and Health Care (i\S). IIer parents arc carc

workers for the elderly. She had an offer to study mathematics with management studil'~ 

from Capital is a working-class \'Vhite Irish boy studying i\lathcmatic", 

English Language and Economics (A2). He started Further i\laths and stoppell after onl' 

module in June ofY12. His parents arc not employed; his father lives away from the 

family but encouraged Joe with his mathematics. He intends to study economics and 

mathematics. 

from Capital is a British/Chinese boy aiming to study i\lathematics, 

Accounting, Physics and Economics (A2) and Further i\laths (.-\S). "'lthough "most 

Chinese people arc good at maths," his parents do not work with it because they came to 

England. He intends to study economics and mathematics. 

from Capital is a middle-class Vietnamese girl studying Matlwmatics, 

Physics and Economics (1\2) and Further Maths (AS). Iler school teachl'r is hdping hl'r 

study more modules to get Further Maths A2 if possible. Her parl'nts own a business in 

Vietnam and she lives on her own in England. She intends to study matht'matics and 

management science. 

from Grants is a lower-middle-class British/White hoy studying 

Mathematics, Further r..faths, Physics, Chemistry (A2) ami 1 ksign Technology (AS). II is 

parents work in engineering, secretarial/ insurance. He went on to study acoustic 

engmeenng. 

from Capital is a working-class British/\' ietnamese h()y st udying 

Mathematics (A2). He is retaking Y12 to improve his grades in leT and 1':col1omics (,\S) 

but continuing with Mathematics, Although he started hlrther Maths AS, Ill' stllppl'd for 

the rcsit year. 11'is father is a bus driver who "has a passion for" mathematics. :'-.\ichad 

intends to finish A2s and another AS and study economics and mathematics. 

from Moorden is a middle-class British/\Xlhite hoy ~tudying ~latlll'matics. 

Further Maths Physics, Computing (A2) and Psychology (AS). Ilis parl'l1ts work as a 

telemetry engineer and tcaching assistant. He Wt~nt on to study computl't Sril'ncl'. 
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from Grants is a lower middle-class British/White boy studying 

Mathematics, Further Maths, Physics, Chemistry (A2) and Design Technoloh'Y' (AS). Ilis 

parents work in engineering. He aims to work in music. lie was the only participant not 

applying for university. 

from Grants is a British/\X'hite boy studying t-.lathematics, Psychology anll 

Physics (A2) and Further Maths (AS). His father "sort of' works with mathematics but 

without a degree. At the end ofY12 he intended to study mathematics hut in Y13 he tokl 

me he found A-levels more difficult, and did not take part in further emailsorintl.l.\.il.\\.. 

from Grants is a middle-class British Indian boy studying t-.1athl·tnatics, 

Further Maths, Physics, Chemistry (A2). His parents arc professionals. Ill' \\Tnt on to 

study computer science. 

from Moorden is a lower middle-class British/White girl stUllying 

Mathematics, Art, Biology (A2), Further t-.laths and Physics (AS). She continunll:urthl'l' 

Maths for one more module in Y13. Her mother and grandfatlH:r work in accountancy. 

After a gap year studying floristry, she hao an offer to study ~larine Biol()gy. 

from Moorden is a working-class British/\\'hite h( I)' studying HlI~inl'ss 

Studies, Economics and Law (A2), Mathematics and hItthl'r t-.taths (.\S). llis tnothn and 

brother work in accounts. He had an offer to study business managl'tnl'nr, 

from Capital is a middle-class British/Bangladeshi girl studying 

Mathematics, Biology Chemistry (;\2), Furthl'r t-.laths and Psychology (:\S), lIn hrolhns 

are in business and she is inspireo by her brother-in-law who is a SCil'IKl' tl·aclll'r. SIll' had 

an offer to study pure mathematics, and was angry to find that some COlltSl'S I'l'lillirni 

Further Maths A2. 

from Grants is a lower middle-class British/\X!hite boy studying 

Mathematics, Physics ano Geography (;\2), and hll'ther Maths (.\S). I lis pal'l'tlIs W( ,rk as 

a postman and IT manager. He went on to study computer science. 
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Students by Gender, Ethnicity and Class 

Gender Ethnicity Class 

M British Filipino W 

M British \Vhite Lt\1 

M British Bangladeshi Una ttributed 

F British White M 

F British White 1\1 

1\1 British White M 

F British White t\1 

F British White t\1 

F British Mixed White / J\ sian Lr--l 

-" 
F British White Lr--l 

-- F British White \'1,1 

M White Irish \V 

M British Chinese l.' l1attrii>ulnl 

F Vietnamese t\l 

M British \X'hite Lr--l 

M British Vietnamt:se \V 

M British \'(Ihite t\1 

M British White Lt\l 

M British White l.' nail rihutnl 

M British Indian M 

r British \'(Ihite Li\l 

-
M British \\Thite W 

- - -
F British Banghdeshi L!\1 

M British White I.M 



Student participation in interviews and emails 

Y12 interview Y13 interview Number of emails 

- Alone 

With and With 3 

- Alone 

Alone Alone thell with 5 

With Alone 

Alone Alone 

Alone Alone 2 

With Alone 

With 

With and 
~--------_r~~----~~~~_r~~~~--~------~~~-------

l\IOIlC 

Alone \\'ith , thell alone 

- Alone 

I---:---:---~--_r--;-:-~~--~~--~_r~--~-------------~------------- --
Alone 

-
~------~_r--~~~-~~~-+-__:_:_~~~~~~-----~ ---------------

Akme 1 

With & 
~~--~--_r~~~~__::_:_~~_r=~~--~~----- ----------------

With .) 

-~-----:---~_r--~-~~-~~_r__:_:_---------------- ------.-.-.--.-.----- .. -.------. 
Alonl' 

Alone 
I---:----:,..-~~-+~~~--~~~--+--:-:--------------.-- ----.------ -.-........ _ .. --.. --... 

Alone ·l 

\Vith & 
f---.,..".------jr-;-;-;:;:-;--.,----;::------t-:-\X::-:·'::-it:-h---------·-· -------~ '''--.-''.-''-''-

\Vith and 
~----~_r~_:_--__::_-:----_+~--------------- .. ----.---.-----... --.-

Alone 
-~--~--il__;_-;--~~~~~~-t_:__:__----~--. -'--- -- .. -. _ --.. _________ . ___________ .. _. 

l\lolle 

Alone 
r-- -----~...._--------+__:_;_-----------.----

Alone 

\,'ith 
t-------t~:_:_;_------l-~-------___ ._ 

Alone 

f--:,·-----:---:------jr----------+---:A---:l-o-n-l·------------- -----_ .. ---_.----

With and I-------~;;:-;-----:-----+-'\-X.-:-!it-h---------·----- --------------- ---.-.-
3 

L-____ -JL---________ -.l. ___________ ._~ ____ . _________ . 
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Appendix 2 Documents used 

I selected these documents as representing further mathematics and the rMNctwork to a 

range of audicnces. All of them arc public documents: published, distributed or madc 

available on the web. (The rMNetwork is now called the rurther ~1athematics Support 

Programme (FMSP) so much of its documcntation is slightly renamed). I selected the 

documents in four main areas (see headings): in thc first two, thc authors can be 

considered as writingfor the FMNctwork; in the second two, authors olll.ride the 

rMNetwork relatc it to wider discourses of mathematics. 

F~INetwork internal and public promotional 

Ilerc I selected threc documents in which thc FMNctwork madc a casc for its inception, 

aimed to involve others who recognised a mathematics 'problem', and build up a 

momentum for reform. 

tr)/!y .r11l(lyFAl? (no date). Leaflet and webpage 
www.furthermaths.org.uk/student_area/whystudyfm.php. [accessed 17/3/11\. 

This is the recruitment leaflet that the FMNetwork distributed to schools and students 

from the beginning of thc project. It scts out thc "good rcasons" for students to take 

Further Maths, and how they can benefit from studying with the F~lNctwork. 

New!y comp/eled network prol'ides (leaH 10 Fllrlber AlalbflJ/{/licJ tlm)f(~bolll 1 !'Z~/dlld. I ;urther 
Mathematics Network Prcss Release, 7 September 2006. Available from 
www.fmnetwork.org.uk/press_rcleases.php. [accessed 17/3/11\. 

This press-release presents thc newly-established FMNetwork as a ground-breaking Dfl ~S 

intervention to reverse thc decline and narrowness of Further Maths, using favourable 

quotcs from schools, univcrsities and government adviso~s. 

A-L.efle!Furtber Ala/bematits Ce/ebrall's Furtber IntreaJfs. Furthl'r Mathematics Network Press 
Relcase, 13 August 2007. Availablc from www.fmnetwork.org.uk/files/PR07-
8_Furthcr_Mathcmatics_Nctwork_A_Ievcls.doc [acccssed 17/3/11\. 

This media-release explicitly associatcs thc FMNetwork with "impressive" increases in 

Furthcr Maths A-level numbcrs, and encourages morc universities to make it an entry 

rcquirement. 

Explaining the FMNetwork to undergraduate matJleluatics educMors 

Hcre I selccted thrcc documents written by staff associated with the r'MNetwork for 

lecturers in mathematics-related highcr education. In them, Stripp and Porkl'ss summarise 
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the problem of declining mathematics numbers and inform their readers that the 

FMNetwork is addressing their concerns. 

Stripp, C. 2004. The changes to AS / A level Further Mathematics for September 2004. 
Mathematics, Statistics and Opera/ioll Research COlllledioJlJ 4 (3):15-16. 

This journal has a readership amongst uni\rersity staff interested in new insights on 

teaching mathematics. Stripp informs them of changes that "give grounds for optimism" 

and asks for help in promoting the pilot Further i\laths programme. 

Porkess, R. 2006. Unwinding the Vicio/ls Circ/e. Paper read at IMA international conference 
on Mathematical Education of Engineers, at Loughborough, ApriI20()(). 

This talk analyses the multiple causes of mathematics decline and proposes the 

FMNetwork as a logical solution. The \ricious circle' has been influential, with Y<.'rsions 

appearing in later reports (e.g. self-perpetuating cycle of decline). 

Stripp, C. 2007. The Further Mathematics Network. Ala/helJlali,:r, S/Il/i.rlieJ alld Opml/ioll 
Research Connediolls 7 (2). 

This follow-up article to Stripp's earlier contribution (above) sets out the mission 

statement and national structure of the Fl\lNetwork, and implications for uni\"l'rsitics. 

FA/Network evaillations 

These four documents from researchers at Durham University report the findings from 

independent evaluation of the FMNetwork pilot and programme. Tht·y set out critt'ria for 

judging institutional success and in doing so position the I;MNetwork according to wider 

discourses of mathematics education policy. 

Barmby, P. and R. Coer 2004. Evaluating the MEl 'Enabling Access to hlrt11t'r 
Mathematics' Project. Te(/(hi/~~ A fa/hema/icJ alld i/.r /1pp/im/ioIlJ 23 C~): 11 9-132. 

This was published in a small journal popular with university mathematics t·ducalots al the 

time of extending the project. 

Searle, J. & Harmb)" P. (2006) E/I{t/llatioll r1 tbe AIEl hlltber Ma/hell/alit's NI'IJllOIi.: Illi/illl 
RepO/t. Curriculum, Evaluation and Management Centre, Durham Univ('J'sity. 

Searle, J. 2008. Ella/I/ation r1 tbe ME! F"rther MathemalicJ Nc/u!oli.: Interim R(1)OIt 2. 1 )urham: 
CEM Centre, Durham University. 

These arc reports designed for an already-interested audience including the l"MNetwork 

and its funders. 

Searle, J. 2008. n,'a//(alioll ~f tbe 1 'Illtber Ala/bemalicJ Network .. Power point slides of a paper 
read at Improving Educational Outcomes Conference, at Durham L~ni\'(:rsity. 
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This describes some of the evaluation findings as work in progress, showing some of the 

criteria that did not end up in the final report. 

National mathematics policy documents 

I selected four key documents that appeared contemporaneously with the FMNetwork and 

addressed the 'mathematics problem' and used these to itwestigate how the discourses of 

the FMNetwork are similar or different to those of go\Trnment policy. 

Matthews, A. and Pepper, D. (2005) D,y/Ilia/ion oj pm1ilipa/ioll ill /1-1t'/'I'I JJ/a/hclJJ(J/io·. IIIIi'/ilJJ 
Report. QCA, pp 1-11,73-4. 

Matthews, A. and Pepper, D. (2007) E,'clillalion oj pCll1ilipalioll ill GCl ~ IJlalhelJJatic.\': 1 'II/fli 
report. QCA. pp 1-22, 68-69 

Two influential reports on A-lcvclI\lathematics which include Further f\laths as a 

subsidiary interest. I have looked closely at the Introduction/Summary section from each, 

and the sections that report findings for further mathematics. 

more_maths~rads. More Ata/hematic.\' Grai/lIa/l'J Press release, 23 April 2007 1\\'ailable from 
http://mmg.scenta.co.uk! db! documents!070423 mmg launch.pdf. 

I attended the launch of this national project whose remit to promote mathematics 11:1s 

similarities with the FMNetwork. It seemed fruitful to compare their press-n.·!t.·ases. 

QCA (2007) Offerillgflll1ber m{[/bematicJ tlJpCll1 oj tbe A It'/'el CIInimlll))J: Qualification and 
Curriculum Authority. 

A rare QCA document about teaching/ structuring further mathematics that describes the 

FMNetwork amongst other ways to promote and offer further mathematics. 
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Appendix 3 Observation design 

I chose to gather information from observation for two reasons: to obtain accounts 

produced by students and tcachers about identities, arising in the natural context of 

mathematics and further mathematics lessons, and to provide background information and 

shared knowledge of classroom practices to enable me to conduct inten"iews and analyse 

the data. At Grants and l\1oorden, I decided to obsen'e mathematics lessons for a full 

week, in mid-term so that teaching was uninterrupted, visiting each of the relevant A-h",'el 

teachers at least once. As the schools had different Mathematics A-level groups, usually 

with two teachers each, it was impossible to ObSelye every student's full mathematics 

week, and ad hoc observations continued O\'er a period of time. Clearly this selection of 

lessons to observe offers a spread across the school, the students and teachers, but little in 

the way of generalisability. For further mathematics, I obsen'ed an initial sequence of 

three consecutive lessons in each school, with occasional obsen'ations of the weekly 

lessons over the research period, preceding other contacts such as email and face-to-face 

inten'iews. At Capital I was only able to obsen'e one lesson in each year. 

I recorded information from the obsen'ations using field notes, as their exploratory nature 

did not suggest pre-formed categories of interest. Instead, the situation was one in which 

"the researcher enters the setting with a range of lluestions, interests, orientations"(Brown 

and Dowling 1998, p50). In taking field notes, there is inl'vitably a selection of material to 

record and an organisation in the manner of recording it that relluires ongoing 

consideration of the underlying principles by which this is done. h>r my field notes 1 

made an initial choice to include: 

• Information relating to students, time, place and a description of setting 

• Outlines of the mathematical tasks introduced by the teacher, the ljuestions asked, 

approaches and variations discussed; 

• A record of connections between mathematics and further mathematics Y('rhaliscd 

• 

by teachers or students, or noted in the lesson tasks; 

Descriptions of the approaches to learning in that classroom - noting l'pisodcs of 

teacher/ peer talk, written mathematical activity, group, pair or il1l1ividual goal 

setting, who provides and critillues the mathematics. 
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• Records of comments made by teachers or students about the process of learning 

or doing mathematics; 

• Descriptions of how identities were offered or taken up by the students and 

teachers, particularly common models such as 'exam candidate', 'hard-working 

girl', 'isolated mathematician'. 

• Records of any emotions or power relations expressed by the teachers or students. 

• Records of using common gendered binaries in their reasoning e.g. harll/ easy; 

calculation/ reasoning. 

Notcs in all these areas were collected under four broad headings, Classroom setup, 

Pedagogy, Identities and Emotions/Connections, and annotated to show the chronology 

of the lesson. Despite the ambitious scope of the categories of information to be 

collected, the nature of the lessons, with usually one person talking at a time and rl'gular 

periods when individuals practised mathematical techniques, meant that it was usually 

possible to decide and record the information considered to be relevant. 
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Appendix4 Interviews 

Appendix 4.1 Year 12 Schedule Further Maths Students 

Introduction Research context - choice, experiences, feelings 
0p1ruons 
Confidentiality - storage and use 
Consent - taping Withdrawal 

Name Choose research name 
What were your A-level choices? 
How did you come to choose those \Vhat was the first one you chose? 
subjects? \X'hich is/was your fayc>urite? 

\X'hen did you think about doing I\1aths A len'l? 
Did you think about maybe doing hlrthl'r I\1aths? 
Do you think your friends or family influencell 
your choice? Or your teachers? 

I have got twelve words here - varied Can you choose three that defll1itcly apply to 
descriptive words. Maths, and three that definitely don't - and tell 

UJat7n green repelling pair!!ul me why? 
IlC1V j7uid slra(~;'t talkali/'e \'V'hat about three for your favourite subject? 
safe slale doutfy hopeful And for Further I\laths? \'V'hv arc the\' different? 
Can you describe how your class Who is your best friend in maths? 
usually interacts in maths lessons? Are there people who don't work wdl together? 

I low do you fed about your share of teacher 
time? 

Can you describe to me how you worke \'V'hat happened in class with your teacher? 
on a recent topic in maths or F maths? How did you get on with it when you \'il'l'l' 
E.g. integration, complex '''"11iJerJ, .fixed poil working by yourself? 
iteration \'V'hat are good practices for you in learning 

maths? 
\,\'hat are had practices? 
Are they differl'nt in different subjects? 

Do you have any strong memories or How docs working on maths now compare? 
images of you working on maths? 
Got a set of photos of various What subjects will you ha\'e cOl1tinUl'd to A2? 
situations in study and employment. Will you be using maths at all? 
Are there any that appeal to you in 
terms of your future, say in 3-5 years 
time? 
*What do you feel about learning How is it different working in t'.1aths and hlrlhl'r 
from your maths textbook? Maths? 
"flow important to you is your Do your different malhs teachers expect different 
teacher when you are learning? things from you? J\1arbl' ill le.!".!"oll,'? I'-or /JOIIII'IJI(JrJ..:r 

*Do you think that being "good" at Do you have a sense of how good you are at 
maths is the same as being good in maths? 
maths exams? Does it matter to you how well YOU llo in exa ins? 
End Thanks. Check on consent. 

I ~mail Questions to follow? 
Starred 'luest1ons were opttonal that I omitted 1f time was short and/ or If the student had 
already talked about similar issues. 
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Appendix 4.2 Year 13 Schedule A Further Maths students 

Introduction Research context. Confidentiality - storage 
and use. 
Consent - taping. \Vithdrawal 

Subjects? 
Target grades? AS grades? 

What are you planning to do next year? Subject? Where? Or what? 
How did you make that decision? 
What kind of advice did you take on those 
choices? 
How certain are you about the choice? 

Did you feel that the A levels you chose 
made a difference when applying? 
What kind of work environment are you How do you think it will be different to 
looking forward to at university? school? 

I have got twelve words here - varied Can you choose three that definitely apply 
descriptive words. to you as a student, and three that don't? 
independent jlz~b(y fa::;] na/llra! Are there any lessons that particularly 
eompe/i/il'e matllre era::;] illttlitille disciplined 

bring out those qualities? 
ski(fttf quick realistic 

What qualities will be useful in later life? 
Looking back at year 12/13, when have do 
you felt happiest doing your school work? 
When have you felt most miserable? 
C3/C4 A-level question: How would your Just talk through what you'd try and what 
teachers tell you to approach this question? you think would happen. 
Can you tell me about any differences in Describe how the class works 
your learning styles or skills between now 
and year 12? 
How would you describe the people who do Tutors? At revision days? Other students? 
maths with the FMNetwork? Are you a typical maths student? 
*What effect does it have that the FMN is a Online resources? 
national programme? Revision online and meeting days? 
*What advice would you give someone in I-Iow much work is it? How should you 
year 11 who had chosen further maths or organise your work? 
maths for A-level? 
*Do you feel that your different A levels fit Can you give me an example of any time 
together well? Have they been connected? when something you learnt in mathematics 

helped with further maths? Or Physics? 
*What do you think is most influential in Responsibility? 
learning tnaths - the school, the teacher, or 
the student? 
What do you think you will you be doing What kind of maths might you be using in 
around 5 years time? the future? 
End Thanks. Check on consent I ~mail Qs-

uni? 
, 
Starred questions were optional that I otnltted 1f time was short and/or if the student had 
already talked about similar issues. 
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Appendix 4.3 Year 13 Schedule B Maths students 

Introduction Research context. Confidentiality - storage 
and usc. 
Consent - t~il~ Withdrawal 

Subjects? 
Target grades? l\S grades? 

What are you planning to do next year? Subject? Where? Or? 
How did you make that decision? 
\\1hat kind of advice did you take on those 
choices? 
How certain arc you about the choice? 

Did you feel that the A levels you chose 
made a difference when applying? 
What kind of work em'ironment are you Ilow 00 you think it will be different to 
looking forwaro to at university? school? 

I have got twelve words here - varied Can you choose three that tkflnitdy apply 
oescriptive \Voros. to you as a student, and thn.'e that don't? 
independent f/Zgh(y Ice;y l/a/1I1lI1 Are there any kssol1s that particularly 
competitiJle matllre era::;)! illlllilil'e diJeiplilll'd bring out those tlualities? 
Jkiijitl qllick rea/iJlic \\1hat tlualities will he useful in later lift,? 
Looking back at year 12/13, when have do 
you felt happiest doing your school work? 
When ha\'eJ'ou felt most miserable? 
C3/C4 A-level question: How would your Just talk through what you'd try and what 
teachers tell you to approach this question? yoU think would h:~ppt'n. 
Can you tell me about any differences in Describe how the class works 
your learning styles or skills between now 
and year 12? 
How would you describe the people who do Arc you a typical maths student? 
maths with the FMNetwork? 
*\\1hat advice would you gi\'e someone in Ilow much \v{)rk is it? Ilow should you 
year 11 who had chosen further maths or organise your work? 
maths for A-level? 
*Do you feel that your oifferent A levels fit AS only: can YOll give me an example of 
together well? llave they been connecteo? any time when something you karnt in 

Further Matlls hdpnl with mathematics? 
Or Physics? 

*What do you think is most influential in Responsibility? 
learning maths - the school, the teacher, or 
the student? 
What do you think you will you be ooing \'Vhat kind of maths might you lx' using in 
arouno 5 years time? the futu[(~? 
End Thanks. Check on consent 

I ~mail Qs- uni? 
, 
Starred questIons were optIonal that I onutteo If tIme was short and/ or If the student hao 
alreaoy talked about similar issues. 
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Appendix 4.4 Year 18 Schedule AS-only Further Maths 

Main Questions Optional Prompts 
Introduction Research context - choice, experiences, feelings, 

0pll1l0nS 
Confidentiality - storage and use. Consent -
taping. 
\'<-'ithdrawal. Choose research name 

What \verc your j\-levcl choices? \\lhat was the first one you chose? 
I low did you come to choose those Which is/was your favourite? 
subjects? When did you think about doing r-.laths A level? 

\\lhel1 did you think about doing hmher Maths? 
Do you think your friends or family influenced 
your choice? Or your teachers? 

I havc got twelYc words herc - varied Can you choose three that definitely apply to 
descripti\'c \vords. Maths, and three that definitely don't - and tell . 
IV,1/7Jl green repellillcg puil!!"! me why? 
new fluid Jlra{~hl la! /::.111 il'e \Vhat about three for your fa\'ourite subject? 
safe slu/e douqy hop~/id i\nd for hmher r-.laths? 

WI1\' are they different? 
Can you describe how your class Who is your best friend in maths? 
usually interacts in maths lessons? Arc there people who don't work well togetIH:r? 

How do you fed about your use of teacher tinK-? 
Does it make any difference that 
you\'e done Further Maths in your 
normal r-.laths lessons? 

Can you describe to me how you worke \'(,Ihat happeIH.'d in class with your t(.'acher? 
on a recent topic in J:Maths? Ilow did you get on with it whl'n you were 
n.<~. itl/e..~ra/i()11 , mll/plt'x IlIfII/bcn, ji.\.wl poill working by yourself? 
ill'ra/ioll \'<-'hat arc good practicl's for you in Icarning 

maths? 
\'(,Ihat arc bad rracticl's? Texthook? 
Arc the\' different in different suhjects? 

How would you describe the people Tutors? At revision days? Othl'r stlllknts? 
who do maths with the I:M network? Arc you a typical maths student? 
,yWhat effect docs it have that the Online resources? 
I:MN is a national programme? Revision online and meeting days? 
*What do you think is most influential Resr( lIlsihility? 
in learning maths - the school, the 
teacher, or the student? 
\X'hat do you think you will you be If uni, do you fed that the A lc\'ds you chose 
doing in around 5 years time? made a difference? 

What kind of maths might you he using in the 
future? 

End Thanks 
Check on consent 

Starred qlleStiOnS were optional that I ol111tted If t1l11e was short and/ or if the stUlknt hall 
already talked about similar isslles. 
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Appendix 4.5 Adjectives task 

Design and rationale 

In the 'adjectives task' I asked students to choose three \vords from a bank of adjectives 

that they thought applied to mathematics and three that did not, and then to talk through 

their choices. This was repeated for further mathematics and/or their fan>urite subject. 

The themcs that I tried to include through my choice of words picked up on metaphors 

for mathematics and leaning and beliefs about participation. The first theme was to (.'cho 

metaphors for learning that I had observed the school teachers usc, such as 'following a 

journey', 'saying', 'seeing' for understanding and learning (Cameron 20(H). So the 

adjectives slraz~ht andj7/1id suggest movement, /alkali/'e suggests speech; while <~n'I'1I and 

dom!y were choscn to be visual terms. (1\S an example of the personal nature of 

evocations, one student explained that ,~I'I'l'II meant 'go' and suggested a pleasurable journcy 

in mathematics). The second theme picked up on the feelings of 'not belonging' (Solomon 

2005) and 'exposure' (Nardi and Steward 20m; Rodd 20(2) prcvalent in accounts of 

studying mathematics at university. I chose lI'tll'lJl. n'Pdli/~~. s4'. ptJ"!/itl. ItJlK.tllif'I'. hopt.'/iti to 

evoke emotions and sensations associated with acceptance and rejection in social groups. 

Similarly, research has found that mathematics stullcnts dl'scribed their emotions 

concerning the subject as 'fnlstration' (Rodd 20(2), 'cooling down/ off (Daskalogianni and 

Simpson 20(2). They also used metaphors related to death and dis/solution (I ':arly 1 <)92), 

uncertainty and unfinished problems. Cerofsky (1 <)<)7, np) describes how anxieties and 

desires arc articulated by students: "desire in traditional mathl'matics education Sl'l'ms to 

be for an immediate closing down of messy li\'ing spaces, forl:closure on the unknown". 

chose dOllr!y,j7l1id. UJeJrIJl, pail!!/Il • .rlalt', J/'iJ~~hl, JlI'U', s(~/i" hopeflll as words that echo these fears, 

but also the associated possibilities for new beginnings. hnally, the discussions were 

taking place in the context of educational choice in which choice is thematised as largely 

concerned with comfort, utility and rationalism (Blenkinsop et a1. 2()()(,; QCA 2007; SIIf\l 

2006). I welcomed the associations with futurity, dirl'ction and self-care of hopc:/itl, n'Pt'llit~~. 

lII'UI, J/mi.~b/ alld Jtf/e. I avoided /(Je.fitl as too obviously associated with choosing and 

mathematics. 

All these words wcre chosen by some students for some subjects. Jtf/e was the most 

popular word, as described in §5.1.1. Talk-ali/Ie tended to be us(.'d in the same way by 

students within a teaching group - th(~y agreed that their mathematics Icssons were either 
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talkative or not, and this was a good introduction to describing lessons. GrcfII was rarely 

selected in relation to any subject, although it provoked the odd interesting comment in 

passing that mathematics had nothing to do with green issues or nature. 

In Year 13 interviews I used a nriation of this task with twelve adjectives that applied (or 

not) to them as learners. I asked students \vhich lessons brought out those (lualities, and 

which would be useful in later life. 

illdl'pendm/ j7igh!y la::;), /la!lIral dixliplined Jk.i!/itl 

fotJIpe!i!itle ma!/(re m:l::;}' ill/llili/le qllick realiJ!i" 

Results 

This table shows how often each adjective was selected during the tasks. Not all students 

gave three responses, and some groups/pairs students gave joint responses, some 

individual responses. The numbers arc therefore indica tin', which is why I have used a 

word cloud to compare them in the thesis. llere I ha,"C marked the common responses in 

bold, and underlined the adjecti"es where there is a difference between mathematics ami 

further mathematics. 

Jl,IA THS (17 responses) FURTHER .MATHS (15 responses) 

DO DON'T DO DON'T 

warm 4 2 3 1 

green 0 3 () 2 

repelling 1 8 1 3 

painful 3 10 6 2 

new 6 2 10 ') 

fluid 4 2 4 4 

straight 9 2 2 () 

talkative G () 4 5 

safe 10 4 1 10 

stale 0 5 3 5 

cloudy 5 () 7 2 

hopeful 6 0 7 3 
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For the adjective task that required students to describe themsekes as learners, 17 students 

gave these responses: 

ME AS A U}AR\'LR US] iI:UL IS L/l,]]:R IJI '1: 

DO APPL) , ])OST ) "]:s 1'<U}, 

independent 12 4 9 1 

flighty 7 1 - 1 

lazy 4 9 - 1 

natural 1 2 -

disciplined 2 11 3 2 

skilful - 1 -

competitiyc H 5 3 1 

mature 3 2 3 1 

crazy - 6 -

Intuiti\'c 1 2 -

quick 3 4 3 

Realistic 10 1 3 1 
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Appendix 4.6 Design and rationale for Photographs task 

The photographs in this task were chosen after analysing the further mathematics 

documents. The f-t-.lNetwork website (www.fmnetwork.org.uk) uses a range of 

photographs of further mathematics students and career mathematicians. Presenters at 

the t-.lore Maths Grads launch and FMNetwork reyision days also shO\\'l'd eye-catching 

images and associated them to mathematics. These were aspirational images associated 

with beauty, mystkJUe, trayel, access to impressive buildings, technology and institutions, 

and with a social picture of race and gender inclusion, leadership and teamwork. So the 

design element of this task was to introduce some of these visual discursiye practices of 

further mathematics but bring them into interactions where students described their own 

choice-making. 

To create this resource I searched for copyright-free photographs on the internet that 

matched my specifications. I chose photographs for the images because of their 

implications of access, authenticity anu realism. I deciueu to mute the dominant dfl'cts of 

aspirational photography by finding images that matched in their topics but not the tluality 

of production, and by including other, more mundane situations that stuuents might he 

familiar with. I was asking participants to iuentify themselves in imagined futurt·s so 1 

avoided images that put objects centre-stage in fanmr of indiyiduals and groups of people 

in action. Howeyer I chose photos where people manipulated props to match the 

metaphor of control noted from the Fi"INetwork document analysis, and to offer 

complexities and possibilities in the student comments. I paid particular attention to how 

the photographs portrayed group relationships in terms of people's age, gender and 

ethnicity, aiming for photos that were yaried and inclusive while not on·rtly challenging or 

stereotypical. Finally I avoided full-face portraits bl'cause I wanted to signal that these 

images were of roles not characters. 

The final selection depicted (to me): 
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A A woman and man 

adding to communal 

post-it notes in front 

of a poster-sized spider 

diagram. 

B A man at his desk 

using telephone and 

four computer creens 

with a view over 

colleague and a 

cityscape. 

C Two women in 

adjacent personalised, 

desk- paces working 

with computers and 

piles of folders in a 

colourful office. 

D Three men at two 

computers, revealed 

behind complex 

W1t111g. 
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E Four young presenters 

pointing to graphs on a 

data projector screen 

in a darkened 

auditorium. 

F Si.'I{ collcagues in lively 

discussion of shared 

documcnts around a 

small circular table in a 

town office. 

G A young woman 

reading books in a 

blurred book-lined 

library / office. 

H A young man and 

woman writing and 

manipulating 

equipment in a room 

full of boxe , tubs and 

helves. 
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Appendix 5 Example of Email Questionnaire 

Questionnaires were sent as word forms so participants could type only in the highlighted 

boxes. 

Questionnaire for ---------

October 2007 

I hope you have had a good beginning to year 13. Thanks for ftlling in my questionnaire 
aga1l1. 

Some boxes have single questions that I am looking for an answer to, while in other boxes 
I have put a few related <'luestions and I am interested in anything you have to say in that 
general area. The questions do overlap slightly. Please answer in every box, but if you 
have written a longer answer somewhere then don't feel you have to repeat yourself. 

Cathy 

\X'hich of these AS levels have you continued to A2? 

Psychology 

Sociology 

Philosophy and Ethics 

Mathematics 

Further Mathematics 

How docs choosing A2s compare to when you chose AS levels? 

Did you consider not continuing with maths or furth<.'r maths? Can you describe the kind 
of experiences last year that have influenced your feelings about continuing? 

What factors came into your thinking when you chose the A kvel subjects to continue? 

When did you decide? 
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What happens in a typical further maths lesson this term? How are you feeling about 
your learning? How does it compare to your normal maths or last year? 

Please describe any differences in how your maths class works with each other and the 
teachers now that you are in A2? 

Personally, do you feel differently about maths and your other A level subjects now that 
you are experiencing them in A2? 

What are you thinking about in terms of plans for next year? How do you feel about 
having to make them? Have your ideas changed at all from when we spoke in April? 

Thanks again. If you have any clueries about this, then please do email me. 

To know more about my research, check http://www.litlington.org.uk/cas/ 

Cathy Smith 
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Appendix 6 Talks, Papers and Awards from this thesis 

Talks 

"Not knowing and not being too safe": happiness, work and further mathematics. Invited 

lecture to the day conference of the British Society for Research in Learning Mathematics, 

Leeds University, 11 June 2011. 

"Sometimes I Think \'\1ow I'm Doing Further Maths ... ": Tensions Between Aspiring And 

Belonging. Sixth International Mathematics Education and Society Confercnce, Frcie 

Univcrsitat Berlin, 25 March 2010. Published in referecd procecdings (Smith, 2010b) 

Choosing more mathematics: happiness through work? British Educational Research 

Association Conference, Manchester, 4 Scptember 2009. 

Choosing more mathematics: working for happiness? Cambridge Colloquium in 

Mathematics Education, Cambridge University, 11 May 2009. 

Choosing more mathematics: happiness through work? British Society for Research into 

Learning Mathematics Conference, Kings' College, London, 15 Novcmbcr 2008. !J(/rJrlJlfll 

Proceedillg.r28 (3):114-119. 

\'\1ho wants to be a Mathematician: furthcr mathematics A-Icvel as identity work? 

Birmingham Science Education Research Group meeting, J ,ondon, 3 May 200H 

\'\1ho wants to be a Mathcmatician? London Metropolitan Univcrsity rescarch student 

seminar, London, 21 Nov 2007 

Publica tions 

Smith, C. 2011. 'Sometimes I think Wow I'm. doing Further f'v1aths ... ': balancing tensions 

between aspirations and belonging. In A1appiIZ~ Equity tln((Qllali(y in A1at/JclllflticJ Edllcation, 

cd. B. Atweh, M. Graven, W. Secada and P. Valero. New York: Springer. 

Smith, C. 2010. Choosing more mathematics: happiness through work? RrJcmrh ill 

AfalhetJJCltic.f Edllt'CItion 12 (2):99-116. 

Award 

Janet Duffin Award for 2010; awardcd by editorial board of l\eJeare/J ill Mat/JI'III(/I;eJ 

Edllt'CIlioll for my paper (Smith 2010 above). 
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